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Abstract 
The contractor is required to submit well argued staternents of his entitlements upon the 
occurrence of defined events recognised by construction contracts. These are generally 
referred to as "clainis". It is a matter of record that the high incidence of disputes are the 
result of such claims. Two main strands of research and expert commentary has been 
followed to stem this tide. The first focuses on ensuring that the legal implication of terms 
of contract are understood. The other attempts to ensure that there is equitable risk 
allocation tinder construction contracts. Some reported research indicates that poor 
quality of claims management practice was perhaps one of the most important factors 
responsible for this phenomenon. Unfortunately, there has been no reported research into 
the most deficient aspects of the claims management process. The general aim of the 
research reported in this thesis attempts to fill the gap in the construction industry's 
understanding of claims management. 
The research involved: (i) an extensive review of the literature on claims, information 
management and technology, (ii) surveys and structured interviews of contractors and 
consultants and; (iii) case studies. Tile research confirmed the perceived central role of the 
Quantity Surveyor (QS) in claims management in addition to his traditional functions. It 
suggests that as a result of the QS's workloads, claims are usually left until projects are 
practically complete. Also contrary to conventional wisdom, most consultants to not 
object to tile principle of claims but rather reject claims because of lack of factual evidence 
to support them. This deficiency in clairn submissions frorn contractors is the result of lack 
of resources, the high cost of accessing the relevant paper records and/or the fact that 
information they submitted to support claims is usually captured by systems designed to 
produce internal accounting information which has, at best, only the most tenuous 
connection with claims. Further, although the technology required to reduce the expense 
of access to information from paper-sources is now well established, few contractors are 
even beginning to appreciate the values of these systerns. In addition no systems exist that 
are capable Of SUpporting every aspect of claims management. 
To improve the situation, the research proposes that : (i) a rnatrix of documents or their 
near equivalents that record resource use, performance and site events with reference to 
scheduled project activities be implemented; (ii) there should be a requirement to prepare 
and maintain resource-loaded CPM network schedules to aid the ascertainment of the cost 
and time impact of site events on specific activities. Standard specifications for these 
programmes and tile minirnurn requirements for keeping site records should also be 
incorporated with all standard forms of building and civil engineering contracts; (iii) to 
ensure an adequate standard of clairn documentation, it is desirable that tile requirements 
for claim submittals should be specified at project inception; (iv) the problerns with 
documents assembly, retrieval and access to data can be overcorne through the 
implementation of electronic document management systems; (v) ideological training of 
personnel to use IT tools and understand the need to change current clairris managernent 
practice should be undertaken and; (vi) the claims management function should be 







At the present time, the majority of the more substantial building and engineering 
projects in the United Kingdom are designed by a professional adviser of the 
employer, and are usually supervised and administered on tile employer's behalf by this 
adviser during tile execution of the projects. This relatively sophisticated arrangement 
has important managerial consequences. The main consequence is that, in general, the 
employer places far less reliance Linder Such contracts on the skill and judgernent of the 
contractor. This is particularly so in relation to design of tile works, the choice of 
materials and their suitability for their intended purpose. This arrangement also has an 
important effect on the terms that can be implied in contracts, tile interpretation of its 
express terms and has implications for tile management of construction projects. Much 
of the modern law on building and engineering contracts has, as a result, evolved 
around this arrangernent. 
The resulting high incidence of litigation in. the construction industry of this 
arrangement is well documented. It is estimated that more than 80% of tile business of 
the Official Referee's Court, the division of the High Court which settles commercial 
disputes, consists of construction litigation [1]. In most of these cases, tile ability of 
project participants to document events, link such events to their impact on the project 
and consequently their effect on contractual rights and obligations has been called into 
question [2,3]. O'Brien [4] suggests that, since it is the inability to establish cause and 
effect in tile context of legal framework imposed by contracts that lead to litigation, it 
was possible that modern management techniques afforded to sorne extent by 
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information technolog can be applied to claims management. This research concerns oy 
the potential for reducing litigation through a change in project management culture 
facilitated by the incorporation into standard forms the requirements for documenting 
project activity and how this can be facilitated by applying Information Technology 
(IT). 
The origin of construction disputes and litigation are claims made by parties for 
breaching the terms of their contractual arrangernent. Claims are briefly defined in the 
next section to define the broad focus of tile research. 
1.2.0 Dermition of Claims 
A clairn can be defined as a demand for rernedy or compensation that is due under 
contract or common law [2,3]. Claims can therefore, arise from civil liability in 
contract or tort for tile breach of statutes or common law. 
In legal terms, claims on construction projects fall tinder four main categories [2]: (i) 
contractual claims; (ii) ex-contractual or common law claims, quaidum Inerilit 
claims , and 
(iv) ex pvtO awards or claims. 
This research however, focuses on contractual claims. These include generally claims 
relating to unforeseen physical conditions, failure to Supply information and drawings, 
variations, delays and other disruptions for which the contractor is generally entitled to V 
claim additional cost and time extension Under tile terms of contracts entered into 
between the employer and the contractor. 
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1.3.0 Problem Dermition 
Introduction 
The Wood Report [5] referred to claims and variations as "the most vexalious areas of 
contractual i-elalionAilm" The Banwell Report [6] stated earlier that "it would be to 
the benefil of lhe whole indusity if lhe impact t? f claims ivas suhslanlially reduced' 
while the Harris Working Party [7] refers to the problem of claims settlernent as 
"Iwobably Ihe most difficull alid coldroversial incyller ciffecibig rekitiolis hi Ihe 
cotisti-tictiott itidusity". These sentiments are echoed by Hughes [8] when lie points out 
the term "clcthn" was likely to "iirou, ve eniolimis itt 1he most nwfler-qf-facl archilect, 
eiigiiieer or quaidily surveyor, it chill of qjyveheti. violi or thrill ()f wilicil)a1ioii 
(accordhig, lo otie'sl)ohd qf viciv) hi cm)., coidraclor". 
Scott [9] more than a decade later argued that, the use of the word "clahn" still 
arouses emotions very oflen accompanied by accusations and counter-accusations. 
This ernotive atmosphere appears to prevail against the backgrOUnd of the acceptance 
that claims are a natural and inevitable consequence of the modern contract systern 
[10]. In fact, it has been argued by sorne commentators that, this reality is recognised 
in the drafting of most standard forms of contracts [I I]. 
Despite the acceptance of their inevitability on contracts, Solutions for the problerns 
associated with clairns and disputes resolution have remained elusive. According to 
Jeargeas and Hartman [12], despite the existence of elaborate articles on the subject, 
industry' practices have not changed. The reason for this, argues Zack [13], is that 
while project complexity has increased and the cost of performing construction work 
has escalated, to sorne extent the quality of contract docurnents have declined and with 
it profit margins. 
In an attempt to address sorne of the problems raised by contractual disputes and 
claims, tile Construction IndUstry Institute (CII) of America, for example, proposes 
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that parties to contract 11start right" and "stay right" [14]. Starting right requires parties 
to contract to begin projects that inClUdes suitable contract language and within an 
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process. Staying right meaning that emerging 
disputes are resolved quickly before they develop into complex legal problems. 
Adopting the parlance of the CII one can conclude that much of the research and 
literary work on this subject has been directed at how parties can "start right". The 
emphasis, by and large, has been on equitable risk allocation, better understanding and 
interpretation of contractual provisions and methods of quantifying claims. 
The risk allocation therne is based on the concept of risk distribution. The philosophy 
is that the responsibility for a particular risk tinder contract should be allocated to the 
party best equipped to deal with it [15,16,17,18]. For example, the foundation 
engineer should bear tile consequences of any failures of his or her design and not the 
contractor who builds it. By evaluating terms of contract and identifying the common 
causes of claims and disputes [19,12,20] the exponents of this principle argue that 
improved drafting of provisions of contract is the key to the reduction of disputes. This 
concept of risk allocation lies behind tile dratling of a new contract form by Hartman 
[21], the introduction of the New Engineering Contract [22], now revised and renarned 
the Engineering and Construction Contract in the United Kingdom, and the suggestion 
by the recent review of the state of the UK construction industry that most of the 
standard forms of contract should be redrafted [23]. 
Those who stress the need for improved understanding of tile terms of contract such 
Powell-Srnith and Sims [21, Trickey [24], Sweet [25], Thornas, Smith and Cummings 
[26], Goodacre and Hunter [11], to name but a few, suggest that dispute avoidance is 
facilitated to a large extent by proper interpretation of contract. Here, legal analysis is 
presented along with techniques for quantifying the common heads of clairn. However, 0 
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each of these excellent commentaries always state an important proviso: (fie claimant 
(in this case the contractor) is required in law, to substantiate every claim properly, 
preferably using detailed site documentation. Given this caveat, it may be argued that, 
these lines of research are manifestly limited in practical terms, for one simple reason. 
The interpretation of the terms of contract are sufficiently straight forward where 
disputes are largely about facts, rather than intricate legal rules [27]. Preliminary 
contacts with industry which preceded this research Suggested that, in the majority of 
disputes, it is usually the facts that are in question and not the law. 
There is no doubt that the issues of risk allocation and interpretation of rights and 
obligations Linder contract are important in contractual relations. However, it is a fact 
that claims and disputes in the industry have continued to increase [28,29]. 
Considering that, successive reports on the UK construction industry have expressed 
dismay at the industry's reputation for litigation, it is apparent that, these lines of 
enquiry have had little impact. Diekmann and Girard's [14] attempt for example, to 
develop a system for predicting the likelihood of disputes on construction projects 
using the "dispute potential index" to provide the project teams with foreknowledge of 
projects with a high propensity towards contract dispute would be very useful only if 
the management issues raised by changes in the scope of projects are dealt with 
comprehensively. Diekmann and Girard's research in fact suggests that, apart from 
lopeople" issues, management was the most important factor which influences the likely 
occurrence of disputes, 
Although the problern of ensuring equitable risk allocation and tile lack of 
understanding of terms of contract are important, the investigation of tile management 
demands of clairns preparation and evaluation would greatly complement these efforts. 
The survey of arbitrators reported by Kangari [28] which found that proper project 
activity documentation influences dispute resolution reinforces the need for 
investigation of the management issues. The Wood Report [5] two decades earlier also 
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made this very point, when it stated categorically that, clairns could be speedily settled 
if there was a better appreciation of tile need for proper documentation. The report 
emphasised that the "lack qffiiclucil ei4tleiice is (i pl-ime ccuise (? f dehi))ed 1)cr))meW" 
and inevitably, protracted disputes. 
On the whole, the main consequence of the emphasis on equitable risk allocation and 
interpretation of contracts is that, although ensuring payment of contractual clairns is 
the ultimate goal of any construction clairn, it is oflen treated as an aflerthought in its 
preparation [30]. 
So what constitutes good claims management practice? Brewer [3 1 ], a director of a 
leading firm of construction contracts consultants, suggests an answer. Tile essence of 
claims management, he explains: 
"is not to lodge a hemy document at the end (? f a p1piecl requesting 
additional expense and not call it a "claim Instead the claimant should 
ensure that his. fullest entillementv are idenlýfied on a month by 111onth 
basis, with adequate detail to ensure that appropriate sums are paid 
through iwerim payments. " 
The experience is that, this is the exception rather than the rule. The implication is that, 
without an adequate management set Lip to deal with clainis, irrespective of the 0 
interpretation skills employed or the balance of risk allocation, protracted disputes 
will unfortunately be a permanent feature of construction projects. In effect, even if the 
parties "start right" it is not possible for them to "stay right. " 
If one were to accept tile definition of claims management practice by Brewer P 11 
then, it is apparent that tile efforts made so far do not to any extent resolve tile 
practical management problems that changes in the economics of projects mean to the 
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contractor. This is especially tile case where tile events affiecting tile project are within 
the control of the owner and his ag,, ents. Improving claims and dispute resolution 
therefore requires the investigation of the aspects of the claims management process 
that hinder proper preparation and evaluation of claims. 
The main premise of this research is that, management problerns have so far been given 
inadequate attention by researchers and expert commentators. This lack of 
appreciation of the burden of the process has lead sorne cynics to label claims 
management as a form of black art. Zack [ 13], for example, describes it as the practice 
of making and winning claims by questionable expedients Without violating tile rules 
or, even worse, an attempt to make a marginally profitable project more profitable. 
Based on the same prernise, Foxhall [32] also suggests that contractors use clairns to 
claw back uneconornic bids while Naourn [333] extols tile virtues of management 
contracting as a means of preventing claims. Understanding tile practical issues 
involved in claims management will go along way to dispel this attitude. The challenge 
which this research takes tip is therefore to find efficient ways of preparing, evaluating 
and settling clairns that can stand tip to scrutiny by any objective assessor. 
It has been argued by many commentators [2,3, . 12,2.3 3] that, inadeqUate management 
of projects significantly impairs the contractor's ability to prepare well substantiated I- 
claims. 
The author acknowledges that socio-economic factors inflUence tile extent and 
frequency of disputes in the construction industry. These factors will always be 
present. This research however, attempts provide more efficient ways of managing 
clairns within tile context these socio-econonnic factors. 
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1.4.0 Research Aims 
Introthiction 
The broad aim of this research is to develop a frarnework for improving the 
management of contractual claims through changes to project managernent strategy 
and the adoption of information technology. In order to achieve this aim the following 
objectives were set: 
1. review the literature on claims and disputes to identify and examine current and 
indUstry practices of claims management', 0 
2. review case law to determine the reqUiremýnts on claimants by the courts in 
preparino, * claims, 0 
3. identify the potential areas of difficulty in the claims management process through a 
conceptual analysis based on the findings of objectives I and 2, 
4. examine the current contractual framework to identify potential factors affecting 
the quality and efficiency claims management in tile construction industry; 
S. to identify tile aspects of claims quantification that are responsible for disputes, 
identify deficiencies in project activity documentation, tile resourcing of tile claims 
management function and reasons for delays and costs in claims preparation; 0 
6. evalUate tile possible role of information technology for assisting tile clainis 
management process and develop an integrated model and identify tile functional 
requirements of an information systern to support the claims management function, 
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7. develop and evalLiate a framework of proposals for better claims management on 
constniction projects. 
1.5.0 Methodology and Work Undertaken 
The work Linder-taken was in three distinct stages. The first phase was to verify the 
premise argued in §§1.3.0 that improved management of claims was required in order 
to reduce tile costs and delays in clairns preparation and consequently the tendency to 
litigate. An additional objective of this part of the research was to determine whether 
the effort required by the clairns management process can be reduced by applying IT 
tools. This investigation was carried Out mainly through literature review, a 
questionnaire survey, structured interviews and case studies to obtain additional 
information on the managernent problerns associated with clairris preparation and 
evaluation. 
The literature relating to the issues pertinent to clairns preparation and evaluation were 
reviewed and evaluated. Most of the literature available on the subject of clairns and 
disputes discusses the techniques of qUant ifi cation, appreciation of terms of contract 
and better risk allocation. As a result, very little has been written about the aspects of 
the clairns management process responsible for delays and/or affects clairns preparation 
and evaluation. This lack Of Understanding of the management process is reflected to 
some extent in the vague provisions in most standard forms for project documentation, 
programming of works and clairns documentation. 
The SUrvey Undertaken covered the whole of the UK over a period of six months and 
provided some interesting findings which were amplified by interviews with 10 senior zD 
construction indUstry practitioners and conSUltants. 
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The results of tile Survey suggests that several management problems hinder the proper 
preparation and evaluation of claims. It was evident that inadequate management was 
largely responsible for poor claims documentation and consequently, tile industry's 
notoriety for litigation. Information management through better information access 
underlies the problem. Also the current project management set-Ups are not geared to 
deal with claims comprehensively as tile function is poorly resourced. 
It became abundantly clear at the initial stage that, IT has a major role to play in 
effective management. This realisation made research into IT applications relevant to 
clairns management imperative. This was achieved by drawing on the findings of the 
case studies, a structured systerns analysis to establish the functional requirements of a 
COMPLIter-based system and the development of a limited prototype to prove the 
concept. 
In the third stage, a number of proposals based on the findings of tile research in the 
second and third stages were developed. These proposals were evalUated using expert 
opinion and redrafted for consideration by the construction industry as part of a 
concerted drive to reduce disputes. 
The first phase of this research is dOCLImented in Part A. The second and third phases 
are documented in Part B and C, respectively. 
1.6.0 Main Achievements 
This research, has, through extensive literaftire search, case law review, postal surveys, 
interviews and case studies identified the main shortcomings in clairris management 
practice, their extent and causes as a basis for proposing managernent changes and 
technology application to improve CUrrent practice. 
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The main achievements of the research are : (I) the identification of tile main 
shortcomings in management practice, (ii) tile development of a conceptual model for 
integrated information technology (IT) SLIPPOFt for the claims managernent and; (iii) 
development of a framework of proposals for achieving better claims managernent. 
Four papers [34,35,36,37] have been published from the research whilst a further 
three are in the pipeline. 
1.6.1 Main Shortcomings In Management Practice 
In order to appreciate tile management problerns, tile reasons for the rejection of 
claims which a claimant believes he is entitled is a good starting point. The reasons for 
rejection are closely related to the principle of tile claim which was ranked above 
inadequate information by consultants in the postal survey. The research identified two 
main factors, First, contractors do not keep the records that are detailed enough to 
dennonstrate the basis of their claims. Second, it has been suggested by many 
consultants that detailed information is often withheld as a tactic to cover inefficient 
project management or as a device to inflate claims. The later is SLIpported by instances 
where previously unavailable records suddenly appeared when final accounts were 
being prepared or at legal proccedings. 0 C, 
Preparing claims requires time and entails sorn6 cost to the contractor. In order to 
address partly issues Such as information provision, aspects of tile claims preparation 
that involve most cost and tirne are important. Tile research SLIggests that as far as the 
contractor is concerned the identification of claims relevant information, their retrieval 
and claims docurnent preparation involves the most cost and tirne. The mairi reason is 
that most of tile site activity docurnentation are essentially paper-based. These paper- 
based sources of information required considerable effort in order to identify and 
retrieve the relevant information, 
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Another reason for the inability to prepare well argued claims Submissions is lack of 
resources. The majority of the contractors involved in the research indicated that they 
could not divert limited resources available to claims preparation during construction. 
The practice was to leave any detailed investigation of claims until practical completion 
when resources can be freed. Consultants reject this practice. 
Allied to the issue of resource availability is that of the responsibility for tile claims 
management function. This research confirmed that the contractor's Quantity Surveyor 
(QS) plays that most important role in claims preparation. Apparently, the QS's 
knowledge of the costing of the works and its monitoring is used in clairns preparation. 
Other projects team members such Project Managers, Site Planners/Agents appears to 
play subsidiary roles. 
It is also evident from this research that clairns preparation is not as yet regarded as a 
specialised project managei-nent function requiring the specific assignment of trained 
personnel. On tile other hand such personnel may well exist but most contractors are 
reluctant to admit it for fear of being branded as "claims coiiscions". This is confirmed 
by the survey of contractors orientation to claims which did not show any strong 
inclination to pursue clairns with all effort. However, tile presence of job titles Such as 
"Commercial Managers" and "Legal Advisors" indicates that such personnel may exist. 
This also confirms contractors' inclination to prepare claims themselves rather than use 
external consultants. 
An important implication of this situation is that,. the quality of claims docurnentation 
depends very MUCII oil the experience and skill of the QS whose traditional dUty is to 
price changes, prepare valUations, vet quotations and monitor budgetary performance. 
The evidence is that tile dernands of these roles results in claims submissions being 
overlooked and lience tile practice of postponing SUbmissions until projects are 
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practically complete. Claims as a consequence are managed on an crd hoe basis, with 
no defined or accepted principles of docurnentation, Without the appropriate 
management set-up to deal with them and, naturally, with contractual framework that 
does not promote good practice. 
A considerable amount of literature has been devoted to the explanation and 
demonstration of methods of quantifying and justifying heads of claim. Commentators 
agree that each head of clairn presents its own special difficulties. The research 
confirmed that a major reason for the disagreements over the quanturn of claims is the 
use of formulae. The preferred approach is that all claims should be quantified and 
justified using audited records. 
Compared to all the other head of claims, tile quantum and justification of on-site 
overheads appear to be the least likely to result in dispute. However, further 
investigation suggest that the item is often disputed because contractors tend to price it 
using the sarne percentage quoted in their original tenders. In addition to this, there is 
often a lack of records on plant and labour to support such claims. Two underlying 
issues related to the above is tile problem of how the contractor's programme, which 
usually contains information oil on-site activity is prepared and maintained, and 
whether the contemporary records intended to document projects are capable of 
supporting claims management at all. 
The first manifests itself in the debate that surrounds disputes over clainns for loss of 
productivity or disruption. The practice of many contractors is to use general 
percentages to quantify Such claims. Consultants on the other hand prefer tile use of 
contemporary records and a close analysis of the contractors programme required by 
contract. This could be done by relating tile resource information in tile programme to 
the contractor's records of labour and plant Output on site. The main ditrICUlty in tile 
UK with this approach is that tile preparation of reSOUrce-loaded programmes is not a 
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requirement of most standard form. The consequence, is that, very often where 
programmes were prepared they did not represent the actual seqUence of works, were 
never updated and were very often in the form of simplistic bar charts. Tile limitations 
of bar charts in disputes situation are well documented in literature [38]. 
The second issue relates to tile nature of the contemporary records kept on projects. 
The case studies indicated that Quantity Surveyors relied mostly on cost reports 
designed for budgetary control to quantify claims. More significantly, available 
conternporary records were not only inaccessible because they were paper-based but 
were intended for cost accounting purposes. The normalisation of a sample of these 
records confirmed tile inadequacy of current records. 
1.6.2 A Conceptual Model for Integrated IT support for the claims 
management 
Computers are being used in the management of clairns. A number of systerns have 
been designed for aspects of the claims management process. For example, expert 
systems for the assessment of extensions of time, determining whether ground 
conditions were unforeseeable or whether changes made by client to works was 
ground for compensation have been reported. Although most of these systerns have 
not gone beyond the research stage, they nevertheless demonstrate the potential for 
further improvement. The main payoff in IT use however, will be in the areas of 
document management which appears to be capable of addressing the important 
problern Of supporting the retrieval of Supporting information. In view of recent 
developments on the software market, the possibility of designing dedicated systems 
that enables access through integration was explored in this research. 11-1) 
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To this end, a conceptual model based oil a structured systerns analysis for integration 
was developed. Tile validation of the model by peers suggests that it is a good starting 
point for implementing an integrated cornputer-based system. 
Tile implementation of tile model has several implications because the software 
systems used in the construction industry are implemented in a wide range of 
hardware/software environments. In order to incorporate these applications as 
sub-systenns of tile proposed integrated system the question of compatibility has to be 
addressed. Although considerable progress has been made in the area of hardware 
compatibility, facilities for communication between the various software systerns are 
still, at best, very rudimentary. 
The problerns raised by tile lack of soflware compatibility also concerns the required 
expertise of tile systern's intended user and tile data transfers across systems. Firstly, as 
the information requirements of a typical claim are scattered across tile sub-systems the 
user would have to possess, at the very least, a fair understanding of tile all these sub- 
systems. This knowledge would be additional to knowledge of construction methods, 
technology and construction law. The second problem is that, even assuming sufficient 
knowledge of tile various systems, data transfer from one application to another, e. g., 
from a CPM software to an expert systern, is cumbersome. With tile current state of 
the software market, printing from Source system and inputting into the target 
application would be required in most cases. However, with tile recent alliances to 
establish protocols for Application Program Interchange (API) this problem is largely 




1.6.3 Propos. als for Better Clainis Management 
Introduction 
To take advantage of these IT developments in light of the shortcomings of current 
claims management practice a number of proposals were made to tile industry. These 
proposals were evalUated for their feasibility and suitability. Based on tile results of tile 
evaluation this research recornmends tile following: 0 
I, A matrix of records that docurnent site events, resource use and progress of 
work with respect to scheduled project activity will significantly reduce the 
diffiCLIlty of identifying, retrieving, assembling documents and preparing claims. 
2. Standard specifications for preparing and maintaining resource loaded 
prograrnmes of work shOUld accornpany every construction contract as a means C) 
aiding claims mana( gernent. 
Claims submissions hould provide as an obligation a breakdown of costs of 
delays and disruptions with respect to each project activity. 
Standard forms should include more dernanding provisions to on the 
contractor's programming of work. This would lead to better claims 0 
management without changing significantly current legal obligations of parties C, C; I Zn 
to construction contracts. 
5. Training of construction personnel needs to include the use of information 
technology for information management and claims. This is necessary to achieve 
better claims managernent'within tile context to tile framework. 0 
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6. On mediUrn to large construction projects the clainis management function 
shOLIld be allocated to personnel trained to deal with thern. 
7. The possibility of using electronic docurnent management systems to reduce the 
cost of managing claims relevant docurnents should be explored. This is because 
there strong indication based on their use in other industries that this technology 
can improve the contractors' ability to substantiate clairns. The EDMS 
technology has a definite advantage over Current docurnent managernent 
practice but will need to be tried to gain a general use in the construction 
industry. 
Provisions requiring the contractor to keep and allow the employer to audit 
records and submit the bUild-up of preliminaries and other bidding dOCLIments 
should be considered as a means aiding clairns evalUation. 
9. The indUstry ShOUld examine carefully the development and implementation of 
IT tools that can support all aspects of project management. 
10. Terms stating figUres normally in diSPLIte for example, percentage of overhead 
recovery in the HUdsons/Eniden formulae should be considered in contracts. 
1.6.4 Recommendations for further rescal-cil 
1. The frarnework of proposals should be implemented oil live projects to test their 
impact on claims management, 
2. The construction industry should investigate the possibility of standardising site 
activity documentation on construction projects. 
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3. Further work should be carried out to completely develop and test a suite IT 
applications within the functional scope determined in Chapter Eleven to 
implement an integrated computer-based system for claims management. 
1.7.0 Guide to the Thesis 
1.7.1 PART A: Investigation of the nature of the problem 
Chaptei- One: General IntrodUction: IntrodUces the main concept behind the 
research, presents a summary of work undertaken, the main achievements and gives a 
general guide to the contents of the thesis. 
Chapter Two: Research Methodology Explains tile methodology adopted in tile I 
research, the reasons for thern and how tile adopted strategy facilitated the 
achievennents of the research objectives. 
Chaptei- Thi-ce: Principles of Construction Contract Claims Mis chapter reviews 
case law and tile literature oil clairris and dispute resolution to identify the basic 
elements of clairns management. Established methods of clairn quantification, 
justification and presentation are reviewed as a basis for identifying the potential 
problem areas of the clairris management function. 
Chaptei- Four: The Current Framework for Managing Claims: -This chapter reviews 
the contraCtUal reqUirements for presenting and* evalUating claims and the emphasis 
placed on project docurnentation and its possible impact on the claims managernent in 
practice and dispute resolution in general. 
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Chaptei- Five: Decision Making In Tile Managei-nent of Claims : In this chapter the 
decision making processes required for preparing and evaluating clairns are examined 
with special emphasis on the information requirements of the various processes. The 
varied nature of the information sources and the potential difficulty of access are 
highlighted as part of the formulation of a conceptual model of the process. 
Chapter Six : Analysis of Industry Survey: - In this chapter the results of the postal 
survey and interviews to clarify the main issues identified from the literature review 
and the analysis of the decision making process are presented. Tile significance of tile 
findings are discussed as an overview of the current problems associated claims 
management . 
Chapter Seven: Case Studies of Claims: - This chapter reports the main findings 
of case studies of actual claims situations and interviews with contractors, officers 
responsible for the claims preparation and evaluation carried out to clarify the main 
findings of the postal survey. This study provides the foundation for outlining the 
requirements of a cornputer-based system for claims management and proposals for 
improved claims management. 
1.7.2 PART B: A Role for Information Technology In Claims Management 
Chapter Eight: Generic Systems Used In Claims Management: - This chapter reviews 0 
the current and possible uses of general application software such database systems, 
scheduling packages and spreadsheets in claims management. 
The limitations of these systerns as tools for effective clairns managernent are also 
highlighted. 
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Chapter Nine: Legal Expert Systems and Claims Management: - This chapter 
reviews implementations strategies for legal expert systems and examines reported 
systems to evaluate their potential role in an integrated cornpUter-based systern. 
Chapter Tew Electronic Document Management Solutions for Claims Management: - 
This chapter describes Electronic Document Management Systerns, their capability to 
integrate the varied sources of information required for clairns management and 
examines the benefits of adopting tile technology as part of a cornputer-based 
Solution, 
Chapter Eleven: An Integrated Cornputer-Based System For Clairns Management: - 
This chapter describes work carried out towards the development of a computer-based 
system for claims management and the results of testing tile expert systern module of 
the systern. 
1.7.3 PART C: The Management Framework for Better Claims Mallagel"Cilt 
Chaptei- Twelve: A Framework For Better Claims Management :- Presents 
proposals designed to improve clainis management in general and to facilitate the use 
of the proposed cornpUter-based Solution. 
Chapter Thirteen: Evaluation of Framework Proposals: - Reports industry's 
response to the proposals outlined in Chapter Twelve 
Chaptei- Foui-teen: Conclusions and Recommendations: - Presents the main findings 
of tile research and tile recommendations. 
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Research A lethadoltogy 
The preliminary literature review reported in Chapter One pointed to tile need for the 
investigation of the management issues to complement current research. First, it 
appears that clairns management was being conducted in an c7d-hoc manner on most 
construction projects. Secondly, although tile impact of clairns on contractual relations 
is recognised, no definitive management set-tip designed to deal with clairns exist. 
Lastly, all the previously reported research and commentaries have concentrated 
mainly on legal evaluation along with techniques of clairn quantification or better risk 
allocation as tile principal means of reducing tile tendency to liti ate. None has really 'g 
attempted to develop the management framework required for facilitating claims 
resolution. The primary objective of this research (§§1.4.0) is to evaluate current 
clairns management practice on UK construction projects. Further to this, the research 
was aimed at developing a frarnework for better clairns management supported by an Cý 
adequately specified integrated computer-based systern. 
The concept of claims management adopted in tile development of tile methodology 
for this research is that of Brewer [3 1] and Currie, Sweeney and Kurtz [39]. Brewer 
[31] perceives' successful claims management as tile process that enables, a claimants 
fullest entitlement to be identified on a regular basis, with adequate detail to ensure 
that appropriate sums are paid through interim payments. 
If good practice is to be ensured then, claims preparation and evaluation cannot be 
treated as an afterthought as being suggested [30]. The prudent and realistic project 0 
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managernent set tip should have systems and procedures to manage, monitor and 
docurnent the work progress. Such a system should serve two important functions. 
First, to ensure an adequate flow of information to facilitate project control and co- 
ordination and second, aid in the compilation of an accurate and complete record of 
the job conditions and their impact on the duration and cost of projects [291. 
The contractor in this respect certainly bears the bulk of the responsibility during 
construction. This is because, it is the contractor who installs the works and generally 
controls tile rneans and methods employed to do so. The research methodology was 
therefore devised to identify the problems faced by tile contractor and define tile 
functional requirements a COMPLIter-based system supported by a management 
frarnework necessary to facilitate better claims managernent. 
This chapter addresses tile rnethodolog gy of the research under the following main 
headings: (i) methods for data collection for tile exploratory part of the research, (ii) 
the scope of tile literature review, (iii) the design Of Survey questionnaires; (iv) the pilot 
study ; (v) the description and explanation of data analysis method used, (vi) 
methodolo0y for developing an integrated cornputer-based model; (vii) the scope and C 
content of case studies undertaken, and (viii) the development and evaluation of 
proposals. 
2.2.0. Method of Data Collection 
There are several ways of conducting an exploratory research. This includes surveys, 
experiments, case histories and the analysis of archival information [40]. Each strategy 
has its peculiar advantages and disadvantagges depending upon three conditions: (i) the I 
type of research question being answered, (ii) tile control tile researcher has 
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behavioural events and (iii) tile fOCLIS on contemporary as opposed to historical 
phenomena. For the initial exploratory part of this research various strategies were 
considered. These included, the most commonly used techniques in exploratory 
research such as [41]: (i) telephone interviews, (ii) person-to person interviews; and 
(iii) postal surveys. 
2.2.1 Telephone Interviews 
The telephone interview method is probably the cheapest and quickest technique of the 
three. It is also more flexible than rnail Survey and quicker than person-to-person 
interviews but capable of showing( interviewer býias [42]. However, a better response 
rate can be obtained by this method. The main disadvantages of the telephone 
technique are those of questionnaire or measurements constraints, including limits on 
response alternatives. In addition, getting the person at the tirne of call could also be a 
problem. 
2.2.2 Persoll-to-pel'soll ilitei'viciv 
Person-to-person interviews are much more flexible than both telephone and postal 
survey techniques. It is usually possible to get more information by personal interview 
than either by telephone or mail. Longer interviews can be done in person. Rapport and 
confidence building, are possible, The disadvantages of this method are that it is likely 
to be very costly for a large sample covering a large geographical area while total data 0 
collection period could be much longer than both telephone and mail techniques. In 
addition, skill and experience are required in the preparation for and tile conduction of 
interviews [4 1 ]. 
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2.2.3 Postal Survey 
Research Ahrhothplogv 
This involves sending the interviewee a qLiestiQnnaire with a covering explanatory 
letter. Postal surveys are flexible and inexpensive but have as its main disadvantage a 
low response rate. Mail surveys provide many benefits to researchers. They can be 
cornparatively inexpensive, allow respondents tirne to answer questions thoughtfully, 
reach large numbers of geographically dispersed and isolated respondents, and are free 
from interviewer bias in comparison with telephone and personal-interview surveys 
[41,43]. 
The postal survey technique was adopted as part of this research because of its 
suitability for tile scope of survey and sample size. Firstly, tile Survey was intended to 
cover a large geographical area i. e. tile whole of tile United Kingdom. Secondly, it is 
the most convenient of the three methods for focusing tile research on the main 
problems areas to be tackled within a reasonable cost and tirne frarne. 
However, non-response bias was a potential problern with rnail survey questionnaire 
[43], i. e. the bias that occurs when the final sample differs in a systematic way from tile 
planned sample. The work by Crozier [44] provides evidence that non-response bias 
may not be as serious as it has been stated to be. Crozier concluded from a review of a 
large number of comparable studies that, although there may be no hard evidence that 
non-response is necessarily a source of bias in all cases, few researchers would deny 
that a low response rate nevertheless causes them concern. His view is that, it is better 
to take steps prior to tile posting of tile questionnaire rather attempt to adjust for non- 
response when the scripts are returned. He suggested the following check list for 
'maximising' response: C) 
respondent orientation - tile questionnaire should be made very 
attractive to the prospective respondents, 
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question content - the nature of tile wording should be carefully 
chosen, as the ease of answering should be a primary consideration, 
sequence - logical flow of question; 
presentation -a printed questionnaire that is easy to read; 
tile mailing - origin of the research, clear targeting on respondent, 
persuasive covering letter, return envelope (free-post), incentives; 
anonyrnity - for the respondent; 
follow-up; 
pre-testing and amendment. 





an industry wide survey of contractors and consultants, 
interviews and analysis of the SUrvey; 
case studies of claims, 
systerns analysis, development and testing of prototype systern; 
development and evaluation of framework proposals. 
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2.3.0. Literature Review 
Revearch A/ethaihologp 
Tile initial part of tile methodology for this research was to conduct a comprehensive 
literature review on claims and dispute management in tile UK construction industry. 
This review followed two parallel lines of investigation: the possible scope of 
Information Technology tools and the management issues that clainns raise. The 
review covered a wide range of matters including: (i) the principles of claims 
preparation and evaluation (Chapter 3); (ii) the current contractual framework for 
claims management (Chapter 4); (iii) tile use of computer applications in claims 
management (Chapter 8); (iv) tile potential fqr expert systerns (Chapter 9) and 
electronic document management (Chapter 10). 
The literature review was then followed by interviews and preliminary consultation 
with a number of academic experts and consultants on claims and disputes in 
construction. 
It has been ernphasised that, much of the research aimed at improving claims 
management has tended to concentrate on interpretation of terms of contract or better 
risk allocation (§§1.3.0). Althoug, 11 the findings of such research undoubtedly 
contribute towards reducing the cost of litigation, the management problerns raised by 
claims has not been investigated. The survey by Kangari [28] indicated that this is 
fundamental to the problem, This research therefore airns to investigate the aspects of 
claims preparation and evalLiation responsible for delays and disputes as a basis for 
puttina in place an appropriate ilia nagern ent SOILItion. .P0 
Due to tile scope of the research: tile geographical coverage, the number of 
respondents and difterent groups and firms to be considered, it was decided to use a 
self- administered postal survey questionnaire as tile initial exploratory tool to focus on 
the main managernent issues. For this reason, the questionnaire was designed to 
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prioritise tile potential problems areas identified in tile literature review. Feedback on 
the checklist (§§ 2.2.3) was SOLIght and questionnýaire amended accordingly. 
2.4.0 Questionnaire Design 
The review of the principles applied in claims preparation and evaluation in Chapter 
Three, tile examination of the current contractual framework (Chapter Four) and the 
conceptual analysis of tile decision making process involved (Chapter Five) point to 
several practical management problems with current practice, The Wood Report [5] 
and Kangari [28] asserts that good project documentation could improve claims 
management. The questionnaire was therefore, designed and striiCtUred with tile aim 
obtaining scaled judgements from the respondents on issues relating to the objectives 
of the research. Included within the structure of. the questionnaire, were a number of 
areas. These included aspects of claim quantification that can lead to disputes, aspects 
of claims preparation responsible for delays, responsibility for claim preparation and 
evaluation and deficiencies in claim documentation. 
2.5.0 The Pilot Survey 
Having reviewed the literature on clairns and disputes in construction (Chapters 3) and 
the adequacy of current contractual provisions (Chapter 4) the next objective was to 
identify and prioritise the practical problems encountered in claims preparation and 
evaluation in line with the research objectives set out in Chapter One (§§ 1.4.0). It was 
appreciated very early in the research from preliminary contacts that, the experience of 
claims situations vary. To ensure that the questionnaire was capable of aiding the 
research in establishing with sorne confidence the reasons for poor claims management 
practice, it was decided to undertake a pilot survey to: 
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fine-tune the qUestionnaire, particularly regarding clarity, relevance and 
content, 
test tile ease at which the questionnaire can be completed, 
test the applicability of scale and appropriateness of terms used in the 
questionnaire; and 
identify and prioritise the manalgement aspects responsible for disputes and 
delays as a basis for developing IT SOILItions and proposing an improved 
management framework. 
The questionnaire was pre-tested through a pilot survey of 50 construction firms and 
consultants selected from directory of organisations. Tile aim was to test for clarity 
and relevance of tile research iSSLIeS for which tile qUestionnaire was designed to 
address. 
Following the pilot survey, copies of tile same questionnaire were sent to a leading 
claims consultant, Prof MaCaflrey to evaluate closely. The responses and comment 
from the pilot SUrvey and his expert opinion help'ed to ascertain tile clarity needed for 
an in-depth understanding Of CUrrent thouglits on claims management. 
2.6.0. Industry-wide Survey of Contractors , jn(j Consultants 
The questionnaire for industry-wide survey was structured in accordance with the aims 
and objectives of the research. This was to enable the main problem areas to be 
identified based upon the responses of the respondent companies and firms. 
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2.6.1. Sample Frameand S, 1111pling Nictilo(I 
After deciding the methodology, tile next step was tile establishment of the criteria for 
sample selection in terms of. (i) geographical area of coverage; (ii) range of activities 
of respondents; (iii) size or turnover of firms to be covered. The aim was to give as 
broad a perspective as possible in contrasts to the common technique of concentrating 
the research in most cases on the top 50 construction companies. 
In this research, it was considered important that in order to obtain a comprehensive 
overview of tile extent of tile management problems. It was therefore deemed 
necessary to use a sample which was representative of all categories of contractors 
and consultants in terms of geographical spread, size and experience. Hence, tile 
selection of respondents was carried out to include: 200 Building and Civil engineering 
contracting companies, drawn tip to include the top 100 companies in the UK as listed 
in Contractors File [45], a joint publication of Institute of Civil Engineers and 
Chartered Institute of Building, Business Directories, Construction Contract journals 
and Building Employers Confederation Directory; 200 ArchiteCtUral consulting firms, 
drawn from Royal Institute of British Architects Directory of Practice [46]; 200 
Civil/StruCtUral Engineering consulting firms obtained from Association of Consulting C. 1) 
Engineers and 200 Consulting Quantity Surveyors drawn from Royal Institute of 
Chartered Surveyor membership directory of 1995 [47]. 
The qUestionnaires were sent directly to individuals responsible for claims preparation 
and evaluation within each of the firms and, where there was no such a person, it was 
sent to the managing director or a principal partner as the case may be. 0 
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2.7.0. Alethod of Analysis 
Research Methodology 
The choice of statistical test is one of the most important tasks any survey research has 
to address. The option selected must reflect the problem area being investigated and 
the answers the researcher is looking for in the study. 
The subject of claims management and the issues this research airns to unravel are 
undoubtedly based on the experience of construction professionals. Opinions on such a 
controversial topic are most likely to be subjective in sonle respects. An objective 
analysis should of necessity measure the significance of the answers in as broad a 
perspective as possible. Definitive assumptions about the population parameters would 
therefore, flaw the research conclusions fundamentally. Consequently, it was decided 
to use non-parametric statistics which are disqibution free, can deal directly with 
scores and remain valid even when the normality assumptions are violated. 
A number of such tests meet these criteria [48]. Tile Kendall Concordance Test [49] 
was used in analysing the postal survey. 0 
2.7.1 Kendall's Concordance Test 
I Correlation tests focus on agreement between sets of ranks rather than their 
differences. This concept is extended to the many variable instances where the interest 
is on tile level of agreement between any number of sets of rankings. This concept 
dubbed the concordance test is extended to the njany variable instance where tile main 
interest is in tile level of agreement and its significance [48,501. This technique 
attributed to Kendall [49], who devised tile statistic IV which measures tile level of 




2.7.1.1 Estimating Concordance TV 
ReNeardl Alethodologr 
Assume that k respondents are asked to rate it aspects of a problem using a specified 
scale to measure their influence, The concordance TV, based on the ratings is given by 
the formula : 
S(RI - R)l 
TV = (1) 
1)/ 12 
where R, ý Ro, + R2. +R... . ........................... + 
Rk.., k 
and R=J-S,., R, /n). 
k number of sets of rankings (aspects of problern being ranked) 
ii nUrnber ofjudges 
Ri average of ranks assigned to tile ith aspect of a problern 
R mean of ranks assigned across objects or aspects of a problern. 
11 (112 _ 1) = maximurn possible number of squared deviations i. e. tile 
nUrnerator which will occur if there were perfect agreement 
arnong tile rankings. 
This statistic generated varies between 0 and +1 regardless of the number of sets of 
rankings because, where more than two sets of ranks are involved, the respondents 
cannot disagree completely For instance , if respondent A and B are 
in disagreement 
and A is also in disagreement with C, then B and C mUst agree, Meaning that where 
two or more respondents are involved agreement and disagreement are not 
symmetrical opposites. The Kendall's coefficient IV, must either be zero or positive. 
The nurnerator of tile formula thUs represents tile degree of tile divergence of the 
rankings. Where there is no agreement, the divergence is zero i. e. each factor of a 
problern is equally important. 
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2.7.1.2 Testing oic signiricance or Kendall's Coefficient 
Where tile number of respondents k17, the chi-sqUare value for this statistic is given 
by: 
, via= k(n - 1) IV 
11 This observed value X1. is approximately distributed as tile A -distribution with 1 -1 
degrees of freedom (do. The null hypothesis H,, that tile level of concordance 
indicated by the value of IV is by chance can be rejected with confidence where 'Y'. I 
X2. Tile alternative hypothesis H, that the order of ranks reflects tile level of 
importance or influence of each aspect of a problem is then accepted. In statistical 
terms the result is significant. 0 
2.7.1.3 Interpreting IV 
Where the value of IV is high or significant it can be inferred that the k respondents are 
applying tile sarne yardstick in rating the ii factors of tile problern tinder study. This 
pooled ordering of ranks can then be used as a basis for making judgements about the 
importance of each factor, The detailed use of this statistics is discussed in detail by 
Siegel and Castellan [50]. 
Kendall [49] its originator however suggests that,. tile statistic is most useful when IV is 
significant. So that, if one accepts tile criteria used by the respondents (evidenced by 
tile magnitude and significance of 1P), then tile order of ranks indicates tile importance 
of each factor. This implies that tile most important factor or aspect of a problem is 
the highest ranking one or vice versa. 
2.7.1.4 Interpreting the sill-Vey 
For example, one question in the contractors questionnaire required them to rate tile 
time required to undertake a number of aspects of claims preparation on 0- 10 scale 
(where 0= very low to 10 = very high). Tile aspects included, identifying claims 
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relevant information (Al), identifying sources of information (A2), claims 
quantification (M), claim justification (M), preparing tile clairns dOCLIi-nent (M), 
responding to requests for further information (A6) and retrieving claims relevant 
information (A7). The results of the response can be tabulated say for seven 
consultants in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Example or interpretation or concordance 
Grounds for rejecting contractors' clainis 
Ranks Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 
Contractor 
cl 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
C2 10 9 8 7 6 5 3 
C3 9 8 7 6 5 4 4 
C4 8 7 5 4 3 6 7 
ci 7 6 6 5 5 3 2 
co 8 7 8 7 6 4 3 
C7 9 8 7 6 5 7 6 
Sum of ratings(Ri) 59 52 47 40 36 32 27 
Mean rating 8.43 7.43 6.71 1 5.71 5.14 4.57 3.85 
From Table 2.1 tile rank totals (ratings) are 59,52,47,40,36,32 and 27 respectively, 
and tile average rankings are 8.43,7.43,6.71,5.71,5.14,4.57 and 3.85 respectively. 0 
Tile grand mean of these averages is 4.96. To obtain the numerator of IV in equation 
(1), the square of deviations of each average rank from the mean value is obtained and 
surnmed. 
S (RI - R)l = (8.43 - 4.96)2 + (7.43 - 4.96)1 + (6.71 - 4.96)1+ (5.71 - 4.96)1 
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Since ii = 7, the value of the coefficient of concordance from the data in Table 2.1 
using equation (1): 
fV=21.38/ (7(72-1)/12) 
= 0.764 
W= 0.764 expresses the degree of agreement among the contractors in rating the time 
consuming aspects of clairns preparation and evaluation. Using equation (2) the 
observed chi-square value is given by: 
X26= 7(7 -I)0.764 
= 32.09 
Referring to the critical values on tile X2-distribution table (Appendix 1) with a degree 
of freedonn: 
df=n -I= 7 -1 =6 
At 95% confidence level the observed value V,, > XI. We can reject the null hypothesis 
HO that the concordance between the contractors is by chance with confidence. The 
agreement between the contractors is therefore statistically significant, i. e. the most 
time consurning aspect of claims preparation and evaluation are the identification of 0 
sources of clairns relevant information and the quantification of claims in the order of 
their ranking. The 95% confidence interval is used for data analysis. 
Due to the exploratory nature of this research, it was necessary that the data be 
analysed with the objectives of tile research in mind. The information needs of the 
research, having been translated into types of data, required appropriate manipulation 
to address these needs. The data was coded into a computer package [51]. The 
interpretation of the data collected from the surveý is detailed in Chapter Six. 
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2.7.2 Alethod of Sorting out Samples 
Research Alethadologr 
in sorting out the sample, the respondents were categorised into four distinctive 
groups - Architects, Civil/Structural Engineers, Quantity Surveyors and Contractors. 
The objective was to investigate if there is any convergence of opinion on the most 
problematic aspects of claims management in each of these groups. 
2.8.0 Case Studies of claims 
From the preliminary analysis of the survey and subsequent interviews, several issues 
emerged which needed proper investigation in order to understand fully the 
managernent problerns associated with real clairn situations. In addition, the case 
studies of actual claims would enable tile actual claims managernent process to be 
identified, analysed and evaluated for possible IT Solutions to be devised. In order to 
address these issues, case studies of real claims were undertaken. The objective was 
to: 
determine the aspects of claims preparation and evaluation responsible for 
disputes, delays and costs to support the findings of the SUrvey; 
establish claims-relevant information flow among project participants and 
within the contracting orgailisation's management set-Lip as basis for defining 
the functional requirement of an appropriate COMPLIter-based systern and; 
determine the adequacy of the main sources of information for justifying and 
quantifying claims. 
The first objective was met partly by the questionnaire survey and interviews. The case 
studies are appropriate for the second and third objectives, Tile findings of tile survey 
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and interviews (Chapter Six) and the case studies (Chapter Seven) led to the 
development of the framework proposals (Chapter Twelve) and the proposed model 
for an integrated computer-based system (Chapter Eleven). The proposed model 
follows in part from the findings of the review of available generic systems detailed in 
Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten. 
2.9.0 Developing the Integrated Computer-based Model 
The first stage in the development of any computer-based system is tile analysis of the 
current system whether manual or cornputerised. Systems analysis is a method for 
developing computer-based systerns with well' defined phases, recommended for 
planning, control and evaluation of tile software development process. In general the 
methodolog applied to systerns development passes through the System's gy 
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) consisting of tile iteration of tile following activities: 
systems investigation and analysis, systerns design, software development, testing and 
implernentation and maintenance and evaluation. This establishes a standard sequence 
of steps with regards to all computer application systems, whether they are totally 
cornputerised or contain manual interface operations [52,53], The research reported in 
this thesis due to limitations of resources concentrates on tile systems investigation and 
design stages of tile life cycle. 
The systems investirgration and analysis involved 'fact finding and analysis to describe 
the essential operational requirements of existing systerns that perform aspects of 
claims management. Tile purpose is to determine tile existence of problerns, ascertain 
their nature and scope as well as possible solutions. This resulted in a definition of the 
output required fi-orn the system, input data needed to generate tile output information, 
tile processing involved, interface requirements and the operational objectives. I 
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Systems design refers to the entire system and may be seen as a process of translating 
the specifications of required facilities and interface into a useable systern [53]. Two 
main strands of systems design can be recognised: (i) interface design which C) 
determines the requirements relating to all aspects of human-cornputer interaction and; 
(ii) design of application software which determines the computer programming 
necessary to produce the desired facilities. 
Software development process involves selecting the programming language or 
development environment as the case may be, to determine the general guidelines, 
coding and testing of modules. Based on consideration of hardware/software 
limitations a choice is made which in this instance is a combination of knowledge 
engineering language and the use of a fourth generation language (4GL). 
The terms of reference for the design of the required systern in this instance includes : 
(i) the examination of the process of claims evaluation: justification, quantification and 
presentation of pleadings (Chapter Five); (ii) appraisal, review and evaluation of the 
information requirement for clairns management with the view of defining the system's 
objectives (§§7.2.0)-, (iii) a broad definition of the structure and scope of a computer- 
based solution to meet the systern's objectives, (iv) identification of viable sub-systems 
and determination of development priorities for each, taking cognisance of interface 
requirernents and; (v) identification of organisational and hurnan constraints to the 
system. 
Based on the review of literature (Chapter Three), the analysis of the decision making 
process (Chapter Five) interviews of potential users (mainly QSs) and case studies 
(Chapter Seven) the basis for the outline of the pýroposed systern was established. The 
systern is outlined with reference to: systern processes, systems structure and data flow 
between processes and entities with respect to functionality of an integrated computer- 
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based system. The conceptual cornpUter-based model described subsequently in this 
Chapter Eleven is tile result of this investigation. 
2.9.1 System Analysis 
The analysis of the system for claims management was based on tile authors 
observations and examination of relevant records during the case studies. The system 
was documented using the Structured Systems Analysis Design Methodology 
(SSADM) notation which is the standard protocol for software systems development 
in tile UK [54]., The case too] SELECT available at the University was used for this 
process. This analysis involved : (i) tile non-nalisation and rationalisation claims 
relevant documents and, (ii) developing the process model of the systern using data 
flow diagrams. 
2.9.1.1 Normalisation and Rationalisation of Records 
This stage of the systerns analysis involved the normalisation and rationalisation of 
claims relevant documents (including samples of site records, cost reports and 0 
accounting records used in claims preparation). This technique used in tile design of 
pure database systems removes duplication in recording data, links records to create a C) 
database capable of supporting fully tile management function under investigation [54]. 
Samples of the non-nalised records are in Appendix 2. 
2.9.1.2 Developing The Pi-ocess Model Using Data Flow Diagrams 
After the completion of normalisation process the systern processes were then analysed 
using the case tool. Tile data flow diagrarns were used to document the observed I 
processes. Based on these data flows a rationalised data flow model was derived. With 
this outcorne, the functional requirernents and structure of the required system were 
developed. Chapter Eleven reports the results of this process, discusses the systern 
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concept, its implementation implications and describes tile expert system module. 
Appendix 3 111LIstrates the process of using the StnICtUred system methodology. 
2.10.0 Develol)iiieittaii(lEvaltiatioiioftlieFr, -, iiiieworkl)rol)osals 
In developing these proposals, the fundamental project management issues that affect 
claims management were taken into consideration on basis of the findings of the 
exploratory part of the research (Part A). Seven main recommendations put forward in 
Chapter Twelve are based tile following thernes echoed by the postal survey and 
interviews (Chapter Six) and tile case studies of claims (Chapter Seven): 
tile need for improved project documentation; 
incorporating the preparation and specification of schedules as a vital project 
management strategy, 
moving some way to specify or improve methods of claims documentation; 
the need adoption of technologies capable of reducing the effort the process C0 
of claims management requires and; 
changing current project management culture. 10 
2.10.1 Evaluating the Proposals 
To evaluate tile main finding ., s and recommendation of this research, 
two main options I-
were considered namely, quantitative and qualitative validation. 
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Quantitative Validity in Research 
The attainment of validity is one of the basic principles of research. Validity means the 
ability to produce findings that are in agreement with theoretical or conceptual values: 
to produce accurate results and to measure what is supposed to measured. If an 
instrument employed to measure the extent of cheating in examinations revealed that 
32% of the students regularly cheat, the measure used has validity if the proportion of 
. students who cheat 
is actually 32 per cent. A valid measure produces true results that 
reflect the true situation and conditions of the environment it is supposed to study. 
There are two ways of checking the validity of an instrument: (i) empirical validation 0 
and; (ii) theoretical validation. In the former, the validity of a measure is checked 
against empirical evidence. In the latter, the validity of an instrument is ascertained 
through theoretical or conceptual constructs. In both cases, validity is claimed if the 
findings prodUced through tile measure in question are supported by empirical 
evidence or by theoretical principles. 
Enq)irical Vali(lafioit 
Empirical validation, as described above, tests pragmatic or criterion validity. If an 
instrument, for instance has produced results indicating that students involved in 
student Union activities do better in their exams, and if this is Supported by available 
data, tile instrument in question has pragmatic validity. Again validity here is assumed 
if the findings obtained through a measure are supported by already existing empirical 
evidence. In this case the validity is concurrent validity. 
Quite often, the validity of a measure is checked by tile degree to which predictions 
made by the results of this measure are supported by findings that appear later. Validity 
is then clairned if new data support the predictions of the measure in question. For 
example, if a study found that an eventual introduction of advanced statistics into the 
social sciences degree would result in 'a significant drop-OUt of ethnic students, and if 
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this prediction in tile meantime was found to be correct, the meaSUre has validity. This 
is known as predictive validity. 
Theoretical Valitlatimi 
Theoretical or conceptual validation is employed when empirical confirmation of 
validity is difficult or not possible. A measure is taken to have theoretical validity if its 
findings comply with the theoretical principles of the discipline, that is, if they do not 
contradict already established rules of tile discipline. There are several types of 
theoretical validity. 
Facevalitlity 
An instrument has face validity if it seerns to measure what it is expected to measure. 
"011 thefiace qf it" it appears to have validity. For example, a questionnaire aimed at 
studying, sex discrimination has face validity if its questions refer to discrimination due 
to sex. The standards ofjudgement here are not based on empirical evidence, as it was 
in the case of tile other type of validation, but on general theoretical standards and 
principles, and on the subjective judgernent of the researcher. 
C011telit Vali(fitj, 
A measure is supposed to have content validity if it covers all possible aspects of the 
research topic. If a measure of alienation, for instance, does not include normalness or 
powerlessness (two elements generally considered to be important aspects of 
alienation) the researchers cannot claim content validity of this measurement. 
Coiistriia PWINity 
A measure can claim construct validity if its theoretical construct is valid. For this 
reason, validation concentrates on the validity of the theoretical construct. An example 
of this validation proceeds as follows. If discrimination of female students on campus is 
the research topic, an instrument is constructed to study this topic. Then two student 
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groups known to differ in their views on basic issues related to the research question 
are identified. Next, tile instrument whose validity is to be checked is administered to 
both groups and the results recorded separately for each group, If the findings obtained 
from each group differ, the instrument is thought to have construct validity. 
Another example: To test the validity of a questionnaire developed to measure the 
attitudes of female students to student administration of their institution, a 
questionnaire is constructed and then administered to both male and fernale students, 
two groups already known to have different attitudes to the research issue. The results 
of each group are checked with regard to whether they differ from each other. If it is 
found that the attitudes of i-nale and fernale students are different oil tile research issue, 
the instrument is thought to have construct validity. 
Other. forms (? f i, affifitjý 
There are two other forms of validity: internal validity and external validity. Tile 
former relates to tile instrurnent's sianificance for the study Situation; tile latter is 0 
associated with the generalisability of the findings gathered by means of the instrument 
in question. 
2.10.1.2 Validity in QuAitative Research 
Validity is a methodological element not only of quantitative but also of qualitative 
research. Qualitative researchers try to achieve validity not through manipulation of 
variables, but rather through their orientation towards, and tile study of, the empirical 
world. Blurner [55], for example through construction of appropriate methods of data 
collection and analysis [56] or through specific measures such as communicative, 
cumulative, ecological or argumentative validity [57]. There are several types of 





A study can be validated if its findings are supported by other studies. The reader can C 
compare the various findings and make a judgement about the validity of the studies. 
CI ommmitcatme mffilatioii 
The validity of the findings can also be ensured through additional questioning of the 
respondents; the researcher is then expected to re-enter the field and collect additional 
data. 
Argumentative validation 
This form of validity is established through presentation of the findings in 
such a way that conclusions can be followed and tested [60]. 
Ecological Vali(latioit 
A study is thought to be valid if carried out in tile natural environment of the subjects, 
using suitable methods and taking into consideration the life and conditions of the 
researched. 
Other 'Dictics' 
In a different manner, Miles and Huberman [61] suggest 'tactics' for testing or 
confirming findings, which, although not direct forms of validity have a similar function 
In a sense they are similar to those presented above (e. g. cumulative or commUnicative 
validation), others seem to be close to the form of validation employed by quantitative 
researchers. The tactics these writers propose are as follows: 
Clieckiiigfior repravewativeitess :- The findings are confirmed by manipulating the 
sample, for example by increasing the sample size or adding contrasting cases, and 
observing whether the findings are changed in anyway. 
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Clieckingfor researcher qIPcIs: - This includes avoiding or preventing effects of the 
researcher on the site and of the site on the researcher. Avoiding elite bias, showing the 
notes to another researcher to check, staying in the site for as long as possible, using 0 
unobtrusive methods and explaining the purpose of the study clearly are some of the 0 
ways that can help to reduce researcher effects. 
Triangtil(iflow- Here, the quality of findings is tested through triangulating not only 
with methods but also with other researchers. 
Weighfiiig (f evitlemm- Testing the quality of the findings can be accomplished also 
through weighting the evidence that supports thern, for example by using better 
informants, collecting data under better circumstances and through validating the data. 
Makbig cowrasts aii(I comparismis: - Using the method of differences, findings can 
be contrasted or compared with other findings. This can help to identify strengths and 
uncover weaknesses in the data. 
Checkhig the jiteaiihig t? f oid1hier-v awl e-virow casev- Studying extreme cases and 
unusual events provides information that can be very useful in identifying the strength 
of the findings and therefore the quality of tile conclusions C-15 
Rulitig out s1mrious relatimm- This is a very useful concept and it will certainly 
benefit evalLiation of the data. However, spuriousness has to be identified, and this is 
not a very simple task, this procedUre may then replace one problern with another. 
Rel&tcing it fintfiiig: - This is supposed to offer additional information, which is 
expected to be similar to or different from that obtained originally. Replication is 
expected to strengthen or Nveaken the ori inal finding. C. 
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Checkhig out rivul aylanatimm- SLIcli explanations might throw light on different 
impressions and allow a more accurate evaluation of the original findings. 0 
Lookingfor negative evidence: - This operates in a manner similar to the previous 
tactic. 
Gettingfieetlb(ickfirom iqforin(tnts- The quality of findings or conclusions can be 
checked through informants, who may be respondents or a panel of judges. It is hoped 
that their opinions will allow judgements about the quality of tile original findings. If 
they are disputed by the respondents or judges th6ir quality is obviously questionable. 
Plurtilist ii(anre qf qualifafii, e reseurch: - To demonstrate the diversity of opinion as 
well as the pluralist nature of qualitative research this chapter finally refers to Lincoln 
and Guba's [62] attempt to cope with the traditional demand for every research output 
to rneet standards and principles of evaluation, Lincoln and Guba [62] propose four 
alternatives to validity, reliability, general isabil ity and objectivity, narnely credibility, 
transferability, dependability, and confiri-nability. In their view: (i) in qualitative 
research investigators do not need to dernonstrate validity but rather methodological 
excellence, that is, doing research in a professional, accurate and systematic manner; 
(ii) instead of generalisability, transferability is Suggested. This rneans that the 
researcher should state how research was undertaken, explain methods, instruments 
and parameters, leaving it LIP to those who are interested in tile findings to decide 
whether they can be generalised or not, and to also use triangulation, (iii) on the notion 
of consistency and reliability, Lincoln and Guba suggest that, in a constantly changing 
world, dependability is the closest one gets to reliability; (iv) instead of aiming for 
objectivity, confiri-nability is proposed. Confirming data shifls evaluation frorn the 
researcher, who was the centre of objectivity, to the data thernselves. 
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Kihie qf vali(latimi (! f qualitaiii, e research 
The above forms of validation, especially curnUl. ative, cornmunicative, argurnentative 
and ecological validation, are thought to be effective and to allow qualitative 
researchers to achieve not only validity but also, at least in the opinion of some writers, 
a higher degree of validity than quantitative researchers achieve, Larnnek [59] argues 
that, qualitative studies achieve higher validity for tile following reasons: 
in qualitative research the data are closer to the research field than in 
quantitative research.; 
the collection of information is not determined by research screens and 
directives-, 
the data are closer to reality than in qUantitative research; 
in qualitative research, the opinions and views of the researched are 
considered; 
tile methods are more open and flexible than in quantitative research; 
in qualitative studies, there is a communicative basis that is not available in 
quantitative research, 
a successive expansion of data is possible. 
Three options for evaluating tile proposals were considered: (i) case studies; (ii) postal 
survey and; (ii) interviews. Case studies would have provided the best method of 
validating the proposals. However, its suitability is handicapped by the time and cost 
limitation of tile research and the difficulty of finding organisations willing to 
implement the proposals oil a live project. Postal SUrvey was considered too restrictive. 
This research adopts the feedback method set out tinder other tactics (§§2.9.1.2) to 
qualitatively eValUate tile proposals. Tile findings of the validation exercise are 





The methodology adopted for this research involved first, a comprehensive literature 
review and a pilot survey to fine tune the research questionnaire to conduct an 
industry-wide survey of contractors and consulting firms. Case studies of claims were I 
undertaken, leading to the development of proposals for improving claims managernent 
and outlines of a suitable COMPLIter-based systern to Support the full implementation of 
the proposals. 
Tile method of self-administered postal questionnaire survey was adopted to explore 
the main management issues involved in the preparation and evaluation of clairns. This 
was followed by interviews a number of respondents. The case studies clarified the 
problem areas and formed tile bases for Outlining the functional requirements of an I 
integrated conoputer-based systern and tile formulation of the proposals for improved 
claims management. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
PRINCIPLES OF CLAIMS PREPARATION AND EVALUATION 
3.1.0 Introduction 
Claims preparation, evaluation and settlement has become an important topic in seminars 
and conferences related to the management of construction projects. The importance of 
this subject is illustrated by a recent study of 24 Canadian construction projects which 
found that over half tile clairns made on these projects exceeded 60% of tile original 
contract value [19]. A major part of such deliberations focus on tile interpretation of case 
law, deals with tile entitlement of parties, quantification of claims and also raise important 
issues that construction professionals need to bear in mind whether they are preparing 
clairns or evaluating them. 
An understanding the basic legal principles employed in contract law as applied by the 
courts is required by project participants whether they are seeking reimbursement for 
additional expenditure under contract or damages at common law. 
In this vein, this chapter identifies main categories of claims, tile basic issues common to 
all claims and disputes and then, reviews the legal principles applied in claims 
management. Tile basic legal principles are briefly examined followed by a review of 
common contractual provisions on claims and tile quantification techniques of heads of 
claim. Tile airn is to illustrate the principles adopted in justifying and quantifying the 




3.2.0 Categories of Claims 
Principles oj'Clalins Preparation and Evaluation 
In legal terms, clairns on construction projects fall under four main categories [2]: (i) 
contractual claims; (ii) ex-contractual or common law claims; (iii) quantum Merit claims; 
and (iv) ex gi-citia awards or claims. 
3.2.1 Contractual claims 
These arise from express or implied provisions of a contract e. g., clairris for loss and or 
expense Linder particular provisions of contract. Most civil and building contracts define 
such clainns to cover events such as delays and disruptions caused by the late issue of 
instructions and drawings by designer and variations made by the employer. 
3.2.2 Ex-contractual claims 
These are claims for darnages for breach of contract at cornmon law and/or legally 
enforceable clairns for breach of sorne aspect of the law. The entitlement for some of these 
clairns are provided for expressly in most standard forms of contract. As a general rule in 
most standard contract forms, parties to these contract do not loose their corm-non law 
rights on any issue unless [24]: (i) the terms of the contract makes clear rules on the issue 
for which the common law rights are superseded or, (ii) a term in the standard form which 
would have covered such cornmon law rights has been deleted by agreement between the 
parties. 
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Even where such specific provisions are made in a contract, it may be invalidated by the 
Unfair Contracts Terms Act (1977). Common law claims are resorted to where the 
conditions to be complied with in making a claim under the express provisions of a 
contract are deemed to be onerous. 
3.2.3 Quantum Aferit Claims 
A quantum merit claim provides remedy for a party who has carried out work for which 
no price has been agreed or where a new contract has been substituted for the original 
contract and payment is sought for the value of work done under the substituted contract. 
3.2.4 F-v gratia Awa rd s 
An ex gizilicy (Out of kindness) award or clairn is one which the employer is not legally 
bound to rneet. For instance, an employer may find it less costly to make this award to a 
contractor to save hirn from insolvency where the cost of completing the work in the event 
of liquidation or bankruptcy would be more than the amount of the ex gralia payment. 
Irrespective of the categorisation in law, claims in practical terms stem from on or more of 
the following [58]: 0 
unforeseen physical conditions; 
supply of information and drawings; 
variations and valuations; 
delays and disruptions caused by the above. 
Generally, contractors will claim for an extension of time and, when entitled, makes a 
claim for additional expenditure where applicable [64]. Many writers on this subject 
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suggest that, the process of preparing clainns is ti. ine consunning and expensive [65,3,4]. 
According to Alkass et al [58], this is the result of the varied and often ad hoe nature of 
the sources of information that the clairns analyst has to deal with in preparing an accurate 
claim report. It is estimated that it takes several months and costs large sums of money in 
consultation fees [63,4]. 
It is evident that, any claim for remedy within tile context of the construction contract thus 
has two aspects to it. First, is the need to establish the monetary value of the remedy and 
second, establishing the validity or basis of the claim tinder the contract [3]. These basic I=) 
issues were researched in a preliminary study of case law to evaluate their extent and 
nature. 
3.3.0 Basic Issues Common In Claims and Disputes 
Case law reports and judgements [61] were studied. The cases related to contractual 
clairns were examined as a preliminary research activity to identify the basic issues which 
the courts were asked to examine and settle. A majority of the disputes (53% ) arose 
under the JCT terms. This confirms its wide use in the construction industry as suggested 
by the industry survey commissioned by the Joint Contracts Tribunal established [I]. 
The cases were categorised under seven basic issues. Table 3.1 is the summary the 
frequency of occurrence of each basic issue. 
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Table 3.1 : Basic Issues In Claims and Disputes 
Category of Issue 
Interpretation of contractual provisions 
Valuation of Work and damages 
Delays and Extensions of time 
Compliance with notice requirements 
Incorporation of documents 
Substantiation of damages 
Other issues 








3.3.1 Interpretation of Contractual Provisions 
The study Suggests that in 92% of litigation resulting frorn claims made under contractual 
provisions, the courts were asked to interpret the rights and obligations Linder tile terms 
expressly set out in conditions of contract. This indicates that, arnongst other factors 
responsible for the high incidence of litigation in the construction industry the inability to 
appreciate terms of contract is an important one. 
The study also suggests that, the Courts in general, rely on well established principles of 
contract law to interpret contractual provisions. For example, where the provisions of 
contract could not be shown to be onerous to any of the parties in dispute within the 
context of the Unfair Trade Terms Act [63] and similar legislation governing cornmercial 
contracts, the parties were generally held to fulfil their obligations. An illustration of this 
interpretation is the case of RetIj)aIh Dot-num Lotig Dtl iý Tcyrnwc Co isti-itetimi Dd. [64]. 
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Redpath were subcontractors under the "blue form" with an arbitration clause. A set-off 
clause provided that: 
"Ae contractor shall be entilled to set-off against any money .... othenvise 
dne under the sub-contract the aniount of any claim for loss andlor expense 
which has actually been incurred by the contractor by reavon of any breach 
of, or jaihire to observe the provisions of this sub-conlract by the 
subcontractor, provided: (a) the amount sq-qffhas been quantified in detail 
and with reasonable accuracy ; and (b) the contractor has given the sub- 
contractor notice in writing s (f - f the amount pecifying his intention to Yet- ) 
is c1c i ed o be quanlýfied and the groundv on which such sel-(f 1171 1 
made. 
Tannac admitted that by November 1978,1209,204 had been certified by the architect as 
due to Redj)atli, but claimed a set-off against this sum of the same amount as damages for 
delay and non-performance. Tat-Inac calculated that it had incurred additional cost for 
inefficient utilisation of labour and plant equivalent to 17 weeks by 8th November at 
06,500, and L3476 because efficient re-deployment of resources was impossible, a total 
of 09,976. Redpath sued for the full arnount. The court held that tile terms of the clause 
did not allow any claim for loss or expense which might occur in the future. Redl)alh were 
entitled to the full amount minus the loss and expense with interest until payment, but the 




3.3.2 Valuation of Work and Damages 
Principles OfClaims Pruparation and Evaluation 
Contract terms provide a mechanism for valuing work which differ in terms of quantity 
and costs from the original estimates uch as those issued under variation instructions (§§ 
3.4.0). Also, where the actions of the employer or his agents results in additional C' 
expenditure by the contractor these have to be valued and the contract sum adjusted 
accordingly [71,72]. The quantity surveyor would be required to value variations in the 
works and make the necessary adjustment to the contract sum for the prime costs and 
provisional surns, or for claims permitted by the contract, or under fluctuation clauses so 
as to enable the final certificate to be issued [72,73,74]. 
In 56% of the cases reviewed, disputes relating io the validity of these valuations under 
variation provisions was arnong the issues contested. In all instances, the dispute has been Cý 
about the acceptability of prices or rates used to calculate tile value of work or claims. In 
addition, these disputes raised questions regarding the nature of records kept on the costs 0 
of work items Put by project participants and the monitoring procedures set out in 
contracts. 
3.3.3 Delays and Extensions of Time 
The truth is that a majority of projects overrun the stipulated completion dates. This can 
be attributed to the nature the uncertainties surrounding building and civil engineering 
projects. As such most standard forms of contracr permit the extension of completion date 
where certain stated events tinder the control of or beyond the employer for example 
strikes and inclement weather result in delays to completion [59]. Alternatively, where the 
event causing delay is one in the control of the contractor he suffers damages usually 
liquidated as stated in the contract [59,78,79]. 
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Disputes of this nature often present some difficulty. This is because as in many instances 
several events some under the control of the employer may occur at the same time. Here, 
the problern becomes one of relating each event to its effect on the cost and duration of 
the project if any. The courts in these instances rely on expert evidence to assist in 
evaluating updated master programmes very often used to monitor projects [78]. Reliance 
is also placed on the opinion of construction experts to establish the extent of the effect of 
each event on the project. This review suggests that on poorly managed projects the 
likelihood of disputes are greater since the necessary documentation used to monitor the 
project will most likely be absent [78], 
3.3.4 Compliance and Substantiation of Damages 
Most construction contracts require parties follow certain laid down claims notification 
procedures. In fact, some provisions stipulate time limits for compliance in certain 
situations [77]. The contractor for example, is required to give written notice within a 
reasonable time of certain events occurring which he considers entitle hirn to claim 
additional payment Linder tile JCT provisions. Tile purpose of such provisions is to enable 
the employer to consider its financial conseqUences[2]. 
Special attention to contemporary records may be essential either to refute or calculate the 
amount claims with precision [78]. In most of the cases, the courts were willing to 
interpret these obligations as conditions precedent to a claim and thus any failure comply 
may deprive a claimant of all rernedy. Whereas the JCT conditions for example, clause 26 
requires the contractor to make an application to the architect " cis- sooll (I. Y if hc1s heconle, 
or . 0iould reawiiahly haiýe become, al)I)arew to him..... ", the ICE conditions stipulate in 
most instances a specific time frame. The significant proportion of cases relating to 
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compliance and SUbstantiation of darnages suggests a lack of appreciation of the 
provisions for communicating changes in project circurnstances. In 
This research is therefore set in a background that attempts to curb the high incidence of 
claims and disputes. The rest of this chapter reviews the contractual principles relating to 
claims in order to further clarify the importance of this research. 
3.4.0 Basic Leg. al Principles 
Claims by parties to construction contract often relate to one or more of the following 
matters [79]: 
contract docurnentation; 
the execution of works; 
matters relating to payment, 
delay and disruption; 
default by one party. 
According to Wallace [91], financial claims by contractors against employers resulting 
from a combination of the above matters fall tinder one of two principal legal sources of 
remedy. These are: 
1. Damages for breaches of contract by the employer. These include, breaches affecting 
the performance of the contract which nevertheless proceed to completion, breaches 
resulting in the termination of contract before cornpletion and breaches of employer's 
payment obligations. 0 
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2. Additional payment due tinder one or other contractual provisions. This includes sums 
due as a result of variations to works, measurement on unit price contracts, 
compensation for changed physical conditions, variation of price, lack of instructions 
and/or information and other compensatory provisions, 
3.4.1 Damages for breaches of contract 
The principle applied in the assessment for darnages for breaches of contract is logically 
and clearly stated in an early judicial clictum stated by Viscount Haldane in tile case of 
British Weslilighouse iý Umlergroujid Electric Railway of Loiidoii [75]. His Lordship 
stated then that: 
"The quanium of damage is a quesfion offact, and Me only guidance thal 
the lau- can gii. v is lo lay down the general principles, which qf I -d al all oi .7 
limes hill scanl auistance in dealing ivith particular cases. The Judges y 
who give gwidance to. juries in these cases have necessarily to look at their 
special character; and to mould for the purposes of dýf . 
erew kindv of 
claim, the expression of the general principles which apply to them, and 
this apt to give rise to an appearance of ambiguity. Sul? ject to these 
observa/ions, I Ihink there are certain hroadprinciples which are quile well 
seuled, The first is that, as far as, possih1e, he who has, proved hreach of a 
hargain to stq)l)ly what he has conlracted to get is to he placed, a. s*far m 
money can do it, in as Srood a situalion as if the conlracl had heen 
petfonned. 
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This principle was earlier espoused in the first and second rules in the judgement in Hadley 
iý Baxetidale [76]. The principle implies that the award any claim for damages depends on 
the factual matrix of the case. These facts influence the courts perception of the extent of 
the damage and naturally the monetary value of the award. Significantly, any ward is only 
intended to reimburse a claimant as far as money can for the loss of opportunity to 
conduct his business in the ordinary course of events. 
3.4.3 Additional payment under contractual provisions 
Delays, disruption and changes in the scope of construction works occur even on the 
most well planned projects. According to the findings of Semple and Hartman's surve Z) 0y 
[19], delay and disruption have a major impact on the expenditure of the employer or 
income of the contractor. Understandably, this recognition led to the inclusion of elaborate I 
provisions intended to define the scope of disruption and delay claims for which 
contractors are entitled and liquidated damages provisions for employers. 0 
The provisions in most standard forms of contract as a matter of principle employ the 
concept of price, not cost, when providing for the valuation of additional payments [74]. 
This means that the unit-prices or, in a ]LIMP SLIM contracts the prices in a Schedule of 
Rates or Bills of Quantity (BoQ), are usually required, either directly or indirectly, as a 
basis for determining the value Of Such additional payments. The valuation clauses in the 
JCT family of standard contract forms ( for example clause 13 of the JCT80) which lays 
Out the terms for valuing variations gives credence to the price concept. The intention of 
such provisions is to use tile prices which in fixed priced contracts, are regarded as related 
to tile estimated level of prices at the likely time of performance in question [74]. On 
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variable priced contracts, this is based on earlier price levels, but corrected through the 
operation of price variation or fluctuations clauses as in clause 37 of JCT80. 
An example of the application of the price concept is the Canadian case of Calla 
Con. viruction Co. Ltd. v. The Queen [77]. Calla Construciion were main contractors for 
the construction of a new postal terminal at Edmonton, Alberta. The contract provided for 
the main contractor to enter into a subcontract for the installation of the mail handling 
equipment with a sub-contractor selected by the Crown. The successful contractor was 
required by the contract, not to include tile Supply and installation of tile equipment but 
include a figure for overheads, supervision and profit. On this installation, this was 
estimated as cost of $1,150,000. However, the plaintiffs were instructed to enter a sub- 
contract at a price of $2,078,543. ('ana Consti-tiction requested a variation order for 
$2,171,398. This figure was the sub-contract tender Plus 10% of tile difference between 
the sub-contract tender and tender price to cover profits and overheads. The crown 
declined to pay. The court held that the contractor was entitled to a payment for profits 
and overheads calculated on the real sub-contract price and not on the tender figure, 
which was based on an estimate. 
All disputes situations are not by any means as straight forward. For example, not all 
variation orders are made in good tinne or can be absorbed without difficulty in the 
contractors original programme of works without sorne effect on his critical path. Such 
variations may include changes to site access and altered quantities. As a consequence, 
where they significantly affect tile economics of tile project or an activity most standard 
provisions do permit a departure from tile concept of price. 
Departing from tile price concept requires the cost concept to be superimposed upon the 
applicable contract prices, namely as an addition to (or Subtraction from) the prices in the 
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BoQ or Schedule of Rates. Tile result is a comparison of the actual costs of the iterns, as 
originally priced for, against its actual cost as carried out. This requires that where the 
priced items in tile BoQ or Schedule are high or profitable, then the resulting adjusted 
price to the special characteristics or effect of particular event, say variation will also be 
high or profitable and vice versa. 
3.5.0 Provisions to reimburse the contractor 
Most of tile widely Used standard forms for the reasons stated above (§§3.1.1 and 3.1.2) 
contain express provisions permitting tile contractor payment for extra cost where specific I 
events delay or disrupt the contractor's progress. The provisions of the more common 
standard forms are briefly reviewed in the following sections. 
3.5.1 The JCT80 Provisions 
The provisions allowing the contractor to seek reirnbursement for additional costs incurred 
as a result of tile actions of the employer or his agents is set out in clause 26. The I 
contractor is required to make a written application to the Architect where "... the regular 
progres. v (? f the work. v or ottyparl thereof hcis heeti or i. v likely to he nicylerially af . 
7ected hy 
aiiy otic or more ()f the mallers rqferred to hi clcmse 262". The matters referred to in 
addition to the deferment of possession of site include: 
late receipt of instructions, drawings, details or levels from the 
Architect (26.2.1), 
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0 the opening tip for inspection of any work, or the testing of any 
work, materials or goods (26.2.2); 
0 any discrepancy in or divergence between the contract drawings 
and the contract bills (26.2.3); 
0 the execution of work outside the contract by the employer or 
any persons engaged by him under clause 29 of the contract; 
the supply or non-supply of materials which the employer has 
undertaken to make available (26.2.4.2); 
0 the postponement of all or part of the works under the instruction 
of the architect (26.2.5), 
0 failUre by the employer to give access to the site, where the employer 
has undertaken to so provide (26.2.6); 
variations or instructions on the expenditure of provisional sums 
tinder the variation clause (26.2.7). 
To assist in the evaluation of the additional expenditure, the contractor is required by 
clause 26.1.1 to provide any detailed information the architect through the Quantity 
Surveyor (QS) might request for the ascertainnient of the loss and or expense [86]. The 
contractual machinery of payment through interim certificates is then employed to 
reimburse the contractor. 
3.5.2 IFC84 
The IFC84 follows closely the wording of JPTSO. It however, inClUdes additional 
provision to deal with certain kinds of disruption to the main contractor which may arise 
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The provisions of GC/Works/1, clause 46(l) entities the contractor to reimbursement for 
events listed in the clause which results in " the regular progress qf the ivork. y or atty part 
of thent behig materially disrupted or prolotiged'. The contractor however, should have 
"properly alid directly ilicurred cmy expeiise. " The relevant events include delay in 
providing drawings or other information and delays by other contractors. 
Although claims under this clause can only be made where there is Vi. vriplioii or 
prolotigalioit", expenses resulting frorn compliance with the Project Manager's I 
instructions can be made Linder clause 42 and 43 of the contract. Claims resulting from 
unforeseen ground conditions are subject to the provisions of clause 7. 
3.5.4 ICE conditions 
Under the ICE conditions, a contractual clairn may be made to engineer at any tirne during 
the currency of the contract and tip to three rnoriths after the date of issue of the defects 
correction certificate [80]. Tile majority of claims specified in the contract relate to 
adverse physical conditions and artificial obstructions (clause 12), extensions of time 
(clause 44), delays arising Out of clauses 7,12,13,14,27,31 40,42 and 59, ordered 
variations (clause 5 1) and valuations and rate fixing (clause 52) [8 1 
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The grounds for making claims are referred to as "compensating events" under core clause 0 
60.1. These compensating events are essentially the same as those listed in JCT80 clause 
26 (§§3.2.1) save the provision which specifies that Project Managers notification of a 
correction to an assumptions about tile nature of a compensating event is a ground for 01 
claims (compensating event 17). In addition to these grounds, the provisions of the NEC 
elaborates on the terms for claims for changes to the physical conditions of a site. The 
contract in clause in 60.2 also provides that, tile contractor is assurned to have taken into 
account tile site information provided, any publicly available information referred to in the 
contract document and other information which an experienced contractor is reasonably 
expected to obtain. 
3.5.6 The Claims Application procedure 
Despite the varied language applied by each standard form, all these provisions have a 
common theme. Although the ernphasis varies, all require the contractor to follow specific 
procedUres. Generally, the process includes three key aspects: 
- the contractor informing the supervising agent (Architect/Engineer/Project 
Manager) of tile likely expenditure of additional resources; 
* the contractor should specify the relevant matter or event responsible for the 
additional cost, 
9 the contractor should provide as much detailed information as may be requested 
to enable the extra costs to be estimated. 
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Although these claims are referred to differently depending on the contract (the JCT 
referees to such claims as loss and/or expense, the ICE as costs), in this thesis, they will be 
referred hereafler as loss and expense for simplicity, 
3.5.7 Aleining of Loss and expense 
The following cases explain what this widely used phrase means in practice with respect to 
quantification and justification of claims. 
ý) Ltd. [82] Wraigl7t Ltd. -v- 1ý H. & T(Holdingý 
The contractors ffi-aigld Ltd. ) Linder tile JCT63 terms agreed to construct certain 
properties. Soon after commencernent of works, unsuitable soil conditions were 
encountered and the supervising, Architect properly directed that the work should be 
suspended. This suspension went beyond the period stated in the appendix of the contract. 
The contractor consequently determined his employment tinder clause 26(l)(c)(iv) (the 
equivalent of JCT80 clause 28.1.33). The employer did not dispute that he was bound to 
pay tile contractor an amount as direct expenditure oil starting the work, but disputed the 
contractor's claim for profit which they should have earned had the project been 
completed. 
This case is an example of the first, category of legal financial claims (§§ 3.4-0) and the fact 
that loss of business profit was clainiable in law. 
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Judg, emem: The court ruled that the words "dii-ea lo. yv midlot- tkinicige" must be given the 
same meaning as they would have in tile case of breach of contract. Tile loss of profit was 
direct and natural consequence of the determination of the contract. 
Saint Litie -v- Richardvoit, Wesigartli & Co. Ltd. [83 ] 
In a contract to supply engines for a ship a relevant clause stated that the defendants will I 
not be liable " ilt aity ca. ve ........... extelid to aliy iticlirect or colis-equenlial damages or 
clailav what. voever. " The manufacturers of the ship engines, RichardVoll, Westgarth & Co. 
breached the contract and tile owners brought action claiming damages for: 
0 loss of profit for tile time during which they were deprived of tile use of the 
Ship, 
expenses of wages, stores etc.; and 0 
9 fees paid to experts for superintendent. 
Judgemem: All the heads of clairn were recoverable as direct damage and were not 
excluded by the clause. This case implies that it is not possible to use exclusion clauses to 
prevent claims for loss and expense where there is factual evidence of a parties breach and 
its financial consequences. 
Tate & Lyle Food ct- Di. vil-ibillim Litt -v- Greatei- LoWbit Comicil [84] 
The GLC constructed two new piers in the river Thames, causing heavy silt deposits 
which interfered with the plaintiffs use of theirjetties Lipstrearn. As a result heavy dredging 
costs were incurred by the plaintiffs. The engineers who designed the piers were found to 
have adopted an inappropriate design. The plaintiffs therefore claimed for direct cost of 
dredging and cost of managerial Supervision. 
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Judgentelit: Tile court ruled that in principle Taie & L)., Ie could properly recover darnages 
for direct cost and for managerial and, supervisory expenses directly attributable to the 
removal of silt. The claim for management and supervisory costs however, failed because, 
Tate & L), Ie could not prove their loss by proper records or otherwise. It was not 
permissible the court held, to allow a percentage of other items of the claim as costs for 
management and supervision as Tate & Lyle had attempted to do. 
E G. Mhaer Ltd. -v- Wels/i Hecillh TechlikalServices Orgemisaijoil (VMTSO) [95] 
The plaintiffs were the main contractors on a hospital construction project executed under 
the JCT63 terms. Numerous variations were made by the defendants which affected the 
progress of the works as a whole and a nominated SUb-contractor's work. Claims were 
made and paid Linder clause 11(6) and 24(l)(a) ( now JCT80 clause 26.1). Mimer claimed 
that, finance charges which they incurred as a result of being stood Out of their money 
were " direct lo. v. v alid eveiise. " WHTSO argued that these charges were not "direct" and 
were a clairn for interest. 
Judgment: The loss was "direct". Mimer were entitled to recover the finance charges 
incurred. 
3.6.0 Permissible heads of claini 
The judgements in the cases SUrnmarised in section 3.5.0 and the literature reviewed, 
clearly make the following heads of claims admissible Linder provisions that seek to 
reimbUrse the contractor for loss and expense. These are: 
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" direct site costs or on-site costs or on-ýite overheads, 
" head office overheads, 
" loss of profit; 
" inflation of cost; 
" interest and finance charges and 
" cost of disruption. 
3.6.1 On-site overheads 
On-site overheads, cover all those site costs which are not directly related to particular 
items of work. This relates to, ilitel- (ilia, Supervisory and administrative staff engaged 
upon the site, site huts, telephones, electricity, rates, welfare and sanitary facilities, lighting 
and heatin . In building contracts, these 
items are normally priced in the preliminaries 9 
section of the BoQ. 
Where the Contractor keeps proper records the additional costs due to on-site overheads 
are readily ascertainable and claimable as 'direct loss and/or expense' under the JCT forms 
and as costs incurred under the appropriate clause of tile ICE Contract. Powell-Smith and 
Sims [2] suggest that, in cases of claims for reimbursement of additional on-site overheads 
arising frorn delayed completion, tile fact that ordinarily the Contractor would be running 
down his site establishment towards tile end of the contract should be recognised in the 
assessment of the amount of reimbursement. In such cases, they argue, taking the costs 
from the date when the work would have been completed to the date of actual cornpletion 
as the reimbursable amount would be unfair to the Contractor. 
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Generally, tile Quantity Surveyor knows how the Contractor has made up his site 
overheads in the tender calculations. It is therefore not unreasonable for such information 
to be requested frorn the contractor. 
However, it is notable that in most of the standard forms, the contractor has no 
contractual obligation to provide such information. This has consequences for claims 
management (See Chapter Four, §4.2.0). Where a contractor withholds the relevant 
details of his tender tile Quantity Surveyor would justified if he adopts an 'average' 
approach [87]. This involves using breakdowns of site overheads from relevant past 
experience or records of similarjobs. 
Most on-site overheads are tirne-related. For this reason, it is often necessary to analyse 
the contractor's prograrnme to establish they are affected by the event from which the 
claim has arisen. For example, delays usually means the continued employment of site 
agent for that period. Tile extra arnOUnt claimable in respect of the agent would be the 
cost of employing him per period multiplied by the period of the delay [2]. Cý 
3.6.2 flead office overheads 
Head office overheads refer to costs incurred in rnaintainina and running a head office, 0 
with its attendant costs. Spence Geddes [87] lists these items of costs as follows: (i) 
salaries paid to the head office staff, director's fees, attendants and cleaners, (ii) the rentals 
of the offices, including rates and taxes and depreciation of the office furni ture and effects; 
(iii) incidental insurance, fire and insurance; (iv) heat, light power, and fuel-, (v) stationery, 
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books, postage and telephone charges-, (vi) auditors' fees, (vii) staff cars, (vi) interest on 
working capital, loans, bank charges and retention moneys. 
The ease with which this element of a claim can be quantified and justified depends upon 
the method used by the contractor in pricing head office overheads. The most common 
methods includes [2,24]: 
0a percentage addition to the direct cost (or prime cost ) to Bill items at tender 
to allow for Ilead office overileads sepdrately; 
0 as a percentage addition to the direct cost of Bill items to cover both head 
office overileads and profit; 
0 as inethod-related charges [93]. 
Sometimes, a single mark-up on the direct costs may also be rnade out to cover head 
office overheads, profits, charges of risks, and sometimes discounts on materials purchases 
and sub-contracts [88]. 
The entitlement of tile Contractor to claims for payment of head office overheads has been 
the subject of much debate [92]. Two separate questions are at issue in this debate: (i) 
whether the particular contract allows this type of claim, i. e., contractual justification; and 
(ii) how the clairn should be quantified, 
3.6.2.1 Legal Justificatiou 
Some forms of contract expressly entitle the contractor to recover extra head office 
overheads arising froill defined causes. For example, the ICE Conditions expressly 
includes overheads both on and off tile site in any "extra cost" recoverable by the 
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Contractor (clause 52.4). Tile JCT standard fbrnýis are not so clear on the subject. As a 
result a lona standing debate as to whether extra head office overheads are part of the 0 
"dii-ect /t), v. v atidlor exImi-ve" to which tile Contractor is entitled Linder Clause 26 has been 
going on. 
Case law suggests that head office overheads are covered by the 'Wh-ecl lov. v alidlor 
exl)eii. ve ". In Wi-aiglil Ltd. [82] (§3.2.7) it was held that under the JCT 63 provisions, the 
phrase 'direct loss and/or expense' means that the sums recoverable are equivalent to 
damages at common law. If this interpretation is correct then, the head office element of 
claims Submitted tinder the JCT contracts are justified. The logic is that, the construction 
project is expected to contribute towards the running cost of the company head office. 
The prolongation or disruption of a project has the effect of reducing its contribution to 
monthly tUrnover. In addition, where tile project is disrupted or delayed intervention from 
head office is otlen necessary. 
Thus, the basis of head office overheads recovery can be said to arise naturally from such 
disruption. This argument makes head office overheads claimable under tile principles of 
established in Hatiley iý Baxendale [76]. 
3.6.2.2 Quantification of head office overheads 
Five methods for calculating the arnount recoverable for head office overheads can be 
identified frorn literature. These are, maintenance of contemporary records, tile Hudson 
formula method, the Emden formula method, Eichleay formula method and using actual 
cost records, 
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Maintenance qf recorils 
Head offlice overheads are sometimes split into direct head office overheads and general 
head office overheads. Direct head office overheads are those which relate to a particular 
contract, Such as managerial time used in buying materials, hiring plant, and updating 
programmes. General head office. overheads are tfiose which do not relate to any particular 
contract and include rates, lighting, heating, telephone, tendering and stationery. Powell- 
Smith and Sims [2] advise that those two elements of overhead costs should be kept 
separate and that contractors should require their staff to keep time records of work on 
particular contracts. 
Where the contractor has good records they can be used to determine the additional cost 
of direct head office involvernent in the running of a particular contract. However, care 
has to be exercised to avoid double recovery through the use of formulae [21, 
It is very common for contractors to use percentages and formulae discussed in the 
following sections to quantify total head office overheads and profits recoverable without 
differentiating between direct and general overheads. 
The Hudywifoi-mula 
The formula derives its narne from the reference book in which it first appeared, Hudson's 
Building and Engineering Contracts [91 ]. The basis of the calculation is that the contractor 
will have allowed in his bid a contribution to his head office costs. This allowance is either 
made as, or is equivalent to a percentage of the contract sum. This amount is than reduced 
to a weekly sum by division by the contract period i. e. 
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Head office/profit percentage X Contract Surn X Period 
overhead 100 Contract Period 
The use of the Hudson's formula has been criticised on a number of grounds [90,92]: 
1. The method assumes that the overhead/profit percentage budgeted for by the 
Contractor in his prices was in fact capable of being earned by him elsewhere had he 
been free to leave the delayed contract at tile proper time. In reality, it could happen 
that the contractor had underestirnated his direct costs and thus rendered the 
percentage for overheads/profit Unachievable. Also there could be a change of market g 
conditions for work necessitating a change of mark-LIPS, 
2. The linking of profit and overhead together in this way clouds issues because 
recoverability of head office overhead and of profit may not always coincide. Usually 
recoverability of overheads is accepted with only the quantum to be substantiated; 
3. The formula ignores the effects of variations and fluctuations on the Contract Sum. 
The pricing of variations would normally include an allowance for overheads and 
profit by the application of rates in the Contract Bills or under the 'fair valuation' rule. 
The valuation of this excess due to variations in this way leads to sonne double 
recovery of overheads and profits. Fluctuations which are not included in the Contract 
SUm have the effect of reducing the percentage of overheads/profit recovery on actual 
total costs, 
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4. Using the forl-flUla as it stands would, it appears, result in profit being added to the 
profit already in the Contract Sum, For the formula to work effectively in this respect 
the term should equal Contract Stun less overlieadslprofit; 
5. The formula, ignores the Contractor's opportunity, and therefore general duty, to 
deploy his resources elsewhere during a period of delay, to the extent reasonably 
possible in the circumstances. This might mean a management decision to put some of I 
his head office staff on other work. 
The Enidenformilla 
This alternative formula reported in Emdenv Building Colill-acts and I'l-aclice [931, 
estimates overhead and profit as: 
(Ilead office percentage/100) X (Contract Surn / Contract Period) X Period of delay 
The head office percentage is arrived at by dividing the total overheads cost and profit of 
the organisation as a whole by the total turnover for each financial year. The Hudson 
formula includes the percentage for head office overheads and profit in tile contract sum 
whereas Ernden uses the percentage for the company during the year which matters giving 
rise to the clairn occurred. 
E ichleay Formula 
This formula gained it name frorn the American case of Eichleay Cotporcilioll v. The 
Fedewl Goverimiew [94] which resulted from the construction of a nuclear facility near 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in the USA. In their clairn E, ichlea ýC poratioli (hence the ý 01 
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name) developed the formula for calculating head office overheads. There are three 
stages to in this calculation: 
Step 1: Overhead that can be allocated to the cc! ntract = (Contract Surn/ Turnover) X 
(Total overhead incurred during the contract for the financial year) 
, *ep 2: Overhead allocated per day = (Overhead allocated / Actual days of contract 
performance) 
Stel) 3: 
Unabsorbed overhead = (Overhead allocated per day )* (Number of days of 
compensable delay) 
Uving actual cost recortIs 
An alternative to the formulae approach is the ascertainment of head office cost incurred 
as a result of the matter giving rise to tile claim. In the Tate and Lyle [84], the plaintiff 0, 
was awarded a surn of L10,000 representing additional dredging costs and L540,000 as 
the extra cost of dredging caused by the siltation of the bed of the Thames river for 
which tile defendants were found liable. An additional claim was made in respect of 
managerial time involved in dealing with the dredging required and rearrangement of 
berthing schedules. This head of claim was quantified by adding 2.5% to the remainder 
of the clairn, the plaintiff offering no evidence in support. The Court declined to uphold "n 
the claim. 
Clearly, tile plaintiff is entitled to be paid head office costs if he can offer sufficient 
evidence in support of tile costs to satisfy a judge or arbitrator. 
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Should head office overhead be calculated using formulae or actual cost records? It 
appears that the formula approach would most probably be accepted if the contractor 
can demonstrate that his resources could have been readily employed elsewhere. These 
criticisms aside, Knowles [71] argues that ascertaining this head of clairn using formulae 
represents a loss to the contractor. 
Given the argurnents against the use of formulae, tile only alternative and certainly the 
least contentious is for the contractor to offer the necessary evidence for the claim to be 
established on tile basis of the actual cost involved. The contractor however is not 
entitled to use both methods and be paid twice. 
The use of the formulae methods have gained wide use following the judgement in the 
Canadian case of Ellkv-Doii Ltd -v- The Parkitig Aulliorily of Toroido [96] and the 
)leld Oty Coulicil [97]. In the latter subsequent UK case of. IFFiiwegali Litt -i, - Slwf .T 
case the court was required to decide on what, if any allowance for head office 
overheads and profit should be made on the plaintiffs clairn. The court allowed a weekly 
sum calculated by reference to the tender figure. 
This judgernent which apparently approved the use of Hudson's forInUla did not deal with 
very important proofs which must precede its Use as identified in the Ellis-Doit case i. e. it 
must be shown that: 
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0 tile profit included in the contract price was capable of being earned 
elsewhere at the tinie of delay [98], 
0 the profit was reasonable and, 
0 there was work of the sarne level of profitability available in the period of 
delay. 
The last of these proofs in tile opinion of Kirsh [99) was difficult to attain in a period of 
recession. Indeed, as the judge in the Peak Como-uctim case pointed out, what amounted 
to the proper sum (head office overheads and profit) depends on evidence such as: 
0 what the site organisation consisted of, 
what part of the head office is being referred to and what they were doing I 
at the material time; 
analysis of yearly turnover including the period claimed for so that proper 
assessment can be made. 
Providing details which satisfy the above criteria is tile least the law requires in order to 
grant or accept tile quanturn for this Ilead of claim. 
3.6.4 Disruption and loss of Productivity 
The contractor is often compelled to adopt inefficient working in other to perform his 
obligation under contract. This generally, expresses itself in the form of higher labour and 
plant expenditure relative to work done [100]. This can result in a particular labour force 
or plant being engaged for a longer period, or the recruitment of additional labour and C0 
plant to avoid or recover from a delay (i. e. acceleration). The problern can be made worse 
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on poorly designed works which require substantial redesign during construction. 
Although accepted as a head of claim, how it should quantified and substantiated is a 
difficult matter. 
This difficulty is highlighted in the recent case of Alfred MacAlIfine Humberoak v. 
McDermoll Inletwalional Ine. [101] where the court had to establish the appropriate 
method of estimating the disruption caused by a multitude of variation orders frorn the 
defendants. 
The plaintiffs expert, the court pointed out, erred when calculating that, if one rnan was 
working for one day on a particular variation order, then the whole contract was held up 
for that day. Secondly, he assumed that a whole work force planned for an activity was 
engaged continuously on that activity from tile day they started until the day tile activity 
was finished. A technique often adopted by contractors to qUantify alleged disruption. 
The court accepted that the defendants method of examining each variation and trying 
establish its impact on the time taken to complete each activity and resource required. 
Thus relying on actual time spent and resource used as compared to what levels would 
have been used Without the disrupting event. This is the method advocated by Tricky [241 
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A clear statement of the acceptability of interest and finance charges was established in the 
case of Res & Kirkhy -v- SWali. vea City Cowicil [ 102]. Here the court held among other 
issues that: 
"interest charged on a Batik horrowing. to fillid the contract was a 
Wired loss", it was secondag loss which continued until the primary 
loss was Imid Its character clid iiol change to hecome "indirect loss" at 
the lime (? fpractical complelion. " 
This was confirmed in Laver borm Ltd. -iy- Mormi Big Lid [ 103 ] where the court based 
its quantum on the last audited accounts of the plaintiffs. This was also accepted in the 
principle in Ogilvie Bidldoi-s Ltd. -v- Glasgow City Couticil Distfict Couticil [ 104]. 
3.7.0 Cost of preparing claims 
A whole industry of conSUltancies have ernerged i*n recent years specialising in assisting in 
the preparation, presentation and evaluation of clairns. Where such specialised consultants 
are employed their services in themselves constitute considerable cost to contractors and 
clients. However, the question of whether Such costs can be an acceptable head of claim is 
still to be addressed. Trickey [24] suggests that where special research is necessary to 
prepare and submit a claim, and tile effort involved is over and above that reasonably 
anticipated at tile time preparing the tender, the cost of preparing would be recoverable. 
This view is supported at least in case law by tile decision in Pil)er Double Glazhig v. 
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David Canylleld [ 105] and James Khowles Group 1ý Topek Holcliligs atid Topek Roofmg 
[1061. 
3.8.0 Importance of contemporary records 
The law takes a very tough stance on what will constitute proof in order to establish the 
quantum of any head of claim. The case of Bai-clay. v -v- Fairclough Buildilig [107] 
provides Such a lesson. In that case, a County court judge disregarded the builder's time 
sheets and awarded a surn to the plaintiffs based on a "Inpl)er chaqw" assessed by an 
expert witness who was a Quantity Surveyor. Tile Court of Appeal allowed an appeal and 
held that the price be based on the time sheets presented by the plaintiff. Entitling the 
contractor to be paid on a day work basis. 
In the earlier cited case of Twe & Lj, le [84], Justice Forbes rejected the method chosen by 
the plaintiffs to quantify the cost of managerial and supervisory cost. Commenting on the 0 1-5 
plaintiffs inability to present contemporary records he said that: 
"... Bul modern oýf) . 
'fice arrangements permits the recording (? f the li'lle -Well, 
hy managerial staf . 
7onparlicularpipiecls. Ido not believe that it wouldla I ve 
been impossiblefor the plahatffs to have A-ept some record to show the extent 
to which there routine was dislurhed hy Iýv necessityfor continual dredging 
Sessions. " 
Clearly, for all tile heads of claims identified, tile COUrts will prefer their establishment 
through the use of contemporary records except in exceptional cases. The use of formulae, 
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in the view Of Justice Forbes arnounted to asking the courts to speculate on the likely 
darnage suffered by claimants which was inherently unacceptable to tile courts. 
3.9.0 Summary 
The legal background to construction contract claims has been reviewed in this Chapter. 
Judicial opinion on the acceptability of the common heads of claims and their 
quantification has been established. 
Two main approaches to the estimation of the various heads of clairn can be identified. 
The formula approach which has been widely criticised in some aspects and the use of 
contemporary records, The latter is clearly preferred but the maintenance of such records 
require the use of additional resource. It rernains to be seen how the choice of method of 
quantification actually affects clairns settlernent in general. However, it is apparent that 
claims are a recognised and essential part of the normal management of any construction 
project. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE CURRENT CONTRACTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR CLAIMS 
MANAGEMENT 
4.1.0 Introduction 
In Chapter Three, the general legal principles and arguments that form the basis for the 
settlement of claims were reviewed. The demands of the alternative methods of 
quantifying claims suggested that, the requirements for claims quantification and 
presentation can vary from contract to contract. However, tile need for good project 
management practice appears to be central in order that parties can arrive at a satisfactory 
settlement. Specifically, the ability to produce relevant documents to substantiate every 
claim was stressed. 
To some extent, Kangari [28] made this point when he concluded afler a survey of 
arbitrators that, claims settlement is speeded up considerably by the presence or 
implementation of efficient project documentation. His assertion corroborates the Wood 
Report [5] which pointed out more than two decades ago that, one way of ensuring that 
projects are adequately documented is through the provisions of contract and its 
associated documents. 
In this chapter, the requirements of the major forms of contract with respect to the 
documentation of construction projects is examined to determine whether they provide an 
adequate contractual framework for managing clairns. The object is to identify the areas 
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where these contracts are deficient as a basis for making proposals for ensuring good I 
claims management practice. 
In the rest of this chapter the provisions of the main standard forms of contract are 
examined under three main sections: project activity documentation, preparation and 
updating of programmes and claims documeniation. These are the main methods of 
recording the progress of works, changes in resource usage which form the bases for 
formulating and evaluating all claims irrespective of their origin. 
4.2.0 Project Activity Documentation 
The only major standard form of contract which expressly specifies the records that the 
contractor should maintain is the GC\WORKS\I. The contract requires the contractor 
under Clause 34 to provide the Supervising Officer(Contract Administrator) on a daily 
basis, with a "distribution return of the number and descripion c? f work peolVe employed 
on the Works. " In Clause 44(3)(d) the contractor is required to keep " vt, age books, linle- 
sheets, books of account and other documems" as part of the determination clause. 
The other major forms are silent on the subject. However, the provisions on contractors' 
applications for loss and/or expense incurred as a consequence of specified events 
suggests that, such records should be maintained. For example, clause 26.1.2 of the 
JCT80 requires that the contractor, "in silly)orl (? f his alyVicatiot) submil to the Architect 
ipoit request such ii? formatioyt as should reasmiably eiiable the Architect to form ait 
ojkiion. " The subsequent clause 26.1.3, uses tile word "details" which can be interpreted 
as meaning the actual resource records from which costs can be calculated. 
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The ICE6 provides under clause 52(4)b that where a contractor intends to make claims 
for additional payments other than for variations (under clause 51) or measurements of 
variations (clause 56(2)), a written notice should be given within 28 days after the 
happening of events giving rise to the claim. The clause states that 'InI)on the hal)pening 
of such events the Contractor shall keel) contempoi-ary recoi-ds necessary to sul)I)ort any 
clahn he may subsequently make. " Alternatively, the Contractor can be instructed to keep 
such records which the Engineer can inspect (clause 52 (4) (c)). The copies of the records 
should be made available by the Contractor when and if the Engineer so instructs. 
The NEC makes reference to record under options C (Target with Bills of Quantity), 
D(Target with Activity Schedule), E(Cost Reimbursement Contract) and F(Management 
Contract) in clause 52.2 which requires the contractor to keep: (i) accounts of his 
payments of actual costs-, (ii) records which show that payments have been rnade; (iii) 
records of communications and calculations relating to assessments of compensating 
events for sub-contractors and ; (iv) other accounts and records as stated in the works 
information. 
Works information is defined in the contract as information which specifies and describes 
the works or states any constraints on how the Contractor should execute the works. 
This also includes docurnents which the contract data specified is or an instruction given 
with the contract. Tile contract tinder clause 52.3 empowers the Project Manager to 
inspect these records. 
What the reference to Velaihv" and "records" actually means with regards to contractors' 
claims submittals is not very clear. Case law however, offers some guidance. Lord Justice 
Salmon giving judgement in Peak CoiinrucHoil [ 103] case remarked that it was useful for 
a claimant to "of . 
Ter some evideiice as to iphat the site orgatih-vatimi coii. vimed qf ". The 
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Contractor, this case suggests, has to keep records of a certain level of detail to enable an 
opinion be formed on his actual costs. Although the prudent contractor may maintain 
some records, it is conceivable that under these vague terms, records can be withheld as a 
tactic to gain more from potential claim situation. On the other hand, such records may 
not be available because many contractors still regard project record keeping as 
unnecessary contrary to view that they are fundamental to speedy claims settlement [3, 
28]. According to many commentators the consequence is that, the preparation and 
presentation of claims suffer [2,24,110]. Disputes over the principle and quantum of 
claims therefore become more animated since the interpretation of events and allocation 
of responsibility are left very much to the imagination of the parties [114]. 
Table 4.1 summarises the requirements for site documentation required by the main 
standard forms. 
Table 4.1: Provisions for site documentation 
Forin of Contract Provisions thit make Express Provision Documents Mentioned 
reference to records 
GC\WORKS\l 34 YES Timesliccts 
44(3)(d) Wage Books 
Books of Account 
JCT80 26 NO 
ICE 6 52(4) NO- 
NEC Muse 52 in Options YES Accounts of PY'llcilts 
C. D, E ind F Receipts for payments 
correspondence 
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A possible explanation of the lax requirements to docurnent construction projects is that, 
theese provisions may have been drafted in Such a way as to prevent the 
Engineer/Architect (A/E) from using such provisions to interfere directly with how a 
Contractor manages his project. However, from a claims and disputes resolution 
perspective this has proved to be counter-prodUctive. It has from cursory review of case 
law served only to make clairns settlement at project level difficult because very often the 
records required to substantiate claims may be non-existent or could be withheld. 
4.3.0 Preparingand Updating Programmes of Work 
Scheduling is the determination of the timing of construction activities which follows 
logically from the planning process [115]. Many forms of schedules exist, from bar charts 
to critical path method schedules. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. Each with 
its appropriate applications. 
The primary advantage a bar chart is its simplicity [ 115]. This simplicity has led to its 
wide acceptance as an effective planning and scheduling tool for some projects. Bar 
charts are simple to read and interpret and can communicate in a straight forward manner 
the results of network schedules. However, a bar chart cannot depict the intricacies of 
multiple activity interaction. This inherent limitation reduces the, effectiveness and 
accuracy of bar charts in projects involving a large number of activities. 
The simplicity and inherent limitation of bar charts also makes thern an attractive tool for 
some types of construction, such as highway or pipeline construction where the 
contractor must constantly adjust schedules to overcome weather-related problems [1151. 
For instance, when high soil moisture content makes col-npassion inefficient, equipment 
may be moved to another location where soil conditions may be better. Weather-related 
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shifts cannot be planned and shown on the schedule, but a bar chart does not need to be 
revised when they Occur, because it shows little information about sequence and 
relationships of project activities anyway [110]. Bar charts therefore give contractors 
who perform repetitious work more flexibility and does not require constant revision to 
match actual sequence. 
The primary disadvantage of bar charts relates to their preparation. A bar chart is difficult 
to prepare accurately when there are continuous relationships between many activities 
and if multiple-activity interaction is required to complete the project. They can also be 
prepared all too easily encouraging unrealistic schedules. 
According to Callahan, QUeckenbush and Rowings [I IS], there is also the tendency to 
work backwards when preparing bar charts. Knowing a project's date of completion, the 
scheduler may plot the chart representing the final activity so that it ends at the time the 
project must be completed. Other activity bars are then spread to cover the time available, 
adjusting for a bar on the basis of start and end dates of previous activities. Thus there is 
a tendency to produce bar chart schedules that contain arbitrary, if not unrealistic activity 
starting and finishing times, rather than anticipate realistic sequences, constraints and 
durations. According to Mills [116], this the reason why contractors who use bar charts 
have a higher proportion of delayed completion than those who use critical path methods. 
In addition to these limitations, when bar charts are cost loaded and used as a basis for 
monthly payments to the contractor, it is easy to "shift" costs to earlier scheduled 
activities to improve tile contractor's cash flow. This techniques is known as front-end 
loading. Although this isjust good business sense for tile contractor, it not in tile interest 
of tile employer. 
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Tile main disadvantage of bar charts is that, the logic the planner used in developing it is 
not obvious. To understand the impact of changes, this logic must be known. This 
shortcoming and others have led to tile development of more complex approaches such Cý 
network scheduling using the critical path method (CPM). This approach enables the 
planner to incorporate a wide variety of activities to depict their interrelationships 
graphically. 
Few people involved in the construction industry today will dispute the need for 
construction project schedules. Figure 4.1 shows an extract from an American survey of 
448 employers involved in construction projects carried Out in 1983 [117]. The report 
indicated that on most construction projects in excess of $10 million, a third were 
sometimes completed behind schedule. Only ha. lf of the employers reported that their 
contractors used the Critical Path Method(CPM) schedules on their projects. However, 
employers whose contractors usually use CPM programme of work appear to be less 
susceptible to delay. Only 27% of the employers whose contractors usually used CPM 
prograrnmes said that their construction projects were Usually or sometimes behind 
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Problem Description 
A. Projects complctcd behind schedule B. Contractors who use CPM 
C. Contractors who use CPM and Project late D. Contractor who do not use CPM and ProJect late 
E. Poor sclicdtilcs cause cost overnin F. Projcct late and Proiect Dispute 
Figure 4.1: CPM use versus on-time project completion(Sow-ce: Opinions of Building 
Owners on the Constniction Industry, A Report to Wagner-Holins-Inglis, Inc., Opinions Research 
Division, Ficishinin Hillard, Inc., September 1983) 
A much more significant finding of this Survey within the context of clairns and disputes is 
that delayed projects and disputes are closely related. More than half of the employers 
who experience delay had been involved in arbitration or litigation. Of the respondents, 
73% attributed delays and cost overruns to poor scheduling or poor scheduling 
techniques 
Another survey of 800 construction industry participants reported that over half the 
owners believed that poor contract administration to be 1-nost threatening factor in 0 
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contractual relations [118]. Participants in this Survey included contractors, designers, 
sub-contractors, construction managers and employers. To improve contract 
administration, 83% stated they had or intended to install schedule control systerns. 
These surveys do not only demonstrate the significance of planning in construction and 
the importance of having properly prepared schedules to control and manage time but 
also their use may reduce the probability of protracted disputes and litigation [115,25, 
119]. 
In practice, there are two mutually complernentary ways in which tile advantages of 
programmes (particularly CPM schedules) can be exploited to manage claims and 
disputes better. The first, is by drawing up an adequately detailed specification for 
preparation and maintenance of programmes or schedules. The second, is by including an IC 
appropriate contractual provision that necessitates the use of such programmes. 
In relation to above issues, tile major standard forms are now riefly examined to 
determine how they incorporate the programme of works into construction contracts and 
its consequence for claims preparation and evaluation in particular. 
4.3.1 Provisions Oil Contractors programme 
JCT80 
The JCT80 makes reference to the contractor's programme in clause 5.3 in the following 
terms: 
5.3.1.2 I/le ("Olitractor wilhout charge lo lhe Eunployer sha// 
provide 1he Architect (unless he shall have been prelliOlfflY sO 
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provided) with 2 copies (? f his master programme. for the execution (? f 
the Works and ivithin 14 days (? f any decision hy the Architect under 
clanse 25.3.1 or 33.1.3 ivith copies of any amendments and revisions 
to, take account of that decision. 
9.3.2 Nothing contained in this descriptive schedules or other 
like documenty referred to in clause 5.3.1.1(nor in the ma, vter 
progrannne. for the execution of the Works or any amendments to that 
programme or revision therein re"ferred to in claiise 5.3.1.2) shall 
impose any ohligation heyond those imposed hy the (101itract 
Documents. 
Considering this clause in its totality, it implies that, the contractors' programme is not a 
contraCtUal dOCUrnent. The status of the programme of works under the JCT terms is 
Summed up by Trickey [24] in page 52 when he explains that: 
is dýf he achieved if it were except . 
Ticull to see why itshould he, as nothing would 
perhaps that it ivould make it easier to idenlýfy in that it would signed by the parties to 
the contract. " 
The programme Trickey continued "is a slatemela ()f goodfaitk' which Could form the 
basis for the Architect to estimate time extensions. 
The position of the JCT provisions is illustrated by the case of Pigoil Fowidalims Ltd. v. 
Sliepherd Cou. s-liwaimi [120] which centred around the standard form for domestic sub- 
contractors DOMI I specifically clauses 11.1 and 11,8. 
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The suh-contractor shall carty oul and complete the suh-confract in xx 
iveeks and reavonably in accordance ivith the progress of the works. 
Clause 11.8 provides: 
The suh-contractor shall nse constantly his hest endeavours to prevent 
delays in the progress of the suh-contract works or any part thereof 
however caused to prevent delays resulting in the complelion (f the suh- 
contract works heing dela -iod o yed beyond the pet f completion and the 
sub-contractor shall do all that may he reasonably required to the 
satisfaction qf the Architect and the contractor to proceed with the sub- 
contract works. 
Piggott F0111iddliolls [120] were engaged tinder. DOM/I to do piling for the defendants 
within a period of eight weeks on a 14-storey building in Coventry, West Midlands. Far 
from completing in eight weeks, Pigott were two months late. They claimed that the 
delay was caused by events beyond their control and that they were entitled to tirne 
extension. A preliminary issue was tried to consider whether the sub-contractor was liable 
to the main contractor for breach of the terms of the SUb-contract. The court held that: 
The words "j)iogre&v (? f ivot-A-. 0 were directed to requiring the sub-contractor to carry 
out his work in a manner as Would not unreasonably interfere with the actual carrying 
out of any other works which can be conveniently carried out at tile same time. The 
words did not require tile sub-contractor to plan his sub-contract work so as to either fit 
in with any scheme of work of the main contractor or finish any part of the sub-contract 
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works by a partiCLIlar date so as to enable the main contractor to proceed with other 
parts of the works. 
Clause 11.8 did not assist he main contractor. 
There was no obligation on the sub-contractor to carry out his work in any particular 
order or at any specific rate of progress. Clause 11.8 meant that the sub-contractor was 
to prevent delay in the progress of the sub-contract work only so far as the delays would 
result in the sub-contract overrunning tile eight-week period. It does not exclude or 
modify the general building and engineering contracts principle that, in tile absence of 
indications to the contrary, a contractor is entitled to plan and perform as he pleases, 
provided he finishes by the time fixed in the contract. 
The problem this interpretation of the JCT terms raises is that, in practice as this case 
illustrates, there will tend to be disagreement about the extent of delays and disruptions 
and which party was responsible on projects involving several parties. Clearly, without 
any legal obligation to work within an agreed programme it is impossible to prevent 
serious disputes. The tenor of the JCT terms therefore works against the effective use of 
programmes of work as means of evaluating the performance of all parties. In this regard 
Powell-Srnith [121] argues that, tile decicion in Pigott [120] defeats tha purpose of the 
prograrnme. 
The ICE clause 14 
The ICE 6th clause 14(a) requires that "withiii 21 dap afler the award of Me (70tilrad 
the Coittractor skill suhnfit to the Dighwer for his acceplallce a programme Aowitig 
the order hi which he propo, ves to carty out the Works havitig regard to the provislOtis of 
("lailse 42(l). " The Contractor is required at the sarne time to give in 11 ivriiiiigfor the 
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information (? f the Engineer a general description (? f the arrangemenis and melhodv of 
ýf the Works". construclion which the Contraclorproposes to adoptfor the canying oill o 
The clause also sets out tile terms for revising tile programme (clause 14(4)) to ensure 
that "at auy thne the aciualprogress" conforms with the accepted programme. It also 
entities the engineer to " require the comractor to produce a i-ei, isedpt-ogl-aninie. vliotviiig 
such modifleatimis to the origiiialprogranime as may be iiecessaly to etisure conyVelioti 
of the works or aiiy sectioti ivithiii the finiefor conyVeliom " 
Clause 14 (a) (1) clearly leaves the level of detail of the programme to the discretion to Z 
the contractor, leaving the door open to the possibility for highly contentious claims for 
delays to the contractors programme. Although much more explicit on what is termed the 
programme, in many ways these provisions goes no further than the JCT80 
requirements. Examining the status of programmes in respect of delays and time 
extensions Linder the ICE terms, Powell-Smith and Stephenson [ 122] explained that: 
"the mere happening qf all event coqfers no entitlement to all extension 
of the contact period Ae lost to be applied is whether the event is such 
as may entille the Contractor to an extension of lime. The COlitractor's 
actual progress must he dela)vd. The planned or programmed progress 
is in-demit. The conlraclor's obligation under the provisions of contract 
is to complele within the stated lime. The Engineers approval qf the 
programme showing the sequence anel lime scale in which the COMI-actor 
proposes to cany out the works under clause 14(1) does not affect the 
posilioll. " 
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Although a sound argurnent in law, this leaves the issue of how the aCtUal progress will 
be docurnented tinder the contract unanswered providing a fertile ground for disputes 
over the granting of extensions of time. 
In addition, by omitting to specify what type of programmes (scheduling technique) and 
information it should contain, the question of how changes in progress will be evaluated 
is left tin-addressed. For example, if a contractor presents his programme in the form of a 
bar chart (with the acquiescence of the Engineer) how would the parties evaluate delays 
beyond the contract period?. Or how Would such a programme take account of the 
provision of design information by various design consultants and instructions from the 
engineer himself which delays or disrupts the contractors progress? The reality is that the 
ICE terms do not go beyond the JCT provisions save its emphasis on the need to ensure 
that actual progress is documented. I 
The only argument that can be made in support these vague terms is that, specifications 
drawn with the contract could provide the parties with a clearer statement of the nature 
of the programme. In any case the curious lack of sanctions in these provisions defeats 
their purpose. This perception is illustrated by the arguments made in Gleiilioii 
Coinviructimi Ltd. iý T17e Guhmes. v D-ust [123]. Although this case centred on the 
interpretation of a term of the specifications for preparing and updating the programmes 
of works, this was a fundamental argument about ownership of float. The contractors' 
had programmed to complete the works before completion date specified in the contract 
but the Architect failed to issue necessary instructions. This resulted in the contractor 
overrunning his planned completion date successfully argued that his obligation was only 
to ensure cornpletion by the date specified in the conditions of contract. Mugurian [1241 
laments that, this decision permits the Ernployer*to effectively obstruct the Contractor in 
the performance of his obligations under the contract. 
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This judgement also implies that, although tile contractor can programme to complete the 
completion date set in the contract should he prevented from doing so by the employer or 
his agents default he has no chance recouping tile cost of deploying additional resources. 
The employer effectively owns the float a clear disincentive to the contractor. 
Unfortunately, this concept of project managernent is enshrined in the standard forms. 
This fails to satisfy one of tile criteria for scheduling construction projects: the ownership 
of float. Wickwire, Driscoll and Hurlbut [125] and Wishart [126] argue strongly that this 
must be resolved at project inception to avoid disputes. The collective impact of these 
provisions is to indirectly remove an incentive to plan and keep to programmes of work. 
Vie NEC 
The New Engineering Contract [127] now dubbed the Building and Civil engineering 10 
contract takes a slightly difference stance on the issue of programmes of work. This much 
more proactive form of standard contract under core clause 31 states that the contractor's 
programme will be rejected if it fails to: 
0 include the information which tile contract reqUires; 
0 represent the Contractor's plans realistically; 
0 show realistic provision for: (i) float and other risk allowances; (ii) health and 
safety requirements; (iii) other requirements for Works Information or; (iv) 
the procedure set out in the contract. 
The "Accepted Programme" should include : (i) the starting date, possession dates and 
completion date; (ii) for each operation, a rnethod statement which identifies equipment 
and other resources which the Contractor plans to use; (iii) planned completion; (iv) the 
order and timing of operations which tile Contractor plans to execute in order to provide 
tile Works and the work the employer and others are responsible or as later agreed with 
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them by the contractor, (v) the dates when the contractor plans to complete the Works in 
accordance with his programme, including possession of part of the site if later than its 
possession date, acceptances, plant, material and other things to be provided by the 
employer and; (vi) other information which the works Information requires the 
Contractor to show on the Accepted Programme. 
These provisions are arguably a much clearer statement of what should constitute a 
programme of works in practice. Additionally, the unequivocal indication that the 
programme should incorporate information from other parties as well as the requirement 
to include floats, and works information contrast with the vague terms of both the ICE 
and JCT forms. In terms of providing a basis for amicable settlernent of claims using 
detailed programmes of work the NEC is better placed. 
However, NEC also fails to provide any sanction for non-compliance and also does not 
indicate what form, the programme should take. From this precepts a detailed bar chart 
can qualify as an accepted programme although severely limited when it cornes to 
estimating delays, progress and disruptions. Zý 
4.3.2 Problell's with specifications for programme of works 
It may be argued that in order to ensure brevity, the authors of these major construction 
contracts preferred that tile employer uses specifications to ensure that the project has an 
appropriately detailed programme of works. This leaves each employer with the task of 
drawing tip his own specifications. The consequence this situation can be very expensive. 
In the case of Yorkslih-e Miler v. Affit-ed McreAlIfilie Lid [12s] tile plaintiffs invited 
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tenders for a tunnel to be constructed for a reservoir which incorporated the ICE 
conditions(5th) with their own specification for programming which stated that: 
In addition to the requirement of clause 14 (? f the conditions of contract, 
the conlractor shall supply ivith his fender a programme in har chart or 
. 
Ticiendy detailed to show that he has taken critical path analysis form suf 
note (? f thefollowing requirements and that the eslimaled rafes ofprogress 
. 
for each section of the work are realistic in comparison ivilh labour and 
plant figures entered in the Schedule of Lahour, Plant and Sub- 
contractors. 
The defendants submitted a tender accompanied by a bar chart and method statement 
which was approved. The method statement had followed tile tender documents in 
providing for tile construction of the works upstream. The contractors maintained that in 
the event it was impossible to do so and after considerable delay, the work proceeded 
downstream. The contractors contended that they were entitled to a variation order under 
clause 51 (1) of tile ICE conditions which was referred to arbitration. 
The arbitrator made an interim award in January 1985 on the issue of whether the method 
staternent formed part of the contract and whether it was a term of the contract that the 
contractors were not entitled to follow the method statement. The court held that: 
The method staternent was not tile programme submitted under clause 14. 
The incorporation of the method statement into. the contract imposed on the contractors 
an obligation to follow it save in so far as it was legally or practically impossible to do so 
per Skinner J: 
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"The plainlýf could have A-epi the programme and melhodv as the sole 
re. sponsibilify (? f the contractor under clause 14(l) and the risks would 
have been the respondents throughout " 
The method statement therefore becarne a specified method of construction so that if the 
variation which took place was necessary because of impossibility within clause 13(l) the 
respondents were entitled to a variation order. 
This case dernonstrates that specifications for preparing and maintaining a programme of 
works can be written to achieve one of two goals. First, to encourage the contractor to 
plan and manage a project or second, impose detailed reporting requirements that permit 0 
the employer or contract administrator to schedule tile project [ 115]. However, where 
this is done there must be shared responsibility to ensure compliance. 
Wickwire el al [126] provide typical examples in the American context. They cite 
instances where most standard forms, owners and designers recognising the potential 
benefits of detailed programmes of work(Lising the CPM technique) include appropriate 
specifications along with the conditions of contract. None of the major forms in the UK 
are accompanied by appropriate specifications for programmes of work. This is a serious 
deficiency since the terms in specifications can alter the implied terms of contract (see the 
Yoi-kshire Miter case). The effect of the use of bespoke specification therefore has 
implications which can be equated with tile Use of non-standard forms of contract in that: 
(i) the experience of other specifications cannot be brought to bear on subsequent 
specifications; and (ii) the skill required to formulate these prograrnmes cannot be 
maintained and (iii) the legal impact on tile obligations for all parties cannot to known 
with any certainty. 
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Wickwire el a/ [ 126] also advice that, to achieve the best results from Such specifications, 
several c, onditions must be satisfied: (i) the programme should be feasible, (ii) the 
preferred form of programme should be stated; (iii) the number of activities it should 
contain indicated; (iv) approval procedure should be clear; (v) updating of programme 
should be mandatory; (vi) cost loading should be required; (vii) float use and reporting 
specified and; (viii) the circumstances in which major revisions and time extensions 
should be clearly specified, 
Judging from these recommendations, the NEC provisions come closest to incorporating 
these elements contractually. The main benefits of such specifications in conjunction with 
provisions of contract it has been argued those with experience of claims and disputes 
will be to provide a benchmark for evaluating the performance of all parties [119]. 
Incorporating a requirement to prepare CPM programmes will therefore provide a 
contractual environment adequate for such an objective evaluation of the performance of 
all parties is good practice. This would be good practice four main reasons: 
a more effective project performance monitoring is possible, C) 
0 the control and speedy assessment of the effect of changes on the time and 
cost of projects is facilitated; 
the ability to adequately evaluate disrupting and delaying events well before 0 
practical completion is rnade cornparatively easier, 




4.3.2.1 Monitoring Performance 
The Current Conlractual Framework 
The failure to explicitly require the preparation of an appropriately detailed prograrnme as 
suggested to some extent by tile NEC provisions and the requirement of all parties to 
adhere to such programmes is notably absent from most of the standard forms. The 
logical result is tile difficulty experienced in monitoring performance. This can perpetuate 
inefficient working, wastage and lack of co-ordination especially where several sub- 
contractors are involved on tile project 
4.3.2.3 Assessing time and cost impact of changes to project scope 
Tile primary use of any planning tool is to estimate with some certainty the likely 
consequence of events on the project in terms of time and cost. Provisions that require 
periodic update of programmes will first and foremost lead to the taking of remedial 
action to mitigate tile likely impact of certain events on project duration and cost. In this 
respect, the use of time impact analysis suggested by Wickwire el 111 [125], Alkass el al 
[63] and Callahan el cil [115] for example, can give early warning signs as to the likely 
cost of time overruns on specific project activities. 
4.3.2.4 Ev... 1111ating delay Claims 
The use of contractor's programme with sufficient details such cost loading, with 0 
appropriate responsibility codes, means that it is possible to establish tile cause of any 
delays and/or disruptions quite quickly. 
Such programmes, if supported by contemporary records, can be used in disputes to I 
estimate the extent of financial liability using the as-built and as-adjUsted programme 0 
[12). In fact it has now becorne common practice to construct the schedules to 
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dernonstrate entitlement to claims although very often based on little or no documentary 
proof Recent case law [128,129] suggest that incorporating these programmes with 
clear and concise provisions which state their role in resolving issues relating to 
performance is good practice. This eliminates the time consuming process of 
reconstructing the construction process very often from inadequate or non-existent 
records requiring in many instance external exp&tise. 
4.3.2.5 Adjudication disputes 
Almost all disputes in construction relate to performance. Although the main bone of 
contention in many disputes may appear to focus on monetary liability, tile underlying 
issue is oflen whether the event for which a party is claiming reimbursement could lead to 
the loss. The adjudication process therefore, hinges on what level of performance was 
being achieved and how tile said event might have affected performance. Take the case 
of a contractor claiming loss and expense for the delay in tile provision of design details 
by the engineer. It first has to be established when this information was needed and when 
it was actually available. Settin aside, the issue of rerninders to the Engineer it becomes 9 
a matter of conjecture where properly updated schedules is not available 124]. 
4.3.3 Consequence of inadequate provisions all(I J., Ix specirications 
The consequence of inadequate contractual provisions and/or specifications of 
programmes directly affects contractual relations [130]. This is because most disputes in 
construction centre predominantly around the responsibility for delays and the extent of 
the attendant costs. Enhancing the contractual provisions in this respect or alternatively 
agreeing to model specifications that can provide the basis for improved claims 




4.4.0 Claims Documentation 
The ClIrrel7t Coniraciual Fraineivork, 
None of the standard forms specify the format to which all clairns are required to comply. 
Where the Employer or his professional advisers have a preferred format this should be 
suggested to the Contractor. Though the Contractor is not contractually bound to accept 
it the greater likelihood of expeditious treatment of claims may be enough incentive for 
the Contractor to co-operate. In any case, Powell-Smith and Sims [2] advise that every 
claim should be prepared with the possibility of eventual litigation or arbitration in mind. 
It is therefore advisable that it should be in Such a form that it can be readily used for the 
purpose of formal pleadings. 
4.5.0 slimillary 
The mechanisms set tip in the major forms of contract appear to expect the contract 
administrator to ascertain contractual clainns without any indication of what method 
should be employed. It stands to reason that the combination of the lack of compulsion to 
keep records coupled with the status of the programmes of work provides a fertile 
ground for disputes over the extent of employer caused delays on projects and 
consequently the actual cost to the contractor. The philosophy of completion by any 
means tacitly endorsed by almost all tile standard forms of contract, does not prornote 
good project management and is largely responsible for much of the frustration associated 
with claims management in the construction industry as well as its reputation for 
litigation. 
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There is therefore, a need to put in place the management and contractual frarnework to 
improve the situation. Such a contractual' framework should ensure adequate 
documentation of project activities and incorporate well prepared and maintained 
programmes of work using preferably the CPM technique to remove some of the 
difficulties associated with the managernent of claims. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DECISION MAKING IN THE CLAIMS MANAGEMENT 
5.1.0 Introduction 
Decision-making in the administration of construction contracts requires access to 0 
information existing in various forms and stored in different locations. The decision 
maker exercises his professional expertise in the light of all relevant information 
available to him. 
For example, the choice of construction method for the foundation of a building 
depends on ground investigation reports provided at tender stage, the resources 
available to tile contractor, e. g., earth moving equipment, tradesmen, the contract 
period and resource output and usage rates. When a decision is made and 
implemented, it generates additional or modified information which has to be stored 
and retrieved for yet further decision-making. The successful preparation and 
evaluation of construction contract clairns invariably, entails reviewing these decisions 
and critically analysing of the associated information. In view of the conditions 
imposed by the law in formulating claims (Chapter Three), and in spite of the lax 
provisions for documenting the progress of works (Chapter Four), parties responsible 
for this increasingly important aspect of the management of construction contracts face 
two main problems. 
Firstly, even on the simplest construction project, the sheer volume and diversity of 
formats and sources of information which the claims management process requires 
makes full access and manipulation very difficult. Secondly, such parties must possess 
adequate expertise not only of tile organisational, technical and financial management 
of construction contracts but also of construction law. 
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In furtherance of the arguments put forward for investigating the management issues 
responsible for delays and disputes in settling claims (§§1.3.0), the decision-making 
process involved in claims management and the associated information requirements 
are examined in this chapter. This is to identify conceptually, the problems likely to 
affect claims management practice. These potential areas of difficulty responsible for 
delays and disputes will then form the bases for the design of the industry-wide survey 
(Chapter Six), case studies (Chapter Seven) as well as the evaluation of the potential of 
IT in claims management (Part B). 
5.2.0 Decision Making in Claims Management 
The review of the principles of claims preparation and evaluation (Chapter Three) 
suggests that, the claims management process would often go through the 
following stages: 
Stage 1: An event Occurs which causes or is likely to cause the contractor 
to incur loss and/or expense for which he would otherwise not be 
reimbursed tinder the contract. Tile contractor complies with the 
contractual provisions on what has happened, e. g. giving notices, C) 
estimates of likely impact of tirne and costs, and responds appropriately 
to the request of the contract administrator for information. 
Stage 2: The contractor establishes entitlement to reimbursement with 
reference to the provisions of contract. 
Stage 3 : The contractor quantifies the claim and assembles supporting 
documentation for submission in tile contract administrator. 
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Stage 4: The contractor draws up the formal claims document with 
supporting information for presentation to the contract administrator. 
In concept, the claims management stages can be broadly categorised under the 
following headings: 
" ensuring compliance with provisions of contract, 
" justification of the claim in principle; 
" quantification of the claim and, 
" claim presentation. 
5.2.1 Ensuring compliance 
The provisions entitling contractors to claims for additional expenditure often 
prescribe a procedure to the notification of the'supervising agent (A/E) within 
reasonable tirne of the occurrence of the specified event (§§3.3.5). Difficulties 
with compliance can result fi-orn several factors, namely: 
the ability to recognise the occurrence of a specified event; 
inadequate understanding of contractual provisions; 
deficient compliance and probably; 
the lack of sanctions for non-compliance. 
The first and second factors can be directly correlated to the experience and 
training of the individual supervising the works on behalf of the contractor. The 
third typifies a coi-nl-nLinication problem. For instance, whether a letter sent to an 
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architect constitutes an application depends on its contents. The solution for such 
problem appears to be in the use of standard letters. Such letters are often kept in 
the form of template documents in word-processors in practice. However, the 
inexperienced could face problems in choosing the appropriate letter. In this 
instance, a simple dialogue with an expert systern (Chapter Nine) can for example 
alleviate this problem. 
The problem of the timing of an application is a difficult one in practical terms, for 
officers in charge to day to day administration of construction projects. Very 
often, giving such notices are overlooked because of competing problems on site. 
However, the more experienced contractors adept in the use of project 
management software overcorne this problem by using sophisticated project 
management tools that trigger the issue of such notices (§§ 8.2.3.1). The use of 
such IT tools however, require experience with a particular package and some 
cost outlay. 
5.2.2 Jaistification of Claims In Principle 
Justification of a claim requires the claimant to prove that, under the express provisions 
of the contract or on a general principle of the law, there is entitlement to the 
compensation or other remedy being sought. 0 
For example, if a contractor suffers, or stands to suffer, financial loss from the conduct 
of the employer (owner) or of other parties for whom the employer is responsible for 
in law, the contractor must identify the contractual provisions which expressly 
sanctions compensation against the loss suffered. In the absence of such provisions the 
contractor may still be able to establish entitlement by showing that the conduct of the 
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employer or his agents amounted to a breach of the contract for which damages in tile 
form of the claim are recoverable under the general law of contract. In addition, where 
compliance with prescribed procedures (§§ 5.2.1), e. g., making applications for 0 
information or giving notices, is a condition precedent to a claim, than the contractor 
must provide evidence of such compliance. The decision making process involved in 
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Figure 5.1: Requirements for claims justirmation 
The type of information that will be required at this stage of the claim preparation 
(Figure 5.1) are in the form of human expertise and text in the form of specifications, 
the conditions of the contract, correspondence and other communication on the SUbject 
matter of the claim. For this reason, the obstacles to success with the claim which arise 
........ ...... .. ......... ......  ....... ........ ........... in"I ion, -'process:: can, e: ---:: "-Aftfib`Vfb"d : 1, :: pdofln I er0fdations--bf-At , ring : -: -: 0 
contract; (ii) difficulty in accessing contemporary records to demonstrate the impact of 
the event; and (iii) ensuring that conditions precedent are satisfied. Where this process 
is not properly undertaken then it likely that the claim will be rejected in principle by 
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the contract administrator. This is in line with the basic requirements of most terms of 
contract (§§3.3.5). Consequently, the knowledge of the legal framework within which 
these processes hould be undertaken important for success with the claim. 
Failure to satisfy the requirements of this stage of the decision making process is 
evident frorn the large body of case law which are replete with examples of 
construction professionals making wrong decisions or failing to comply with 
contractual provisions simply because of their inadequate understanding of these basic 
principles. 
A further possible complication is that, this decision making process can be 
handicapped by poor communication in two respects. The first concerns inadequacies, 
particularly in the areas of channels of, and allocation of responsibilities for 
communication in the organisation of project site staff. Secondly, written 
communication may not always state clearly the intention of the party communicating. 
For example, a letter from a Contractor to an Architect stating that a certain activity is 
planned for commencement on a stated date may be disputed by the latter as an 
application for drawings required for that activity. If a specific application for such 
drawings is a condition precedent to entitlement to a remedy, then the danger of legal C") 
proceedings is considerable. Here, there is considerable scope to use Information 
Technology (IT), in the form of expert systems (see Chapter Nine) with word 
processed ternplates for the various types of correspondence, to rninirnise these 
problems. A suitably designed system for example, can provide templates of standard 
letters for use in various clairn situations with the user being clearly directed by the 
systern to add any necessary custornising particulars. 
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Decision Making In Claims A faneý_qement 
It is a common temptation arnong contractors to quantify claims on the basis of the 
difference between the final account figure (the total amount finally certified by the 
contract administrator/supervisor as payable to the contractor) and the actual cost of 
carrying out of the works [ 124]. 
The question of the acceptability of such claims has been the subject much litigation in 
the UK courts for over two decades [13 1,140,132]. In all these instances the courts 
have repeatedly highlighted the importance of showing a nexus, in both causation and 111 In 
quantum i. e., between the suni claimed and the grounds for recovery of additional 
payment. 
This seemed to have been accepted until the recent Court of Appeal decision in the 
case of Mid-Glamorgait (170wity ('Onlicil iý Devonald Williams alid Parlilers 29 CLR 
84 [114] and GMT(1' Toohv alidEquilmicid " Yuci. va Mativick Machiiiery Ltd. [ 134]. In 
the latter case a lower court decision was overturned by U Legatt. The learned judge 
stated then that, a court was not entitled to prescribe the way in which the quantum of 
damages is pleaded and proved. Tile plaintiff, he stated, "should be permitted to 
formulate 117eir clahn av they ivi4i, cilid iiot be forced hao a siraig1lijackel (? f the 
Judges or the oly)otiewv choosiiig. 
This decision has been interpreted by some as a judicial acceptance of the global claims 
approach [116]. A decision which many commentators are adamant discourages good 
claims management and fuels disputes because the practice of global claims essentially 0 
circumvents the need to provide proper and detailed particulars [ 13 61. 
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The causation problem which these debates are really about, sterns firorn the failure to 
apportion the total amount claimed to individual causes of compensable loss. If there 
have been many variations for example, there must be some attempt at linking each 
variation to a specific component of the claim. To appreciate how daunting this task 
can be, one only has to bear in mind that there can be hundreds of variations and that in 
some cases their effects may be so inextricably linked that separation of individual 
effects would be impracticable within the usual resource levels of each project. Figure 
5.2 sets out the logic of this process, which requires three questions to be answered 
with confidence: 
9 has the said event led to time and cost overrun? 
can the link between tile said event and the tirne/cost overrun be 
demonstrated? 
are tile detailed cost records available for quantification? 
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Figure 5.2: Showing causation in clainis quantific. '. ItiOll 
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In each of these stages, the main problem with the quantification process is in the area 
of the supporting evidence. As figure 5.2 shows, where projects records are 
inadequate or inaccessible, it is likely that the global approach will be adopted resulting 
inevitably to poor claims documentation. For example, if a contractor successfully 
makes a case in principle for loss of profit and recovery of overhead costs there is the 
further burden of producing evidence that, but for the cause of the claim, the profit 
would have been made and the overhead costs recovered. The legal and practical 
implication of this approach to quantification is discussed in section 5.4.5. 
However, the courts have been reluctant to accept the use of general formulae, e. g., 
profit as a percentage of costs, and Hudson's and Erriden formulae, in situation where 
the loss could been more accurately quantified with proper keeping of relevant records 
[90]. Commenting on this issue, Powell-Smith and Sims [21] assert that, many claims 
submitted by contractors are deficient by way of supporting evidence. Valid claims fail 
for this reason [108]. A point which Schwartskopf el al [38] supports arguing that, 
this was because the process is often treated as an afterthought although there is clear 
evidence that speedy claims resolution depends on it [30] 
As a result of the immense diversity of claims Situations, the nature of the back-up 
evidence will vary frorn claim to claim. However, it can be concluded frorn the analysis 
of the decision making required in justifying and quantifying any claim that the 
evidence will usually include one or more of the following [27]: 
analysis of the contractor's tender; 
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" records of site meetings; 
" site records; - 





Like the justification stage (§§5.2.2), the absence of/or lack of access to these 
documents would mean that the process is delayed or not properly done. To ensure 
that clairns quantification is undertaken satisfactorily, site activity docurnentation has to 
be maintained rigorously with a system that is efficient and cost effective. A variety of 
IT tools already exist which can reduce the tirne and effort involved in the storage, 
retrieval and use of these diverse forms of information. These are evaluated in Chapter 
Eight, Nine and Ten in Part B of this thesis. 
5.2.4 The Global Claims Approach 
Commentina on the Privy Council's decision in Wharf Properties case [130], the 0 
editors of the BUilding Law Reports defined global claims as: 
Ones where the connection between the mallers complained (? f and 
lheir consequences whether in lerms (? f money or linte are nolfidly 
spelled oul. 
According to Mansour [132], global claims usually manifest thernselves in clairns for 
loss of productivity (see Chapter Three), prolongation or delay and disruption. 
Although this is correct, in Byrne's view [131], this must be understood in the 
following context: 
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"Mere prolongation or delay the resull'of numerous alleged causes, 
may give rise to a global lime extension claim, but it will be rare that 
a global clainifor prolongalion costs will he ivanwited. " 
This is because, these costs are a function of extra time required to complete the 
project, whether time related or otherwise [131]. Where delays occur within the 
project which causes extra expense because of disruption or acceleration, but without 
extending time required to complete, they are not strictly speaking prolongation costs. 
These are according to Byrne [131], the stuff ofglobal claim. 
Byrne goes on to distinguish two situations of such claims: where the claims are for 
damages arising from breach of contract and where money and/time is claimed under 
some provision. An important principle of claims for damages is that , 
provided the breach is established and proved that the loss has flowed directly from 
that breach, the courts have been reluctant to refuse to award substantiate damages 
even though the contractor has been unable to estimate precisely the relevant loss. 
In addition, as a general principle, a tribunal is not relieved of the burden of estimating 
damages merely because the task is difficult [134]. 
In the case of global claims for the adjustment of contract SUrn or time, the English 
cases of Crosby [1381 and Merton [124], support the proposition that, it is legitimate 
to make global awards of the sum payable under contract, notwithstanding that: 
0 the events which give rise to the entitlements are numerous and 
differ, 
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0 the contractual provisions under which the entitlement arises are 
various provided that the contractual requirements for each have 
been satisfied and; 
0 no specific amount has been proved to flow frorn one of these 
events. 
However, the courts ernpliasise that the right to make such awards arises only where 
[127): 
0 the loss and expense attributable to each head of clairn cannot be reliably 
disentangled, 
I 
0 there is a complex interaction between the consequences of events and; 
0 the inability to disentangle the consequences of these events is not the 
result of delay on the part of the Contractor in making the claim 
The review of case law suggests that whatever their merits, global clairns are not 
favoured by the courts [140]. The approach therefore available only in an extreme 
cases where no alternative methods is available. 
However, it does seem that a Contractor who can demonstrate that he has suffered 
loss from a series of compensable events will not be shut out. Especially where the 
complexities of the project makes it impossible to separately account for the financial 
and other impacts for tile financial and other impacts of these events. 
5.2.4 Presentation of Claims 
The means by which a claim is presented has a great deal of influence on its ultimate 
success and the arnount at which it is settled [-')'0,120]. Two basic criteria should be 
satisfied in presenting clairns, First, tile claims presentation should reflect a cogent and I 
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intelligible explanation of why factors or events for which the other party is responsible 
gave rise to increased costs. Second, the document itself Must look and actually be 
impressive. 
These are important according to Wickwire et al [120] because, the individuals who 
make the final decisions about settlement or non-entitlement of the claim frequently 
have little knowledge of the actual history of the projects . Although 
it may be argued 
that, claims are not settled by the sheer weight of presentation, executives may be 
swayed by the appearance of a comprehensive piesentation, The claim documentation 
should therefore, not only be impressive but also be an explanation of the increased 
costs, grounded in the facts and job records in order to improve the chances of speedy 
settlement [136]. 
There is always a substantial risk in a detailed claim presentation because of the 
likelihood of attacks on the veracity of job records. Nonetheless, it is strongly 
suggested that the most progress can be made in resolving disputes by full disclosure 
[112,12,4]. Tile alternative, which the current contractual position (Chapter Four) 
appears to encourage is the presentation of a vague document which generally alleges 
that certain events had given rise to additional cost without detailing how. This 
research suggests that, this approach to claims presentation (Chapter Six) does not 
facilitate speedy resolution. What it does is to initiate a cycle of negotiations or 
requests for information. Thus after each party exhausts its patience results in lengthy 
and expensive formal arbitration or litigation. 
If a decision is 111ade to utilise a detailed claims presentation, Wood [3], Powell-Smith 
and Sims [2] and Wickwire et al [120] Suggests the following rules for preparing the 
claims submissions: 
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The submission should present a complete package with all the necessary 
supporting data so that it can be used in a subsequent trial as the basis for 
proving the claim with little or no extra work. C 
The presentation should offer a complete, accurate and truthful narrative about 
the conditions encountered on the project. 
3. The presentation should admit and take into account problems that are the 
contractors' responsibility and that has a significant effect on the project. 
The submission should reflect pricing that is commensurate with rates quoted in 
the original tender. C 
The common format for clairns involves the following sections : (i) introduction; (ii) 
narrative of clairn; (iii) summary of claim, (iv) appendices. 
The introduction contains an outline of the contract including the following, a brief 1. 
description of the facility to be built, contract sum, commencernent date, date of 
cornpletion and form of contract. 
The "Narrative of Clairn" contains the following particulars of the claim: events giving 
rise to the clairn, contractual terms relied upon, compliance to date with contractual 
requirements on claim including references to relevant correspondence and a statement 
of total claim entitlement. 
The "Surni-nary of Clairn" section contains a summary of the claim under some or all of 
the following heads(§§ 3.4.0): (i) on-site overheads; (ii) head office overheads, (iii) 
profit, (iv) interest/finance charges; (v) inflation-, (vi) costs of disruption, (vii) cost of 
preparing claims. 
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Reference may be made to detailed calculations in other sections. The Summary of 
Claim may also be present in the form of a Scott's Schedule, a type of document used 
for pleadings in construction contract litigation and arbitration named after a former 
senior judge. The function of such a Schedule is to set out the claim so clearly that the 
parties concerned are able to see easily what is being claimed and for what. 
The contractor starts the preparation of the Schedule. He then submits them to the 
contracts administrator, usually an architect in building contracts and a civil engineer 
in works of civil engineering construction, who goes through it indicating by 
appropriate comments or other annotation on he employer's position on each elernent 
of the claim. Both parties, and the arbitrator/ udge where the claims ends up as dispute, j 
are therefore able to see the areas of contention upon which time and effort should be 
concentrated. Presenting a clairn as a schedule can save time at subsequent legal 
proceedin(, s [ 14 1 ]. Figure 5.3 shows the typical fQrmat of Scott's Schedule. 0 
REFERENCE, HAS IS0F CLA 11% 1 CONTRAUFOR'S ARCIFFTErs ARBITILATOW 
NO. SMUDGES 
COMMENTS 
C(Pill III ents Cost ('0111111ents C()St 
A Regular progress being L2,000.00 Rates used in L 1.500.00 
d1hrupted by tile laic suppiy tile contradot's 
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Appen&x A 
A2 cost or conimct-pefiod over- Notice to reler to L30,000.00 clann 
run by o weeks (0 L5,000 nabillation ir entitlement 
/week quantification ill, accepted in 
rýacted prýiciple but file 
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romillia lit 
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B Exceptional rain and allow 
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nin by 4 weeks (0 compelisable L5,000.0/week as per build-up under Ole in lippoidix A contlysd 
Figure 5.3: A tYpical format of Scott's Schedule 
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5.3.0 The Conceptual Model of The Claims Management Process 
The decision-making processes in claims management and their associated information 
requirements is surnmarised by Figure 5.4. The potential bottlenecks to claims 
preparation identified from the evaluation of decision making process discussed so far 
are tabulated in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: Potential problem areas in claims management 
Stage of Claims Preparation Potential Problems 
Recognition of events 1. Ability to recognise the occurrence 
of event 
2. Inadequate understanding of 
contractual provisions 
3. Deficient compliance 
Justification of claim 1. Lack of understanding of contract 
2. Non-compliance 
3. Poor communication 
Quantification of claim 1. Lack of expertise 
2. Lack of /or poor records 
I Choice of method of quantification 
resentation of clairn I. Lack of expertise 
2. Poor records 
It is concluded from this analysis that, from the contractors' perspective the following 
can delay or prevent him frorn properly undertaking the decision making process: the 
retrieval of claims relevant information, difficulties with qUantification, assembling the 
claims document, identifying the sources of clairns-relevant information, interpretation 0 
of the contract (expertise), justifying the claims (expertise) and responding to requests Cý 
for further information. 
For the employer and his consultants, the likely reasons for rejecting claims in view of 
tile problems areas outlined above COUld be one or more of the following: (i) I- 
justification of the claim in principle; (ii) inadequate information; (iii) poor or 
inappropriate inethods of qu anti fication, (iv) inappropriate allocation of responsibility 
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for increased costs; (v) non-compliance and, (vi) lack of breakdown of the claim by 
caLlses (showing caLlse and effect). 
For all the parties concerned, there has to be tile expertise to evaluate and prepare the 
claim and generally support the clairn. These issues were investigated through an 
industry survey (Chapter Six) and case studies (Chapter Seven). 
5.4.0 Summary 
Success with a construction contract claim demands that it is justified, quantified as 
accurately as possible and properly presented to the employer's contract administrator. 
The analysis of the decision-making processes involved in these tasks indicates that the 
information requirements entail the handling of data in a variety of formats: text, 
nurneric, audio, graphical and hurnan expertise. 
Information management or specifically good document management is therefore 
central to improving productivity in the performance of these tasks and improved 
quality of decision-making. In this chapter the case has been made for the development 
of a system capable of enablina access as well as documenting the construction C. 
process. The realisation of such a system requires further research and development in 
a number of related areas. Particularly, an awareness of the importance of claims 
management through changes to project management culture which can facilitate the 
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INTERPRETATION OF POSTAL SURVEY 
6.1.0 In trot] uctio n 
This chapter discusses the results of the postal survey and interviews carried out to 
identify the main problerns associated with clairns managernent. Two separate 
questionnaires were used, one for the contractors and another for consultants. The 
questionnaire (shown in Appendix 9) was based on the review of the principles of 
claim preparation and evaluation (Chapter Three), the impact of the contractual 
framework on claims resolution (Chapter Four) and the analysis of the decision making 
process (Chapter Five). 
The chapter reports the findings of this survey through a discussion of the results of 
responses obtained fron contractors and consultants respectively. 
6.2.0 Contractors Response 
Of two hundred questionnaires sent out to UK contractors, 69 were returned, with 61 
completed properly, (a response rate of about 32%). The breakdown of the broad 
categories of respondents, in terms of specialisation and turnover, is shown by Tables 
6.1 and 6.2, respectively. 
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Table 6.1: Category of Responding Contractors 
Category of Contractor 'Yo of Respondents 
Building Only 47 
Civil Engineering Only 17 
Buildina and Civil Engineering 34 
_Others 
2 
The smaller construction companies with turnover below 110 million were least 
represented. Over 80% of the responses were from firms which may be described as 
medium to large. Since this category of contractors are more likely to be involved in 
large and complex projects, the response gives sorne corroborative evidence for the 
commonly held view that clairns are a problem on larger projects. 
Table 6.2: Grouping of Contractors by annual turnover 
Annual Turnover (millions) 'Yo of Respondents 
Less than 15 2.2 
; E5 - 110 2.2 
; EIO - Y. 25 13.3 
125 - E50 31.2 
150 - f, 100 24.4 
Over 1100 26.7 
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Two hundred questionnaires were sent to the three main categories of construction 
consultants: Architects, Civil engineers and Quantity surveyors. Analysis of the 
questionnaires returned showed that, 19.1% of the architects, 30.9% of the 
Civil/Structural Engineers and 40.1% of the Quantity Surveyors responded. An overall 
response rate of about 27%. Table 6.3 shows the summary of the response received. 
The lowest response rate came from the Architects (Table 6.3). The Quantity 
Surveyors were the most enthusiastic in their response. 
Table 6.3 : Category of Responding Cons tilta 11 ts 
Type of consultant 1%, of respondents 
Architects 19.1 
Civil Engineers 30.9 
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6.4.0 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS (Contractors Survey) 
6.4.1 Responsibility for claims preparation 
The preparation and evaluation of claims require some effort and skill on the part of 
the contractor (Chapter Five). The level of skill and experience applied to the claims 
management function can determine the success or failure of tile claim. It is therefore 
important to determine whether the task of preparing claims is specifically assigned or 
performed on an ad-hoe basis. This should put tile problem of the quality of claims 
documentation into perspective and also provide sorne indication of where resources 
for training should be directed, 
Contractors were therefore asked to indicate, on a scale of 0- 10 (where 0 represented 
no involvernent and 10 total involvement), the involvement of various categories of 
project staff with claims preparation. The analysis of responses is shown in Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4: Level of Involvement of Contractors' Project Staff in Claims 
Preparation 
Staff Mean Rank Rank. 0rder 
Project Manager 4.86 3 
Project Quantity Surveyor 6.32 1 
Head Office-based QS 5.64 2 
Site Planning Manager/Agent 4.05 4 
Claims Surveyor 2.05 7 
External Claims Consultants 2.36 6 
Others involved 2.73 15 
w Significance 
0.67 0.00 
The order of ranks suggests that, the contractors' project Quantity Surveyor (QS), the 
Head Office Quantity Surveyor and the Project Manager play the most significant role 
in claims preparation. The high and significant value of concordance (W= 0.67) for the I 
rankings confirms this. 
From this response, it appears that the QS's knowledge of the costing of works and its 0 
monitoring is used in the preparation of claims. The exact role of other project team 
members, such as the Project Manager and Site Planner/Agent, cannot be established 
by looking at their ranking. However, that they play a subsidiary role in the preparation 
and evaluation of contractors claims is beyond doubt. 
The low ranking of the Claims Surveyor has two main implications. Either claims 
preparation is not as yet regarded as a specialised project management function 
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requiring the assignment of specific personnel in most construction firms, or, they do in 
fact exist but most firms are reluctant to use the title for fear of being branded as 
llclaini. v colvivio-mv". The higher ranking of others (which includes Commercial 
Managers and Internal Legal Advisors) may be some confirmation of the latter 
interpretation. From the order of ranks, it also appears that internal preparation of 
claims is favoured over the use of external clairns consultants. 
It can be inferred that the quality of claims documentation depends very much on the 
experience and skill of QS whose primary role is : (i) to price changes, - (ii) to prepare C. 
periodic valuations of work in progress for payment on account; (iii) to seek and vet 
quotations frorn prospective suppliers and sub-contractors; and (iv) to monitor 
budgetary performance. Further inteviews indicated that, the demands of these roles 
results in the QS overlooking or postponing clairns submissions until after project 
completion. The case studies and interviews confirmed unequivocally that in most 
cases, fully detailed clairns submittals are not made until the project is substantially 
complete. One way of getting round this problem would be to assign this function, as a 
primary role, to a member of the project team. This officer could then be assisting in 
monitoring the project and ensuring that adequate records are kept. The advantage of 
such an arrangement is that, the project tearn member so assigned will be well versed in 
the day to day running of tile projects and thus better placed to evaluate the 
implications of site events than others. This arrangement could help overcome the 
problem of lack of expertise identified as essential for good claims management 
(§§5.3.0). 
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6.4.2 Time involved in preparing claims 
Claims preparation takes time. In order to overcome the problern of contractors 
leaving clairns till project completion, the aspects of claims preparation that delay or 
hinder tile process must be identified for the design of appropriate remedial strategies. 
Some of the factors and aspects of claims preparation were identified in Chapter Five 
(§§5.3.0) in the conceptual examination of the process. 
With this in mind, contractors were asked to rate eight aspects of the claims 
preparation process in terms of the tinne involved. The analysis of their responses 
summarised in Table 6.5. Their response suggests that, the most time consuming 
aspects of claims preparation are: preparing the clairns documents, identifying relevant 
information, claims quantification, clairn justification and retrieval of information, in 
that order. Archiving project information takes the least time. This indicates that, this 
task is not accorded the importance it deserves because casual archiving is likely to 
result in insufficiently accessible records Iong after project staff have dispersed. This 
finding supports the position argued in Chapter One (§§1.3.0) that management 
problems associated with claims are a serious and continuing problem that deserved 
further investigation. 
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Table 6.5: Time involved in aspects of claims preparation 
Aspect of claim preparation Mean Rank Rank Order 
identifying relevant information 5.41 2 
identifying sources of information 3.98 6 
Retrieving relevant information 4.76 5 
Archiving relevant information 2.37 8 
interpretation of contracts and 4.83 4 
justifying claims 
Response to architect/engineer's 3.75 7 
request for information 
Quantifying claims 5.22 3 




Further analysis of the contractors' responses revealed that more than two-thirds of 
them rated the tinne involved in the five highest ranked aspects of clairns preparation 
between 6 and 10 on a0- 10 scale. The statistically significant level of agreement 
(W= 0.23) therefore implies that all aspects of the claims managernent process are 
essentially time consurning. 
Three main reasons can explain the clear indication that preparing claims takes a lot of 
time. Firstly, the construction industry is notorious for not documenting procedures 
and transactions. Kangari [28], attributes this failing, to a tendency to regard 
information management as a non-valUe-added component of the construction process. 
The interviews and case studies (Chapter Seven) suggests that most of the information 
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recorded is of a cost accounting nature. The problem with this type of records is that, 
they do not contain information relating directly to resource usage on scheduled 
project activities but only indicate apparent fluctuations in the cost of the project. The 
second is that information on project activities are not readily accessible to individuals 
assigned these roles. Lastly, in an environment where most project information is 
transferred using the paper medium, the identification and subsequent retrieval of 
relevant information will be time consuming. Whichever situation applies, there is clear 
need for systematic documentation of project activities. 
The problem of documentation can be tackled in two complementary ways. The first 
strategy will be to put in place a matrix of documents designed to record specific 
information with an appropriate electronic document management system (EDMS) for 
each project. The main aim would be to record information capable of supporting 
claims preparation instead of relying on cost accounting records. 
However, in order to implernent these rernedial measures effectively considerable 
retraining complemented with appropriate change in management strategies will be 
required (Chapter Twelve). This can be linked to corporate total quality management 
systems providing assurance that tile document management system is being operated 
satisfactorily. 
6.4.3 Cost involved ill preparing Claims 
The Contractors were also asked to indicate which aspects of the claims preparation 
process entailed most cost. The aim, as in the case of time involved in claims 
preparation, was to identify the reasons for the lack of enthusiasm by contractors to 
prepare fully documented claims soon after the Occurrence of relevant events. Their 
response (Table 6.6) suggests that preparing the clairn docurnents, quantifying the 
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claim, retrieving information and identifying claims relevant information, in that order, 
are the most expensive. 
Table 6.6 : Cost involved in aspects of clainis preparation 
Aspect of claiin preparation Mean Rank Rank Order 
Identifying relevant information 5.08 3 
Identifying sources of information 4.17 5 
Retrieving relevant information 5.75 2 
Archiving relevant information 2.50 6 
interpretation of contracts and 4.75 4 
justifying claims 
Response to architect/engineers 4.75 4 
request for information 
Quantifying clairns 5.75 2 




Follow-up interviews suagested not only a lack of skill to prepare the claim, but also C 
that tile cost of gathering relevant information for quantification is high. Many 
interviewees SLIggested that, in order to avoid the additional cost of retrieving claims 
relevant information, contractors use general formulae, or the so called "global claim". 
This approach has been castigated repeatedly by tile UK courts, notably in J. Ctw-vhy 
& Sotis 1ý Porilmid Urbati District Council [ 13 8) and Londoii Boroitgýi (? f Met-to" " 
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Staliley Hugh Leach [ 124]. Presenting detailed information is therefore not the initial 
tactic where some form of settlement can be- reached through negotiation. This 
probably accounts for the equal ranking for "response to architect/engineer's request 
for information" and "justification and interpretation of events" (Table 6.6). 
As such, any system designed to alleviate these problems should enable access to facts 
by identifying events responsible for cost and time overruns and the parties responsible. 
In this respect, contractors have to examine what is recorded and put in place clear and 
simple methods for recording time and resource usage on specific project activities. 
in order to develop a viable system, it will be necessary for contractors to examine the 
potential cost savings of implernenting electronic dOCLU-nent management systerns as 1. 
opposed to pUre paper-based document management. These systems are examined in 
Chapter Ten of the thesis. 
6.4.4 Heads of claillis likely to be disputed 
The most common cost headings of construction claims are (§§3.4.0): on-site 
overheads, head office overheads, loss of profit, inflation of costs, interest and finance 
charges, cost of disruption and preparing claims. A lot of attention has been devoted to 
ways of quantifying them and their justification in law. Tile literature suggests that 
each item of cost presents its own special difficulties (Chapter Three). However, 
differences of opinion exist as to reasons for these difficulties. To gain an indication of 
which aspect of tile quantification of these costs require special effort or attention, the 
contractors were asked to rate the extent to which recovery of each element is 
disputed in practice (on a scale of 0= not likely to 10 = most likely). The aim of this 
question was to determine the most problern-prone head of claim for detailed 
investigation for necessary improvennents. 
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The results of the analysis, shown in Table 6.7, indicate that the cost of preparing 
claims, loss of profit and disruption cost are most likely to be disputed in practice. The 
high and significant value of concordance (TV= 0.61) suggests that the order of ranks is 
a true reflection of the experience of most contractors. These are assesed in turn. 
Table 6.7: Ileads of claims likely to be disputed 
Head of claim Mean Rank Rank Order 
On-site overheads 1.60 8 
Head-office overheads 4.60 4 
Loss of profit 6.20 2 
Inflation of costs 2.50 7 
interest and finance charges 4.30 5 
Cost of disruption 5.90 3 
Cost of preparing claims 6.80 1 
Others 4.10 6 
TV Significance 
0.6143 0.00 
Of particular significance is the high ranking of tile cost of preparing claims. The 
review of literature, confirmed in interviews, with consultants (§§6.5.3.2), indicate 
that this head of clairn is disputed in principle. The argument against acceptance is that, 
because most construction contract terms expressly anticipate the submission of 
claims, tile contractor should make provision for this cost in pricing tenders. However, 
it was suggested by Powell-Srnith and Sims [2] that where the nature of the claim 
entails more input into preparation than can be reasonably anticipated then the 
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contractor MUst establish a special caUse for recovery. The acceptance of this head of 
claim however depends on the terms of the particular contract. 
Further analysis showed that each head of claim listed in the questionnaire was rated 
between 5-10 by more than 50% of tile respondents. This indicates that, although the 
rankings suggest, for example, that on-site overheads were least likely to disputed, its 
quantification maybe a frequent source of dispute. To establish the reasons for disputes 
over quantification of each head of claim, the respondents were also asked to indicate, 
on a similar scale, aspects of the quantification of each head of claim which are likely 
to be sources of disputes. The contractors' responses to this question are presented and 
discussed below as follows. 
6.4.4.1 On-site overheads 
On-site overheads relate to the direct costs incurred on site by the contractor. These 
include preliminaries, site supervision, plant, labour and material costs (Chapter 
Three). In order to establish reasons why this head of claim might be disputed in 
practice, tile respondents were asked to indicate on 0- 10 scale (0= not likely to be 
disputed to 10 = most likely to be disputed) the likelihood of a particular item being 
disputed. Their responses (Table 6.8) suggest that the availability of tile contractors' 
build-up of preliminaries, plant and Supervision costs, in that order, are most likely to 
the subject of dispute. 
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Table 6.8: Contractors' Ranking of Aspects of On-site Overheads Quantification 
Aspect of quantification Mean Rank Rank Order 
Unit cost of plant 3.83 2 
Unit cost of materials 2.22 5 
Cost of supervisory and management 3.33 3 
staff 
Unit cost of labour 3.22 4 
Availability of contractors' bUild-up of 3.94 1 
preliminaries 
Others 2 10 6 . 
IV Significance 
0.2011 0.071 
In this instance, although tile value of concordance (W = 0.21) is not statistically 
significant. The order of ranks however indicates that, from the contractors' view in 
quantifying on-site overheads it may be necessary to make available the build-up of 
preliminaries. Also attention has to be paid to rates quoted for plant use on site. The 
indication here is that, whilst it might be acceptable for contractors to quote a 
percentage of the cost of works as preliminaries in tendering, using the same approach 
in quantifying claims often leads to disputes. For those contractors intent on a quick 
settlement, it may well be necessary to make a full disclosure of their bUild-up of 
preliminaries (subject to confidentiality), It may also be beneficial for employers to 
consider making the submission of contractors build-up of preliminaries a condition for 
accepting tenders. 
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6.4.4.2 Ile. -ad-office overheads 
There has been a long standing debate over the best method for quantifying head office 
overheads (§§3.6.2). Despite this uncertainty, it is common practice for claimants to 
use formulae to estimate this element of a claim. The Httd. voti's and Enidell'. V formulae 
are used in the United Kingdom while the equivAlent Eichleay formula is used in the 
United States [2]. The respondents were asked to indicate the likelihood of a number 
of aspects or methods of quantifying head office overheads resulting in disputes. The 
airn was to give some indication of best practice for quantifying this item of costs in the 
light of the on-going debate. 
The aspects and methods of quantification considered were: claimed percentage for 
general head office overheads, inadequate records of head office involvement, 
recoverability in principle, use of Hudwtis and Emdeii's formula and use of general 
formulae. The result is shown in Table 6.9. The order ranks suggest that, the use of 
general formulae or applying a percentage to direct costs as general head office 
overheads was most likely to lead to dispute. 
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Table 6.9: Contractors' Ranking Of Aspects of Ilead Office Overheads 
Qualitiricatioll 
Aspect of quantification M ea n Ra nk Rank Order 
Using percentage of general office 5.50 2 
overheads 
inadequate records of direct head 3.25 4 
office involvernent 
Recoverability in principle 
. 
2.50 5 
Use of Hudson's formula. 4.75 3 
Use of Emden's formula 4.75 3 
Use of general formulae 6.00 1 
Others 1.25 6 
IV Significance 
0.73 0.19 
Tile lack of statistical significance in this instance is understandable given the 
arguments over the acceptability of formulae. The view had been advanced following 
tile Canadian case of Eflhv-Doii L& v. Parkitig Authority of Tormto [96] and the 
subsequent English court decisions in Whitall Biliklea Co. Lid iý Chester-le-Streel I 
District Coulicil [137] and Ehmegaii Licl iý Sheffield City Council [97] that the 
Hudsoli formUla had been given judicial approval. However, the decision in Mle & 
Lyle Tood and Dis-ft-ibution Ltd. iý Gi-ewer London Council [84] appeared to suggest 
that the burden of proof to which a contractor can be subjected was not diminished by 
using such formulae (Chapter Three). To complicate matters, some commentators 
interpreted the Ellh-Doti and Filmegati cases as a judicial endorsement of the Enideli's 
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but not the Hutivons formula [ 142]. Even though the recent articles by Kirsh [99] and 
Humphrey [137], sought to clarify this confusion, the responses SLIggest that the 
debate is not yet over. It does however appear that alternatives to this approach, 
possibly the use of audited cost records as discussed in Chapter Three (§§3.8.0), may 
be required to stem disputes related to the quantum of head office overheads, 
particularly in circumstances where the assumptions underlying the use of the formulae 
do not apply. 
6.4.4.3 Loss of Prorit 
One of the most debated heads of claim are those for loss of profit. In law this itern can 
be claimed as part of loss and expense [138]. The questionnaire required the 
respondents to rank lack of evidence of alternMive profit making opportunity and 
profitability on current project as causes of disputes. The analysis suggests that loss of 
profit claims by contractors are more likely to be disputed on the basis of lack of proof 
of alternative profit making opportunity rather than lack of evidence of profitability on 
the current project (Table 6.10). 
Table 6.10: aspects of loss of prorit claims 
Aspect of loss of profit Mean Rank Rank Order 
Lack of evidence of alternative 3.28 1 
profit making 
Lack of evidence of profitability 
. 2.13 
2 
on current project 
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This suggests an acceptance of the principle that a claimant must offer evidence of 
alternative profit making opportunity as stated in the landmark case of Peak 
Cmisn-uctimi iý Mckhmey Fowidatimi Ltd., [100]. The contractor, it seerns, must be 
capable of showing profitability elsewhere for thp claim to be accepted. However, the 
lack of significance of concordance suggests this might not always be the determining 
factor. Contractors may therefore have to consider accompanying claims 
docurnentation with the audited accounts and bid invitations to demonstrate their 
capacity to earn the profits stated in the claim. 
6.4.4.4 Inflation of Cost 
Respondents were asked to consider two main issues relating to the quantification of 
inflation of costs: lack of evidence of extra costs beyond fluctuation allowance and 
recoverability in principle. The analysis of their response suggests that evidence of 
additional costs was more important as a reason for this head of claim being disputed. 
This implies that, providing evidence of cost escalation using conternporary records is 
required. The lack of statistical significance does not however confirm this ranking 
(Table 6.1 
Table 6.11: Aspects of inflation of cost clainis 
Aspect of inflation of cost Mean Rank Rank Order 
Evidence of extra cost 2.75 1 
Recoverability in principle 2.00 2 
Others 1.25 3 
IV Significance 
0.75 0.223 1 
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6.4.4.5 Loss of productivity or disruption 
A recent case study of 24 construction projects reported by Semple el al [19] found 
that 50% of the value of claims were for loss of productivity or disruption. According 
to the authors this resulted from a combination of reasons including acceleration which 
presents significant problems in assigning responsibility for costs [150]. The general 
approach in the quantification of this head of claim is to extract the labour and plant 
content of the work affected assuming no disturbance, determining the actual costs of 
these elements and to take the difference as the amount reimbursable. However, 
allowance has to be made for extra costs which are incurred because of tile contractor's 
own default. Within this general approach, the following specific methods are 
commonly used: 
" evaluation of plant and labour records, 
" review of labour/plant activity, 
" analysis of extensions of time, 
" application of a general productivity formula. 
Most of these methods assurne that the contractor has maintained adequate records of 
performance on the disrupted activities not only during the period of the disruption but 
also in normal times. Most UK standard forms contain provisions which empower the 
contract administrator to require the contractor to keep records pertaining to situations 
likely to give rise to this head of claims. However, most of them are silent on the type 
and detail of programming required, the detail, format and general quality of records, 
and sanctions against failure to comply (Chapter Four). The difficulty in the UK sterns 
mainly frorn tile fact that tile requirements for such programmes are not enforceable 
contractually. The consequence in the case of programmes of work is that it is not 
possible to use them as benchmarks for assessing actual performance without 
controversy. As a result a valuable tool for settling disputes is lost [ 114] and 
consequently, the recourse to the global clairns approach to which most consultants 
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object. This was aptly illustrated by tile arguments put forward in the case of Affit-ed 
MacA lpine Humberoak iý McDermott Inlernational Inc. [ 15 1 ), 
To give some indication of what would constitutes good practice in costing this item, 
the respondents were asked to indicate tile likelihood of the following issues relating to 
its quantification leading to disputes. These are: (i) the lack of plant and labour 
records; (ii) inappropriate allocation of responsibility for disruption, (iii) application of 
general formulae and (iv) general percentages. The order of ranks (Table 6.12) 
suggests clearly that applying general percentages or Using general formUlae are 
generally unacceptable as methods for evaluating this itern. Establishing this head of 
claim using conternporary records of site activity is much more acceptable than the ID 
formulae approach. The absence of statistical significance of the concordance (W of 
0.21) could in fact mean that lack of records, allocation of responsibility and use of 
formulae and percentages are each potential sources of dispute as far as the evaluation 
of disruption claims are concerned. 
Table 6.12: Aspects of disruption and loss of pl-o(itictivity quantification 
Aspect of disruption Mean Rank Rank Order- 
Lack of plant and labOUr records 2.60 3 
Allocation of responsibility fo r 2.50 4 
disruption 
Use of general forn11.1lae 33.70 2 
Use of general percentages 3.80 1 
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To remove this potential Source of dispute Wallace [76), for example, suggests that it 
would be good practice to analyse closely any contract prograrnme required to be 
supplied by the contractor. This can be done by correlating the resource information in 
the programme to the contractor's recorded labOUr and plant output on site. By 
comparing the deployment of resources documented in contemporary records to 
available publications of plant and labour usage rates of better known construction 
processes, it may be possible evaluate disruption and loss productivity. The difficulty in 
the UK is that, the preparation of resource loaded programme of works is not a 
requirement of most standard construction contracts (Chapter Four). 
The case studies (Chapter Seven) suggests that this situation is made worse by tile fact 
that where this was done, the programme did not represent the actual sequence of 
works, was never updated and was in the form of a bar chart . The result 
is that many 
contractors are unaware of critical path analysis techniques as tools for demonstrating 
cause and effect both for disruption and delay claims. 
To enable programmes to be used to assist in evaluating the extent of disruption (and 
delays for that matter) not only should the preparation and maintenance of resource 
loaded programme be standard practice, tile relevant contractual terms have to make it 
a requirement to prepare and maintain network schedules using critical path methods. 
In the absence of a mandatory resource loaded programme it only stands to reason that 
disputes over tile quantum of disruption will continue (Chapter Twelve). 
6.4.5 Extent of lise of project documentation 
A lot has been rnade of the need to keep adequate records to substantiate claims [140, 
141]. What actually happens in practice, according sorne observers, is the exact 
opposite. In order to substantiate these assertions contractors were asked to indicate, 
from their experience, tile documents likely to be used in their claim submissions. Their 
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response (Table 6.13) derived from a0- 10 scale (0 = never used to 10 = always used) 
indicates that correspondence, conditions of contract and schedules are the most 
intensely used while site activity records such as day works records, time sheets, 
revised drawings, records of delay and disturbance and analysis of tender are least 
likely to be used. 
Table 6.13: Likely use of certain documents in claim presentation 
Document Mean Rank Rank Order 
Bills of quantity 5.67 13 
Claim docurnentation 11.00 4 
Minutes of site meetings 8.58 9 
Schedules 11,67 3 
Photographs 8.92 7 
Site diaries 8.83 5 
Level records 4.08 15 
Conditions of contract 11.83 2 
Correspondence I "). 50 1 
Tinnesheets 9.58 6 
Dayworks records 6.92 11 
Records of delay and disturbance 8.25 10 
Specifications 8.67 8 
Analysis of tender 4.50 14 
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This response is important because, contractors have indicated that information 
retrieval and identification of clairn relevant information for clairris preparation are the 
most costly and time consurning aspects of clairris preparation (§§6.4.3 and §§6.4.4). 
The absence of site records in claim docurnentation, as their response suggests, can be 
attributed to one of two possible reasons. First, the retrieval of information from 
paper-based records after project completion is expensive. Contractors would rather 
not attempt to use thern if a reasonable settlement can be achieved without them. 
Secondly, the relevant site records might not be accessible because no systematic 
method of site documentation exists. In both instances the experience of most 
consultants interviewed was that such detailed records are necessary to establish the 
facts as to what actually happened and to resolve differences of opinion (§§6.5.4). 
Without the benefit of access to documentary evidence of additional resource 
deployment, the cost history of the project is left to the imagination of the parties in 
dispute [109]. It will therefore be in the interest of contractors to endeavour to make 
the necessary resources available to document adequately scheduled project activities. 
Furthermore, without taking this essential step a definite advantage is lost in any 
subsequent formal proceedings [28]. 
The low ranking of bills of quantities and analysis of tender was contrary to the 
expectation. Clarification was therefore sought during interviews. Tile contractors' I 
justification was that, as their clairns were usually for actual "loss" and/or "expense" 
arising from defaults of tile owner, the rates in the bills of quantities and analysis of 
tender (being historical) were not an appropriate basis of pricing 
6.4.6 Use of External Consultants 
Consultants specialising in claims management are now common place. However, the 
reasons for the growth of this speciality is a matter of opinion. In this regard the 
respondents were asked to indicate tile circumstances under which they would use 
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external claims consultants. Of the respondents, 24.5% indicates that, they would use 
external conSLIltants at arbitration hearings, 10% when the work load was high, 26.5 at 
arbitration hearings when the value of claim is high, and 10% at arbitration when their 
work load was high. It can be implied that, the arbitration process has become so 
formalised, as suggested by recent articles on dispute resolution [1], that it requires as 
much preparation as actual litigation (Table 6.14). 
Table 6.14: Use of external consultants 
Circumstance 'Yo of respondents 
For all claims 2 
When the value of clairn is high 10.2 
At arbitration hearings 24.5 
At arbitration hearing when claim valUe is high 26.5 
High work load 10.2 
At arbitration hearing when work load is high 10.2 
Enga, (,, e solicitors Z!, C- 2 
Ot er reasons 14.3 
This rneans that not only will additional management resources be expended internally 
by the contractor in preparing and negotiating claims bUt if lie fails there is the I- 
additional cost of consultants to consider in formal proceedings. 
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6.4.7 Orientation to Claims 
hiterpretatioit of PostalSurs-ey 
When asked to indicate their orientation to claims i. e. whether they pursue claims with 
all effort or avoid making them altogether, the analysis by turnover Suggests that the 
medium to large contractors ( turnover greater than LIO million) were more likely to 
pursue claims with all effort. The general response however, indicates an ambivalent 
attitude. A mean orientation of 5.51 on a0- 10 scale ( where 0= never submit claims 
and 10 = pursue claims with all effort) indicates that perhaps, most contractors do not 
like to be seen as clairns-conSCiOLIS, contrary to the view held by many owners and 
consultants. Further analysis (Table 6.15) revealed that civil engineering contractors 0 
were more likely to pursue clairns compared with building or building and civil 
engineering contractors. 
Table 6.15: Orient-ItiOll tO chills 
Categoi-y of Contractoi* Mean Orientation 
Building contractor 4.5 
Civil engineering contractor 11 8.8 
Building and civil engineering 5.5 
contractor 
Others 7.8 
This probably means that the use of re-measurement contracts for civil engineering 
works which provide sorne latitUde to reassess rates and quantities gives civil 
contractors more scoPe to negotiate claims. 
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hiterpreladoto qfllostaffurvey 
The respondents were asked to make general cornments on the reasons or factors that 
delay preparation and settlement of claims. The categorisation of the comments is 
shown in Table 6.16. 
Table 6.16: Reasons for delay in claims preparation 
Reason for delay in preparing clahns 'Yo of respondents 
Lack of resources 25 
Experience no delays 2.1 
Showing cause and effect 14.6 
Lack of conternporary records 20.8 
Poor records 10.4 
Identifying and retrieving information 14.6 
Awaiting response form Arch it ect/enY,. i n eer 2.1 
Poor records and lack of agreement on 2.1 
events 
Time limitations 2.1 
Agreeing to events 4,2 
Others 7.8 
The analysis indicates that lack of resources is mentioned by 25%, lack of records by a 
fifth, identification and retrieval of information by almost 15%. The overall message is 
that, there is a need to reconsider seriously documentation protocols and resourcing of 
claims mana"ement. 0 
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6.5.0 DISCUSSION OF CONSULTANTS SURVEY 
6.5.1 Responsibility for evaluating clainis 
Sorne questionnaires were returned uncompleted from architects. Their stated 
explanation was that, as they normally pass claims onto Project Quantity Surveyor 
(PQS) for evaluation, they could not contribute meaningfiilly to the research. There is 
something to be said for such delegation because the PQS has no conflict of interest 
when assessing the impact of any contributory defaults of the Architect. However, 
there is a need for concern for two reasons. Firstly, it is doubtful whether the standard 
forms of contracts concerned allow for that degree of delegation. Secondly, if the 
reason is lack of relevant expertise, as it appeared from the comments, one wonders 
whether Such deficiency might not manifest itself as avoidable grounds for claims and 
lack of vigilance at crucial tirnes on matters most likely to be exploited subsequently by 
the contractor. 
The expertise, skills and workload of the person responsible for evaluating, a clainn 
submitted by a contractor must be a major contributory factor in it's satisfactory 
negotiation and settlernent. Any meaningful review of the clairn management process I 
must therefore include a critical examination of the performance of this function. To 
this end the consultants were asked to score the usual involvement of the various 
members of a project team. 
Analysis of their responses, surnmarised in Table 6.17, suggests that the PQS has a 
greater degree of involvement in the evalLiation of claims than tile owner's 
Architect/Engineer (A/E). 0 
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Table 6.17: Level of involvement of project te. -III, members in claims 
evaluation 
Project Team Member Mean Rank Rank Order 
Project. Architect/Engineer 3.60 2 
Project Quantity Surveyor 3.68 1 
Project Manager 2.97 3 
Client 1.95 5 
Others involved 2.81 4 
IV Significance 
0.22 0.00 
Most UK standard forms of contract allocate this responsibility to the AS The 
implication of this finding is that aCtUal performance of the ffinction is delegated to 
Quantity Surveyors. Some standard forms, especially those designed for building 
contracts, expressly authorise sorne delegation. However, the InstitUtion of Civil 
Engineers' Conditions of Contract [144] are silent on delegation in this area of contract 
administration. The interviews indicated that many civil engineering firms either sub- 
contract this function to independent quantity surveying firms with experience of civil 
engineering work or have in their employment personnel with expertise in civil 
engineering quantity surveying. 
The low score for owners was not unexpected. The general understanding is that, in 
performing the claims evalUation function, the A/E acts as an independent expert 
holding the balance evenly between the contractor and the owner. However, according 
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to a number of interviewees, this tradition is being departed from in two types of 
Siftiations. 
Some Consultants said they treat claims on public projects with special caution. This is 
because owners, such as the Department of Transport and the Ministry of Defence, 
insist that claims are submitted and evaluated to the letter of the contract. Such 
organisations dernand a full audit of claims before authorising payment. The effect of 
this type of attitude is often longer delays of final accounts than experienced in private 
sector projects. Apparently, some very well orgonised contractors are aware of this 
difference and will usually have in place more methodical clairns management 
procedures on public projects. 
Some Contractors interviewed in the parallel survey said that their overwhelming 
experience has been that very early access by the contractor to a person with authority 
to settle clairns in the owners' organisation, especially private sector owners, will often 
reduce considerably any controversy surrounding troublesorne clairns. Indeed, a recent 
report of the European Construction Institute [148] recommends earlier and greater 
owner involvernent in claims management. A possible rationalisation of this departure 
from tradition is that, in sorne cases, tile owner's A/E, who may have been the cause of 
tile events giving rise to the clairn, would require detachment on a superhurnan scale to 
be impartial. 
With claims allowed by the A/E, the traditional attitude of owners has been to take it 
all on the chin with recri rni nations sometimes of an unhealthy "claims attitude" on the 
part of contractors. Tile contribution of the consultants was rarely ever questioned. 
However, this attitude is changing. Recent cases brought before English courts should 
send a chill down many an A/E's spine. In We. vvex Regimicil Healih Aillhot-ily iý A-R-C, - 
Buildilig Ltd wid Aiiothei-ff 145] Architects were found liable to the owner for claims 
won by a Contractor. In Mid-Glalnoi-gait (7oulay Couticil iý Devoliald Willicans atid 
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Pat-mer. -v [146] the owner brought proceedings against its architects alleging failure to 
supply information on tirne, among other complaints. In nciýf Ptpl)erlies Ltd. iý Eric 
C'umiiie A&vockdes, [149] a Hong Kong case which was appealed to the Privy Council 
(the highest appeal court for British colonies that have retained its jurisdiction) in the 
UK, the owner reached a compromise on claims with contractors and then sought to 
recover his liability from the architects on grounds of their having issued unnecessary 
and excessive variations. The suit was struck off but only on ground of failure to 
provide sufficient particulars on the quantum of damages sought. 
This liability is in the face of provisions in most standard forms which empowers the 
A/E to award tirne extensions and loss and/or expense claims to contractors for their 
own default. Clause 26.2 of the JCT80 for example includes events such as the late 
issue of instructions, drawinas and other design information, postponernent of works 
and instructions. Faced with this situation it imperative that the employer plays a 
greater role in making of such vital decisions otherwise claims that can be settled 
speedily will end Lip in Court [153]. 
6.5.2 Reasons for rejecting contractor's claims 
The point has already been made that a lot of effort has been directed at redrafting 
contracts and to improve of parties' ability to interpret terms of contract (§§1.3.0). 
Whether this emphasis has had any impact in the attempts to improve contractual 
relations has not been established. In this respect, consultants were asked to indicate 
the main grounds on which they reject part or all of contractors clairns. In all cases, the 
respondents were asked to indicate using a0- 10 scale (where 0= not frequent to 10 
most frequent) the frequency of citing a particular reason as grounds for rejecting all 
or part of contractors clairns. 
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The ranking of their response in Table 6.18 suggests that, tile reasons most commonly 
cited are non-entitlernent in principle, inadequate information or quantification of claim 
in that order. The ranking was statistically significant with concordance (119 of 0.38. 
The respondents ranked lack of breakdown of claims by causes above non-compliance 
with contractual procedures, 
Table 6.18: Reasons for rejection of part or all of contractors claims 
Re, ason Alean Rank Rank Order 
Non-entitlement in principle 6.20 1 
Non-compliance with 4.20 5 
contractual procedures 
Inadequate information 6.00 2 
Breakdown of claim by causes 4.57 4 
Inadequate effort at mitigation 3.93 6 
Validity of 2.4 33 7 
Arch i tect/En gi n eer's 
instructions 
Quantification of claim 5.50 .1 .3 
Other grounds 3.17 8 
TV Significance 
0.38 0.001 
6.5.2.1 Non-entitlement in principle 
The fact that non-entitlement in principle is the most common ground for rejection of 
claims is contrary to expectation. Many expert commentators, e. g., Powell-Srnith and 
Sims [2], write that justification of a clairn in Orinciple was hardly ever a problem. 
There are two possible explanations for this unexpected finding. Firstly, the 
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understanding of the terms of the standard forms is still inadequate in spite of the large 
volume of information dedicated to interpreting them (§§1.3.0). Secondly, there is high 
incidence of contractors submitting unmeritorious clairns on the off chance that a 
satisfactory outcome may just turn up. In the words of Zack [ 13), some contractors 
may be of the conviction that "if I throiP eitough chaf itito the air, moiiey kv howid to 
fall oul". This attitude may have been encouraged by a history of success with ex 
gratia claims (claims the owner accepts out of kindness rather than a contractual 
obligation) (Chapter Three). 
6.5.2.2 Inadequate Information 
Although tile quality of contractor's information has generally been irnpugned by many 
writers,, it was hoped that the larger contractors would have reduced the scale of this 
problem as a spin-off of cornputerisation. However, the case studies (see Chapter 
Seven) and interviews indicated that, with the exception of a few exemplars, the 
problem has hardly been affected by size and computerisation. It was a common 
cornment arnong consultants that what little information is submitted to support claims 
are usually captured by systems designed to produce internal accounting information 
which has, at best, only the most tenuous connection with claims. Investigation of the 
underlying causes of this problern identified: (i) a culture of bias against paperwork on 
tile part of site operatives; (ii) poor design of recording systems-, (iii) the paper-based 
nature of most of tile relevant information; (iv) poor resourcing of tile clairris 
management role in contracting organisations. 
It would appear that owners, by accepting some poorly substantiated claims, have 
failed to provide contractors with a real incentive to improve the quality of their 
information systems. As some contractors openly admitted that, even where the 
information is available, it is usually very expensive to retrieve and organise in the 
format required to support claims for various reasons (§§6.4.0): (i) the information is 
paper-based; (ii) it is scattered over many different functional roles; (iii) clairns tend to 
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be submitted after cornpletion by which time the parties with tile requisite 
understanding of the information might moved on. To avoid this expense, contractors 
adopt a strategy of submitting claims, in the first instance, with rninimurn supporting 
information in the hope of getting away with it through their negotiation or 
"clainismaiisliij)" skills. Many consultants commented that it was common for 
information that had not been forthcoming from contractors to surface during 
subsequent litigation or arbitration proceedings. 0 
6.5.2.3 Lack of breakdown bY causes 
A common anecdote at construction law serninars is that many a contractor waits until 
completion, determines the actual cost of carrying tile works and then submits a claim 
representing tile excess Of this figure over tile tender allowance for costs. It is further 
clairned that, usually, no attempt is made to particularise the arnount clairned by causal 
events. In the UK this approach to quantification has been dubbed tile "glohal cl(rinl" 
or "rolled-v claim" (Chapter Three). In the US they are referred to as "lool con 
clainis" [ 13,13 1] 
The courts have repeatedly cornmented on the global claims approach. J CroShy & 
.0 Sotis iý Porilwitl DhvIficl C wicil [ 13 9] was referred to the court from an arbitration 
concerning claims for variations and suspension of the works. The arbitrator found 
that, out of a total delay of 46 weeks, 31 weeks had been caused by matters for which 
the owner was responsible. A lurnp surn award was made against the owner for this 
element of the delay. One of the points of law referred to the Court was whether the 
arbitrator should have provided a breakdown of the surn awarded by the various 
causative events for which the owner was responsible. The arbitrator justified his 
award as follows: 
"The resull, in forms qf delay and disorganisation, of each (? f 1he 
mallers referred lo ahove lvas a cowimlilig otie. As each maller 
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occurred its consequences it-ere added to the cumulative consequences 
of the matters which had preceded it. The delay and disorganisalion 
u, hich ultimately resulted was cumulative and aurihwable to the 
combined qffect of all those matters. It is therefore impracticable, ff not 
impossihIe, to assess the addilional expense caused hy deby and 
disorganisation due to any of these matters in isolalionfi-om the other 
matters" 
The judge rejected tile argument that the arbitrator should have provided such a 
breakdown in the following terms: 
"since the extent (? f the extra cost incurred depend. s' tpon all extremely 
complex interaction between the consequences of the various denials, 
. 
'ficult or even impossihle to make su. spensions and variations, it may he dif 
all accurate apportionment qf the total extra hetween the several causative 
events .. 
I can see no reason why, he should not recognise the realities of 
the situation and make individual wards ill respect of those parts of the 
indivichlal items of the claim which call he dealt with ill isolation and a 
supplementag award ill respect (? f the remainder of these claims as a 
composite. " 
A brief analysis of tile decision was presented in chapter Five (§§ 5.4.2) but, the 
cornmon interpretation has been that it is justification of the global clairn approach. 
From tile gloss put on the judgernent in subsequent cases [145,155], tile current 
position on the global clairn approach may be surnmarised as follows: 
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I. If tile terms of the particular contract contains preconditions regarding what must 
done in respect of specific events relied upon as giving rise to the claim, then 
those preconditions must be complied with. 
2. A proper nexus should be established between each event relied upon and the 
amount claimed. 
3. Where the events give rise to so complex and interacting consequences that 
establishing this nexus for individUal events is impossible or impracticable, it is 
permissible to maintain a composite claim. The burden of proof of impossibility or 
impracticability of partiCUlarisation is on the contractor. 
The global clairn problern is inherently more difficult for contractors to overcorne than 
the other grounds upon which claims are rejected [13 1]. However, in terms of 
frequency in practice, it has been ranked only fourth and with a score below 5. This 
suggests that, the extent of the problem may have been exaggerated by the high profile 
nature of the relevant court cases. Consultants interviewed indicated that, where 
reasonable efforts at particularisation are made, which have due regard to the realities 
of complexities of cause and effect on construction projects, an award can be made. 
However, every interviewee said they had come across the worst examples of the 
global clairn approach, particularly in connection with costs of disruption. 
6.5.3 Heads of Claims Likely To Be Disputed 
The research suggests that many claims are rejected by owners' contract administrator 
either wholly or in part. This is unsatisfactory on two grounds. The abortive costs of 
preparing and assembling the relevant information, preparing and submitting claims are I 
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likely to be passed on to future owners, and ultimately to the wider society. Secondly, 
rejections often results in disputes which are then resolved at great expense. There is 
therefore the need not only to avoid unmeritorious claims but also to ensure that valid 
claims are submitted in a manner calculated for acceptance with minimum fuss. 
With this need in mind, one of the objectives of the research questionnaire was to 
determine the heads of claim often in dispute (as considered by Contractor in §§6.4.4), 
Knowledge of such heads and the grounds upon which they are rejected would be the 
ideal bases for improving the preparation, documentation and evaluation of clairns. The 
responses of the consultants (shown on Table 6.19) indicated that the heads most 
commonly in dispute are: (i) cost of disruption, (ii) head office overheads, (iii) cost of 
preparing tile claim. Although not in tile sarne order, the Contractors' similarlY ranked 
these in the top three (§§6.4.4). The reasons for rejection are discussed in turn for each 
head. 
Table 6.19: Heads of claims likely to be disputed 
llead of Claim Mean Rank Rank Order 
on-site overheads 3.66 7 
Head-office overheads 4.84 2 
Loss of profit 4.11 5 
Inflation of costs 3.76 6 
Interest and finance charges 4.82 3 
Cost of disruption 6.61 1 
Cost of preparing claims 4.26 4 





6.5.3.1 Cost of disruption 
Interpretation of PostalSurs-ey 
To gain a measure of what consultants expect frorn contractors in quantifying this head 
of claim they were asked to rate the following: lack of plant and labour records, 
inappropriate allocation of responsibility for disruption and the use of general formulae 
for quantification as likely reasons for the quantum of disruption being disputed. Their 
response (Table 6.20) which is statistically significant suggests that, lack of plant and 
labour records, followed by inappropriate allocation of responsibility for disruption are 
the most important reasons for disputes over the quantification of disruption. 
T, able 6.20: Aspects of cost of disruption quantification 
Aspect of disruption chlims Mean Rank Rank Order 
Lack of plant and labour records 3.76 1 
Allocation of responsibility 3.53 2 
Use of general formulae 2.58 4 
Use of general percentages 2.84 3 
Others 2.21 5 
w Significance 
0.2410 0.001 
All the ConSUltants interviewed lamented frequent lack of records and general poor 
quality of what was available, particularly contractors' prolararnmes. Most were only in 
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the form of Gantt charts and were hardly ever a true reflection of the actual sequence 
of construction on site. 
Interviewees also complained that in the absence of adequate records, contractors 
resort to claiming percentages of total labour estimates or actual labour costs of 
disrupted operations as the reimbursable lement for disruption. Tile main drawback of 
this approach is that there was usually no objective justification for the percentage 
used. 
Interviewees nevertheless understood that, even with the best records, this head of 
claim is very difficult to estimate with any degree of precision. It should therefore not 
be surprising that it was scored significantly higher than other heads. From the case 
studies and interviews desirable remedial strategies include: (i) procurement systerns 
that give the contractor a real incentive to improve his management information 
systems; (ii) greater use of the contract administrators' powers to dennand that certain 
information on disruptions be supplied-, (iii) contractual provisions that require the 
contractor to supply time-impact analysis; (iv) systematic and productivity studies to 
arrive at acceptable productivity formulae. 
6.5.3.2 Cost of Preparing the Claim 
Many claims take up a lot of managerial time to research and compile. Indeed, there is 
a growing industry in specialised claims consultancy available to contractors and sub- 
contractors where clairns are particularly onerous on directly employed staff. Whether 
the cost of preparing of claim, either in in-house or through independent claims 
consultants, is reimbursable has been a matter of considerable controversy. According 
to one school of thought, where the terms of a contract expressly provide for the 
submission of claims, then the contractor Would be deemed to have priced for the cost 
of preparing the claims and should therefore not be entitled to recover this head. Most 
of the consultants interviewed subscribed to this view and invariably disallow this head. 
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A contrasting view is that where tile contractor has to carry out special research in 
order to quantify tile claim and tile scope of such research could not reasonably have 
been foreseen at the time of tendering, then the cost of preparing the clairn ought to be 
allowed. It was a common view of contractors that in the current state of the 
construction industry, the anlOUnt of effort would satisfy this condition in most cases. 
On one of the projects studied, it took the contractor's quantity surveyor and site 
manager and an external claims consultants 12 working weeks to assemble an 
approximately 1300,000 claim. Tile fees payable to the consultants alone were a 
staggering 160,000 (Chapter Seven). Consultants, whilst expressing the view that they 
were bound to comply with tile principle of non-recoverability, nevertheless recognised 
that in the current climate of competition in construction, making allowances for costs 
of this scale in a tender would almost certainly result in loss of the bid. 
Many contractors continue to claim this head of cost even though they are aware of 
the argument against recoverability. Analysis of the law suggests that they have 
chances of winning if they persist with tile claim. The reason is that if the clairn ends up 
in litigation and the contractor chooses to formulate the clairn as damages for breach of 
contract and not darnages under tile terms of the contract, the costs would be allowed 
under the principles governing tile recovery of darnages of breach of contract [106]. 
An express exclusion of such costs may not even bite because of legislation against 
unfair terms in contracts. 
It would therefore appear that there is no completely satisfactory way of avoiding this 
type of dispute purely by contractual provisions. The fact that some contractors persist 
with this head of clairn Suggests that owners and contractors compromise and agree 
sorne recovery. Contractors can minirnise this costs by: (i) site management practices 
and integrated management information systerns that allow transparent access to all 
claims-relevant information, and (ii) contract management personnel with appropriate 
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expertise in claims. However, the current culture of keeping information Lip parties' 
sleeves works against the desired transparency. A way around the problem is for 
owners and the advisers to put by far greater emphasis on bidders' site management 
practices and information systems than has been the norm. It may be that this approach 
will result in the acceptance of higher tenders. If the benefit is less disputes during 
contract execution it may be a price worth paying. 
6.5.3.3 On-site overheads 
Consultants were also asked to indicate the likelihood of a number of aspects of on-site 
overheads causing disputes in practice. The analysis of consultants responses indicates 
that, the non-availability of contractor's bUild-ups of unit prices, unit cost of labour 
and plant are the most likely reason for on-site costs being disputed (Table 6.21). The 
statistically significant level of concordance (JV of 0.23) suggest that disagreernents 
over the quantification of this head of claim are most likely to be over the contractor 
preliminaries, labour or site management costs. 
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Table 6.21: Aspects of on-site costs 
Aspect of on-site overheads Allean Rank Rank Order 
Unit cost of plant 3.02 4 
Unit cost of materials 2.87 5 
Costs of supervisory and 3.52 3 
management staff 
Unit cost of labour 4.57 1 
Availability of contractors' build 4.15 2 
Lip of preliminaries 
Others 2.87 5 
IV Significance 
0.2335 0.000 
This is significant because, it is common practice according to consultants for 
contractors to qUotc rates for labOUr and plant which arc very different from those in 
the Bills of Quantities or Schedule of Rates. This approach to claim calculation ignores C 
the principle of valuation of additional expenditure set out in most standard forms of 
contract. The Contractors argue that such rates were justified because the actions of 
the owner or agents as the case may be often change the whole economics of many 
project activities (§§6.4.4.1). It was therefore, a travesty of justice for owners to 
expect them to use rates comparable to those in the original bids. 
The issue of tile availability the contractors build-tip of preliminaries is quite revealing. 
In practice contractor often quote a percentage of the contract price to cover 0 
preliminary costs. In claims SitUations however, clients and contract administrators 
appear to demand to see their build-LIPS in justifying them instead of a percentage of I 
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the value of the claim. Consequently, for those contractors interested in speedy 
settlement, providing the details of extended preliminaries backed up by the necessary 
records is the only way to avoid disputes. 
6.5.3.4 Head Off-ice Overheads and prorit 
To gauge the degree of controversy surrounding these heads, the consultants were 
asked to indicate the frequency of rejection on specific grounds. Tables 6.22 and 6.23 
surnmarise their responses. It Would appear that consultants, by and large, accept the 
use of the formulae and that the extensive literature on tile Subject is beginning to 
achieve the desired effect. 
Table 6.22: Aspects of head office overheads 
Aspects of head office overheads Mean Rank Rank Order 
Applying a% for general head 5.50 1 
office overheads 
InadeqUate record of direct head 4.79 2 
office 
Recoverability in principle 4.29 3 
Use of Hudson's formula 3.17 5 
Use of Emden's formula 3.17 5 
Use of general fort-nLIlae 4.08 4 
Others 3.00 6 
w Significance 
0.27 0.003 
Table 6.23: Aspects of loss of prorit clainis 
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Ilead of Claim Allean Rank Rank Order 
Lack of evidence of alternative 2.36 1 
profit making 
Lack of evidence of profitability 2.26 2 
on current project 
Others 1.47 3 
w Significance 
0.35 0.001 
It was concluded from the case studies and interviews that these heads of claim are 
challenged mostly on grounds of lack of the proof of the underlying assumptions. 
Owners wishing to eliminate this problern altogether may consider agreeing the I 
percentages as terms of their contracts. 
This implies that the use of general formulae especially without substantive records of 
direct head office involvernent is not good practice. The contractors who succeed in 
claiming this itern Of Cost Would usually have to provide consultants with information 
on the trading accounts to justif -n. This practice is encouraged by Kirsh y their claii 
[99], Powell-Smith and Sims [2], Sims [143,151] and Sykes [152] who explained that 
although the use of formulae such as Hudswi, Eindeu or Eichlecry have not been 
given express judicial approval, instead their use within specific criteria may be 
acceptable. 
6.5.3.5 innation of cost 
The analysis of consultants response indicates that, the principle is not a very important 
issue (Table 6.24) compared to contractors' ability to present evidence of additional 
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costs beyond that allowed in tile contract. Cost records, according to consultants, 
should be available for an informed ascertainment to be made to avoid disputes. 
Table 6.24: Aspects of inflation cost claims 
Aspect of inflation cost Mean Rank Rink Order 
Evidence of extra cost 2.50 1 
Recoverability in principle 2.21 2 
Others 1.29 3 
TV Significance 
0.48 0.001 
6.5.4 Supporting Documents 
Consultants were asked to indicate on a 0-10 scale their perceptions of the frequency 
with which contractors fail to Submit specific documents required for the evaluation of 
claims. Their responses (surnmarised in Table 10) indicate that the documents most 
lacking are photographs, tirnesheets, and site diaries. 
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Table 6.25: Document lacking in claims presented by contractors 
Document Mean Rank Rank Order 
Revised drawings 10.95 4 
Levels records 6.30 14 
Site diaries 11.20 3 
Photographs 13.50 1 
Schedules 7.55 12 
Minutes of site meetings 6.55 13 
Analysis of tender 9.10 5 
Specifications 5.25 16 
Records of delay and 8.65 7 
disturbance 
Time sheets 11.35 2 
Correspondence 8.75 6 
Conditions of contract 8.05 8 
Bills of Quantity 8.00 9 
Day works records 7.85 10 
Claim docurnentation 7.65 11 
Other documents 5.30 15 
TV Significance 
0.27 0.000 
As these are the most basic of site records, this finding is a sad reflection on the quality 
of site management. From interviews with contractors, even where these records have 
been kept, access to the specific records required to support a particular claim is so 
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expensive that it is not attempted unless arbitration on litigation is conternplated. 
Interviews with contractors showed that poor resourcing of the clairns management 
function in most cases does not permit maintenance of the records of the requisite 
quality. It would appear that there is a general tendency to ignore clairns until after 
cornpletion, by which time hurnan resource can be freed frorn other functions to 
investigate the claim. 
The technology 'required to reduce the expense of access is now well established. 
Electronic document management systems are now routinely used by insurers and 
banks. They allow information stored in different forms to be linked and accessed 
flexibly by subject matter with minimal transaction costs. It is a matter of some regret 
that few contractors are even beginning to appreciate the values of these systems 
(Chapter Three). 
6.6.0 suillillary 
The survey of contractors and consultants revealed many practical problems that 
hinder effective claims management. The main findings of this investigation so far are as 
follows: 
1. ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS FOR THE REJECTION OF ALL OR PART 
OF CONTRACTORS' CLAIMS BY CONSULTANTS IS THE PROVISION OF 
INADEQUATE INFORMATION AND LACK OF JUSTIFICATION OF THEIR 
CLAIMS. 
2. OF ALL THE ASPECTS OF CLAIMS PREPARATION, THE 
IDENTIFICATION OF CLAIMS RELEVANT INFORMATION, THEIR 
RETRIEVAL AND CLAIMS DOCUMENT PREPARATION INVOLVE MOST 
TIME AND COST TO THE CONTRACTOR, 
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3. THE INABILITY OF CONTRACTOR TO PRESENT CLAIMS WITHIN 
REASONABLE TIME IS A CONSEQUENCE OF A LACK OF RESOURCES. 
4. MOST CONTRACTORS ARE INCLINED TO USE THEIR OWN STAFF TO 
PREPARE CLAIMS RATHER THAN USE EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS. 
5. THE USE OF FORMULAE TO QUANTIFY CLAIMS IS A MAJOR REASON 
FOR DISAGREEMENTS OVER QUANTUM 
6. THE QUANTUM OF ON-SITE OVERREADS IS LIKELY TO BE 
DISPUTED BECAUSE OF THE NON-AVAILABILITY OF CONTRACTOR'S 
BUILD-UP OF PRELIMINARIES AND LACK OF PLANT AND LABOUR 
RECORDS. 
TA GREAT OF RELIANCE IS PLACED ON THE COST REPORTS FROM 
THE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT DESIGNED FOR BUDGETARY CONTROL 




CASE STUDIES OF CLAIMS 
7.1.0 Introduction 
C"NeStudies of Claims 
The research has so far established that, the submission of claims is a common feature 
of construction contracts. The review of the literature (Chapter Three), the evaluation 
of the contractual framework (Chapter Four) and the subsequent interviews with both 
contractors and consultants after the postal Survey (Chapter Six) indicated that even 
with the best efforts some clairns are unavoidable. There is therefore the need to 
develop a systern for dealing with such claims speedily. 
From the contractor's perspective, the preparation and evaluation of claims raises not 
only important but costly managernent issues regarding the identification of relevant C 
information, retrieving SLIC11 information, tile quantification of tile claim and assembling 
the claim document (§§6.4.0). The analysis of the process as it is undertaken will lead 
to the adoption Of Solutions that can considerably speed up the process and reduce the 
cost it currently involves. 
This chapter reports the main findings of case studies of clairns situations carried out Z. 
with the permission of a major UK contractor rated among the top ten. For legal and 
confidential reasons the real narnes of the projects and sites as well as the contractor 
narne cannot be disclosed. 
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7.2.0 Objectives of the case studies 
CaseStudies of Claims 
The broad aim of this stage of the research is the optimisation of the claims 
management process through the application of Information Technology (IT) and 
improved management procedures. The achievement of this aim entailed the attainment 
of three objectives (§§2.8.0): 
I. to determine the aspects of claims preparation and evaluation responsible for 
unacceptable disputes, delay and costs, 
2. to establish the pattern of flow of claims-relevant information among project 
participants; 
3. to determine the adequacy of the main sources of information for quantifying items 
of cost oflen included in claims, 
The first objective was met partly by questionnaire survey (§§6.3.0) and observation of 
real claim situations. The Case study report here are appropriate for the second and 
third objectives 
7.2.1 Number of Projects 
Clairn dOCLImentation on three current and recently completed projects were studied 
along with associated project records. The projects consisted of two civil engineering 




7.2.2. Format of Claim 
All the clairn documents studied had the following sections: 
Project Outline-, 




This is the format recommended by the most popular textbooks. 
CliNeStudies of Claims 
7.2.2.1 Pi-oject Outline 
The project outline gave a brief description of the project. This include information 
such as the location of site, duration, contract surn and conditions of contract used. 
7.2.2.2 Statement of claim 
The section was a summary of the total claim for payment being made. It was simply a 
Summation of individual claims. 
7.2.2.3 Claim Narrative 
This section of the clairn docurnentation consisted of a list of events or actions for 
claims for which reirnbursernent was being made. Tile event is narrated, citing 




CaNeSintlies of Claims 
This section contain tile detailed calculation of each event listed in tile clairn narrative. 
The items of cost were as identified in (§§3.4.2. ). Namely cost of delays and 
disruption, on-site overheads, interest and finance charges, inflation of costs and cost 
of claim preparation 
7.2.2.5 Appendices 
The appendices to all docurnentation studied included a schedule of letters exchanged 
on the subject matter, an as-bUilt and as-planned schedule which is referenced in the 
narrative and quantification sections. 
7.3.0 Documents Used In Claims Preparation 
The contractor has five main functional departments that generate information required 
by the QS in tile preparation and evaluation of clairns. These sources were additional 
to site reports the QS receives during the course of each project from the Site Agent. 
The relevant information sources can be classified into four main categories: 
" site reports; 
" in-house cost reports; 
" communication with clients agent, 
" general project documents. 
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7.3.1 Site reports 
CaseStudies of Claims 
The Site Agents, as part of project monitoring, are required to fill out several report 
sheets and forms designed to record information on labour, plant and material 
allocation, certain events, sub-cont ract or's work activities and any instructions issues 
by the Project Consultant. The examination of these forms, in terms of scope, 
suggested that, they covered essentially almost all the possible information the QS 
might require. These provide the QS with a record of events on site and the nature of 
the resources employed on specific activities which are then transferred into relevant 
files afler practical completion. 
From the review of these records it appeared that at first glance that if properly 
completed they provide an invaluable source of data on the effect of events for which 
contractor may be entitled to claim additional expense tinder contract. Copies of these 
were available to the QSs in the form of manual, hand-written documents completed as 
the contract progresses. The relevant documents are listed in Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1: Categories of Site Reports 
Corise Studies of Claints 
Report Shect Infol-mation Content Staff Responsible 
Foreman's or 1. Lists categories of trades employed Foreman/Ganger 
Ganger's Daily 2. Hours spent and 
Return 3. Activities undertaken 
by gang members 
Site Daily Return 1. Work donc(dircct Nvorks) with brief details Site Agent 
including location, and difficulties 
encountered. 
2. Work done by sub-contractors 
3. Insinictions or Variations rcccivc. d 
4. Reasons for any delay and disniption of 
Nvorks 
5. Lists numbers and nanics of labour 
employed on site 
6. Plant type used and total hours. 
Daily Record 1. Description of Nvork done, materials used Site Agent 
and their quantities 
2. Labour/Tradcs employed and for how long 
3. Plant used and the period of usc 
Operatives Time Period and time worked by operatives Site Agent 
SlIccts 
- 
Labour and Plant 1. Description of Nvork donc Site Agent 
Allocation Sheets 2. Number and names of operatives 
3. Plant used 
7.3.2 In-house reports 
The in-house reports come in the form of weekly or monthly summary of labour, plant 
and material cost on each project assigned to an in-house construction trades and 
activity coding systern. These reports, generated by the Accounts department, were 
based on reconciled invoices of plant and material received from the site agents and 
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suppliers. The reports contain cumulative costs which are available to the QS on a 
monthly or weekly basis in the form of print out or from workstations (Appendix 5). 
Closer examination showed that these reports are essentially designed for cost 
accounting purposes and were therefore, of value only, in terms of giving an indication 
of increased costs of plant, labour and material beyond the original tender projections. 
The observation of the process of generating these reports also revealed that, the 
labour costs were calculated from two main sources: Labour Hire Agencies and 
recorded tirnesheets. The cost of site management was calculated and transmitted to 
the regional office frorn the head office in the form staff allocation sheets. These 
contain information on the salary, travel cost of all project management s aff, 
7.3.3 C011111111ilication with Client's Agents 
Correspondence between the area office and consultants were in the form of letters 
which touched on various aspects of each project. These were filed manually by 
specific project issues. For example, the correspondence on variations or request for 
information are kept under separate file headings under each project. On the projects I 
examined these nin in hundreds of sheets of paper. 
7.3.4 General Project Documents 
These refer to docurnents generated from the initial bidding to the award of contract 
handed over to tile QS at the beginning of the project. These included as on most 
construction projects the following: 0 
- detailed architectural and structural drawings; 




9 conditions of contract; 
e project plans and scliedUles; 
9 method statements. 
CaSeStudies of Claims 
At functional level the sources of these docurnents are shown in table 7.2. 
Table 7.2: General Project Documents 
Document Source 
Detailed architectural and structural drawings Consultant 
Bills of quantities Estimating 
Specifications Consultant 
Conditions of contract Consultant 
Project plans and schedules Plannina 
Method statements Planning 
7.4.0 Extracting information used to evaluate claims 
The information sources listed in §§7.3.0 are the main source of data the QSs relied on 
to evaluate the various iterns of cost in the claims examined, In line with the research 
objective to establish the difficulty of clairns preparation, the information or data 
sources were examined to establish the relative ease with which the contents of these 
reports could be used to relate events on site to costs claimed. 
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7.4.1 Cost reports 
CoriseStudies of Cla; ms 
These were relied on heavily by the QS to evaluate all items of cost. However, from 
the format of the Operational Cost Reports (OCS) (Appendix 5) it was difficult to link 
the compensating events often listed in the narrative of claims and their quantification 
to the contents of these reports. The reason for this difficulty is that firstly, the overall 
weekly costs did not relate to particular activities on the original scheduled activities 
which had been delayed or disrupted. Secondly, in situations of disruptions, the lack of 
separation of costs to activities rneant that, only the increased cost comparison to the 
budgeted cost is available. 
The difficulty this presents to tile QSs in attempting to show cause and effect of delay 
and disruption is discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter (§§ 7.5.0). 
7.4.2 Site reports 
The most relevant of these reports are timesheets, plant and labour allocation sheets, 
operations sheets and site dairies (Table 7.1). These essentially chronicle events on site 
and provide a microscopic view of project activities, their progress and resources 
allocated to thern. It was apparent that although they were not easy reports to 
complete. However, if properly completed routinely, they could relieve the QS of the 
problem of constantly trying to reconstruct events months or years after occurrence 




7.4.3 General project documents 
CUNeStIldit'S (? fClait? #S 
The sources of these documents are as listed in §§7.3. The documents that bear most 
on the most clairns studied are the planned schedules prepared by the planning 
department. As benchmarks for determining how the project scope had been affected 0 
by events on site, they are very important but for the fact that, in the opinion of the 
QSs they very often deficient in the following respects: 
0 they did not represent the logic and dependencies between various site 
activities; 
0 they were not updated once tile project commenced and ; 
0 they were often in the form of simplistic bar charts. 
The consequence, according to the QSs is that in almost every case they had to 
reconstruct tile sequence of activities and logic frorn scratch. This was done very oflen 
frorn rnenlory to generate an as-bUilt sequence to dernonstrate delay and disruption. 
Further interviews with senior managers on this issue revealed that although they 
realised the importance of maintaining detailed schedule of works it was not the 
practice on every project because in most of the standard forms this is not a 
requirement. 
7.5.0 Items of cost and information sources 
In line with the objective of this case study to establish the clairns management 
information flow and the adequacy of these sources a proforma shown in appendix 7- 
B-Proforma was designed. The meaning of the terms used in the proforma are as listed 
in the glossary. 
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Each claim document was analysed event by event. This analyses were essential for 
the design of effective and efficient information sharing interfaces between functional 
areas and/or applications necessary for outlining the proposed computer-based 
solution. The items of cost claimed were reviewed, their source and nature established. 
In addition, for each clairn the documentation referred to in substantiating the costs 
were noted. 
7.5.1 Determining information ilojv 
Clairns documentation on three projects were studied. The first, the construction of a 
new district hospital in South East England involved substantial demolition and 
interfacing of crucial activities such as the relocation of plant generator which should 
remain on-line. Severe delay and disruption was experienced due to inaccurate 
information on the location of important mains ducts. 
The second, a pure civil engineering work involved tile reclamation of an old mine. 0 
Here, the substance of the clairn related to the relocation of utilities, discovery of old 
bornbs which resulted in winter working 
The third, a building project was an extension to an existing structure and the 0 
construction of a new structure. The new structure involved the erection of long span 
steel frames for a sports hall. Disruption and delays were experienced as a result of 
alleged defective design, fabrication problems of the superstructure and foundations. 
Each claim was related to an element of clairn and subsequently to a data itern while 
source and divisional ownership of source document was established through Cý 
interviews with QSs. The generic systern, if any used to process each data itern were 
established by interviewing staff and observing instances Of Such processing, Samples 00 
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of each report from which data items retrieved were obtained. Appendix 5 provides 
SLIch a list and some sample copies. 
7.5.1.1 On-site overheads 
This was a common head of claim in all twenty individual claims examined. The main 
functional/information sources the QSs use to evaluate this cost item are tabulated 
below. 
Table 7.3: Cost items and their sotirces of data 




2. WHTR Accounts/Site Office 
3. RLA 
Materials cost OTMR Accounts 
Management and 1. SAS HQ(Accounts)/Planning/ QS 
supervision 
2. ABS 
Labour costs WSLR Accounts 
In order to qUantify the elements of this head of clairn, tile QS had to study the hard 
copy of the daily or weekly cost reports on plant, labour and material costs. Also 
available to the QSs were the daily site reports referred to in section 7 (§§7.3.0). 
Analysing these manual records to identify these iterns took them considerable time 
and effort. Tile site reports in particular, were not usually used because of their sheer 
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volurne. In one instance where an external consult. ant was used, it took the QS, his Site 
Agent and the consultant approximately three working months to simply extract these 
costs items from the site reports. 
The QSs cite this practical difficulty as the main reason they do not as a rule present 
claims with all the relevant records. This confirmed the finding of the postal survey that 
retrieval and identification of clairns relevant information were time consuming and 
costly (§§ 6.4-0). 
7.5.1.2 Head oil-ice overheads and pi-ofit 
In the docurnents studied, the establishment of this cost was based on information sent 
to the QS from Head-office via the accounts depArtment. This was usually in the form 
of a paper copy of facsimile message transmitted to the QS on request. The 
breakdown of the calculation which is not shown in the quantification section of the 
claims docurnent itself is based the on area, reaion and national trading figures. A C) 
sample calculation for one of the projects studied is shown in Appendix 6. 
7.5.1.3 infiation orcosts 
This item was not a feature of any of the claims studied. This is probably because the 
project duration in qUestion were less than three years. 
7.5.1.4. Cost of disruption and delay 
The costing of this item of claim was not in any instance clear. In quantifying this item 
references were made to correspondence and to the series of events that allegedly 
indicate the likely cause of inefficient working or delay. With respect to disruption, a 
percentage was often applied to planned labour and plant cost from the bills of 
quantity to arrive at a figure. The research found that none of site reports (§§ 7.4-0) 
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likely to point to activities affected and tile actual resources allocated, used in 
estimating the disruption or included in the claims document. In one instance a NEDO 
publication [157], referring to percentages that can be assigned to certain kinds of 
disruption was used for quantification. 
The difficulty for the QSs here lies in their inability to access planned resource outlay 
from, for example, the planning department and actual outlay on site activities to 
determine the change in actual output. Unable to evaluate the disruption based on C 
project records, the global technique was used in all cases. 
The delay quantification was in every case on the basis that if an activity was 
discontinued for a specific period then the overall project had been delayed for the 
same. No attempt is rnade is show that the activity was critical. 
This demonstrates that the difficulty encountered in ordinary project management as 
pointed out by Ndekugri and McCaffer [ 15 8]. Poor communication between functional 
departments therefore hinder effective project management and in fact makes claims 
manageme nt difficult. 
7.5.1.5 Cost of pi-eparing claints 
Where external consultants were not used, this was based on ail estimate of time staff 
spent on clairns preparation. The payroll information provided by head-office on staff 
involved formed the basis of estimating this cost. 
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7.5.1.6 Finance and intei-est charges 
Tile estimation of this head of claim was based on bank records of the area office 
obtained from the accounts department. Apart frorn one instance the detailed 
calculation of these charges on weekly basis was provided with the claims document. 
7.5.2 Supporting documentation 
For all the claims documents studied, the only supporting evidence for each claim came 
in tile form of planned and as-built schedule to dernonstrate delay and/or disruption. 
Significantly, the as-built schedules had to be re-constructed retrospectively based on 
the QSs recollection of events and information that they could gather from site reports. 
In this respect, the QSs were unanimous that with a regularly updated detailed 
schedule of works the effort required to demonstrate the tinne and cost impact of site 
events will be less daunting. They agreed that this task can be assisted considerably by 
using appropriate scheduling software (§§8.2.3). 
Reference is also made to correspondence dealing with the alleged event in the form of 
schedules of letters, showing dates received, date sent and the subject matter. 
However, copies of such correspondence are not provided as part of the claims 
document. 
Significantly, copies of site reports that might provide the Engineer/Architect with a 
picture of the nature of resource allocation, such as the relevant timesheets and plant 
and labour allocation sheets were not included in the claim docurnentation. Interviews 
with the various QSs revealed that such detailed information is provided only where 
the Engineer/Architect disputes their evaluation and/or requests further details. This 
practice was cited by consultants as a reason for rejecting parts of claims and more 
importantly the perception that the claim was fraudulent (§§6.5.0). 
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Furthermore, the QSs also believed that their main problem in this respect is one of 
retrieving relevant information from paper Sources. They felt that if it were possible for 
thern access most of the information electronically and be able to view them in their 
original form then a major problem with the claims preparation process would have 
been removed. Resolving the problern of access from these sources was necessary to 
reduce the tirne and cost of the claims evaluation and preparation process thereby 
encouraging the site reports for claims quantification. The solution for this access 
problem both at the data and docurnent level (§§ 11.4.0) which is possible using most 
of the standard electronic docurnent management systems on the market (§ 10.0). 
7.5.3 Nature information sources 
The documents the QSs had to obtain their information from were all in the form of 
hard copies although cost reports frorn the accounts department are available 
electronically as electronic copies. These run into hundreds of pages of paper, Tile QS 
for the purposes of each clairn has to go manually through these docurnents which on 
one of the claims studied worth about 1300,000 required an average of two to three 
months with the assistance of the site clerk or agent to prepare. They also incurred a 
consultant's fee of 160,000.00. The impact on contractors ability to prepare claims 
promptly is obvious (§§6.5.2). Most claims are therefore left until after practical 
completion 
7.6.0 The Role of the Quautity Surveyor 
The role of the QS in this process is to undertake all stages of the decision making 
process with little assistance. The dOCUI-nentation, quantification and presentation of 
the contractors case was their responsibility. By way of logistics the could only rely on 
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their site agents to keep adequate records, and the estimating and valuation 
departments to aid in quantification. In all tile cases examined tile QSs were solely 
responsible for all the activities save word processing, 
7.7.0 Summary 
The studies of claims preparation and evaluation shows that, the contractor has serious 
problems with respect to his ability to retrieve and identify relevant information frorn 
site reports and within the functional departments. The case study confirms that: 
1. the QS is largely responsible for the claims management function; 
2. the paper-based nature of tile clOCLImentation system tile claims management 
function relies on contributes to the poor presentation of claims and the general 
lack of interest in preparing detailed clainis doucrnents, 
3. the practice of using, inappropriate project schedulling such as bar charts which 
were not subsequently maintained limit the contractor's ability to substantiate 
genuine claims 
4. generally, the clainis management function is poorly reSOUrced and also not 
accorded tile priority it deserves. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
THE ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTION 
CLAIMS MANAGENTENT 
8.1.0 Introduction 
This research amongs others established that improved information management, 
especially document management was needed lo significantly improve claims 
management. Perhaps one of the principal ways of achieving this goal is to use the 0 
Information Technology. Consequently, the research included a review of the IT 
tools available to determine tile aspects of the claims management process they 
can support. 
This chapter presents this review, starting with general application software 
whilst Chapters Nine and Ten examine expert systems and electronic docurnent 
management systems repsectively. This review will begin in this chapter with the 
definition of the main recognised project management functions in construction 
organisations. 
8.2.0 Definition of Project Management Functions 
The basic management functions recognised in most construction contracting 0 
organisations are: 
Plainihig : The process of choosing the method and seqUence of works to be 
used on project from all the alternatives and sequences possible, 
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Estimatitig : The process of collecting and calCLIlating cost data, selecting 10 
resources and output rates and combining cost ýind resource usage to determine 
the likely cost of works; 
Cculi floiv forecaslitig 
. The assessment of the anticipated cost of work 
in 
progress at periods or stages for which reimbursement is expected, 
Vahialioii : The process of determining the amount of payment for work done to 
date; 
Cowrol mid moidloritig: Reconciliation of projected cost of works with actual 
cost. 
Accoutifilig - the process of identifying, measuring, recording and communicating 1-5 Cn 0 
the transactions of the organisation [158]. 
The analysis of information flow in construction companies (Table 8.1) indicates 
that, each of these functions depend on information generated by the other. 
Table 8.1: Summary of infornuation flow 
Generic entity Source(s) Users 
General Contract Information Estimating E/P/CF/V/CC/A 
Tender BoQ External E/P/V 
Specifications External E/P/V/CC 
Drawinas External E/P/V/CC 
Conditions of Contract External E/P/CF/V/CC 
Subcontractors' Information Estimating E/P/V/CC/A 
Suppliers' Information Estimating E/P/V/CC/A 
Employees' Information Accounting E/P 
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Company Plant Register 
Resources Cost Data 
The Role offitformation Technologv in Claims Management 
labour Output Data 
Plant Output Data 
Materials Usage Rates 
Materials Wastage Factors 
Unit/Standard Costs 
Standard Dayworks Schedules 
Schedules of Average Rates 
Management Accounting 
Information 
Past Profit & Loss Accounts 
Budget Profit & Loss Accounts 
Post-contract Audit 
Site Visit Report 





Work Breakdown Structure 
Project Cashflow Analysis 
Corporate Casliflow Analysis 
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Activities Valuations P/CC 
Instructions frorn External P/V/CC 
Arch i tect/Engi neer 
Minutes of Site Meetings Planning/C. Control P/V/CC 
Master Programme Planning CF/V/CC 
Schedule of Activities Estimating/Planning CF/V/CC 
Programi-ne/Progress Schedules Planning/C. Control CF/V 
Progress Reports Planning/C. Control CF/V/A 
Invoices (costs) External CF/V/CC/A 
Invoices(revenue) Accounts CF/CC 
Ledgers(costs) Accounting CF/V/CC 
Ledgers(revenue) Accounting CF/V/CC 
Company's Cost of Borrowing Accounting CF 
Preliminary Budget Estimating V/CC 
Short-term ProOrarnme Planning V/CC 
Labour & Plant Timesheets Cost Control V/A 
Project Dayworks Schedules Estimating V 
Price Fluctuation Indices External V 
Payroll Accounting V/CC 
Resource Reconciliation Estimating/Planning V/CC/A 
Resource Requirement Planning V/CC 
Schedules 
Take-off Data Estimating V 
Inflation Data External V/CC/A 
Dayworks Summary Reports Valuations cc 
Cost Control Standards Estirnating/Planning cc 
Requisitions Cost Control CC/A 
Claims Information Valuations cc 
Interim Payment Certificates Valuations A 
Miscellaneous Payment External A 
Receipts 
Final Accounts Valuation A 
P= Planning, E= Estininting, CF = Cashnow Forecasting, V= Valuations, CC = Cost Control, 
A= Accounting. 
Source: Ndektiggii and McCafTer 11541, mminlemeiit or inroi-ii, tion flow III collstnictioll C()")P-lllie%. Jot"D-d Of 
Construction Mall". Vlellielit alld Ecommics, Vol. 6, p 290-291. 
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The overall performance of the contracting organisation therefore depends on how 
well these functions communicate from bidding to practical completion. The case 
studies of clairns (Chapter Seven) found that this communication process is paper- 
based. The consequence is that a lot of data manipulation is carried out with 
further time consuming contacts for clarification or amplification. In many 
instances the recipients, the contractors' QS find the information received of such 
little value that they either re-extract or make-up their own data. The effect of this 
poor functional communication is the emergence of experts in each functional 
areas managing islands of information aided by sophisticated software. 
However, whilst there are experts within the contracting organisation devoted 
simply devoted to undertaking, planning, estimating, valuation and cost control 
functions, there are no such recognised or acknowledged experts for claims 
managernent (§§ 6.4.1). There are several mutually reinforcing reasons for this. 
, le project; 
(ii) there is no This includes: (i) claims do not arise in every sing 
separate role for managing claims in the way that there are estimators, planners 
and accountants. The personnel given this role in most cases decided in an ad-hoc 
manner; (iii) the process of managing clairns is relatively ill-structured. Unlike the 
orderly processes involved in producing an estimate or programme, there no set 
routines for producing a clairn. 
The result is that those assigned this important ffinction have to make use of the 
limited functionality added to software systems intended for other management 
functions. For example, it is very-comnion in industry to use the Critical Path 
Analysis software to perform analysis of delays for which owners should be 
responsible [159,160,161]. This situation is compounded by the fact that in the 
managernent of claims apart form the need to access internal information sources, 
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information generated from external sources such as design information and site 
records have to be dealt with as well (Chapter Seven). 
This chapter examines the extent to which general application software can be 
used in the claims management process. The conceptual analysis of the claims 
management process (§§ 5.3.0) indicated these software can be useful in the 
claims quantification process. The main focus of this chapter is to review their role 
in the quantification of claims. 
8.3.0 Claims quantification 
The main problern with quantification tends to arise in the area of the supporting 
evidence (§§ 5.2.3). The common practice for contractors faced with the costly 
task of producing such evidence is to use the global claims approach and formulae 
which very often results in disputes (§§6.4.0). 
The acceptability of formulae for instance has been the subject of controversy for 
the simple reason the use of these formulae often ignores the evidentiary 
requirement laid down by the courts (§§3.5.0). In fact, the criticisms levelled 
against the inherent assumptions of these formulae makes them untenable in legal 
proceedings where it is possible to more accurately estimate the darnage using the 
relevant records. 
The main problems in tile quantification of claims are in the areas of (Chapter Six 
and Seven), 
retrieval of supporting information and 0 
absence of necessary information. 
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8.3.1 Retrieval of Supporting Information 
A large proportion of the documentation containing the necessary information is 
still paper-based (Chapter Seven). Such sources of information may include 
(§§5.2.3): analysis of contractor's tender, detailed analysis of preliminaries, 
programme/progress chedules, correspondence from external organisations, 
records of site meetings, site diaries, analysis of extensions of time granted, 
specifications, variation orders, drawings, photogýaphs. 
Associated with these paper-based documents is the costly rigmarole of navigating 
a maze of filing cabinets, desks, drawers, folders sometimes years after completion 
of the project. The cost of maintaining these paper-based sources are very high 
(§§ 10.1.0). 
In practice individuals charged with this task make use of the limited functions of 
software systems designed for other recognised functions. These include database 
systerns, spreadsheets and project managernent software which are the subject of 
this chapter. These software are reviewed within the context of their capability to 
assist the clairns management process (especially quantification) [ 1601. 
8.3.2 Database Systems 
Tile term 'database', as used in this thesis, refers to any organised collection of 
information, e. g., labour, plant and materials records and other details. In a computer- 
based database systerns, special software, referred to as " database management 
system" allows the information to be accessed and manipulated in many ways. One 
could say that, if tile database can be seen as electronic library of information, then the 
database managernent system is the librarian. 
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Five kinds of database management systems can be identified [161,162]: relational 
database systems, viewdata systems, text retrieval systems, document image processing 
systems and hypermedia systerns. The recent surveys of the use of software 
applications in the construction industry [163,164] showed that relational database 
systems are tile most widely used. These are first described followed by a review of the 
lesser sued database systems. 
8.3.2.1 Relational Database Systems 
Relational Databases comprise a collection of records, each subdivided into a number 
of cornmon fields. A typical site record for labour could have the following fields: 
category of labour, clock number, rate, rnan-days, total pay and activity reference. 
Such records can be structured as a series of sequential files with data repeated in 
different files (or tables) to form logical links which may be supplemented by pointers 
or index tables. The result is that locating data, therefore, relies on tables/files being 
related to each through common fields. 
For example, plant record with fields of plant type, hours used, activity reference and 
rate can be linked to labour record via the activity reference (Chapter Twelve). The 
cost of plant and extended plant used on a delayed activity can be retrieved using the 
common filed called project activity reference. In addition to these features, some of 
the more recent relational databases e. g. Foxprow, allow some degree of mathematics, 
programming and analysis to be performed thereby making it possible to construct 
powerfiil repositories of data and permit entry of blocks of text such as abstracts of 
documents. The electronic "index cards" or records can be searched rapidly and 
accurately for particular cost data which can be re-organised at will by reference to 
any field or combination of fields. 
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The cost of materials, their procurement dates, invoice numbers, labour cost and other 
cost data which are relevant to the monetary assessment of clairns for say, the extra 
cost resulting from variations to works can stored and retrieved efficiently using these 
applications. It can be argued that if propQrly used as part of the contract 
administration process, the retrieval and location of information related is easily 
accessible. 
However, on account of limitations to text handling capabilities, e. g., text restricted to 
abstracts, other generic systems are required to compliment information retrieval 
particularly information in text or graphic format such as hypermedia (§§8.2.2.4), text 
retrieval systems (§§8.2.2.2) and docurnent imaging systems (§§8.2.2.3). 
Uses (! f Relational Datahases 
These are used to store information on the work to be done and its related 
resources Such as bills of quantities, activity schedules, resource requirements and 
availability, unit prices, invoices and cost reports. Experienced contractors would 
normally make these databases available to other functional software for example 
planning, estimating and accounting [159,160]. The individual preparing a claim 
has to tap into the appropriate database. 
In practice accessing relational databases is hampered by two factors. First, the 1. 
individual must be SUfficiently computer-] iterate to navigate all the systems. 
However, even with such SUfficiency, the databases are islands of information 
requiring the use of paper copies from which information is re-keyed for claims 
management purpose (Chapter Seven). 
Secondly, the nature of the information available is normally tailored for the need 
for a particular function (§§8.1.0). For example, weekly and monthly cost 
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summaries do not normally indicate when and/or which project activity has been 
delayed or disrupted (§§ 7.4.1). The activity may also just be part of a cost centre. 
Furthermore, there is the need to establish the causal link between additional 
expenditure and disrupting event (§§ 5.2.3). Doing so requires not only the cost 
reports but a review of more detailed information, such as site diaries, site labour 
and plant allocation sheets and instructions, which have to be located in a 
laborious fashion (§§ 7.5.0). All too often the process is a failure and the global 
claim is submitted. Relational databases by their nature are therefore best suited to 
support claims quantification. 
8.3.2.2 Viewdata Systems 
These are two-way interactive systems that allow access to static pages of information 
held on remote databases [162]. A typical access to a viewdata database is via either a 
telephone line or dedicated computer communication line although access via radio 
link is possible. Although these systerns can make available large number of pages of 
information to the user and can be updated frequently and easily, they are limited by 
the fact that they are only really suitable for storing summaries of documents rather 
than whole documents [ 162] 
An example of such a system is BLISS which is maintained by J. R. Knowles a leading 
firm of construction contracts consultants. This particular system enables access to 
case law surnmaries, case law reviews, rates and other construction related 
information. 
8.3.2.3 Text Retrieval Systems 
These systems have been developed specifically for tile handling of whole docurnents 
held as electronic files on computers, A user searches the database of docurnents by 
issuing Boolean queries, or other syntactic forms, employing keywords and phrases. 
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The systern then returns the titles of docurnents in which those words or phrases are 
found [166,167]. 
Systems such as DIALOG, have alternative interfaces that, facilitate the search of 
specific on-line databases. Databases, are chosen by menu selection and once the 
database is chosen the user is presented with the option for searching fields specific to 
the database and prompted to enter the appropriate search terms. After the items are 
retrieved, options for modifying a search include widening thern, replacing them, 
narrowing the subject terms or selecting limits. LEXIS, an on-line system is widely 
used in the United Kingdom by legal practitioners and acadernics for retrieval 
substantive law, offers a similar facility. Its sister systern, NEXIS, is used in the United 
States [168]. 
Though the precise sequence of operations followed in each of these systems vary, 
generally the user operates through a terminal, initiating the search after accessing a 
particular database by entering one or more keywords considered relevant to the 
search. The systern then compares the keywords with the concordance (an alphabetical 
index of almost all the databases words and their addresses) of filll text of that section 
of the database. The user then has the option, after retrieval of the documents, to 
modify the search and eventually browse and print out the desired text. 
The main drawback of text retrieval systems is that they are not user-friendly. The user 
has to communicate with the database in Boolean or other special syntax such as SQL 
[168]. For this reason, human intermediaries in the form of trained technicians are 
often used with all tile disadvantages that this type of arrangement entails. This 
drawback has received the attention of researchers. Parsaye, Chignell, Khoshafian and 
Wong [ 169], Willet [ 170) and Furnas el (il [ 17 1] point out that, the limitations of the 
retrieval techniques employed in these systems can be overcorne by complementing 
them with hypertext interfaces (§§8.2.2.4) and expert systems (Chapter Nine). 
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Prototypes such as those reported by Perrot and Smith [172], Smeaton [173] and 
Mylonas and Heath [174], interface hypertext environments with existing text retrieval 
systems, thereby combining the user-friendly nature of hypertext with the powerful 
tools of the traditional text retrieval techniques. 
Nes of Te-vt RetrievalSystem. v 
On the whole, text retrieval systerns of the type described were developed for 
particular classes of users who pay subscription fees and the cost of access by 
telephone lines. The finding of this research suggests that tile cost of these systems 
they have been restricted to very large organisations. However, a viable area of 
application is access to standard dOCUrnents, e. g., standard forms of contract, standard 
specifications, and construction law cases. Whatever the answer, information available 
in these systerns may be required by an integrated systern for clairns management. I 
8.2.2.5 Document Image Processing Systems 
Like text retrieval systems, document image processing systems are designed to store 
and facilitate the handling of large numbers of whole docurnents. The important 
difference being that tile documents in a text retrieval systern are in a processeable 
form whilst those in document imaging systems are non-processeable electronic copies, 
usually captured by scanners, of the originals. A processeable docurnent can be 
searched using text retrieval systerns or edited using a word processor in contrast to 
non-processeable documents. Documents held on rnicrofiche provide a classic paper- 
based analogy of these systems. 
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Use. v of Docituiew Iinage ProcessingVystein 
These systems can serve two main functions in the management of claims on 
construction projects. The first function is document management in large and complex 
claims preparation and evaluation for which supporting documentary evidence runs to 
hundreds of massive paper-based files. Such documents can be scanned into a 
computer and indexes created for efficient access and retrieval of relevant information. 
They are used, mostly by large contractors, to archive project documents, e. g., design 
drawings, correspondence, and diaries of site managernent, upon project completion. 
The advantage of these systems is that, when d&uments are captured, they are exact 
copies of the paper-based original not only in appearance but also in content. Also it is 
much more difficult to tamper with the image of the document. The main 
disadvantages of these systems are that: (i) the recovery of docurnents depends entirely 
upon careful indexing at the tirne the database is compiled or updated, (ii) as the 
docurnents are held as non-processeable images they take up far more computer 
storage space than their processeable quivalents. 
These systerns have since been superseded by a new generation of systems referred to 
as electronic document management systems (EDMS) which incorporate these 
functions, along with does of the traditional databases. Tile capability of the latter in 
the context of improving clairns management in general is examined in Chapter Ten. 
8.2.2.6 Hypei-media Systems 
This section provides a simplified explanation of software tools considered in this 
research which are part of a farnily of applications and packages referred to 
collectively as "hypermedia" systems. The history of the development of these systems 
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are detailed notably by Coklin [175], Nielson [176], Ritchie [177] and Slineiderman 
and Kearsley [ 178]. 
The term "mulli-inedia" is used to describe the combination of text, graphic and audio 
elements of information. The medium is termed "infet-active mulli-media" when the 
systern user can exercise some control over when and what information is viewed. If 
the design of a multi-media interactive systern imposes a structure of links between 
information elements for navigation and interaction then it becomes "hyj)ennedia". 
When the hypermedia system has a high element of text or symbolic content indexed 
and linked together to facilitate rapid electronic retrieval of associated information it is 
referred to as "hypertext" [179,175,174]. A key distinction between these 
applications is that, whilst hypertext applies to text-only applications, hypermedia is 
used to convey the inclusion of other rnedia. 
A typical hypertext systern consists of non-seqUential text files which are usually sized 
to fit computer screens and are self-contained. By creating links between related items 
of information relevant iterns can be read in any order that reflects the purpose of the 
user. Figure 8.1 illustrates hypertext systems schernatically. 
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Figure 8.1 :A simple hypertext system 
This contrasts with text in conventional text retrieval systems which have to be read 
from start to finish linearly to discover parts relevant to the needs of the user. These 
links form a networks of nodes also called "artiýcles", "documents", "files", "cards", 
"pages", "frames" and "screens", containing information in text, or in the case of 
hypermedia systems, graphics, video or sound. Many research and cornmercial 
packages offering hypertext features have been available since the rnid-1980s. 
Examples include HyperCard (Apple), Notecards (Xerox), KMS (Knowledge Systems 
Inc. ), Guide (OWL International) and Hyperties (Cognetics). 
Pofewi(tl itse-v qf Hy1)eri)ie(Iiu 
Shneiderman el al [178] identified the required characteristics of donflains which are 
amenable to hypertext application as: (i) where there is a large body of information 
organised, in numerous fragments, (ii) the fragmefits of this information relate to each 0 
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other; (iii) access to only small fragments of the information is needed at a time. From 
the analysis of the decision making process(§§5.2.2), claims management is a prime 
candidate for hypertext applications especially in the justification process. This 
conclusion is supported by Foskett [180] and Raymond and Tompa [181] who single 
out reference books, particularly those of a legal nature, as most suited for hypertext 
applications. Many construction contract documents, e. g., conditions of contract, 
specifications, bills of quantities, and method statements are in essence reference 
information. 
The potential of hypertext applications to clairris management has already been 
dennonstrated. Williams [182] developed a prototype reference manual to help in the 
inspection of asphaltic concrete pavernents. The information in the application 
included expert opinion on the subject from the New York State Department of 
Transportation. A similar system, based on the premise that hypertext can act as an 
assistant or tutor to help hurnans perform tasks thernselves developed by Bubbers and 
Christian [183] provides advice on delays tinder a Canadian standard form of contract. 
In an integrated system, the hypertext application can provide a user friendly interface 
for reference information in the justification stage of the claims evaluations process. 
8.2.3 Management Application Soffivare (FAS) 
The term "functional application software" is used in this thesis to refer to software 
developed specifically to supp'ort management functions in construction, e. g., 
preparation of bills of quantities, estimating, project planning and control, and plant 
managernent, and which are virtually of no use outside construction. 
The outputs of these systems are of particular relevance in the quantification and in 
certain instances justification of claims. For example, the use of CPM software to 
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analyse the effect of delay is now almost routine practice in clairns for prolongation has 
been pointed out in the introduction to this chapter (§§8.1.0). The limitations of these 
systems, as with the database management systems, is that, while very useful in the 
mathematical computations and information retrieval necessary to ease the task of 
demonstrating financial loss to a claimant, it is not possible to dernonstrate or evaluate 
the legal rights and liabilities of parties based solely on their output. The increasing use 
of these applications is indicated by recent CIOB sponsored surveys [ 163,164,184]. 
8.2.3.1 Uses of Project Management Software 
The common use of these category of software is in tile analysis of tile effect of 
delays on the contract completion date, This involves imposing the delaying event 
and carrying out of a critical analysis to deternnipe the new cornpletion date. By 
performing a number of "what-if " analysis and storing the results tile contractor 
can prove the effect of a series of delaying events. These applications are also 
used as forensic tools to construct as-built project schedules to illustrate the 
impact of event on tile original programme [I 11,120]. 
Some of tile more sophisticated project management products can be custornised 
to SLIpport claims management more directly by: 
applying the concept of hammock activity. This is a fictional activity the start 
and finish of which are linked to specific activities. If there is delay its dUration 
is automatically extended. This can be used to monitor the effect of delays on 
the project preliminaries. 
2. information requirements of the contractor can be programmed into the system, 
the end product being an annotated programme with accompanying schedules 
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of information requirements. The issue of such a schedule can constitute an 
application for instructions. 
some correspondence can be generated upon the happening of defined events. 
The limitations of these systerns are obvious. The central problem at least where the 
information is available is one of access across functions to retrieve documents and 
data. Fortunately, recent developments in the area of electronic docurnent management 
systerns would if adopted enable access. This will relieve substantially the burden of 
information retrieval (Chapter Ten). 
8.2.4 Wordprocessors, Spreadsheets and Computer -Aided Design Systems 
(CAD) 
Word-processing and spreadsheets were some of the earliest software systems to be 
used to any great extent in construction. In the area of clairns management they are 
used mainly in the preparation of dOCUrnents and in carrying out analysis requiring 
large amounts of repetitive Computations. 
CAD has been, by and large, confined to the design sections of tile industry. Even 
where such systerns are used cornmunication of design information to constructors has 
remained predominantly paper-based. However, with tile increasing use of tile design 
and construct procurement rnethod [185] and improvements in facilities for electronic 
data interchange this may change. 
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8.2.4.1 Uses Spreadsheets 
These are one of the most common IT tools employed in the construction 
industry. They are useful tool for tile number crunching part of the claims 
preparation. 
8.3.0 Limitations of Application Software 
Although the utility of these systems are obvious the absence of information limits 
their use in practice. This is particularly the case with information which 
establishes a causal link between the amounts claimed and the events giving rise to 
the clairn (Chapter Five). This absence compels contractors to use questionable 
approaches to the quantification of claims (Chapter Six and Seven). Quite clearly, 
the utility of any computer systern for claims management depends on the relevant 
information being there. Without proper record keeping all these tools even where 
fully implemented will be of no value. 
8.4.0 suillillary 
Computers are used in the management of claims. The systems reviewed in this 
chapter, have been developed for other purposes and therefore, place limitations on 
the way in which they can support clairris managernent. However, it is notable that 
although many clairris are made in the currency of most projects there are no 
comprehensive systerns designed for claims them. It has been shown in this chapter 
that these systems are Suitable for aspects of the clairns management process and can 
therefore be used in a dedicated system if an adequate level of project activity 
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EXPERT SYSTEMS AND CLAIMS MANAGEMENT 
9.1.0 Introduction 
The claims management process involves jusification of claims in principle (§§5.2.2). 
This requires understanding of the legal principles and procedures laid down in the 
standard forms. 
The examination of the decision making processes (Chapter Five) and the finding of 
the survey (Chapter Six) that interpretation of provisions of contract remains a 
problem suggests that this aspect could be a good domain for a group of IT tools 
called expert systems implementation. It was therefore one of the aims of tile research 
to investigare this possibility. This chapter reports this investigation first, by giving a 
brief history of expert systerns. 
9.2.0 A Brief History of Expert Systems 
The concept of the computer being used in the administration and practice of law has 
been around for decades. Mehl [186] described two types of "law machines" which 
can enhance legal practice. The documentary machine which can be used to find 
relevant legal text such as legal precedents which form the basis of judicial decisions 
and consultation machine capable of drawing on principles of law to give legal advice. 
Recent years have seen advances in tile use and design of Mehls documentary 
machines referred to today as legal text retrieval systems (§§ 8.2.2.2). For these 
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systerns, the techniques of storing large volurnes of legal text, the design of appropriate 
user interfaces and the formulation of search strategies are in a large part solved. 
However, the insufficiency of text retrieval systems as legal decisions aids has led to 
research and development of systems not only capable of storage and retrieval of legal 
information but also able to draw conclusions-or give legal advice based on such 
information. The consultation machines or legal expert systerns have such capability 
[187,188]. 
The development of these systems have been made possible by advances in artificial 
intelligence especially in the area of knowledge acquisition and representation, aided by 
the emergence of powerful English-like programming languages. 
9.3.0 Description of Al Systems 
The terill "knowledge" used in artificial intelligence (AI) parlance, refers to the 
information a computer program needs in order to behave or act intelligently. The 
body of knowledge that forms the basis of the intelligence of tile computer, 
represented in computer format is termed the knowledge base hence the term 
knowledge-based systems (KBS), intelligent knowledge-based systems (IKBS), 
knowledge-based expert systems (KBES) or expert systems in Al literature. 
In order to act intelligently, the computer has to respond to facts and use rules or other 
knowledge representation schernes [189] in the knowledge base selectively. The 
knowledge that guides the choice of responses to facts is termed the inference 
mechanism or control knowledge. A KBS thus, has a knowledge base and an inference 
mechanism for selective use of knowledge, which signifies intelligence, and a user 
interface to interact with the user during run time [ 190,19 1 ]. 
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The successful development of an expert system in any domain depends on the 
existence of substantial domain expertise organised for efficient search. The 
development of a KBS involves [ 189]: 
acquiring the knowledge by example or any practical means; 
iteratively expanding and refining the knowledge; 
devising efficient knowledge representations and structures; 
effectively using uncertain and inconsistent knowledge. I 
The design and implernentation of expert systerns involves three distinguishable 
processes: (i) knowledge acquisition; (ii) knowledge representation; (iii) knowledge 
implenientation. 
9.3.1 Knowledge Acquisition 
Knowledge acquisition is the process of transferring dornain expertise into 
implementation formalism. Two basic rules of the thumb can be identified fo r 
application to knowledge acquisition for effective problem solving [191]: (i) complex 
problems are easier to solve if partitioned into nearly decomposable parts, i. e. there 
should be a strategic division of tasks. Each area of law for example, can be reduced 
to identifiable concepts, (ii) problems should be analysed completely before solution 
methods are selected and applied. 
Once the knowledge acquisition process is done in a systematic manner then the effort 
required to represent the knowledge in a suitable format for implementation is reduced. 
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Three basic methods are adopted to formalise acquired expert knowledge. These are, 
production rules or rules, sernantic networks and frames. 
9.3.2.1 Production Rules 
Production rules or rules as they are often called are the most common knowledge 
representation technique [191,192]. They provide a formal way of representing 
directives or strategies and are most appropriate where the domain knowledge results 
from empirical associations accumulated through experience of problem solving. For 
example most legislative acts can be reduced to IF-THEN rules for implernentation 
as exemplified by the systern reported by Sergot [193] on the British Nationality Act. 
9.3.2.2 Semantic Networks 
This term is used to describe knowledge representation methods based on network 
structure. This representation scheme was originally developed for use as 
psychological models of hurnan rnernory but have become one of the standard 
representational schernes for Al and Expert Systems [191,194]. 
A semantic network consists of nodes connected by links called arcs describing tile 
relationship between nodes. Nodes in a semantic net can stand for concepts, objects or 
events. The arcs are defined in a variety of ways, depending on the nature of the 
knowledge being represented. Tile more cornmon of tile arcs used for representing 
hierarchies include isa and lias-pai-t arc. Figure 9.1, shows the structure of a simple 
sernantic net representing the statement "the JCT80 is a type of standard form of 
contract" and "every standard form of contract is a legal contract". 
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isa 
-IIi sa The JCT80 F-----Lejýtandard fonn of Contract r------Lol Ugal Contract 
Figure 9.1: A simple semantic ilet 
The isa, has-part relations and others, makes* it possible to establish a property 
inheritance in the semantic net. The semantic net can be searched using the meaning of 
the relations in the arcs to establish facts. Semantic nets are therefore useful in 
representing domains with well established taxonomies to simplify problem solving 
[191]. Hafner [195] for example, used a semantic net of legal concepts to develop a 
system to help lawyers retrieve information on court decisions. Based on the same 
concept, Meldman [196] developed a system to analyse legal cases on intentional torts 
of battery and assault. 
9.3.2.3 Franles 
Frames in Al are a special way of representing 0 common concepts and situations. 
Frarnes are data structures that present a curre nt stereotyped situation. Frames are 
organised in much the same way as semantic nets with a network of nodes and 
relations organised in a hierarchy. The topmost nodes could represent general concepts 
and the lower nodes specific instances of the concepts. However, the concepts at each 
node are defined by a collection of attributes (e. g. assault, battery ) and the values of 
those attributes (e. g. bodily harm, incapacitation), where the attributes are called slots. 
Each slot has procedures attached to it which are executed when the information slot is 
changed. 
Frarne-based systerns are therefore by their very nature are more suitable for dornains 
about which the form and content of data play an important role in problern solving 
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[191]. McCarthy [197] used this knowledge representation scheme in the earlier 
version of the TAXMMAN project. 
9.4.0 Implementing Knowledge-based Systems 
Four main tools can be identified for the implementation of knowledge-based systems. 
These are: (i) Programming Languages; (ii) Knowledge Engineering Languages; (iii) 
System Building Aids-, (iv) Support Facilities. 
9.4.1 Programming Languages 
The programming languages used for expert system applications are generally either II 
problem-oriented languages such as PASCAL and FORTRAN or symbol -rnani pulati on 
languages Such as LISP and PROLOG. 
The problern-oriented languages are well suited for classes of problems with features 
for performing algebraic calculations suited for mathematical as in scientific and 
statistical problem areas. Tile syrnbol-nianipUlation languages on the other hand, are 
specifically designed for artificial intelligence applications. Languages like LISP has 
rnechanisms for manipulating symbols in the form of list structures. A list structure 
being a collection of items enclosed in parentheses, each itern a symbol or another list. 
This kind of language structure has proved to be very useful in representing complex 
concepts. The main advantage of these languages is the flexibility offered to the 
systems builder [198]. 
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These are simply sophisticated environments for expert systerns development. They 
consist of a systems-building language integrated into extensive support facilities (§§ 
9.3.4). Knowledge engineering languages or expert system shells as they are often 
called, were developed by Al researchers specifically for building expert systerns and 
can generally be categorised as skeletal systerns or general purpose systems [ 189]. 
The skeletal systems are simply expert systems with their domain specific knowledge 
removed leaving the inference engine and the support facilities. For example, MYCfN 
a system for diagnosis and treatment of bacteria] infection [198] became the skeletal 
system EMYCIN while PROSPECTOR became KAS [189]. These stripped down 
expert systerns provide a ready made structure and built in facilities that make systems 
development easier and faster. However, they lack flexibility they can only be applied 
to a restricted class of problerns. This reduces the design options for systern 
developers. 
General purpose knowledge engineering languages such as CRYSTAL [199] well 
known in the UK on the other hand provide some generality in problem areas and 
types. The majority of expert systems reported in literature use these development 
environments. 
9.4.3 System Building Aids 
These are prograrns designed specifically to help the systems builder in knowledge 
acquisition and the design of systerns. Compared to programming and knowledge 000 
In is have 
been fiilly developed to engineering languages, very few systems bUilding ad 
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date. Two categories of these aids exist [200] : design aids e. g. AGE and knowledge 
acquisition aids e. g. ROGET. 
9.4.4 Support Facilities 
These are tools for aiding system development. These include debugging aids, 
knowledge base editors and tools for enhancing tile capabilities of tile finished system 
such as built-in input and output (1/0) facilities and automatic explanation generating 
mechanisms. These facilities normally come as part of knowledge engineering language 
packages (§§ 9.3.2) designed to work with a particular language. CRYSTAL for 
example, has a rule tracing facility that displays the system operation by listing all the 
rules triggered in a consultation and commands executed during test run. This rule 
listing facility also allows the editing of questions posed during consultation and 
automatic merging of knowledge bases. Which are useful features for modular systems 
development. 
9.5 0 Implementation Approaches In Law 
Legal expert systems are in essence able to store legal knowledge, process such 
knowledge efficiently in order to make appropriate selections which carry the system 
towards a defined goal. Which is to provide legal advice. 
Researchers in this area face a number of problems. Namely: (i) how best to model the 
legal decision making process in a manner that allows cornputerisation; (ii) tile best 
technique for tile design and development of knowledge bases in a problern area and; 
(iii) how to develop Suitable mechanisms for searching solutions. 
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Buchanan and Hendricks [198) while addressing these problerns identified four 
processes used by the lawyer in solving legal problems: (i) the establishment of a goal I 
and a rnethod of measuring progress towards it; (ii) the selection of rules to apply to 0 
facts; (iii) the recognition of relevant facts; (iv) the discovery of analogies, by 
generation of facts or rules. 
To model these legal processes two distinct approaches have emerged. The first, is the 
rule-based approach which uses logical deductions from legal norms and concepts. The 
second, ernphasises tile role of analogical reasoning and adopts what is termed, the Cý I'D 
case-based technique. Lately, neural networks [201] have also emerged as a possible 
technique for building legal expert systerns. II 
9.5.1 Rule-Based Systems 
In these systems the knowledge-base consists of production rules (§§ 9.2.2.1) deduced 
case law or statute law statements [202]. The best known of legal expert systems 
reported in the UK is that of Capper and Susskind [203] on the Latent Damage Act 
(1986). The systern reported by Sergot [193] and recently by Widdison [204] on 
European Law are typical examples of rule-based systerns. 
9.5.2 Case-Based SYstems 
This technique attempts to overcome the over simplification of legal concepts inherent 
in the rule-based approach. Tile argument is that even if the law is stated concisely as 
in statutes, their interpretation depends not on logic deductions used in rule-based (§§ 
9.4.1) but on the case law associated with the legislation. 
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In a case-based system, the legal concepts that apply to a case are first identified, the 
case law retrieved by some method and the probable outcome predicted based on 
thern. This models more closely the four processes identified by Buchanan and 
Hendricks [198] (§§ 9.4.0). One widely cited example of a case-based system, HYPO 
reported by Rissland and Ashley [205] for instance uses citation vectors to retrieve the 
"most-on-point-cases" from which the possible outcome of trade secrets law cases can 
be predicted. Schild [206], Gelbart and Smith [207] and others have used this basic 
concepts with variations to improve the retrieval of the relevant case law required to 
predict the likely outcome of a case. Attention has been focused also on developing 
interfaces to access a larger body of case law. 
Conceptually, case-based systems come closest irl achieving an ideal model of the legal 
decision making process for cornputerisation(§§9.4.0). According to Gelbart and 
Smith [207] the case-based approach apart from emphasising the importance of 
analogical reasoning in law, reduces the effort required for knowledge acquisition and 
representation. This is because the primary heuristics used for pattern matching cases 
yields a more compact and easy-to-maintain knowledge-base. Despite these 
advantages, fewer systems are implernented using this approach compared to the rule- 
based approach. 
9.5.3 Neural Networks 
A recent addition to the possible ways of developing legal expert systerns are neural 
networks. Neural networks are based on models of the human brain which although 
known to have a much lower processing speed compared with the modern computer is 
capable of reasoning with incomplete data using experience and learning. Neural C) 
networks seek to model this ability of pattern matching by adopting appropriate 
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programming techniques or changing the architecture of computing systems [208,209, 0 Cn 
210,211]. 
This approach involves training a neural netwo. rk system using existing test cases. 
During this process the system itself learns to identify generalised patterns from a set 
of specific examples that it is given. The systern can then be used to recognise these 
patterns in new cases presented to it. In contrast with the methods described earlier a 
variation of outcomes are possible in a neural network depending on the complexity of 
concepts that can be incorporated in the network. Carling [212] gives a detailed 
account of neural networks and compares them with the traditional expert systern 
techniques. 
9.5.4 Open texture and Legal Expert Systems 
Tile notion of open texture is oflen encountered in legal literature. Law and legal 
concepts are said to exhibit open texture: a legal concept has a definition only for 
cases that have been come to the courts and been decided, For cases yet to be tested in 
the courts, the exact definition of legal concepts cannot be determined in advance. 
However, where ground breaking cases arise, the courts are guided by precedents 
which impose an obligations to exercise judicial discretion according certain principles. 
How legal expert systems can be designed to handle novel cases is a problern which 
has as yet to be fully addressed in current systems [206]. These limitation aside legal 
expert systerns can still aid legal decision making. Their role in the following section. 
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9.5.4.1 Role Of Legal Expert Systems 
The utility of legal expert systems in the practice of law has been the subject of much 
debate in the legal community [202]. However, it has become obvious even to its 
critics that these systerns if well designed have at least an educational value. In fact 
several Law Schools have developed what is widely termed Computer Aided 
Instruction (CAI) systems [204] to aid the teaching of law. Bainbridge [213] also 
identified training as a vital area where legal expert systems can be employed. 
He argued that where an expert system project is conceived with a clear idea of the 
intended users, the manner in which the systern is intended to help thern and the extent 
of help it is designed to give then it is entirely possible for the systern to be fully 
implemented. 
The acceptance of Capper and Susskind's system [203] and GIO's system for motor 
injury claims evaluation in Australia [214], are classic examples of the advisory role for 
legal expert systems. 
This concept of legal expert systems which stresses the advisory and educational 
capability according to Bench-Capon [214], removes one of the major obstacles in the 
practical implementation of these systems i. e. they are intended to augment and not 
supplant human reasoning. It can deduced that if legal expert systems are seen as a 
wider exploitation of information technology then their potential role of in legal and 
quasi-legal capacities such as construction claims management is immense especially 
where used in conjunction with other systems, The scope for expert systems in claims 
management is the subject of the rest of this Chapter. 
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9.6.0 Scope for Expert Systems in Construction Claims Management 
The settlement of claims without recourse to costly litigation requires that (§§ 5.3-0) 
: (i) making claims for reimbursement consistent with the provisions of contract: (i) 
justifying the claim; and (ii) quantifying such clairns in a manner that relates events to 
costs. The following sections of this Chapter reviews reported legal expert systems 
with respect to the above listed claims management processes 
9.6.1 Claims Justirmation and Legal Expert Systems 
Ensuring that a clairn for reirribursement is consistent with express provisions of 
contract or valid tinder a general principle of law is the linchpin in evaluating claims 
(§§5.2.2). Where for example, a contractor suffers or stands to suffer financial loss 
from the conduct of his employer or others for whorn the employer is responsible for in 
law, the provisions of contract that sanction such entitlement need to be identified. 
However, in the absence of express provisions damages could still be recovered for C 
breaches of contract Linder general law of contract. In fact most standard forms of 
building and civil engineering contracts preserve such rights. 
An important part of this process is to ensure compliance with contractual 
procedures(§§5.2.1). For example, making application for information or giving C 
notices is a condition precedent to clairns for disruption resulting from lack of 
information. Also, the contractor must provide evidence of compliance. Tile legal 
expert systerns described next illustrate how expert systerns can be applied to the 
claims justification process, 
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9.6.1.1 Latent Damage Law Expert System 
A foremost example of how the artificial intelligence techniques discussed can be 
employed in establishing rights and obligation under law where the legal principles are 
well established is the Latent Damage Law expert system [203]. 
This system is based on the representation of the Latent Damage Act (1986) which 
concerns the limitation of actions for damages, i. e. the time beyond which an action 
becomes statute-barred. Normally, a claim involving damages to property cannot be 
cornmenced six years after the occurrence of the damage. Special rules however apply 
where the damage does not manifest itself for a period of time as is usually the case for 
defective building foundations. The law dealing with these issues is contained in 
statutes Such as the Limitation Act (1980), together with a rich array of case law. 0 
This systern gives advice on whether a breach of duty has occurred and, if so, whether 
the plaintiffproperty owner) is in time to commerice action. 
Implemented using the CRYSTAL, the knowledge base consists of production rules 
formalised firorn tile statute-law staternents (§§9.4.1). Tile systern during consultation, 
provides yes and iio prompts to questions, with sorne textual explanations through a 
help facility and rnenU options. 
This system essentially demonstrates how complex statutory regulations and law with 
substantial case law and literature can be reduced into a form that allows the evaluation 
of rights and obligations in the absence of expert knowledge. 
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9.6.1.2 Nuisauce Advisoi-y System -JURIX 
This advisory system is based on a rule guided analysis of nuisance case law [208]. 
This case-based system addresses the problem of open texture of legal concepts by 
indexing the knowledge base according to legal concepts. For each concept it is 
possible to retrieve legal information related to it in the form of relevant precedents, 
authoritative quotations and argumentation. The system allows consultations to be run 
several tirnes while changing answers to retrieve qdditional information. 
This systern compared to Latent Darnage System (§§ 9.5.1.1) enables the user to try 
different approaches to a case at hand as well as and hypothetical cases. Tile 
information retrieved during consultation then forms the basis of assessing the 
strength of a case. 
9.6.1.3 System for Tax Advice 
The system for tax advice, TAXADVISOR [216], a rule-based expert system 
implemented using EMYCIN assists attorneys with tax and estate planning for clients 
with large estates. The systern collects client data and infers actions the client needs to 
take to settle there financial profile, including insbrance purchases, retirement actions, 
transfer of wealth and the modification of gift and will provisions. The system uses 
knowledge about estate planning based on attorneys' experiences and strategies as well 
as more generally accepted knowledge from literature. 
9.6.1.4 Legal Analysis System 
The Legal Analysis System reported by Meldman [196] helps lawyers perform legal 
analysis about intentional torts of assaults and battery. The lawyer presents the system 
with a set of facts which the system then relates to the relevant legal doctrine. The 
systern then presents the user with its conclusions, including the logic behind them and 
references to judicial decisions and secondary legal authority to support the conclusion. 
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The expertise, doctrines and case facts are represented using semantic networks(§§ 
9.2.2.2). 
9.6.2 Quantifying Claims and Legal Expert Systems 
The necessity for showing a causal link between cause and effect has been stressed in 
the review of case law. 
The mathematical techniques for establishing qgantuni rarely presents any problem 
apart from large Volumes of repetitive calculations involved. These calculations can be 
performed by general application software such as relational databases and 
spreadsheets (§§8.2.2). 
The main problem tends to arise in tile area of the supporting evidence. The following 
systems illustrate how artificial legal expert systems can be applied to the clainis 
quantification process. 
9.6.2.1 System for Asbestos Litigition 
Expert systems designed to draw on the experience of experts in establishing the legal 0 
validity of a claim and assessing the value of a qlaim for faster settlement have been 
reported in literature. One such system, is the System for Asbestos Litigation (SAL) 
[191]. 
This rule-based expert system evaluates asbestos claims under Product Liability law in 
the United States. The system handles one class of diseases, asbestosis, and one class 
of plaintiffs, insulators. SAL provides estimates of how much money should be paid to 
plaintiffs in active cases to help promote rapid settlement. The system uses knowledge 
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about damages, defendant liability, plaintiff responsibility and case characteristics such 
as type of litigants and skill of opposing attorneys. With medical evidence and tile law Zý In 
as a basis tile system produces money value assessments of the extent of liability. This 
assessment then forms the basis of the out of court settlements. A similar system for 
assessina rnotor injury claims described by Greanleaf [214] is in commercial use in 
Australia. 
9.7.0 Examples of systems designed for clainis management 
A number of systerns have been reported by researchers in construction specifically for 
claims management. These are briefly described. These are not exhaustive but 
exemplify the state of the art. 
9.7.1 System for resolving Contractual disputes 
Alshawi and Hope [217] describe an expert systern which evalUates the entitlement of 
a contractor to tirne extension tinder the JCTSO extension of tirne clause (clause 25). 
The systern obtains details Such as contract completion date, previous tirne extensions, 
site possession afforded the contractor and any notices of delay served by the 
contractor pursuant to an extension of tirne required. The information provided is used 
by the systern to evaluate the contractual position with respect to tirne limits of 
decisions and the contractual state of the parties at the tirne of consultation. 
As well as advising on the applicability of an 6xtension of time clairns, the system C. 
encompasses features such as advice on the most appropriate action to be taken by 
parties in related areas of contract law Such as "tirne at large" situations, liability for I'D 
liquidated darnages, freezing of fluctuations and potential for loss and expense claims. 
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, Ytpei-Clialige [218] analyses claims that arise Linder the clian, (-, 5, es 
(variations) clause of 
the US Federal Acquisition Regulations. The system encodes the legal mechanism 
under which a US government agency may make unilateral changes to suit their 
requirements. It evaluates tile contractor's ability to obtain suitable compensation or 
adjustment for the changes for actions of government agency that is considered as 
changes to tile works. 
9.7.3 System for Analysing Construction Claims 
Reported by Alkass el u/ [2 18], this system essentially represents a prototype for 
integrating scheduling functions, with standard applications such as databases and 
spreadsheets and an expert system to analyse the impact of delays on the 
contractor progress. The system provides guidance on record keeping and cost C) 
estimates preparation needed for presentation of a case. 
9.8.0 Weakness of legal expert system for claints mallagement 
Given the nature and scale of the problems raised by clairns in the Survey (Chapter 
Six) and case Studies of clainns (Chapter Seven), the expert systems reported in 
literature based on the information provided suffier frorn two main drawbacks. 
First, the techniques employed to represent legal knowledge in these systerns do 0C 
not address the fact that legal concepts often found it, construction contract are 
open textured (§§ 9.4.4). It is not uncommon to corne across phrases like 
"t-ea. voiwh1e lime", "it-ol-kincul-like 111aimei", "i-egulcir ln-ogt-ess (? f ivol-ks" in 
provisions of contract. Althoug-11 sorne attempt has been made in form of 
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referencing case law from a case database as done by Diekrnann and Kini [218] 
given tile level of judgement required it qUestionable whether the reported 
systerns go far enough to address this iSSLie. 
Secondly, the issue of accessing conternporary records of events to establish proof 
of compliance appears to be beyond tile scope of tile reported systerns but well 
within the province of document management systerns which have ernerged in tile 
last five years. This need is necessary as much of the documents are paper-based 
(Chapter Seven). Researching paper documents is a costly process. As tile survey 
found (§§6.4-0), contractors Would not undertake this research unless compelled 
to do. These weaknesses are probably responsible for tile lack of uptake of this 
technology in the construction industry. I 
These deficiencies apart interest in their use is not diminished. The use of expert 
systems in activities such the atithoring of contracts to Suit each project [220], 
interpretation of construction contract provisions [221], evaluation of claims [217]; 
Diekmann and Kim [2 18] and even their use by all project participants to evaluate the 
merits of clairns during disputes [222] has been proposed. These systerns are also seen 
as vehicles for educating construction professionals on obligations Linder contractual 
arran(rements common in the industry [223]. I: w 
To enhance their utility developers have incorporated interfaces to access information 
processed by other management software such databases, spreadsheets and CPM 
packages. This trend recognises the influence of such information on rights and 
obligation tinder contract. The systern reported by Alkass el cil [219] for example, 
interfaces a spreadsheet package to analyse delays while Riad el (1/ [222] include a 
package that uses the time impact analysis procedure which involves the use of 
network-based scheduling tools to identify, quantify and explain the cause of schedule 
variance. 
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Despite the obvious advantages Of using these systerns as these examples illustrate, 
their implementation is hampered by software and hardware limitations. On going 
research suggests that as the solutions for these problems are found the introduction of I=n 
practical systems hinges the level of abstraction these systems must have and their 
acceptance by the industry as management tools. This will require education and 
training in order to overcome the industry's reluctance to embrace these tools. 
9.8.0 S11111111.11-Y 
The taxonomy of expert systerns has been described in this chapter. Examples of legal 
expert systems have been provided to illUstrate the potential of expert systems in 
assisting in the legal evalUation of claims. Systems designed specifically for clairns 
niana(Tement were also reviewed SLIggesting that these systems can be applied to clairns 
JUStification and to some extent quantification. Despite their limitations, they are useffil 
for the training to improve expertise for clairns preparation and evaluation. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTINIANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR 
CONSTRUCTION CLAIMS MANAGEMENT 
10.1.0 Introduction 
In tile absence of documentary proof making claims is viewed as an attempt to 
make more profit on an otherwise marginally profitable project [13]. Tile 
conceptual model of tile decision making process developed in Chapter Five 
suggests that the clairns rnanagement process relies on information frorn a 
variety of sources. The case studies of clairris preparation (Chapter Seven) 
revealed that a major hindrance to tile contractor's ability to produce well 
substantiated and properly quantified claims is that, most of sources of clairris 
relevant information are paper-based. This finding supports the results of the 
survey of contractors (§§6.4.0) which found that in terms of cost and tirne the 
most important factor for delays in preparing clairris are the identification, 
retrieval, quantification and assembling of clairris documents. To avoid the cost 
involved in this process contractors to resort to the use of the global clairns 
approach which the review of case law (§§3.5.0) and survey of consultants 
(§§6.5.0) indicates that this is a major reason for the rejection of contractors 
claims. 
The examination of software applications used or designed to assist claims 
management (Chapter Eight and Nine) Suggests that the utility of these systerns 
are severely limited by their inability to incorporate tile wide range of 
information sources upon which tile decision making, process in claims 
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management rely. Specifically, accessing and using paper-based information is I In 
still predominant in the construction inclustry. 
This chapter examines the possible role Electronic Document Management 
Systerns (EDMS) can play in claims management through tile review of 
literature oil the cost of current paper-based systerns, EDMS technology, the 
aspects of the claims management process it can improve and the possible 
functional role of these systems in an integrated COMPLIter-based systern. Part of 
the interpretation of the impact EDMS can make on the clairris management is 
based the author's first hand experience using these software in special 
workshops and interviews with corporate decision makers in other industries 
currently applying the technology. 
10.2.0 The Cost of Paper-based Document Management 
According to Hyland [224] paper-based document management suffer frorn a C 
number of inefficiencies. These are: 
0 files are invariably incomplete; 
0 documents are often duplicated and/or lield at multiple storage 
sites; 
tile original paper can only be viewed b one person at a time Iy 
and tracking of information is laborious; 
retrieval is slow and storage is expensive. 
This being the case, one would question the reason wily these systerns are 
maintained at all. Tile answer is simple. Information is extrernely valUable and 
any system is better than no systern. Bird [225] examining the problern of 
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document management in the UK construction industry reported that the 
average white collar worker in the industry handles around 16000 A4 pages of I 
paper a year which includes drawings, letters, memos, minutes of meetings and 
managernent reports. Overall, she estimates that the paper mountain created a 
year amounts to about 16 million pages. 
A recent US research also suggests that the average business executive spends 
approximately one month a year looking for docurnents [225]. It costs 116,500 
to fill a four drawer filing cabinet and another 11,440 to maintain. Tile research 
also found that, -')% of dOCUrnents are mis-filed costing, about LSO to retrieve. In 
This research suggests that this adds an additional cost of 12.25 per docurnent 
filed. 
In the construction industry, this management cost is additional to tile potential 
cost of litigation which can result of poor docurnent management [73]. With the 
current state of tile construction industry, tile maintenance of these paper-based 
systems is an unnecessary overhead. A modern docurnent systern using the 
appropriate technology can cater for the wide range information Sources 
required for project managernent and claims management in particular. The 
potential for reducing overheads relating to maintaining paper records is now 01 0 
possible through tile implementation of Electronic Document Management 
Systerns (EDMS). These generic systems offer tile capability to integrate current I _n 
paper-based docurnents, microfiche archives, form processing Such as for tirne 
sheets and a host of other features. This capability afforded by developments in 
EDMS can ensure that the contractor can access information quickly, efficiently 
and with the knowledge that every access is complete, 
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10.3.0 Description of Electronic Document Management Systems 
An Electronic Document Management Systern (EDMS) is a toot for the storage 
and retrieval of unstructured information. This information can include faxes, 
word processed documents, spreadsheets, database reports, notes, scanned 
images and drawings. Although it is possible to consider EDMS from the 
perspective of the document Source, it is more useful to discuss thern with 
reference to three main functional application areas cornmon to these systerns: 
Document Image Processino(DIP) 
I- 1= 
0 FLJII Text Retrieval 
0 Computer Output to Laser Disk(COLD) 
10.3.1 Document Imige Processing (DIP) 
The modern DIP is in essence the use of computers to store and retrieve innages 
which represents copies of docurnents. The computer system therefore, replaces 
the paper filestore (filing cabinet) or micrographic systerns(microfilm and 
microfiche) and in many cases the paper documents can be disposed of 
cornpletely. Earlier systems based oil the ni-ne concept were introduced in 
Chapter Eight (§§ 8.2.2). 
The key component of DIP is tile input systern which includes a scanner 
together with an associated software. The growing range of scanning systems 0 11-1) -1) C) 
offer speeds and capabilities to meet all requirements. For example, a small 
manuall fed systern is a desk-top device with a throughput capability of around y Op 
six pages per minute using A4 or smaller paper sizes. Larger devices suitable for 0 1-: - 0 
A3 to AO documents are now available. Faster throughput can be achieved with 
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automatic dOCLInnent feeders (ADF) and double sided (duplex) scanning devices 
which are capable of inpLittill(I hundreds of pages per minUte. 0 
The scanner is attached to a computer using standard interface. Tile PC may be 
stand alone, a dedicated DIP input system (where images are transferred to the 
user once validated) or part of an overall DIP systern where it will be used for 
input management and retrieval. The scanner is an intelligent device with its own 
on-board computer which works in conjunction with software in the computer to 
achieve functionality. 
DIP software comprises of two main modules: the irnage formatting software 
used to create the computer record including compression routines and the 
software which determines how the image will be retrieved. Figure 0. 
illustrates tile basic operation and components of a simple EDMS for managing 
claims. 
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Figure 10.1: A simple Electronic Document Management System for 
Claims 
These systerns are capable of integrating docurnents from all the sources of 
information (Chapter Seven) required for the preparation and evaluation of 
claims. For example, tile Quantity Surveyor can extract tile actual deployment of 
labour on each activity from timesheets, update resource usage in the detailed 
schedule of works Without having to re-key in the data from the a keyboard. 
This will enable the hirn to link increased resource usage attributable to 
disruption or delay. He will then be able to prepare a detailed claim 
docurnentation based on these records for settlement soon after tile occurrence 
of the event. This finictionality was absent. frorn earlier systerns reviewed in 
Chapter Eight (§§8.2.2.2). 
1 
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10.3.2 Computer Output Laser Disk (COLD) 
Historically, computer generated reports were composed frorn data records 
which are printed out, but not kept on the systern as a document. In this 
situation, so long as data remained unchanged there was a chance that the 
docurnent could be recomposed. However in real life, the data is frequently 
updated or changed in sorne way so the printed version became the 'oi-igitictt 
The cost of keeping reports on cornputer disks for subsequent viewing was 
uneconomic and operationally impractical, so the reports or printouts had to be 
kept and filed as the only retained copies. This is one reason wily tile earlier DIP 
systems were not widely implemented in industry compared to EDMS- 
The introduction of laser disks in tile mid 1980s changed the economics 
radically. These new devices offered huge storage capacity with lower cost per 
megabyte bUt were intrinsically a better mediurn than magnetic disks. With 
access times of around 10 seconds, the rnediUrn has been adopted for electronic 
docurnent management. Computer OUtpUt to Laser Disk therefore carne to mean 
that 'computer output to printer' was mirrored by copies being sent to laser disk 
or COLD. 
This terminology can be confused with references to optical disks which use tile 
sarne laser technology. In this chapter COLD relates to both systerns as 0 
classification by sizes is a matter of capacity, cost and speed of retrieval. 
Generally, tile developments in this technology have produced three types of 
laser disks which are Used with EDMS. These are: 
CI 9 D-ROM - Compact Disk with Read Only Memory, where inforniation is 
pressed onto the disk in a manufacturing process similar to audio CDs, 
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0 WORM - Write-Once-Read-Many where the disk can be written to by a 
computer but the information cannot be overwritten, These are generally 
preferred when it is essential to retain information for a considerable length 
of time, 
ReWrifuhle disks similar to WORMs which can be written to many times in 
much the sarne manner as magnetic disks. 
COLD therefore refers to new storage mediUrns using' laser disks with large 
storage capacity. 
10.3.3 Text Retrieval 
Text Retrieval differs from Document Image Processing in that, the former do 
not hold documents as images. In text retrieval systerns users had to search and 
retrieve inforination by keyword or phrase, using logical operators, wild card 
and phonetic searching. The retrieval of the docurnent therefore depends on its 
content and can performed over records, databases, word processed and 
spreadsheet files and all forms of machine readable data. This functionality brings 
the capabilities the traditional text retrieval systems (§§8.2.2.2) into electronic 
document management. C) 
10.4.0 Types of Systems Available 
A whole spectrum of generic systerns for electronic docurnent management have 
emerged on the market. Three main categories can be identified [227]: 
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0 Dynamic DOCUrnent Management Systems, 
0 DOCUrnent Image Management Systems; 
Document Exchan(ye Pro(yrarns. 00 
10.4.1 Dynamic Document Management Systems 
Sometimes referred to as ad-hoc document management or Workflow systerns, 
these focus on managing docurnents that are still in creation, being edited or in 
production stages. 
Dynamic Document Management Systems have four basic functional elernents 
[228,227]: (i) to enable the user to desiGn the Workflow once tile key processes C 
have been identified and mapped; (ii) to integrate with existing Sources of 
information and task-support systerns; (iii) to manage the flow of work tasks by 
delivering the right information to the user or group and passing work on when 0 In 
completed; and (iv) to provide management with information so that it can 
control the flow of work. From the writers' experience, these systerns are 
suitable for well structured tasks requiring high Volume processing. For example, 
in construction tile preparation of Bills of Quantities which involves tile 
valuation and estimation departments of a construction firill can be managed 
very effectively by such a systern. 
10.4.2 Document Image Management 
These focus on the management of dOCUrnent§ that are already complete, making 
content creation and formatting easy. Document Image Processors permit the 
assimilation of documents from external sources as electronic documents. For 
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example, some of the latest Estimating packages which are now used by some 
major construction firms apply this technology to enable Bills Of QUantities to 
scanned and used for estimation and valuation. 
10.4.3 Document Exchange Programs 
Document Exchange Programs fOCLIS on making electronic documents more 0 In 
portable. Aiming to reduce the handling of paper dOCLIments b using formatted C, I=) y 
electronic versions that the User can open and print in different applications. 
10.4.4 All purpose Systems 
It is important to recognise the wide range of input Sources for electronic 
docurnent managernent systerns. EDMS is often associated with scanned innages 
of paper documents but the latest systerns on the market now enable the easy 
inclusion of dOCUrnents frorn a variety of Sources: (i) frorn paper documents via 
scanning equipment, (ii) from rnicrofilrn and microfiche via special scanners, (iii) 
from PC systems such as word processing (WP), spreadsheets or desk-top 
publishing (DTP) via electronic input, (iv) from data processing applications, for 
example pay advice, invoices, schedules of rates and a many more via electronic 
input. 
Although Solutions exist for each of the application areas, experience has shown 
that to rneet most business requirements the approach is tile adoption of an 
integrated document management systern, The major benefit being the creation 
of a comprehensive, cornpUter-based repositories with effective storage and 
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retrieval facilities. The general purpose systerns profiled by Stevenson [226] are 
eloquent examples of integrated packages. 
10.5.0 Integrating Information Sources Using EDNIS 
Five main functional departments within the construction Organisation generate 
information required in the preparation and evaluation of clairns (Chapter 
Seven). These are, accounting, planning, valuation, estimating and cashflow 
forecasting. The dependence of these functions on information generated by each 
function and the poor interface that exists for accessing such information which 
has been the Subject Of 111LIch research highlighted notably by tile work of C) 
Ndekugri and McCatTer [158] has been eniphasised in Chapter Eight (§§8.1.0). 1: 1 C 
This dependency naturally extends to claims management as a new and ernergring 
construction management function where these Sources are additional to site 
activity data aCCUrnulated during the currency of each project. In general the 
sources of claims relevant information can be categorised as, site reports, in- 
house cost reports, communication with clients agents and general project 
docurnents (Chapter Seven). 
From the case studies reported in chapter seven, two main formats of 
information were identified (§§7.0): paper and electronic. The electronic data 
was Usually generated within tile construction firm while tile site reports are 
paper-based. 
The paper-based site reports can be captUred via iniaging technologies and 
electronic ones SLIch as project cost data can be imported by any EDMS systern 
(§§12.2.0). This allows all files to be stored in their original format and viewed I 
before retrieval. Data from these files can also be exported to the original 1ý 
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application for editing and version control. Progress data from weekly or daily 17.1ý 
activity update forms, can be used in this way to update the prograrnme of work 
thereby removing the need to key in the data manually (Chapter Twelve). I 
In addition, the information SOUrces which are not viable for conversion to 
electronic format can also be managed using other functions of EDMS packages. C. It) 
Physical iterns such as books, site diaries, archive boxes can be stored, tracked, 
retrieved and disposed of as appropriate Using one of these technologies. The 
management of all these varied sources of information is possible as a result of C 
advances in autornatic data capture which has accompanied the emergence of 
EDMS. 
10.5.1 Automatic data capture 
There a number of these technologies associated with EDMS that compliments 
keyboard data entry. These inClUde bar coding, optical mark recognition(OMR), 
optical character recognition(OCR) and intelligent character recognition(ICR). 
10.5.1.1 Mai- Coding e5 
, 
is well established in records rnanaglement primarily as a The use of bar coding 
means of tracking physical files. It is also a major source of data capture for Z13 
incoming images either via scanners or facsimile. They can be used to identify 
file numbers, docurnent types and the like with a very high accuracy. I 
10.5.1.2 Optical Character Recognition . (OCR) L4 
OCR is the conversion of typed text frorn an image into machine readable form I,! ) 
SLIch as word processing files. The OCR data has enorrmis benefit as a "n I 
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supplement to the index of clOCUrnents already held in a database. It enables 
searches of the entire document and not just tile text in the index. 
OCR error rates depend oil the quality of the docurnent being read. New 
documents can be read with greater success while older, darnaged or hand- 
written documents can present problems. 
10.5.1.3 Optical Mark Recognition (ON] R) 
OAIR technology can detect whether a mark for example ail answer to a multiple 
choice qUestion, or signature exists in a specific area of a forill. 
10.5.1.4 Intelligent Charactei- Recognition (ICR) 
ICR is the conversion of hand-written characters, usually in constrained boxes 
into machine readable data. As with OCR this technology has the ability to 
supplement indexes held in a database and is ideal for lifting data from forms 
such time sheets and site reports. 
10.6.0 Possible impact of electronic document management Systems 
A recent survey sponsored by the Document Management Suppliers' Group 
[228] revealed that the five main factors listed by potential users for 
implementing these systerns in order importance were: (i) faster task I 
completion-, (ii) improvement of quality, (iii) cost reduction-, (iv) reduced storagge 
space; (v) shortened time scale for processes. 
The above factors have very important implications for the construction 
indUstry. Tile reliance of most construction firms on paper-based systerns is 
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epitomised by tile difficulties experienced in tile management of an information 
intensive function such as claims preparation and evaluation. In the context of 
construction clainis manauennent the main benefits of implementing EDMS 0 
SOILItions will be in: 
0 the speedy preparation of claims docurnentation; 
0 reducing, cost of claims preparation, 
0 efficient access and retrieval from all clainis-relevant information 
SOLirces, 
0 access to information across functions and applications. 
10.6.1 Speedy preparation of Claims 
The ability of the contractor's QUantity SUrveyor to establish entitlement for any 
claim depends not only on the narratives often cited in clainis documents but on 
an aCCOUnt of events on site based on the examination relevant records. Since 
these records are mostly paper-based tile time and cost required to identify and 
retrieve the pertinent documents to make any form of assessment is considerable 
(Chapter Six and Seven). 
Take tile case or a contractor attempting to show that the piecerneal release of 
design information by the consultant delayed and disrupted tile regular progress 
of works. For a start, lie has to establish the dates on which these were due and 
when they were received. Request for information (RFI) and other 
communication with the designer which are needed to Support this clairn could 
be buried with hundreds of other documents related to the project. 
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Time has to be set aside to leaf thrOLH, 111 these files to retrieve each of these 
documents for evaluation of tile facts. This is often not viable compared to tile 
value of the claim. The consequence is the use of cost SUrnmaries (Chapter 
Seven). EDMS posses the ffinctional capability to undertake this process in a 
fraction of the time and cost this process currently involves. In view of the 
diversion of resource that this task often requires the use of EDMS will in the 
medium to long term lead to considerable cost savings . 
10.6.2 Improved quality of clainis doctiments 
One of the criticisms often levelled against contractors is that the information 
provided as a basis for entitlement is wanting, in terms of detail and/or availability 
(Chapter Six). The dilemma for the contractor in this regard is that the cost of 
retrieving tile required information SLIch as reSOLIrce allocation on project 
activities affected manually fi-oni tile paper records is high (Chapter Seven). For 
all tile will lie might have the resource requirement does not often make it viable 
in relation to aniount claimed. The contractor conseqUently, prefers to make 
general claims and retrieve the reqUired detailed information only when 
compelled, sometimes years after the event (§§6.4.0 and §7-0) or Use the global 
claims tecliniqUe which the law suggests may not be acceptable (Chapter Three) 
and is not favoured by consultants (§§6.5.0). 
Collectinig, evidence of this kind is possible with most of EDMS packages oil tile 
market. The presence of all the relevant project records in all electronic 
document mana(Ternent systern with form reading capability call automate the 
retrieval and information evalUation process identified as crucial in the decision 
making process in claims management (Chapter Five). C, 
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10.6.3 Access to information across functions and applicatiolls 
Apart from site reports on which claims preparation relies, Sources Such as in- 
house cost reports and rates are important in the quantification of claims 
(Chapter Seven). The difficulty for the contractor is that, very often each 
functional department maintains its own data base structured to suit its particular 
needs. Usin( g data from other functions thus required the data to be 
reformulated. This lack of adequate interface means that for certain data such as 
materials, cost data have to be dealt with in the form of hard paper copies. With 
the advent of COLD as part of EDMS, access can be provided across functions 
and applications to all dOCLU-nentation within the construction organisation 
allowing retrieval re(-Tardless of format. 1 1-: 1 
10.7.0 Replacing the paper-hased system 
The simplest application of EDMS oil a small scale for managing claims is where 
tile system is used to replace tile paper-based filing of project documents. 
Although basic, it illustrates tile concept most vividly. The main components are: g 
(i) coinInder - screen, memory, disk storage and operating systern with links to 
central storage, (ii) (Ioctii)iew sc(tiiiier . to allow original 
docurnentation to be 
scanned into the COMPLIter -, (iii) 1wiWer : to enable copies of tile original 
document to be i-nade (iv) o1qVictition soffis, (ire : to allow tile scanned 
docurnents to be manipulated at as well as the paper alternative. The Document 
Management Resource Guide [229] provides a list of some of tile well known 
product oil the market. 
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10.8.0 The Role of EDNIS in an Integrated Computer-hased System 
The review of computer applications which are used in aspects of claims 
preparation especially quantification (Chapter Eight) and justification (Chapter 
Nine) concluded that the utility of such systerns are severely hampered in 
practical terms because they do not provide access to the range of information 
sources needed for clainis managernent. The essential application that can enable 
an integrated IT Solution to be designed is the EDMS. 171 
The initial model for a system capable of integrating the various applications 
required to facilitate claims management has been proposed [230]. Fi('Ure 10.1 -1 I-n 
illUstrates the conceptually the main components of a systern for claims 
management. The vital interface reqUired to implement a practical systern will be 
provided by an EDMS. 
10.9.0 suillillary 
Electronic DOCUrnent Management Systerns otTer tile construction organisation a 
too] to efficiently manage claims by redUcing the time and cost of retrieving 
claims relevant information. Thsi tool can integrate all information sources 
regardless of format and thus improve tile qUality of clainis docurnentation. 
It is therefore a tool which those concerned with finding ways to speed LIP the 
adjudication of disputes, cut cost of projects ShOLI]d seriously consider as part of 
the wider drive towards the delivery of project in a cost efficient manner. 
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CIJAPTER ELEVEN 
AN INTEGRATED COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEM FOR CLAIMS 
MANAGEMENT 
11.1.0 In tro (I tictio n 
The examination of the nature of the clairris management process and case studies 
(Chapter seven) suggests that communication is a ffindamental problern. The review of 
general application software (Chapter Eight) indicated that, database systerns and 
spreadsheets can be used in claims quantification while Chapter Nine pointed to tile 
potential for LISin, (, , expert systems in claims justification and to some extent 
quantification. The latter can be achieved thrOLI, (, Ill the use appropriate interfaces with 
spreadsheets or database systems. The main drawback of these applications was the 
necessity for manual entry of data in almost all instances. However, because most of 
the Sources of information oil which the claims management process depends are 
paper-based and/or in different electronic formats, considerable reprocessing was 
required in order to use them. To resolve the problem of access at the data exchange 
and document access levels, Electronic Document Management Systems technology 
was identified as capable of providing the vital interface to these sources of 
information (Chapter Ten). 
However, these problems can only be overcome thrOLI(Ill integration. As part of C) I 
proposals to improve clairns management a gene. ral integrative model was developed. 
Although it may not be possible to implement immediately, it will be very useful as a 
long-term goal within which CUrrent decision making can take place. 0 
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This chapter describes the development of the model. The model outlines the 
functional requirements of an integrated systern based on the findings of a structured 
systerns analysis using the SSADM methodology. This is the structured systerns C 
analysis methodology recommended in the UK [232,233]. 
This chapter also inClUdes the results of process investigation in tile form of data flow 
diagrarns. The diagrams describe the logic of tile clairns management process, data 
flow between functions and processes involved in the preparation of clairns. This is 
preceded by a description of the outcorne of the non-nalisation of clairns relevant 
records obtained dUring the case StUdies. The expert systern component prototype 
which was developed and tested internally is briefly presented followed by the 
examination of tile implementation implications of the integrated cornputer-based 
model. 
11.2.0 Norinalisation and rationalisation of claints relevant documents 
Normalisation is a process used in the design Of COMPLIter systerns to transform data 
into natural groupings Such that one fact or data is in one place and the correct 
relationships between facts exist. This process is used in relational database design to I 
implement new and improved records for organisations to construct database systerns 
was applied to all the samples of site records obtained during the case studies (Chapter 
Seven). 
Tile result of tile normalisation showed that sorne of tile site docurnents were 
redundant while the rest could be simplified. This finding formed the basis of sonle of 
the proposed documentation set out in Chapter Twelve (§§ 12.3.0) as part of an overall 
strategy to allow easier data Capture for clainis management. Table 11.1 is an example. 
This shows the normalisation of Site Daily Report. 
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Table I I. I: The normalisation process of a site record 
UNF FNF SNF TNF 
Serial No. Serial No. Serial No. Project Details 
Contract Contract Contract Name Serial No. 
Engineer Engineer Local ion/Section Contract Name 
Location/Section Locatiom/Section Wcather Location/Section 
Dn y Day Wcallicr 
Weather Weather Serial No. 
Date Date Contract Name Contractor 
Labour Engineer Name Serial No. * 
No. Serial No. Day Contract Name 
Total Man-hours Date Date Day 
Plant Particulars Date 
Type Details Contract Nanic 
Total hours I nspcctcd bN Engincer Name En-incer 
Particulars Agent Date Contract namc* 
Details Signature Particulars Engineer Name 
Inspected by Details Particulars 
Signaturc Date Agent Details 
Agent Labour No. Designation 
Comment Total Man-hours Enpincer Name 
Plant type Date Site Agmit 
Total Hours Labour No. Engineer Namc* 
Total Man-hours Date 








The normalisation of all the other claims relevant records are in Appendix 2. 
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11.3.0 The Structured System Analysis 
Based on the initial examination of the various external entities that interact with the 
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Figure I I. I: The context diagram for tile Claims management systell, 
) 
Tile diagrarn (17i"Ure II A) shows tile clairns management system interacting with a 
number of external entities which receive and/or transmit information to tile system as 
identified in the case StUdies (Chapter Seven). These are, the Architect (or engineer), 
the owner, head office, site agent, SUb-contractor and the planning, estimating and 
accounting departments. The data/information that these entities receive frorn and 
transmit to tile systern as shown in Figure 11.1 are tabulated in Table 11.2. The context 
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diagrarn re-eniphasises tile need for tile systern to interface other functions ill tile I- 
construction organisation. 
Table 11.2 : The thata / entity matrix 
External Entity Data/Information sent or received 
Site agent 1. Plant details 
2. Materials details 
3. labOUr details 
Onwer 1. Cheques 
1. Instructions 
Engineer(A/E) 2. Site reports 
Clainns details 
I. Payroll information 
Head office 2. Cost Information 
Accounts department I. Notify payments 
2. Operations cost 
Planning department I. Method statement 
2. Project 
Estimating department I. Bills of quantities 
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After deriving the context diaurain, the Current physical systern of claims management C) In 
was produced as shown in Figure 11.2. Tile physical system identities all the processes 
involved in the claims preparation process based oil the explanations given to the 
author by the QSs and their superiors in charge of the case studied. The combined 
perception of the process is what is represent in Figure 11.2. 
Based on the physical data flow diagrarn which represent actual claims management as 
observed and through interviews of QS during the case studies tile logical data flow 1 11:  
diagrams (DFDs) were constructed to rationalise the identified processes and data 4'D 
stores in tile physical system (shown by figure 11.2). 
11.3.1 The Logical data flow Diagrams 
After rationalisin, (t; the processes in the current physical DFD, four main processes were 
identified. These are, legal evalLiation, quantify claim, preparing clainis documentation 
and forwarding, the claim. Tile processes and the data they receive and transmit to 
other processes and entities are illustrated b the level I DFD shown in FigUre 11.33. y 11:  
Tile lower level (level 2) processes for le, 'al evalLiation are illUstrated 
by figure 11.4. 
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P1anitnq 
depiam. nt 
Figure 11.4 shows that legal evaluation process involves the QS interpreting and 41) 
recognising the occurrence of an event for which a valid claim can be made. Accessing 
information frorn the Site agent, Engineer, planning department, tile event is 
recognised by imposing the facts on to tile terms of contract. Here case law and project 
records (in the project file) are used. The result of this process is checked and data on 
the project cost is retrieved to estimate the impact of the event on particular project 
activities. This is followed by the retrieval of site and project records frorn data stores 
DI, D2 and TI/2-pending report shown in figure 11.4. 0, 
The level 2 DFDs for quantify claim is shown in Figure 11.5, The quantify claim 
process, involves the calculation of the initial estimates for each heads of claim with 
data from the accounts department. To check this estimate, labour, the plant and 
material reports from the site file (D3) are retriev6d. 
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Figure 11.5: Level 2 Data Flow Diagram for quantify claim process 
The cost data resulting from this process is kept in the transient data store (T2/1) ready 
to printed, dispatched or updated to be kept on the site file. These records can then be 
transmitted to the legal evaluation process to validate them. zn 
The level 2 DFD for preparation of claims document is shown in Figure 11.6. In the 
clairns document preparation (Figure 11 . 6), the details of the claim generated 
from the 
quantification process is retrieved and checked. The as-built schedule is prepared from 
original schedules retrieved from transient file T3/I followed by the processing of a 
clairns report. This report is placed in the transient file T3/2 (unpaid claims) which is 
subsequently sent for printing and then dispatched to the enaineer with copies in the 
claims file. 
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Figure 11.6: Level 2 Data flow diagram for Preparation of Claim Documentation 
11.3.2 The Entity Relational Diagram 
Using the result of the normalisation process and the logical data flow diagrams, the 
entity relational diagram (ERD) which represents at the physical level the relation 
between all entities was derived (Figure 11.7). The ERD as it stands represents in 
essence the structure of the relational database than is required to support the claims 
management system at a data level. 
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Figure 11.7 The Entity Relational Diagram 
11.3.3 Menu Structure of System 
Based on the processes identified in the preceding sections of this chapter, the 
following menu structure for an integrated system for claims management was 
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11.3.4 Functional Requirements 
An Integrated Computer-Based Systeinfor Clatins Afanagement 
Based on the analysis of the processes for preparing and presenting claims, and the I 
results of the normalisation of claims relevant documents from which the menu 
structure was designed (§§ 11.3.5), the system for claims management has four main 
processes: Preparation of legal evaluation, quantify claims, prepare claims 
docurnentation and forwarding claim. 
11.3.4.1 Prepare legal evaluation 
In this process, the user evaluates the provisions of contract by interactively examining 
the set of events which might be grounds for claims under a contract. Here, the events 
for which reimbursement is being sought are related to contractual provisions to ensure 
compliance with procedures and determine that the said event are covered by the 
consequence, based on the examination of site reports would be an escalation of cost 
and time of a particular activity. This process includes four main functional elements: 
(i) the interpretation and recognition of events; (ii) retrieval and evaluation of 
instructions and confirmation of instructions, (iii) retrieval and evaluation of project 
activity cost, (iv) retrieval and evaluation of site records. 
11.3.4.2 Interpretation and recognition of events 
This process should enable contractual provisions to be interpreted using case law and 
the facts surrounding any alleged delay or disruption for which the claim is being made. 
During this process, access should be provided to planned schedules, updated 
schedules, contract documents and site reports to determine the validity of the claim 
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11.3.4.3 Retrieval and ev.,, wation or instructions and confirnuatioll 
This involves the retrieval and evaluation of all instructions or correspondence related 
to the delay or disruption. Documents retrieved are examined to confirm the claim can 
be substantiated. 
11.3.4.4 Retrieval and evaluation of project cost/site reports 
The requires the generation of cost reports from project records on each scheduled 
activity to indicate the cost and time impact of a particular event. 
11.3.5 Quantify claim 
This requires access to site reports and contract documents. This process enables the 
system user to estimate each head of claim. This requires access to labour, plant and 
material records to quantify thern. The retrieval of site records, management records 
from the accounts department for example to estimate management cost and to 
estimate each head of claim with reference to each project activity. 
11.3.5.1 Preparation of chaims doctiment 
This is where all supporting documentation needed to justify the estimated in the 
quantification is assembled. The process includes the preparation of the as-built 
schedule to dernonstrate tile effect of ail event(s) on tile sequencing of works, check 
the claim detail, printing and dispatching the clairns documentation. 
11.3.5.2 Fonvartl (lie claim 
In this process, tile claim is checked and dispatched to the engineer. 
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11.4 The Conceptual Comptiter-based Model 
The result of the review of the existing generic. systems (Chapters Eight and Nine) 
suggests that some are used for aspects of claims management on a stand alone basis. 
However, the results of the structured systems analysis in the previous sections of this 
chapter suggests clear need to integrate these systems in order to achieve the 
functional requirements et out in §§11.3.6. Such an integrated system will allow not 
only the performance of the usual contract administration functions but also support 
the evaluation of contractual claims by permitting access to information generated by 
the contract administration process such planning estimating and accounting. 
Conceptually, the integrated computer-based system (defined by the functional 
requirements and rnenu structure in §§11.3.5) should incorporates the functions of 
widely used application software in order to provide a flexible tool for the management 
of claims. The relationship of these generic software and the information they process 
within an integrated model are illustrated by Figure 11.9. The model shows the range 
of applications that can be used in such a system but a practical systern would exclude 
sorne applications as some perform the same basic functions. For example, the 
database and spreadsheet applications can handle the mathematical aspects of the 
quantification process described in §§tl. 3.4.2. An expert system can assist in the 
justification process under the legal evaluation function (§§ 11.3.4.1). 
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The role of each itern of the generic software will therefore be their usual functional 
role in the contracts administration process but with a suitable interface designed to 
allow the use of data processed by each system to be available to others thereby, 
reducing considerable duplication of effort in the re-keying in of information at each 
stage of the claims management process. 
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The model thus takes into account, the varied nature of information required to 
undertake the three key aspects of the claims evaluation process illustrated by Figure 
5.5. The adoption of an integrated approach is supported by recently reported 
prototypes. The trend in the design of systems that adopt of an integrated approach to 
take advantage of other management tools. For example the expert system reported by 
Diekmann and Kim [218] dubbed StperChaiige, supports a comprehensive hypertext- 
based, context sensitive help systern, court citations, relevant dicta and a report writing 
capability. That reported by Riad, Arditi and Mohammadi [222] interfaces a database 
managernent system and a spreadsheet while that of Alkass, Mazerolle and Harris's 
system [219] analyses delays by interfacing with a CPM package. 
The concept of this integrated model is to offer access at two levels: data interchange 
and document interchanae. The data interchange level for example between the 
database containing rates and resource scheduling module in a CPM package for the 
evaluation of the impact of site events on project costs. Document interchange refers 
to the ability to view docurnents originating for other applications while performing 
tasks, For example, it may be necessary for the QS to examine instructions while 
answering a question in the expert system module on whether the instruction was a 
basis for making a loss and/or expense claim where the project is delayed or disrupted. 
In this model the functionality required for such access makes an EDMS interface 
vital. The reasons for using this technology were discussed in Chapter Ten (§§10.3.0). 0 
11.4.1 imi)iementation inI)ncations or me Model 
The software systerns described in Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten are implemented in a 
wide range of hardware/software environments. If they are to be incorporated as sub- 
systems of the proposed systern tile question of compatibility has to be addressed. 
Although considerable progress has been made in the area of hardware compatibility, 
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The problems raised by the lack of software compatibility concern the required 
expertise of the system's intended user and the data transfers across systems. Firstly, as 
the information requirements of a typical claim are scattered across the sub-systems the 
user would have to possess, at the very least, a fair understanding of the all these sub- 
systems. This knowledge would be additional to knowledge of construction methods 
and technology and construction law. The second problem is that, even assuming 
sufficient knowledge of the various systems, data transfer from one application to 
another, e. g., from a CPM software to an expert system, is cumbersome. With the 
current state of the soflware market, printing from source system and inputting into the 
target application would be required in most cases. However, with the recent alliances 
to establish protocols for Application Program Interchange (API) this problem is 
largely resolved. Therefore with further programming the integrated system can be 
delivered. 
The level of abstraction of the proposed expert system component is also a 
fundamental question. To appreciate the pivotal importance of this issue consider 
decision-making in the assessment of a claim for extension of time. At a high level of 
abstraction the decision-i-naking would be as shown in Figure 11.10. 
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Figure 11.10: Levels of abstraction 
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Although this level of abstraction makes for ease of development of the sub-system, 
the resultant system would carry little credibility with the intended users because it 
oversimplifies the actual decision-making involved. In practice, the issues involved in 
answering the question "Is the cause of the delay a ground for extension of time? " 
would range frorn the identity of the individual contractual grounds for extension of 
time to the considerations of circumstances in which it could be said that what has 
happened is a particular event provided for in the contract. Such detailed consideration 
could be expert system applications areas in their own right. 
The abstraction issue is also related to the issue of the expertise of intended users 
because the higher the level of abstraction the more decisions that have to be made 
without any assistance from the system. This has implications for training in the use of 
the systern and for change in the organisation oý the way claims are dealt with. The 
more the expertise required of the user the more likely that the user will have to be 
shared arnong projects. This may mean the user being office-based and having 
adequate access to relevant project information by some form instantaneous site-office 
communication channel. 
In this situation, tile effectiveness and efficiency of communication within the 
construction organisation and with other members of the project team are of prime 
importance to the settlernent of claims. Technology and related software already exist 
for improving both types of communication, e. g., electronic mail, Local Area 
Networks, Wide Area Networks and Valued Added Networks. The preceding 
discussions highlight only too clearly the prime importance of communications 
technology to a practical application of tile model. However, the construction 
industry's awareness and use of this technology is very far from satisfactory. A recent 
survey of UK construction organisations reported by O'Brien and Al-Soufl [235] 
disclosed that generally there was inadequate exploitation of the technology by 
mainstream contractors and firms offering professional services. The small number of 
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respondents who indicated anything near sufficient awareness or use were mainly 
manufacturers and suppliers of products to the construction industry. 
11.5.0 The Expert System Module 
Due to limited computing resources and constraints of time only the expert system 0 
model of the integrated systern for tile claim justification process was developed. The 
development process and the results of tests are described in this section. 
11.5.1 Conceptualisation and Identification of the Problem 
Two provisions tinder the Joint Contracts Tribunal's 1980 edition of standard form of 
building contract referred to in the United Kingdom as the JCT80 may give rise to 
money claims by the contractor, They are clause 26, which deals with loss and/or 
expense caused by matters materially affecting thp regular progress of works (§§ 4.4.0) 
and clause . 334.3 
dealing with loss and expense as a consequence of findings of 
antiquities and objects of value on site during excavation. The prototype models the 
process of evaluating claims under clause 26, which are tile most common and 
important in practice. 
The clause largely deals with the contractor's and nominated sub-contractor's rights to 
financial reimbursement for events which are breaches of contract by, or which are 
within the control of the employer himself, others for whom he is responsible, or the 
architect acting on the employer's behalf. Once the claim for loss and/or expense has C, 
been made in a written application by the contractor, the architect and/or quantity 
surveyor must ascertain the validity of the clairn and certify it. 
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The clause lists relevant matters for which the employer is under obligation to 
compensate the contractor if lie can establish that lie has incurred or was likely to incur 
direct loss and/or expense not otherwise reimbursable under the contract. 
in acquiring the knowledge for the system design, the conditions of contract (JCT80) 
was supplemented by case law and related literature [2,3,136] in which the 
implications of concepts such as "reasonable time" and "ascertaini-nent" as well as the 
evidence required to substantiate these claims are extensively dealt with. Based on the 
review of the literature (Chapter Three and Four) and consultations during the case 
studies (Chapter Seven) the whole process of justifying direct loss and/or expense 
claims was reduced to logic deductions as illustrated in simple terms by the flowchart C) 
in Figure 11.11. 
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11.5.1.1 Formalisation of acquired knowledge 
The task of evaluating claims for loss and expense under the terms of Clause 26 after a 
careful study lent itself easily to a formalisation using predicate logic. Also because of 
the experience of other researchers on law related systems and the limitations of 
software and hardware available at the university a simple rule based system was used. 
The formalisation of the domain knowledge thus involved combining the experience of 
experts, factual data required by the provision of contract, case law in the area of 
money clairns for prolongation and disruption of works in knowledge acquisition 
process. This enabled a rule-based system to be implemented. A series of 
IF<condition>TIIEN<action> logic arranged in a manner that reflects the reasoning of 
an expert was derived. The top rule set represent'Ing the relevant matters that form the 
basis of loss and/or expense claim by a contractor is illustrated by figure 11.12. 
IF Defennent of possesion 
OR Lickofiti,, tructuioiisorijifoniialit)ii 
OR Opening tip of covered works and inspection 
OR Action of independentartists engaged engaged by the employer 
Olt Uck of ingress or to the site 
OR Employers fidure to supply materials is agreed 
Olt Variation of the works; 
THEN The direct loss and/or expense claim is valid 
Figure 11.12: Top level rules for relevaut matters 
Each of the OR alternatives represents events whose impact on the regular progress of 
works entitles the contractor to compensation. An event of this type is hereafter 
referred to as a relevant matter. Each relevant matter represented in the top rule set is 
subject certain conditions which must be satisfied before the architect or quantity 
surveyor ascertains the clairn. The contractor is however required to make a written 
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application in a reasonable time. He must ensure that the claim was reimbursable only 
under this clause and that he did not in any way contribute to tile disruption of the 
works. Incorporating these conditions to each relevant matter is illustrated in Figure 
11.14 for the instance of deferment of possession of site. 
IF Defcrinctit of posscsion of sitc 
AND Contractor makes wrtten application 
AND The application is made in reasonable time 
AND Claim is reimburscable on! y undcr clause 26 
AND The contractor did not contributc to the disniption of (lic works I 
THEN The direct loss and/orcxpense claim is valid 
Figure 11.14: Adding conditions to each relevant matter 
11.5.2 Implementation Environment 
in order to keep initial development costs to a minimum Crystal [199] available at the 
University was chosen to take advantage of the experience of its use. CRYSTAL as 
knowledge engineering environment proved adequate for this prototype because it has 
built in interface facilities to access Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet compatible files, DBaseIII 
and Foxprow files and generally allows DOS applications to be run. This was 
especially useffil since it is envisaged that applications to perform critical path analysis 
(CPM) or other project management software, essential in establishing delays in 
completing projects will be required in a fully operational system. 
The inclusion of these interfaces was crucial to the utility of the system as some of 
these applications notably Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase III compatible systerns are widely 
used for aspects of claims evaluation: quantification and documentation. 
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Consultation with the system begins with the user being provided with a menu of 
options listing all the relevant matters, followed by the user providing responses to 
questions in form of YES, NO. The system locates applicable rules, asks further 
questions peculiar to each relevant matter to establish its validity, For example, if the 
relevant matter is one of failure by the employer to give ingress to or egress from the 
site, then, questions as to whether the employer has given an express undertaking to 
do so or whether this access is under his control or whether the contractor has notified 
the architect to that effect are asked by the system. This listing of the system is shown 
in Appendix 10. 
At every stage in the consultation, the user can call for explanations which are in the 
form of surnmaries of cases, conditions of contract and general notes. After the validity 
of the relevant matter is established, tile systern the helps the user to access cost files 
held in spreadsheets or relational database, retrieves costs data and evaluates the cost 
of labour, materials, and preliminaries and output the result in a format suitable for 
presentation. 
11.5.3.1 System Facilities 
Given that the context of any claim can change with events on site, it was necessary to 
incorporate a consultation saving facility. This gave the user the option to have a 
printout of the consultation or save on the hard disk. Another feature is the provision 
of the option for the user to input the relevant cost data required to estimate the value 
of the claim where such project data is not in a format that can be accessed by the 
system or is not available in the system hard disk. 
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Lastly, using a ternplate of the claim presentation format proposed in chapter 12 the 
user is given the option to have a printout of the claim docurnent suitable for 
presentation or save the file in ASCII format for further word-processing as 
appropriate. Where Such docurnentation is not required a summary of the merits of the 
claim is provided for user reference in the form. of: (i) details of contract provided 
during consultation, (ii) a summary of questions and the answers the user gave and (iii) 
conclusions and recommendation made by the system. 
11.5.4 Results of preliminary tests 
The outcorne of preliminary test of the prototype are presented under the headings of 
(i) the logic of the system and conclusions; (ii) documentation the system provides; 
(iii) the utility of the interfaces and (iv) the explanation of help facilities. 
11.5.4.1 System logic and conclusions 
Preliminary tests of tile prototype by tile dornain expert suggests that it adequately 
represent the logic that an expert Would adopt in evaluating loss and expense claims. 
However, tile level of abstraction of the system remained high, This requires further 
investigation of some of tile legal concepts involved in the analysis of tile clainns. The 
system conclusions were found in most cases to be one an expert would draw given 
the sarne factual Situations. 
11.5.4.2 Documentation 
The docurnentation provided by the system in the form of appropriately generated 
correspondence, calculated claims was found to be basic and required further 
refinernent to be of maximum use in a practical syMern. 
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The interfaces provided to access spreadsheet and database files to update or extract 
cost and other data for determination of quantunn of claims was adequate for the initial 
prototype. 
11.5.4.4 Explanation and help facilities 
These facilities were found to severely limited by the chosen development 
environment. It is proposed to incorporate a hypertext system with database of case 
law, authoritative quotes and explanations to aid the systern user. 
11.6.0 Outstanding system development work 
The main outstanding systems development necessary for implementing the system 
outlined by this research is that of further software development mainly to build the 
interface to link the component sub-systems and the testing and evaluation of the 
resultant system in industry. Due to the limitations of the Crystal environment 
especially in interfacing other applications the whole system may have to be re-coded 
in a universal programming environment such as Visual Basic for Windows. 
11.7.0 Stimillary 
This chapter has defined the structure, processes, components and modules of an 
integrated COMPLIter-based ystem based on the case Studies of real claims situations 
(§§7.0). The conceptual model based on the initial systems analysis and design has 
been introduced and its implementation implication discussed. Also, the methodology 
adopted to implement the expert systems ub-system for evaluating claims for loss 
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and/or expense tinder clause 26 of JCT standard form(private with quantities), was 
described, Based on the systerns analysis the functional requirements of an integrated 
computer-based system were defined. An outline of the prototype based on this 
concept was given, the development process described and the result of internal 
preliminary tests of the prototype presented, 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
A FRAMEWORK FOR BETTER CLAIMS MANAGEMENT 
12.1.0 Introduction 
In Part A of this thesis the main issues involved in the management of claims in 
practice were examined along with the possible role of information technology (Part 
B). In this chapter a number of proposals aimed at improving claims management in 
the construction industry are advanced and explained. The background to these 
proposals which represent tile highlights of the research so far are first briefly 
described. 
12.2.0 Background 
The survey of contractors and consultants revealed that many practical problems 
hinder effective claims management. The subsequent case studies and interviews also 
threw light on the management issues identified by the survey. The main findings of 
this investigation so far which relate directly to the evolution of this framework of 
proposals are as follows: 
1. ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS FOR THE REJECTION OF ALL OR PART 
OF CONTRACTORS CLAIMS BY CONSULTANTS IS INADEQUATE 
INFORMATION ON THE CLAIM BEING MADE. 
To remedy this finding it is proposed to: (i) improve site activity documentation; (ii) 
develop a matrix of documents capable of capturing information required in c aims 
preparation and evaluation, (iii) develop specific procedures for keeping project 
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records and (iv) adopt information capturing techniques afforded by electronic 
document management systerns technology. This will then make it feasible to utilise 
computer-based systerns more efficiently for clairns management. 
2. OF ALL THE ASPECTS OF CLAIMS PREPARATION, THE 
IDENTIFICATION OF CLAIMS RELEVANT INFORMATION, THEIR 
RETRIEVAL AND CLAIMS DOCUMENT PREPARATION INVOLVE MOST 
TIME AND COST TO THE CONTRACTOR. 
The consequence of this problern is that, most contractors avoid site document 
retrieval as an initial tactic by adopting the global claim technique which most 
consultants and owners find unacceptable. Case studies revealed that this is done by 
using cost accounting records or reports designed for budgetary control of projects. 
This reason is that first, the way in which site activity information is recorded makes 
identification and retrieval difficult. Secondly, the Current methods of storing and 
retrieving records are not cost effective and third, assembling tile claims document is a 
laborious task for which more efficient tools are needed. 
3. THE INABILITY OF CONTRACTOR TO PRESENT CLAIMS WITHIN 
REASONABLE TIME IS A CONSEQUENCE OF A LACK OF RESOURCES. 
The implication is that first, claims management is not considered a priority in most 
contracting organisations and second tile skills required to undertake claims evaluation 
and preparation are not always available. There is therefore a case for training to 
improve this situation because it was evident in the case studies that the preparation 
and evaluation of claims need to be improved in order to reduce the number of 
disputes. Additionally, it may be necessary to assign this function to specially trained 
project tearn mernber or engage specialist consultants where circumstances dictate that 
particular clairns-related knowledge and skills are required. 
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4. MOST CONTRACTORS ARE INCLINED TO USE THEIR OWN STAFF 
TO PREPARE CLAIMS RATHER THAN USE EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS. 
It follows that, to manage clairns better tile contractor must recognise this function 
and set up the necessary management processes and resources to deal adequately with 
claims. 
S. THE USE OF FORMULAE TO QUANTIFY CLAIMS IS A MAJOR 
REASON FOR DISAGREEMENTS OVER QUANTUM 
In this circurnstance the only possible approach to claim quantification to avoid 
disputes especially where the use of forMLilae(particularly estimation of head office 
overheads, interest and finance charges, disruption and loss of profit)cannot be 
justified is to rely on audited site and cost records retained as part of a dispute 
avoidance strategy. 
6 THE QUANTUM OF ON-SITE OVERHEADS IS LIKELY TO BE 
DISPUTED BECAUSE OF THE NON-AVAILABILITY OF CONTRACTOR'S 
BUILD-UP OF PRELIMINARIES AND LACK OF PLANT AND LABOUR 
RECORDS. 
This research so far suggests that although it is the practice for contractors to quote a 
percentage of the cost of works to cover preliminaries in tendering this approach to the 
evaluation of on-site overheads very often led to disputes. To avoid such disputes, it 
may be necessary for contractors to disclose their build-up of preliminaries in claims 
situations or alternatively, employers should consider the submission of tile build-up as 
a condition for accepting tenders. 0 
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The main conclusion that can be drawn frorn the case studies of actual clairn situations 
and interviews is summarised by the following statement. 
7 THE CONTRACTOR'S PROGRAMME IS OFTEN POORLY PREPARED 
AND ARE NOT UPDATED AFTER CONSTRUCTION STARTS. 
FURTHERMORE, ON COMPLEX PROJECTS SIMPLISTIC BAR CHARTS ARE 
USED. 
The review of tile literature on the role of programmes in this respect suggests that 
where a programme is properly prepared and updated, the likelihood of disputes is 
reduced [ 114]. This finding shows that the type of programme, the information it 
should contain and the procedures for updating them needs to be adequately specified 
during procurement to enforce their use. This can be achieved first, by adequate 
contractual provisions and second by proper drafting of specifications of the type and 
scope of programmes to be prepared and used. 
8. A GREAT OF RELIANCE IS PLACED ON THE COST REPORTS FROM 
THE ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT DESIGNED FOR BUDGETARY CONTROL 
TO DETERMINE RESOURCE ALLOCATION. 
This implies that, if the content and clarity of tile site reports frorn site agents can be 
ensured through an internal Quality Assurance systern then the contractors' Quantity I- 
Surveyors would be encouraged to rely on these reports for claims management 
purposes. 
The summary of tile research of the management problems briefly explained above 
confirill that in order to improve clainns management, the following matters have to be 
addressed. These are: (i) improvement in project activity documentation, (ii) the 
preparation and specification of schedules; (iii) specification of methods of clairris 
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documentation, (iv) adopting technologies capable of reducing the effort required in 
(i), (ii) and (iii); (v) changing current project management culture and (vi) assigning 
the function to specially trained staff. 
Several concepts are introduced in addressing these issues. These are defined in 
Appendix 7. The specific recornmendations for achieving better claims management in 
these areas are stated in the following section. 
12.3.0 Main Proposals 
Proposal 1: A matrix of documents or their near equivalents that record resource 
use, performance and events on site with specific reference to scheduled project 
activities shotild be implemented. 
The use of document formats described later should be standard practice on projects 
with seriOLIS claims possibilities. 
Proposal 2: It should he a requirement on every construction project to prepare 
and maintain a resource loaded network schedule based on the CPINI technique 
to aid the determination of the cost and time impact of site events on specific 
project activities. 
Proposal 3: It is desirable that the requirements for claims submittals be specified 
-it project inception to ensure an . idequate standard of claims (I Oct, I'le"filtiO I'. 
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Propaval 4: The requirement ill (2) should be enforced by incorporating ill 
contracts a standard specificatioll for 1)1*ogl-.. Illllllillg of works with every 
standard form. Such a specification should also detail the millinluin 
requirements for keeping contemporary site activity records. 
Proposid 5: To overcome the problem of document assembly, retrieval and data 
access in claims preparation electronic document management systems should be 
implemented. 
Proposal 6: Ideological training which includes the use of Information 
Technology for information management and claim preparation methods using 
project records and programmes is needed. 
Proposal 7: Oil inedium to large projects the claims management function should 
be assigned one member of the project team specifically trained for this task. 
12.4.0 Proposal ]: A matrix of docninents or their near eqnivalents that record 
resource use, performance and events on site with specific reference to scheduled 
project activities should be implemented. 
The case studies and interviews (Chapter Seven) showed a wide array of different 
document formats for similar purposes in different organisations. Examination of these 
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0 duplication of data across several forms, 
0 the data on virtually all forms needed to be keyed manually into a computer 
systern whenever they were needed. The huge expense and delays of this 
process discouraged input except in the rare cases where circurnstances 
dictated such expýnditures, 
0 forms had been designed for traditional claims processing for person and 
calculator. Particularly relationship between data, e. g. time sheet and labour 
costs records had to be identified and maintained by the hurnan. 
To get over these shortcomings the forms were redesigned to take account of practices 
recommended in literature and by interviews. Data normalisation was a key part of the 
design process (Chapter Eleven). Normalisation is a process used in computer systerns 
design to transform data into natural groupings such that one fact or data is in one 
place and tile correct relationships between facts exist [236,237]. This process used by 
relational database systerns designers to implement new and improved records' for 
organisations to construct database systems was applied to all site records obtained in 
the case studies. 
The redesigned format proposed for adoption as standard practice cover tile following C. 
documents: (i) progress reports; (ii) daily and weQkly records or reports; (iii) job diary, 
(iv) test reports and records, (v) variation records; (vi) shop drawings and (vi) records 
of errors and/or omissions (vii) site photographs and; (viii) minutes of site meeting. 
Included in this process was the information which literature Suggest a claim submittal 
should provide (§§12.4.3). The technology now exists to process these forms in a 
manner which allows tile data to be scanned into computer systerns, thus obviating the 
IThe 
process removes duplication of data on forms, groups and links data to make manipulation and 
retrieval easier. 
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need for manual input. How the technology can be used to access data on these 
docurnents are therefore explained. 
12.4.1 Progress Reports 
The contractor should record progress using appropriate documentation and retain 
copies. Such progress records should be updated periodically (preferably daily or 
weekly). During update, information such as 4ctual starts, actual completion and 
percentage completion for all activities in progress should be recorded. Figure 12.1 is 
proposed for recording and updating progress on each activity. It may be worth 
noting that no such record was found during the case studies. 
The aim Of Such a record is that where disruptive or delaying event occurs, the 
information so recorded can be directly incorporated in the prograrnme of works using 
automatic data capture or manual entry into a common database to evaluate the impact 
on the overall cornpletion of works using network schedules. 
12.4.2 Daily and Weekly Reports 
Two of the most important site records are the labour and plant time sheets. Due the 
deficiencies in the format obtained (§§12.11.0) the format in Figure 12.2 is proposed. 
The tirne sheets should be signed and reviewed for completeness and accuracy by the 
Contractor's Agents and filed. This improved format will make it possible for the 
contractor to identify periods when operatives and plant are engaged on a particular 
project activity. As a result, it becornes feasible to compare actual resource allocated 
to a particular activity to the planned allocation. Using this time sheet will reduce the 
difficulty experienced by contractors in costing disruption and delays. 
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A similar format that can be applied to plant is illustrated in Figure 12.3 which is much 
simpler format compared to that used by the contractor shown in Figure 12.14. 
Activity Description Planned Start ALtuil Start 
. 
Actual Finnish 
Ref. No. date date date 




Figure 12.1 : Activity update form 
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Contract No. Date: 
Day: ACTUAL I IOURS WORKED 
Clock No. Act. Ref No. Trade Start Finish Total Collillicilt 
Completed Approved 
by: 
............ by: .............. ... 
Position: 
........... Position: ................. 
Figure 12.2: Proposed time sheet with direct link to selledtiled -*-IctivitY 
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_Contract 
No. Date: 
Day: ACTUAL I IOURS WORKED 
Plant. Act. Ref. No. Number Start Finish Total Coniniclit 
Compictcd Approved 
by: ............ by: .............. ... 
Position: ........... Posilion: ..................... 
Figure 12.3: Proposed Plant sheet with direct link to schedule activity 
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The data on both forms can be captured automatically into a relational database using 
a combination of optical character, intelligent character and optical mark recognition 
technology (§§12.11.0). The captured data can then be accessed by functional 
application packages such as valuation and planning to evaluate to cost and time 
impact of events on project activities. 
12.4.3 PhotographsNideo Recordings 
Photographs and videotaped recording which takes account of the visual progress of 
works and site conditions should be maintained on fairly complex projects. These 
should be taken periodically(weekly) of the salient features of the project, to record 
each phase of construction. Such photographs should then be filed chronologically, 0 
documenting the date, tirne of the day and angle of shot. 
Where an electronic document management system is implemented these visual 
records can be indexed and archived using document image processing application I 
(§§12.11.2) using affordable laser storage media (§§12.11.3). 
12.4.4 The Job Diary 
The resident works administrator (Project Manager) and his superintendents should 
maintain a daily job dairy that summarises the days events. Such notes should include 
pertinent comments or decisions made in response to such comments or suggestions 
made by parties involved with the project. A tick sheet may be used to record 
information as an (dde niemoh% 
All disputes or disagreernents with contracting parties should be fully detailed. Of 
particular importance are differences relating to methods, scope of work, variations, 
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stop-work orders, defects or discrepancies in drawings, specifications and payments. 
in cases involving major disputes, a separate memorandum should be prepared to 
preserve all possible evidence with detailed information on events that are likely to lead 
to a claim. 
The job diary should be a bound book, retained as a permanent record upon job 
cornpletion. Contemporaneous entry into a coded database (§§12.4.5) is encouraged 
because it can facilitate later claims substantiation. Using available document image 
processing technology (§§12.4.5.3) the pages of the job diary can be scanned to create 
an electronic library. Access to particular information in this library can be improved 
be bar-coding each page for indexing information under specific headings. For 
example, using bar-codes it possible to identify days on which inclement weather was 
experienced. 
12.4.5 Test reports and records 
The testing of all materials and contractor-furnished equipment should be maintained. 
These will naturally include records of items tested, the specification for testing, the 
time of day itern was tested, date of testing, parties conducting the test, witnesses and 
any failures and re-tests undertaken. Where independent material testing laboratories 
are used, it must be ensured that, it is certified to conduct the desired test. The records 
of all the results of the tests should be maintained in a separate file. These records can 
be treated similarly as plant and tirne sheets (§§12.4.1.2) for the purposes of data 
capture and docurnent management. 
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The tabular format shown in Figure 4 is recornmended for recording the details of 
every variation. The importance Of Such a record in context of claims and disputes is 
discussed in section 12.11. It includes the following information: the variation order 
number, contract reference number, the scope of varied work, date of initiation and 
project activity affected; estimated cost; tile tirne impact; reference documents; start 
and finish dates of varied work and comments. 
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Contract No.: Architect/Engincer: 
Variation No.: Activitv Rcf, No. 
Scope of changed work: 
Activity Affected: 
Date of notice to proceed: 
Time extension grantcd(Wks): 
Date varied work started: 
Date varied work coniplctcd: 
Sclicdulc Ref.: 
Amount of variation order: f 
Impact(underlinc or enter an option) 1. Increased crew size 
2. Slow down 
3. Removal of crew 
4. 
Reference documents: 
Ref. No. Description 
Prepared bv: Date: 
Figure 12.4: Variation status report 
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The data recorded on this form can be automatically entered into the project database 
directly using computers (§§12.6-2) to assess* the impact of variations. Imaging 
technology (§§12.6.3) may then to used to archive this record to substantiate later 
clairns. 
12.4.6.1 Scope of Changed Work/Activity 
This part of the form should describe briefly the nature of the work which has been 
varied, stating the location and operations involved. 
12.4.6.2 Refei-ence to Progi-anime 
The section should provide details of activity affected by the variation order with 
respect to tile date of notice to proceed, date the work started, date of completion, 
estimated time extension granted and valUe of the variation. 
12.4.6.3 Impact of Variation Order 
The should specify the impact of the variation order on the project activity in question. 
The impact of the order which can include effects such as increased crew size, slow 
down, plant removal and acceleration, stoppages should be noted. 
12.4.6.4 Reference Documents 
Variation orders are normally related to changes to work processes, materials or 
design changes. Where a variation is made the appropriate revised drawings and 
specifications should be recorded along with any comi-nuni cations on the variation 
order, 
It will be good practice for the contractor to make a copy of this report available to 
the contract administrator soon after the variation order is made. 
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12.4.7 Record of Drawings 
A transaction register of drawing submittals should be maintained and must include the 
following information: the scheduled submission dates-, actual submittal dates; and the 
receiving officer (Figure 12.5). The existence of such register can influence the way 
disputes are settled (§§ 12.11.0). 
Drawing Description 
No. 
I Date Due Date siplature colliniellt 
Reccived (Reeeiviiig Oll'icer) 
Figure 12.5: Format for drawings register (Adapted from Lock, D-0995). Project 
lfan(ýizeinent, 5th Edition, GoNver Publications Englind. ) 
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This data recorded and entered in project database contemporaneously with archived 
and indexed drawings using DIP (§§12.6.0) can be used to track and dernonstrate the 
cost and time impact of design changes on the progress of work. 
12.4.8 Records of Errors and Omissions 
All errors, discrepancies or ornissions and any requests for clarification encountered 
during the life of the project should be recorded in an organised manner. Such records 
will generate a database that can demonstrate changes to resource output on particular 
project activities. 
Requests for information as well as errors and/or ornissions can be recorded using the 
format in Figure 12.6. This should prove adequate for the extraction of claim relevant 
information on discrepancies and divergence between contact documents (§§ 12.11.0). 
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Contract No. Shect No.: 
Error & Omission No.: 
Nature of error ind onlission: 
Activity Refunce: 
Date of Nolification: Spccificition section refcrcilcc: 
Impact on Activity(sclect or idd options 1. Stopped all Nvork 
2. Lost hours 





Figure 12.6: Errors and Omission Analysis 
14.4.9 Minutes of Site Meetings 
There appears to be no established procedure for recording and distributing records of 
site meetings. Tile minutes studied had sufficient detail for claims management 
purposes. However, as a way of ensuring that their content can confirm the occurrence 
of events on site the following project management procedures are proposed. 0 
1. Copies of minutes of all site meetings and objections and exceptions taken by 
any of the parties involved Should be retained. These should be filed chronologically or 
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by activity reference (identical to those used in the project schedules). These minutes 
must provide a complete and accurate record of the agenda and a summary of all 
substantial discussions. Progress problems or issues raised should be documented and 
any actions to be taken, as well by whom should be noted. 
2. The minutes should record those attending and absent from the meeting. 
Copies should be sent to all parties involved or needing to know about the meeting or 
particular issues discussed. Any party taking exceptions or objections to any aspect of 
the content of the minutes should do so in writing within a specified period after 
receiving a copy. 
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12.5.0 Proposal 2: It should be a requirement oil every construction project to 
prepare and maintain a resource loaded network schedule based oil tile CPNI 
technique to aid the determination of the cost and time impact of site events oil 
specific project activities. 
The best way to measure the length of a delay and its effect on the uncompleted work 
is by a network schedule. Bar charts are less effective than network schedules (see 
§§12.11.0). In order to use network programming tools to manage claims, a 
minimum criteria for their preparation needs to specified during procurement. This 
should include the following[ 114,120]: 
0 establishing feasibility of the schedule before construction starts; 
0 specify the type of diagrain to be used, 
0 specifying the rninirnum number of activities the programme should 
have; 
" specifying approval requirements; 
"a clear statement of updating procedures; 
" detailing requirements for cost loading; 
" when major revisions and tirne extensions can be done, 
" requiring general contractor to involve sub-contractors in developing 
tile programme; 
0 requiring all physical access and availability restraints to be included 
into the schedule; 
specifying an explicit period for review and approval of shop drawings, I 
instructions and other information are to be submitted; 
requiring owner furnished equipment to be incorporated into a 
contractor's schedule; 
specifying sanctions for non-compliance of initial schedule submitted 
and subsequent update of the programme; 
procedures for float use and reporting. 
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These criteria are satisfied by the model specification proposed by Wickwire el al 
[120]. The recommended specification for programming in Appendix 4 is based on the 
this model. The reasons and implications of this proposal is discussed in section 
12.11.0. 
12.6.0 Proposal 3: It is desirable that the requirements for claims submittals be 
specified at project inception to ensure an adequate standard of claims 
documentation. 
For clarity, it is recornmended that a minimurn level of claim docurnentation be 
established early in the project's life. Such a requirement should it is proposed, include 
the following: 
" the preferred format of claims; 
" the preferred method of substantiating each type of claim; 
" what documents constitute detailed information for each type of claim; 
the preferred method of quantification for each head of claim. 
The object of this proposal, as with those in sections 12.3 and 12.4, is avoid the use of 
global claims methods as far as possible. 
12.6.1 The Recommended Format of Claims Submissions 
The main guidelines for documenting clairns are as follows: 
1. Delays affecting the date of completion should be evaluated using the CPM 
technique, adjusted to show contractor-caused delays. The activities delayed, should 
be clearly marked on the summary delay chart with the appropriate activity references 
used in the original and updated CPM schedule. 
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2. The quantification of delays and disruption should relate to specific activities 
on the project schedule whether on the critical path or not. This will permit the direct 
extraction of data from the proposed site reports. 
Head office overheads, profit and interest should be calculated using actual 
audited cost records copies of which should be attached as an appendix ( Appendix 
8) 
The claim document in all cases should be in a format which includes the following 
sections (info rmat ion): 
Project Title 
This should give the full title and location of the project as well as the reference 
number for the claim. 
Event Narrative 
A brief description of the event(s) which have led to the additional cost and time being 
claimed. There should be a reference to the relevant contractual clause under which 
the event falls and the schedule activity affected. 
Project Actwity Iqforinatioii 
This should describe the scheduled project activity, with its reference number, the 




Effect qf Event on Prqiect A ctivity . I.. 
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The effect of the alleged event should be indicated. For example, whether the 
scheduled activity has been delayed, disrupted or both should be stated with any time 
extension that has been granted. 
Estimated Loss an(Ilor exI)eme 
This section should indicate the estimated cost of the event on the activity under the 
headings: on-site overheads, head office overheads, cost of disruption, interest and 
finance charges and profit. 
Aj)j)eiitIice. v 
The appendices should include a schedule of preliminaries, plant and labour cost 
summaries, records of communications on the event, summary of delays, the as-built 
and as-planned schedule and a detailed calculation of each head of claim. 
Where the clairn is for delays, it is proposed that the delay cost breakdown format 
shown in Figure 12.7 should accompany the claim summary, For disruption clairns the 
disruption analysis format (Figure 12.8) is proposed. The site records from which the 
information is extracted should be those proposed for site activity documentation in 
§§12.4.0 or their near equivalents. Copies of the records should form part of the claim 
documentation. The electronic copies can be speedily retrieved where an electronic 
document management system is in place. All other supporting dOCLImentation should 
accompany the claims document. 
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I 
.! 
Dclay Cost Shcct No.: 
Breakdown Claim No.: 
Activity: 
Categoty of Labour No. Rate/man-dav Delay duration Amount 
Plant: Ratc/wcck or day 
Site Ovulicads: Rate Avcck Amount 
Figure 12.7: Delly Cost Breakdown Format 
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I 
As far as possible the rates quoted in the site overheads sections of Figure 12.7 should 
be should be justified. A schedule of preliminaries should acconnpany the cost 
breakdown to explain the rate and cost iterns under site overheads. 
Disruption Cost Analysis Sheet No.: 

















Figure 12.8: Disruptioll Cost Analysis Format 
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By using this format the summaries of cost impact of any delays and disruptions can 
be generated directly frorn the project activity records described earlier using a simple 
relational database application. This matrix of records combined with the use of 
Information Technology tools reduces tile task of extracting of cost data on each 
project activity. In so doing, tile need or tendency to rely on cost accounting reports 
becomes tile least attractive rnethod of claims preparation. 
12.6.2 Claims Presentation 
For clarity on the scope and extent of the value of claims, the following require 
partiCLIlar attention in preparing the clairn docurnentation: 
0 preparing the overall time and cost impact report; 
0 preparing summary of as-planned, as-built and as-adjusted schedules; 
a special graphics to iflUstrate extent of cost and time impact. 
12.6.2.1 Ovel-all thne and cost impact repoi-t 
The suggested approach is to use claim summary information in §§12.6.1 to prepare 
an overall time and cost impact. Figure 12.10 will be suitable rnethod of tabulation. 
Tile result of this process for a number of smaller clairns essentially synthesises all the 
relevant job records generated by tile project activity docurnentation. It summarises tile 
analysis of tile project schedule, the major delays and problems encountered during the 
project, assigns responsibility and states delay darnages with reference to each project 
activity. Illustrating clearly, the effect of each event on the tirne and cost of project 
activities affected, 
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Claim No. Activity Event Total Concurrent Delay Delay Amount(f) Comment 
Ref. No. Delav Claimed 
TOTALS 
Figure 12.10: Overall cost and time impact tabulation 
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A similar tabulation can deal with disruption by replacing the columns for total delay 
with percentage disruption as shown in Figure 12.11. 0 
I Claim I Activity I Evcnt I%I Amotint(f) I Coniniciit 
I No. I Rcf. No. II Disniption 
TOTALS 
Figure 12.11: Disruption i'llpact assessment by activity 
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This cost impact review can then be illustrated graphically using a simple bar chart 
backed by a print out of the as-built and as-planned schedule of works as part of the 
requirements for keeping a detailed project schedule. 
12.6.3 As-planned, As-built and As-adjusted schedules 
These should adequately summarise the detailed planned schedules and actual 
performance to support the analysis of delays and disruptions. They should be 
accompanied by the overall cost and time impact tabulation or charts that identify all 
major activities or phases of work, key project milestones and major interfaces. Their 
main effect, is to highlight all major delays and/or disruptions encountered during 
project execution. 
12.6.4 Special graphics 
To illustrate the changed scope of works it is beneficial to use charts representing the 
details of major and controlling events on an individual basis. A plotted chart for 
example, analysing variation orders using the variation status report, requests for 
information (RFI) and responses can include the following: (i) a manpower chart 
showing a comparison of planned versus actual resources expended. This will help to 
show the causal link between the event and actual man-hours; (ii) compare the 
scheduled and actual delivery dates of equipment and materials; (iii) prepare an S- 
curve that demonstrates the effect of the events encountered and operating results. 
These presentations can be done using scheduling and spreadsheet packages to good 
effect with rninimUM manpower. This is attainable where site records, preparation and 
maintenance of programmes of work are kept diligently. The proposals outlined in 
previous sections are designed to make this possible on all projects. 
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12.7.0 Prolmsul 4: The requil-eillent in proposal 2 should be enforced by 
incorporating in contracts a standard specification for programming of works 
with every standard form. Such a specification should also detail the minimum 
requirements for keeping contemporary site activity records. 
Amendments to provisions relating to the settlement of claims resulting from the 
owner or contract administrator's actions should be considered. This is essential for 
enforcing and encouraging the practices proposed in proposals I and 2. The findings of 
this research suggests that the construction contract can be used to ensure adequate 
site docurnentation, monitoring of performance and speedy claims settlement. 
Unfortunately, most of the standard forms of contract used in the UK are deficient in 
this respect (see §§12.11.0). Additional provisions or amendments to conditions of 
contract should be considered to implement aspec. ts of these proposals namely: 
specification of the minimum level of records of resource deployment on 
site, 
incorporation of programming specifications to include details such as: (i) 
resource allocation on each activity; (ii) a schedule of drawings and 
instructions should be in place at project inception, (iii) adequate sanctions 
for non-compliance with the requirement of (i) and (ii)-, (iv) explicit 
procedure for updating programmes and associated schedules; 
0a requirement (optional ) to set-out claim in a specific format. 
The legal implications of requirement to prepare and maintain programmes which will i 
make the greatest impact on Ilow projects are managed are discussed in §§12.11.0. 
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12.8.0 Proposal 5: To overcome the problem of document assembly, retrieval 
and data access in claims preparation electronic doctiment management system 
should be implemented. 
It is recommended that electronic document management systems (EDMS) be 
implemented to enable access to the whole range of documents and data associated 
with each project activity. Manual access to such data is possible with the 
recommended site records structure (§§12 3.1) into a relational database on small 
projects. However, on medium to large projects autornatic data entry is recornmended 
for econonny on site management cost. EDMS technology associated with Document 
Image Processing can enable access to wholeý documents electronically to make 
document assembly for claim substantiation and data retrieval cost effective. 
12.8.1 Manual Data entry 
Relational database records can be designed to capture the sarne information (from the 
records in §§12.3.0) from the computer keyboard, For example, the activity update 
form can be computerised using a database interface with seven record fields 
corresponding to those in Figure 12.1. The data on the variation status report if C) C) 
similarly entered into the database, will make it possible to relate performance on a 
particular activity to the variation impact. This can be done similarly for all the 
documents proposed in this guideline. Tile result is that, the tinne and effort required to 
collate factual data to quantify claims and assemble documentation is reduced. For 
example, data on activities in progress can be accessed by a scheduling package to 
generate progress charts if stored in a suitable database file format. Figure 12.12 
illustrates the basics of manual entry for subsequent activity data extraction from 
record fields. 
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Access to whole documents as opposed to data can be achieved using Document 
Image Processing (DIP) and cheap storage mediums. 
12.8.3.1 Document Image Processing(DIP) 
In essence, it is the use of computers to store and retrieve images which represents 
copies of docurnents. The computer systern therefore, replaces the paper 
filestore(filing cabinet) or micro graphic systems (rnicrofilm and unicrofiche) and in 
many cases tile paper docurnents can be disposed'Of completely. 
With advances in computer network technology, such a system is capable of 
integrating docurnents frorn all tile sources of information required for tile preparation 
and evaluation of claims. For example, the Quantity Surveyor(QS) can retrieve copies 
site records and correspondence relating to particular events. With such access the 
contractors' QS will be able to prepare a detailed clairn documentation based on these 
records for settlement soon after the occurrence of the event. The basics of the 
technology is described in §§10.3. 
12.8.3.2 Cost Effective Electronic Storage 
Laser disks offer huge storage capacity with lower cost per rnegabyte but were 
intrinsically a better medium than magnetic disks. Referred to as COLD this storage 
media should be implernented with tile Imaging (§§10.3.1) and data extraction 
modules (§§10.3.1). The various alternative storage mediums available are described in 
chapter ten(§§10.3.2) while tile main benefits of implementing this technology is 
discussed in section 12.11.5. 
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12.9.0 Proposal 6: Ideological training which includes the use of Information 
Technology for information management and claim preparation methods tising 
project records and programmes is needed. 
In order to gain the benefits of the recommendations et forth in this section, training is 
necessary [238] - This should be done at two levels, operational (site) and strategic 
(head office). Such a programme of training muýt provide a general understanding of 
the requirements for better claims management and the acquisition of the technical 
skills required to use the proposed computer technology to facilitate cost effective 
claims management. 
12.9.1 Ideologicil training for claims management 
This should be directed at management. The main components of this training are: (i) 
the goals and benefits of successful claims management. Why the need to change 
current practices and how the proposed framework improves decision making and ID 
dispute managernent capability; (ii) organisational implications for the project 
management team; (iii) addressing fundamental it'nplications such changes in the roles 0 
and activities of each team member and how they are controlled in the new set up. 
This is particularly important where claim management function is assigned to one 
project team member proposed in §§12.10. 
12.9.2. Operational training 
These should be undertaken to farniliarise the appropriate personnel with the 
operational aspects of the new management set up necessitated by the implementation 
of these proposals. Gangers and Foremen have to understand and record the 
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appropriate data on the site report sheets upon which improved claims management 
depends. 
Quantity Surveyors, Project managers and Eng ineers have to be familiar with the 
requirements for claim preparation and evaluation to supervise their subordinates. 
Issues relating to quantification and the need to prepare promptly claims using site 
records should be stressed. Specifically training in the following respects is necessary: 
0 how to use detailed schedules and recorded data to evaluate the effect of 
events on the completion of the project and cost its financial impact; 
recording and using site activity documentation to monitor the progress of 
works, 
using database management systerns, electronic document management 
systerns and scheduling packages to facilitate claims preparation 
Operational staff such gangers and foremen would need to undertake ideological 
training to motivate them to accept the new practices with greater emphasis on the 
practical requirements to achieve the goal of the proposed framework. This is 
necessary in order to encourage the recording of tile required data and the acquisition 
of tile skills needed to assist in the capturing of such data into Databases or Electronic 
Document Management Systerns as tile case may be. 
12.10 Proposal 7: 01, Inedinin to large projects the claims management 
function should be assigned one member of the project team specifically trained 
for this task. 
Contractors normally assign the clairns management function to the Quantity Surveyor 
in addition to his traditional functions in the project management team. However, due 0 
to the demands of their traditional roles, the preparation and submission of fully 
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detailed clairns is oflen deferred until practical cornpletion. This was the situation in all 
the cases studied. To ensure that this practice does not continue, it is desirable to train 
a number of personnel and assign them this duty. Such officers can handle more than 
one project and also assist in ensuring effective monitoring and documentation of the 
project. 
Tile main advantage for this arrangement is that such officers will be well versed in tile 
day to day management of the project and thus better placed to evaluate the 
implication of events on site. 
12.11.0 histification of Proposals 
12.11.1 te Activ ty Documentation 
This research has established that site records kept by contractors often lack the 
detail required to relate surns claimed to particular project activities and/or events. 
This, in part, is the result of the fact that most of the site reporting requirements were 
designed for internal cost accounting purposes. To make the contents of the site 
records capable of recording an acceptable level of details that will permit easy 
retrieval of clairns-relevant information which can stand scrutiny by an independent 
assessor, three objectives must be satisfied. 
These are: (i) to identify the type, quality and'distribution of records to be kept on 
all projects; (ii) facilitate the use of a disciplined standard of documentation of site 
activity and proof of the consequence of site events, and (iii) encourage parties 
(especially contractors) to preserve records daily on every element of the project 
administration and performance to enable a third party to reconstruct tile project frorn 
these records if necessary. 
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The project records considered in this regard are: (i) minutes of site meetings; (ii) 
progress charts and reports; (iii) daily and weekly records or reports; (iv) site 
photographs, (v) job diary; (vi)test reports and records; (vii) variation records; (viii) 
shop drawings and (ix) records of errors and/or omissions. 
The formats of the matrix of documents proposed here provide tile basis for a much 
more principled preparation and evaluation of any contractors' claims. It also 
represents an effective way of influencing the speed with which information is 
recorded and responded to. Above all, it is envisaged that implementing these 
proposals would result in the reduction in the tendency to use the global approach or 
general formulae in claims quantification except in extrerne cases. 
All the main site and project records kept by contractors were examined during the 
case studies to identify their main deficiencies. In this vein, alternative formats are 
proposed in some cases not only to permit easy assembly of cost data on each project 
activity for claims quantification but also to allow automatic data capture using 
information technology tools. Where, the documentation is adequate Suggestions for 
making thern more accessible are proposed. 
12.11.1.1 Progress Charts and Reports 
Progress charts and reports can afford all parties to contract the opportunity to 
evaluate performance on each project activity and therefore the project as a whole. 
The presence of these reports are therefore, a valuable source of data for updating tile 
programme of works where necessary and tile initiating of remedial action. The case 
studies and interview showed clearly that most contractors do not have a structured 
methods for recording progress. This is confirmed in the industry survey in which 
40.8% of contractors cited lack of conternporary records of resources for delays in 
preparing clairris (Chapter Six). 0 
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12.11.1.2 Time Sheets 
An example of a typical format of contractors site report obtained from the case 
studies, is tile time sheet shown in Figure 12.13. This document is deficient in one 
important respect. The format, at best is only ideal for weekly payroll accounting. In 
the event of a claim for delay and/or disruption to a specific project activity, it is not 
possible to determine the actual deployment of labour and other resources such as 
plant if this format is used. 
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Contract No. Prqicct: Date: 
T= Transfer S=Sickness 
H=Holidays A= Absent 
ACTUAL DAILY I IOURS WORKED 





Figure 12.13: Typical format of a labotir time sheet 
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In the light of this flaw, this report sheet has been re-designed to record actual 
resource deployment by project activity. The suggested format for time sheets is 
shown in Figure 12.2 is the result of the normalisation2. 
12.11.1.3. Variations of works 
Variation of works is one of the main reasons for delays and disruption claims [242]. In 
tile case studies undertaken is was notable that, detailed information on the nature of 
variation orders were not maintained. This is yet another contributory factor in the 
tendency to quantify the extent of delay or disruption to the progress of works using 
general formulae which tile survey showed, was very likely to lead to disputes. 
To ensure clarity in later clairns documentation, all variations ordered by the Contract 
Administrator should be recorded with reference to the scheduled activity (ties) in 
question. Maintaining such detail would enable a claimant to satisfy the provisions of 
standard forms of contract. For example, clause 26.1.2 of the JCT80 requires every 
application for loss and/or expense resulting from a variation be supported by 
information or details necessary for the Architect to ascertain tile claim. This record 
should therefore include: tile changed performance status of tile activity in question; 
time and cost estimates; and the effect of the variation on the cost and tirne of the 
project. 
12.11.1.4 Drawings 
Another major reason for disruption to work is the piecemeal release of design 
information to contractors. Despite this problem, it is not yet standard practice to 
prepare a schedule of design drawings required for the benefit of all parties concerned. 
2This is a database design technique for reducing duplication of data 
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Case law suggests that, it is good practice for the Contractor to prepare a schedule of 
further drawings which is then made available to the contract administrator at the 
beginning of the project [119]. Such a schedule may constitute evidence of failure to 
supply information which in turn is a ground for claims for loss and/or expense or time 
extensions delays and disruptions. The schedulg should list the dates such further 
drawings and/or information are due, in tandem with the agreed programme of works. 
This can be extracted from certain CPM packages by indicating information 
requirernents as a resource. This is crucial if the reasonableness of the schedule of 
drawings is not to be questioned. 
12M. 1.5 Errors and Omissions 
it is a requirement of most standard forms that any errors and omissions found in 
contract documents should rectified by the contract administrator. Provisions such as 
the clauses 2.2 and 2.3 of the JCT80 stipulates that, the contractor should give a 
written notice to the Architect specifying any discrepancies, divergencies and errors 
found in the bills of contract. ICE (6th) in clause 55.2 sets out the terms for any errors 
and omission to corrected by the engineer with special emphasis on quantities and rates 
quoted in the Bills of Quantities or schedule of rates respectively which may affect the 
prices and quantities significantly. 
Documenting any errors and omission is necessary as recent research [12) suggests 
and/or that, many claims made by contractors relate to the poor quality of drawings 
specifications. The nature of these errors or omissions in documentation should be 
recorded to give an indication of the scope of any delays or disruptions resulting from 
them. Also, this information can then be used to support future claims. 
Requests for information as well as errors and/or omissions can be recorded. The 
format suggested in Figure 12.9 should prove adequate for the extraction of claim 
relevant information on discrepancies and divergence between contact dOCLIments. 
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12.11.2 Prepa ratio n and specificatimi orsoje(wics 
According to Sweet [25), a CPM network schedule has at least three advantages the 
most significant of them is that, from a litigation standpoint, requiring the contractor to 
maintain a CPM schedule helps prove or disprove the impact of employer-caused 
delays. 
A properly prepared and legal binding requirement to prepare and maintain 
programmes of works (schedules) is therefore, a valuable tool for assessing the 
changes in the scope of a project with respect to time and cost [I 10]. Tile programme, 
in this respect, can serve as benchmark for assessing the difference between planned 
resource and actual resource deployed in a manner that is acceptable for both contract 
administrators and contractor in dispute Situations [114]. 
Unfortunately, the case studies and interviews with a number of practitioners found 
that in practice, schedules are often poorly prepared, in many instances in the form of 
simplistic bar charts which are not very useful in claims and dispute situations. 
The neglect of this valuable management oot prevents the delivery of an on-tirne, on- 
budget- and most importantly dispute free completion of works. The relationship 
between dispute on projects and inappropriate scheduling methods is confirmed by the 
survey [112], of employers in which 73% of the respondents who sometimes or usually 
experienced delays and additional cost believed that poor scheduling was very or 
somewhat significant in causing the additional expenditure. 
As a consequence, the courts in the US for example, have consistently held that bar 
charts are less effective that network diacc; rams in defining delays. In the case of Haas 
atid Hq)ýWe ('Oip. [239] for instance, the US General Services Board of Contract 
refused to accept a bar chart to prove a delay because the bar chart could not depict 
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the effect of changes on the interrelationship of job activities as a CPM schedule could. 
However, because of the visibility of bar charts, they may be used to demonstrate the 
process or reSUlt of critical path analysis. 
Network schedules are therefore necessary for showing the interrelationship among 
causes of project delay. This rneans that, where the employer and the contractor 
contribute to a delayed completion, neither can recover monetary darnages unless the 
delay can be apportioned between them. If both parties contribute to a delay i. e. the 
delays are concurrent and neither is able to apportion responsibility, neither party can 
claim additional costs or liquidated darnages frorn the other. Bar charts cannot show 
this interrelationship and lience have not been accepted at least in North American 
courts as a clear proof of the apportionment of delay in contrast to network schedules 
[240). Using the network scheduling technique is therefore an essential requirement for 
managing clairns and dispute resolution [4,120]). 
These criteria (§§12.6.0) are satisfied by the model specification proposed by 
Wickwire el al [120] which has been adapted for use as part of these guidelines 
(Appendix 4). 
12.11.3.0 Claims documentation 
Assembling claim docurnentation has been identified as one of the most time C 
consuming aspects of claims preparation. Lack of resources apart, because none of the 
standard forms of contract specify what format claim documentation should take tile 
quality of the document in terms of detail depends on tile preference, experience and 
training of the contractor's Quantity Surveyor. 
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12.11.3.1 Pf'ohlems with current practice 
The format currently used by most contractors in presenting claims in terms of 
structure is such that it is manifestly difficult to relate damages being clairned to the 
event. 
Typically, the claim documentation will have tile -following sections: project narrative, 
narrative of events with reference to the relevant contractual clauses, claim summary, 
detailed calculation of each head of claim accompanied in some cases by prograrnme 
analysis. The claim documentation however, varies from the verbose to the terse. In 
every instance, these were lacking in terms of showing a nexus between damages being 
clairned and tile alleged delaying or disrupting event. 
12.11.4. Enhanced Contractual Provisions 
Although the Latham Report [23] makes some recommendations with respect to the 
exchange of design information it is silent on the question of ensuring project 
documentation as part of a concerted atternot to speed up dispute resolution. 
Amendments to provisions relating to the resolution of cost escalation resulting from 
the owner or contract administrator's actions should be considered. However, 
implementing these proposals have legal implications especially with respect to the 
requirement to prepare and maintain programmes and the submission of bidding 
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1111plicatiolls 111corpol-atilig specificatiolls to Prepare Programme of 
The incorporation of contractors programme into contract as proposed here will result 
in further obligations and warranties being imposed on all parties. Four main 
obligations may be implied. These are: 
0a duty to co-ordinate and schedule the works 
0a duty not to hinder, interfere or delay with the works 
0a duty to co-operate 
0a duty to grant the contractor a reasonable time extension 
Duty to co-ordinate and sche(hile works 
The incorporation of programmes, will impose on the contractor an obligation to 
schedule and execute the work of all trades on the project in a reasonable sequence of 
activities. Tile schedule cannot therefore be prepared in a manner that favours the 
contractors own performance and interferes with the performance of sub-contractors. 
Failure to co-ordinate and schedule the work of sub-contractors may be fatal to the 
main contractor in claims situations. With the implied obligation not to hinder the 
progress of sub-contractors, the contractor can be held responsible for sub-contractors' 
delay costs. 
Duty not to t1elay, hin(ler or intqfere 
It will becorne an implied obligation of the contract that all parties warrant that they 
will not hinder, delay or interfere with the performance of other parties to the contract. 
A breach of this duty will mean the party concerned have to bear the cost of any delays 
or disruptions to other parties performance. 
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This duty is similar to the duty not to hinder, delay or interfere with another party's 
work. Both duties address what is perceived in contract law as fundamental 
relationship for performance of the contract. This duty can be breached by a broad 
range of acts and ornissions. For example, failure to issue instruction and drawings 
according to the schedules requirement. 
Didy to grant reasonable time e-wension 
Construction contracts out of necessity include provisions requiring the contract 
administrator to grant time extensions if specified delays occur. With an appropriate 
liquidated damages mechanism, an express provision to produce and update the 
programme, can be construed that the employer's agent (Contract administrator) must 
grant time extensions in timely manner. This because, with these provisions, time 
extensions have to be granted in a reasonable time to enable the contractor to 
incorporate the additional time into his progress schedule and be able to co-ordinate 
the remainder of the work. In this situation time extensions granted after practical 
completion will therefore be of no use to the contractor. 
Also when tile employer dernands that the contractor perform within the original or 
adjusted programme, even though the contractor is entitled, it may be that the 
contractor has to accelerate his progress i. e. a claim for acceleration would be valid. 
Similarly, where the contract administrator fails to grant adequate time extensions in a 
timely manner, it may amount to an acceleration order. 
However, this is particularly important with the use of network schedules because 
unless the time extension is granted soon after the occurrence of the event, the CPM 
cannot be revised to reflect the actual situation. The consequence will be schedules 
covering periods of delays and/or disruption(for which the contractor may be entitled 
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to a tinne extension) would show that the contractor is behind schedule while in fact 
they may well be ahead on the critical path. 
Failure to grant the necessary time extension will therefore distort the CPM schedule 
leaving the employer open to acceleration claims. In addition, if the employer waits 
until practical cornpletion before granting time extension he cannot rely on the CPM 
schedule to deny recovery since the schedule will not reflect changes in performance. 
The celebrated American case of Forlec ("Ofimruciot-s v. 1JWtedS1a1es([24 I) illustrates 
the consequences of breaching this duty. In this case, Fortec claimed time extension 
and'additional expenditure resulting from several design modifications issued by the 
Army Corps of Engineer (Corps). The Corps relying on the CPM schedule denied the 
claim. The court however held that, they were not entitled schedule since they has 
failed ensure that it reflected actual performance. Failure of parties to address time 
extensions in timely and diligent manner will therefore indicate that scheduling disputes 
and litigation may arise. 
12.11.4.2 S"b"'issio" of build-up of prelimiuaries 
It is not uncommon in clairns negotiations to find that the proof of a contractor's claim 
lies in the build-up of preliminaries and other bidding documents [13]. The problem 
with this situation is that employers often reject or doubt the findings of the 
examination of build-ups based on the idea that, for example, years has elapsed since a 
bid was made. The contractor has therefore had ample opportunity to alter the 
docurnents in his favour. It is therefore logical to implernent a system whereby the 
build-up and other documents are deposited with a neutral party. The implication is 
that in any subsequent adjudication of disputed claims any documents not included in 
this submission will not be admissible [243] Such a provision will circumvent 
protracted negotiation which are often aimed at establishing the cost of planned 
resource allocation in order to estimate claims for'additional expenditure. 
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12.11.5.0 Usilig colliptiters for record keeping awl cl,, Iilll tioct, I, clit,. Itioll 
12.11.5.1 Automatic data entry 
The entry of the information recorded in the forms suggested into an integrated project 
database automatically from the traditional paper forms is now largely possible as 
result of developments in scanning technology particularly in the areas of : (i) bar 
coding for the tracking of physical documents; (ii) Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR); (iii) Intelligent Character Recognition (ICR); (iv) Optical Mark Recognition 
(OMR) and, documents. The explanation of how this technology can be applied to 
claims management is presented in Chapter Ten. These technologies associated with 
EDMS collectively removed the need for manual entry of data fro key boards. 
12.11.5.2 Access to whole documents 
Access to whole documents as opposed to data can be achieved using Document 
Image Processing(DIP)(§§10.3.1) and cheap storage mediums commonly referred to a 
COLD (§§10.3.2). Tile key component of DIP is the input system which includes a 
scanner together with an associated soflware. The growing range of scanning systems 
offer speeds and capabilities to meet all requirements. 
12.11.5.3 BeiieritsofidoptiiigEDMSteciiiiology 
Adopting this technology referred to collectively as electronic document management 
systems removes the need for manual entry and rennove the reduce the difficulty 
currently experienced in identifying, retrieving and assembling claims relevant 
information. As a recent research [222] showed, throughout a year, 40% of a persons 
time is spent searching for information that already exists. There is some evidence 
that, the application of this technology eliminates the need for filing, sorting and 
purging, it improves file security and removes the problem of lost files leading to the 
reduction of operating cost. 
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It is proposed that, that the application of EDMS technology in conjunction with the 
suggested site activity documentation will enable the claims management process to 
take advantage of a number of benefits. These include [223): faster task completion, 
improvement of quality, cost reduction, reduced storage space and shortened time 
scale of processes. In the context of claims preparation and evaluation this would mean 
(§§ 10.6.0): (i) a speedy preparation of claims documentation; (ii) reduced cost of 
claims preparation, (iii) enable efficient access all claims relevant information; and (iv) 
access to information across functions and applications. 
12.11.6 Data integrity 
Where computers are used to maintain these records back-up copies should be 
maintained and if necessary hard copies rnade to ensure there is no loss of information 
in the event of computer disk failure or other catastrophe. However, with the advent of 
Computer Output to Laser Disk Cold (COLD) which has accompanied EDMS, it now 
possible to back up files without keeping the paper copy at less cost. 
12.11.7 Options for Financing the cost of Implementing IT solutions 
Three different ways of financing the hardware and software requirement must be 
considered. These are outright purchase, rent or lease. 
12.11.7.1 Purchasing 
This usually offers most potential cost savings over a period. The main disadvantages 
with this option are the risk of obsolesce and lack of flexibility. The purchaser will 
normally take a maintenance agreement with the manufacturers. In the case of 0 
sofiware this may be compulsory for the first year but may include new versions 
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when available. Vendors will sometimes upgrade machines which have been bought or 
allow thern as trade-ins for other models. The option however, ties up capital which 
might be more effectively used elsewhere. 
12.11.7.2 Renting 
Renting is often over a short period. The agreement can be cancelled by the user at 
short notice normally one or two months. It is the most expensive option but provides 
the greatest flexibility. However, as the contractor for example will have to invest in 
training, preparation and implementation it not that easy to withdraw from the 
agreement. 
12.11.7.3 Leasing 
This is compromise between purchasing and renting. It would normally cost less but 
requires an agreement for a set period of time - three to seven years. Maintenance and 
servicing are included in the cost with an option to purchase at the end of the lease 
period. Although lacking the flexibility of rentals the leasor can often upgrade to a 
larger system before the lease expires. 
The leasing or purchasing option is probably suited for the implementation of systems I 
at head office while rentals for site use can be considered depending on the size of the 
project and its duration. 
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12.12.0 Bencrits and Costs of Implementing Recommendations 
Although it is difficult to measure the main benefits of implementing these 
recommendations, it is envisaged that these would include: (i) better demonstration of 
entitlement to a claim; (ii) clear and understandable quantification of claims; (iii) 
improved quality of site records for documenting events; (iv) closer control of likely 
changes in project scope; (v) a documentation standard that provides a clear picture of 
the state of the project, such the output of resources, where they were deployed, on 
what project activity and how they were affected during the currency of the project; 
(vi) better evaluation of disruptive events and how they affect particular activities; (vii) 
improved 'team spirit', better relationship between contract administrator, general 
contractor, sub-contractor and employer, (viii) speedy resolution of claims without 
recourse to adversarial proceedings for settlement; (ix) reduce lack of information as a 
reason for protracted negotiation and settlement of claims. 
The main cost of implernentation would generally include the additional man-days 
required to a operate the systern. On medium to large projects, equipment, training, 
vendor support to maintain the systems and potentially employee dissatisfaction will be 
the main cost of implementation. An additional cost which should be recognised is that 
tile well organised contractor who appreciates the need to resource the claims 
management function as proposed might loose bids to the less organised. Consultants 
need to appreciate that in the long run, the added cost of a well organised contractor 
will be far less than the cost of protracted disputes. This factor should therefore be a 
serious consideration in the award of construction contracts. 
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12.13.0 Summary 
The recommendations outlined in this document seek to combine best practice with 
innovative approach to the issues of claims management. By combining modern 
management techniques afforded by technology in the fashion recommended, claims on 
construction project will become more manageable. Also, implementation will reduce 
significantly the frustration associated with claims preparation and evaluation. The 
recommendations are also intended to provide a viable alternative to the current 
haphazard approach to the preparation and evaluation of claims. On the whole this 




EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS 
13.10 Introduction 
Evaluation ofProposals 
In chapter twelve seven main specific proposals were made to improve claims 
management through a combination of changes to site activity documentation, 
contractual provisions and the application of information technology. These 
proposals were sent to 20 practitioners in the construction industry (contractors and 
consultants) to evaluate with respect to their feasibility as a means of achieving 
significant improvernent in the management of clairns. This chapter reports the results 
of the evaluation process. 
13.2.0 . Contractors Evaluation of Proposals 
13.2.1 Proposal I 
This proposal recommended the use of a matrix of records designed to capture 
information on each scheduled project activity to aid information retrieval for claims 
preparation and evaluation. (§§ 12.2.0). Of the 10 contractors who responded, 8 
indicated that they believed that if these proposed format of documents were kept the 
task of preparing claims and information retrieval would be significantly improved. 
The information content of the records were deemed adequate. A minority (I out of 
10) were not sure of their possible impact, The evaluation of each proposed record is 
shown in Table 13.1. Most of the practitioners indicated that the information content 
of the proposed records were adequate, useful but in some cases will require training 
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proposed record for errors and ornissions analysis and drawings were not useful in 
terms of their relevance and the information content was inadeqUate. The general 
impression of the contractors is that the concept of a matrix of docurnents, with 
recorded information on each scheduled project activity overcomes the problem of 
identification, retrieval supporting documents in clairn preparation. This perception 
of the proposals is borne Out by tile comments of the Commercial Manager of 
Gourney (Appendix 11) that at the very least it ensures that "information relevant to 
claims and in fact project management will be there". Proposal I if implernented will 
result in a better management of clairns. 
13.2.2 Proposal 2 
In response to tile proposal to make it a requirement to prepare and maintain 
resource loaded network schedules based on CPM techniques, 9 out of 10 
contractors indicated that although an effective tool it needs to understood to aid 
claims preparation and evaluation. All agreed that the resource requirements for 
maintaining such schedules would be high but necessary to achieve significant 
improvements in claims management. Tile majority indicated that the criteria for 
preparing the schedules set in the model specification was reasonable and practicable 
as a means of ensuring its use oil all construction projects. There is agreement that 
the use of resource loaded network schedule within the terms similar to the model 
proposal (appendix 4) is a viable means of achieving better claims management. 
13.2.3 Proposal 3 
To tile proposal for making it a requirement to submit clainis in a specified format 
(§§12.3.0) most respondents indicated that the suggested format will not be easy to 
prepare while tile information tile contractor had to include was much too detailed. 
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However, their response to the formats for accompanying documents indicates that 8 
out of 10 thought the delay cost breakdown was inadequate with respect to 
information content, will require training to prepare, additional manpower to maintain 
but were useful for the intended purpose. The responses suggest that specifying the 
format of claims will not necessary improve claims documentation. Tile contractor 
should be free to make submittals in whatever form he wishes but it should be 
accompanied by the appropriate delay cost breakdown and disruption cost analysis or 
their equivalents to detail tile clairn. 
13.2.4 Proposal 4 
This proposal was aimed at incorporating construction contracts standard 
specifications for the preparation and maintenance of network schedules set out in 
§§12.3.0 and a minimurn requirement for keeping site records. Tile indication of 8 
out of 10 of the contractors was that its implementation would lead to better clairris 
management. A majority (7 out of 10) believed that incorporating such terms would 
change their legal obligations under contracts but would encourage good practice. 
With respect to the proposal to include provisions to incorporate specifications for 
programmes of work, all respondents indicated that it would change their current 
legal obligations but would result in better clairns management. 
On the specifications requirements to grant time extensions, 7 out of 10 indicated that 
it would speed up claims settlement, ensure a higher level of certainty about project 
costs before practical cornpletion but would not be difficult to implement. 
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For provisions requiring the contractor to keep and permit the employer to audit 
records, the contractors indicated that it would sp eed up claims settlement and ensure 
certainty on project cost but would be difficult to implement. Similar views were 
expressed with respect to the requirement to submit build-up of preliminaries and 
other bidding documents. With respect to claim submittals, the contractors indicated 
that it would neither speed up claims settlement to ensure certainty of projects costs 
and would be generally difficult to implement. 
13.2.5 Proposal 5 
In response to the proposal that electronic document management systems should be 
used to overcorne problerns with document assembly, retrieval and data access, 7 out 
of 10 indicated that EDMS will reduce the cost of information retrieval. 8 out of 10 
indicated the cost of managing documents will reduce while leading to improvements 
in the contractors' ability to SUbstantiate claims. 
All respondents however indicated that it might be costly to implement on every 
project. 9 out of 10 indicated that they were certain about its advantages over current 
practices. At the sarne time 8 out of 10 indicated that the technology would need to 
be tried to gain acceptance. 
It is concluded from this response and the case studies that: (i) the cost managing 
claims relevant documents, the cost of informatign retrieval can be reduced through 
the use of EDMS. The technology will improve the contractors' ability to substantiate 
claims; (ii) the EDMS technology has a definite advantage over their current 
document management practice but will need to be tried to gain a general use in the 
construction industry. 
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13.2.6 Proposal 6 
On training, all respondents indicated that ideological training was needed to achieve 
significant improvernents in claims management. All indicated that operational 
training was very important to implement successfully all the proposals. 
The responses show that training of construction personnel needs to include the use 
of technology for information management and claims is necessary to achieve better 
claims management within the context to the framework. C 
13.2.7 Proposal 7 
Of the 10 contractors, 7 indicated that assigning the claims management function on C 
large and medium sized projects was necessary to improve claims management. All 
indicated that this can be implernented on project of medium to large size. It is 
therefore good practice on substantial construction works to assign the claims 
management function. 
13.3.0 Consultants Evaluation 
13.3.1 Proposal I 
All consultants indicated that the rnatrix of records for site activity documentation or 
their near equivalents proposed would improve claims preparation and information 
retrieval quite significantly. 3 out of 10 indicated that the resources required would 
have to increase above current levels. A majority (9 out of 10) indicate that the 
information content of the records were adequate for claims management purposes 
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and WOUld make tile identification and retrieval of relevant information easier. Tile 
detailed responses of the respondents are SUrnmarised, in Table 13.2. 
Most consultants felt that the information content of the records were adequate and 
useful but the activity update form, variation status report, errors analysis and the job 
diary would require training to complete. The was therefore a general endorsement of 
the main proposal to record events, resource use and progress directly on each 
scheduled project activity to aid claims preparation and evaluation. 
13.3.2 Proposal 2 
The consultants (7 Out of 10) indicated that the requirement to prepare and maintain 
resource loaded CPM schedules was an effective tool for improving claims 
management but needs to be properly understood to aid claims settlement. They 9 0 
out of 10 agreed that the resource requirements can be readily absorbed within 0 
current resource outlay on projects. The proposed model was a reasonable and viable 
means of ensuring tile use of schedules on construction projects. 
13.3.3 Proposal 3 
Of the respondents 6 out of the 10 consultants indicated that the proposed format for 
claims submittals would not be easy to prepare with respect to its clarity and also the 
format required to much detailed information. 
The responses uggest that, all the information included in these documents were I 
judged to be useful except that for delay cost breakdown. All the documents were 
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13.3.4 Proposal 4 
Evaluation ofProposals 
6 Consultants indicated that the current contractual provisions were adequate for 
claims purposes but a requirement prepare to programmes of work using CPM 
schedules will not significantly change their legal obligations under contract. 
Specifically, on provisions to incorporate programmes of work, 7 out of 10 judged it 
would lead to better claims management without changing significantly current legal 
obligations. 6 consultants indicated that the duty to grant tirne extensions in a 
specified tirne frame will not necessarily speed Lip claims settlement or result in a 
higher level of certainty about the eventual cost of projects. They would however be 
difficult to implement. 
Tile sarne proportion of consultants indicated a similar view on the requirement for 
contractors to keep specified records, allow audits of records, using specified formats 
for claims and the submission of the build-up of costs and other bidding documents. 
13.3.5 Proposal 5 
On tile possible impact of EDMS on claims management, 9 out of 10 judged that 
these systems will reduce the cost of data retrieval. Of tile 10,7 were certain it will 
reduce the cost of managing documents, I did not while 2 were not certain. 8 
consultants indicated that the technology can improve contractors' ability to 
substantiate their claims. 
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With respect to resource requirements, 6 judged it Would be costly oil every project 
but the rest were not certain. The majority (8 out of 10) were not certain it had a 
definite advantage of current docurnent management practice but all judged that tile 
technology needs to be tried to gain acceptance in the industry. According to the 
consultants response, it can be concluded that using EDMS can result in cost savings 
in document management and information retrieval but the technology needs to be 
tried. This is in line with the opinion of contractc; rs (§§13.2.5). This view appears to 
be motivated by the question who has to bear the cost of such systems. Clearly, a 
more detailed investigation is therefore necessary. 
13.3.6 Proposal 6 
All respondents indicated that ideological training was necessary to achieve C) 
improvements in clairns managernent. Operational training was judged to be very 
important to successfully implement these proposals in fiill. 
13.3.7 Proposal 7 
On the assignment of the claims management function to a rnernber of the project 
team specifically trained, all consultants indicated that this was a feasible and 
practicable way of achieving significant improvernent on medium and large projects. 






From the evaluation of the proposals made in chapter twelve to improve claims 
management it can be suggested that: 
The proposal to document events, resource use and progress of work with 
respect to scheduled project activity can significantly reduce the difficulty of 
identifying, retrieving, assembling and preparing claims. Their SUbsequent 
evaluation will be made easier and permit speedy settlement. 
Standard specifications for preparing and maintaining resource loaded 
programmes of work needs accompany every construction contract as a means 0 
aiding clairns management. 
3. Providing a breakdown of costs of delays and disruptions with respect to each I 
project activity to Support claims will make claims evaluation and settlement 
easier. 
InClUding provisions to incorporate programmes of work, can lead to better 
claims management without changing significantly current legal obligations of 
parties to construction contracts. There howdver remains sorne reservation as to 
the future legal implication for parties. I 
5. Training of construction personnel needs to include the use of technology for 0 
information management and claims is necessary to achieve better claims t) 
management within the context to the frarnework. 
6. It is good practice on substantial construction works to assign the claims 
management function. 
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The cost managing claims relevant docurnents, tile cost of information retrieval 
can be reduced through the use of EDMS. The technology will improve the 
contractors' ability to substantiate claims 
The EDMS technology has a definite advantage over their current document 
management practice but will need to be tried to gain a general use in the 
construction industry. 
Provisions requiring the contractor to keep and allow the employer to audit 
records and submit the build-up of preliminaries and other bidding dOCUrnents will 




Conclusions and Recommendations 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
14.1.0 Introduction 
It is a commonly held view that, the contractor is required to submit well argued 
statements of his entitlements upon the occurrence of defined events recognised by 
construction contracts. These are generally referred to as "clainis". The high incidence of 
disputes that arise as a result of such clairris is well docurnented. 
Attempts have been made to reduce this problem. Such attempts have in the main 
followed two main strands of research and expert commentary. The first, focuses on 
explaining the legal implication of common terms of contract. The other, attempts to I 
ensure that there is equity in the allocation of risks under construction contracts. The latter 
suggests that, poor risk allocation determines the Jikely occurrence of claims and disputes. 
This has in recent years led to the development of new forms of contract and a clamour in 
some sections of industry for the redrafting of the main standard forms of building and 
civil engineering contracts. 
Even though Such attempts are useful, there has been very little or no reported 
investigation (at least in the public domain) to explain why clairns and disputes continue to 
be on the increase. Some reported research indicates that, management was perhaps the 
most important factor responsible for this phenomenon. So far, written commentary on the 
managernent issues that claims imply and the solutions offered have been based on 
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anecdotal evidence, The research reported in this thesis attempts to fill this gap in the 
construction industry's understanding of claims management. 
This was achieved through extensive literature search, case law review, postal surveys, 
structured interviews and case studies. The aim was broadly, to identify the main 
shortcomings in claims managernent practice, their extent and causes, as a basis for 
proposing management changes that include the application of IT tools to improve current 
practice. This chapter presents the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the 
research. Recommendations for further research are also proposed. 
14.2.0 Findings of the Research 
The main findings of this research are as follows: 
I. Of all the members of the contractors' project team, the Quantity Surveyor (QS) 
plays the most significant role in claims preparation. This is based on tile 
understanding of tile QS's hands on knowledge of the costing of works and cost 
monitoring of the relevant projects. Commercial Managers and Legal Advisors have 
greater involvernent than Project Managers, Claims Surveyors or External 
Consultants. 
2. On tile Employers project team, the PQS who is directly responsible to tile A/E, has a 
greater involvernent than the Architect or Engineer. The Employer plays a secondary 
role in claims evaluation to ensure the independence of the A/E. However, this 
tradition is being departed frorn in situations where: (i) the client insists that claims be 
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submitted and evaluated to the letter of the contract; (ii) A/E's are now being sued 
successfully to recover costs of claims awarded to contractors. 
3. In terms of demand on time the eight aspects of the claims preparation process: (i) 
Identifying relevant information; (ii) identifying sources of information; (iii) retrieving 
relevant information; (iv) archiving information; (v) interpretation of contracts and 
justifying claims; (vi) responding to A/E requests for information; (vii) quantifying 
claims and: (viii) claim document preparation were rated as follows (most demanding 
first):. (i) preparation of claims documents, (ii) identifying relevant information, (iii) 
claims q uantifi cation, (iv) claim justification and retrieval of information in that order. 
Archiving project information takes the least time. This suggests that, archiving is not 
accorded the importance it deserves because casual archiving is likely to result in 
insufficiently accessible records long after project staff have dispersed. More than 
two-thirds of respondents rated the time involved in the five highest ranked aspects of 
claims preparation between 6 and 10 on a0- 10 scale. 
4. In terms of cost, the contractors indicated that preparing the clairn document, 0 
quantifying the claim, retrieving information and identifying claims relevant 
information, in that order, are the most costly aspect of claims preparation. Also, 
interviews with their QS's suggested not only a lack of skill to prepare claims, but also 
that, gathering relevant information for quantification is costly. To avoid the 
additional cost of retrieving claims relevant information, many contractors use general 
formulae, or the so called "global claini" approach, which has been castigated 
repeatedly by the UK courts, 
5 The reasons most likely to be cornmonly cited by consultants (A/E) for rejecting 
contractors' clairns are non-entitlement in principle and inadequate information. They 
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ranked lack of breakdown of claims by causes above non-cornpliance with contractual 
procedures. 
Non-entitlement in principle appears to be the most common ground for rejection of 
claims, contrary to expectation. This contradicts expert opinion that, justification of 
clairns in principle is hardly ever a difficulty. This finding suggests that, the 
understanding of the terms of standard forms is still inadequate in spite of the large 
volume of information dedicated to interpreting them. Secondly, there appears to be a 
high incidence of contractors submitting uni-neritorious claims on the off chance that a 
satisfactory outcorne may just turn up. There is evidence frorn research in artificial 
intelligence and law that expert systerns can help improve parties' ability to interpret 
terms of contract. 
6. It was a common cornment among consultants that, what little information is 
submitted to support claims is usually captured by systems designed to produce 
internal accounting information which has, at best, only the most tenuous connection 
with clairns. Investigation of the underlying causes of this problem identified: (i) a 
culture of bias against paperwork on the part of site operatives; (ii) poor design of 
recording systems; (iii) the paper-based nature of most of the relevant information; 
(iv) poor resourcing of the claims management role in contracting organisations. This 
view was confirmed by the findings of tile case studies. Sorne contractors openly 
admitted that even where the information is available, it is usually very expensive to 
retrieve and organise in the format required to support claims. 
7 The global clairn problem is inherently more difficult for contractors to overcome than 
the other grounds upon which claims are rejected. However, in terms of frequency in 
practice, it has been ranked only fourth and with a score below 5. This suggests that, 
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the extent of the problem may have been exaggerated by the high profile nature of the 
relevant court cases. Consultants interviewed indicated that, where reasonable efforts 
at particularisation are made, they have due regard to the realities of complexities of 
cause and effect on construction projects. However, every interviewee said they had 
come across the worst examples of the global claim approach, particularly in 
connection with costs of disruption. 
S. Claims for cost of disruption and loss of productivity are the most problernatic of all 
the common heads of claim. The methods available for quantifying this head assume 
that, the contractor has maintained adequate records of performance on the disrupted 
activities not only during the period of the disruption, but also in normal times. Most 
UK standard forms contain provisions which empower the contract administrator to 
require the contractor to keep records pertaining to situations likely to give rise to this 
head of claim. However, most of thern are silent on tile type and detail of 
prograrnming required, tile detail, format and general quality of records, and sanctions 
against failure to comply. The main difficulty in the UK stems mainly from the fact 
that the requirements for such prograrnmes are not enforceable contractually. This 
research suggests that as a result, a valuable tool for settling disputes is lost and 
consequently, there is recourse to the global claims approach to which most 
consultants object. 
Consultants larnent tile frequent lack of records and general poor quality of what is 
available, particularly prograrnmes, most of which were only in Gantt chart form and 
were hardly ever a true reflection of actual site performance. It was also a general 
complaint that, in the absence of adequate records, contractors resort to claiming 
percentages of total labour estimates or actual labour costs of disrupted operations as 
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the reimbursable element for disruption. The main drawback of this approach is that 
there is Usually no objective justification for tile percentage used. 
The principle that a contractor should be reimbursed for under-recovery of head 
office overheads on account of prolongation caused by events for which the owner is 
responsible is hardly disputed. What is usually in dispute is its quantum. A number of 
methods, of which the Hndvoti, Enideii and Eiddeay formulae are the most popular, 
are used in quantifying this element of claims, The acceptability of the formulae have 
been touched upon by litigation, albeit with varying degrees of directness. 
The current position is that, their use would be acceptable provided the contractor is 
able to dernonstrate that the assumptions underlying their use are satisfied. The above 
comments also apply broadly to recovery of profit. This research suggests that, by and 
large, many practitioners accept the use of these formulae. These heads of claim are 
challenged mostly on grounds of lack of the proof of the assumptions underlying 
entitlement to recovery and the lack of justification of the overhead percentages 
clairned. 
10. Claims for interest and finance charges are accepted in principle. The indication is 
that, where a contractor presents tile full trading accounts for tile project tile quoted 
interest could be claimed. In the absence of such evidence, tile current rate of 
borrowing is used as a guide in neCgotiating a percentage for interest and finance 
charges 
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11. Opinion is still divided on whether tile cost of preparing of a claim, either in-house or 
through independent clairns consultants is reirnbursable. This has been a matter of 
considerable controversy. According to one school of thought, where the terms of a 
contract expressly provide for the submission of claims, then the contractor would be 
deemed to have priced for the cost of preparing claims and should therefore not be 
entitled to recover this head. Most of the consultants interviewed subscribed to this 
view and invariably disallowed this head. Contractors are of the view that, where 
special investigation is carried out in order to quantify the clairn and the scope of such 
research could not reasonably have been foreseen at the time of tendering, then the 
cost of preparing the claim ought to be allowed, The contractors' position is that, in 
the current state of tile construction industry, the arnount of effort required would in 
most cases satisfy this condition. Consultants, whilst expressing the view that they 
were bound to comply with the principle on non-recoverability, nevertheless 
recognised that, in the current climate of competition in construction, making 
allowances for costs of this scale in a tender would almost certainly result in loss of 
bids. 
These views notwithstanding, many contractors continue to claim this head of cost 
even though they are aware of the argurnent against recoverability. Case law suggests 
that, they have chances of winning if they persist with the claim. The reason is that, if 
the clairn ends up in litigation and the contractor chooses to formulate the claim as 
damages for breach of contract and not damages under the terms of the contract, the 
costs would be allowed under the principles governing the recovery of damages of 
breach of contract. This is because, even an express exclusion of such costs is futile 
because of legislation against unfair terms in contracts. 
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12. The research suggest that for claims for inflation of cost, the principle is not a very 
important issue. Rather it is the contractors' ability to present evidence of additional 
costs beyond that allowed by the price fluctuation clause in the contract which leads 
to disputes. 
13. On-site overheads are usually disputed because of lack of transparency in contractors' 
quantification of this head of claim or the use of current unit costs of relevant 
resources which are often higher than the costs used by the contractor in tendering for 
the job. The problem of lack of transparency is most acute where tile contractor 
priced preliminary items as a percentage of direct costs. Although current standard 
methods of measurement do not follow this approach, there was evidence that it is 
still being used. Contractors who adopt this pricing approach at tender, often quantify 
this head of clairn as the sarne percentage of increases in the relevant work and with 
no attempt to relate tile arnount claimed to specific resources. 
14. A lot has been made of the need to keep adequate records to substantiate claims. 
What actually happens in practice, according some observers, is the exact opposite. In 
order to Substantiate these assertions contractors were asked to indicate, from their 
experience, the documents they are likely to use in their claim submissions. 
Consultants were also asked to indicate, their perceptions of tile frequency with which 
contractors fail to submit specific documents required for the evaluation of clairns. 
Their responses indicate that tile documents most lacking are photographs, 
tirnesheets, and site diaries. 
As these are the most basic of site records, this finding is a sad reflection on the 
quality of site management. Interviews with contractors confirmed that, even where 
these records have been kept, access to the specific records required to support a 
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particular claim is so expensive that it is not attempted unless arbitration or litigation 
is contemplated. 
15. The technology required to reduce the expense of access to information from paper- 
Sources is now well established. Electronic document management systems are now 
routinely used by insurers and the banks. They allow information stored in different 
forms and documents to be linked and accessed flexibly by subject matter with 
minimal transaction costs. This research suggests that, few contractors are even 
beginning to appreciate the values of these systems. I 
16. Computers are being used in the management of claims. However, tile systems 
being used have been developed for other purposes and therefore place 
limitations on the way in which they can support claims managernent. Although 
clainns are made in the currency of most projects there are no comprehensive 
systerns designed to support every aspect of claims management. 
17. The review of systerns already used widely in the construction industry suggests that, 
on their own, these systems do not offer cost effective tools for supporting claims 
management. The way forward would be to incorporate these systems (expert 
systerns, project management software and databases with electronic document 
management systems) on an integrated platform to achieve synergy. C= 11: ý 
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14.3.0 Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be made on the bases of these findings: 
1. Claims preparation is not as yet regarded as a specialised project management 
function requiring the assignment of specific personnel in contracting organisations. 
Although such personnel may in fact exist, most contractors are reluctant to use such 
a job title for fear of being branded as "claims cotiscious". Also, internal preparation 
of claims is favoured over tile use of external claims consultants. This rneans that, 
having well trained personnel capable of undertaking this function is important if well 
argued claims are to be produced. 
2. Three main reasons can explain the clear indication that preparing claims takes a lot of 
time. Firstly, the construction industry is notorious for not documenting procedures 
and transactions. The consequence is that most of the information recorded is of a 
cost accounting nature. Tile problem with this type of records is that, they do not 
contain information relating directly to resource usage on scheduled project activities 
but only indicate apparent fluctuations in the cost of tile project. Tile second is that, 
information on project activities are not readily accessible to individuals assigned 
these roles. Lastly, in an environment where most project information is transferred 
using the paper medium, the identification and subsequent retrieval of relevant 
information will be time consuming. Whichever situation applies, there is clear need 
for systematic documentation of project activities. 
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3. The research Suggests that owners, by accepting some poorly substantiated claims, 
have failed to provide contractors with a real incentive to improve the quality of their 
information systems. Sorne contractors openly admitted that even where the 
information is available, it is usually very expensive to retrieve and organise in the 
format required to support claims. 
4. The problem of lack of transparency is easily cured by the use of schedule of 
preliminaries not only for pricing tenders but also for quantifying on-site elements of 
claims. Where the schedule is in the form of a bar chart with annotations for costs per 
week or other appropriate planning periods, the impact of claim event oil on-site 
overheads is only too apparent. The effectiveness of the schedule is limited only by 
the lack powers granted by standard forms of contract to contract administrators to 
reqUire contractors to submit this type of information. 
5. There is generally a prevalence poor resourcing of the claims managernent function 
which does not permit maintenance of the records of the requisite quality. Thus, the 
tendency to ignore claims until after completion, by which time hurnan resources can 
be freed from other ffinctions to investigate tile claim. This practice seen by many 
critics as an indication of poor management. 
6. The construction industry is not yet fully aware of the advantage of developments 
in cornputing in areas such as object-oriented programming, standards for 
application programming interfaces and - document standards. Also, the 
emergence of electronic docurnent managernent systems, is yet to exploited. 
There is therefore a need for a total appraisal by constructors organisation of 
their requirements for managing clairns as a precursor to the implementation of 
systems dedicated to clairns management. The conceptual model proposed in this 
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thesis which was partially validated by peers suggests that, it is basis for 
developing an integrated computer-based systern to support claims managernent. I 
To alleviate these problems and improve current practice, it was proposed that : (i) a 
matrix of documents or their near equivalents that record resource use, performance 
and site events with reference to scheduled project activities be implemented-, (ii) 
there should be a requirement to prepare and. maintain resource-loaded CPM network 
schedules to aid the ascertainment of the cost and time impact of site events on 
specific activities. Standard specifications for these prograrnmes and the minimum 
requirements for keeping site records should also be incorporated with all standard 
forms of building and civil engineering contracts; (iii) to ensure an adequate standard 
of clairn documentation, it is desirable that the requirements for clairn submittals 
should be specified at project inception; (iv) the problems with documents assembly, 
retrieval and access to data can be overcome through the implementation of electronic 
document management systerns; (v) ideological training of personnel to use IT tools 
and understand tile need to change current claims managernent practice should be 
undertaken and; (vi) tile clairns managernent function should be assigned to a member 
of the project team specifically trained on large and medium sizes projects. 
14.4.0 Recom in enda t ions 
In order to take advantage of the potential for information technology developments and 
address the shortcomings of current claims management practice seven main proposals C 
were made to the industry (Chapter Twelve). These proposals were examined by a number 
of experts and practitioners in industry for their feasibility and suitability. Tile feedback 
from this industry review suggests that in order to overcorne these problems and take 
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advantage of information technology tools, the following are recommended for 
implementation: 
I. A matrix of records that document site events, resource use and progress of work 
with respect to scheduled project activity will significantly reduce the difficult of 
identifying, retrieving, assembling and preparing claims. 
2. Standard specifications for preparing and maintaining resource loaded programmes 
of work should accompany every constniction contract as a rneans aiding claims 
management. 
3. Claims submissions should provide as an obligation a breakdown of costs of delays 
and disniptions with respect to each project activity. 
4. Standard forms should include provisions to incorporate programmes of work. This 
would lead to better claims management without changing significantly current legal 
obligations of parties to construction contracts. 
5. Training of construction personnel needs to include the use of technology for 
information management and claims. This is necessary to achieve better clairns 
managernent within the context to the framework. 
6. On medium to large construction projects the claims management function should to 
personnel trained to deal with them. 
The possibility of using electronic document management systerns to reduce the cost 
of managing claims relevant documents should be explored. This is because there are 
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strong indication based on their use in other industries that this technology can 
improve the contractors' ability to Substantiate clairns. The EDMS technology has a 
definite advantage over their current document managernent practice but its 
economics in the long term should be investigated and publicised in order to gain 
general use in the construction industry. 
Provisions requiring the contractor to keep and allow the employer to audit records 
and submit the build-up of preliminaries and other bidding documents should be 
considered as means aiding claims evaluation. 
9. The industry should examine carefully the development and implementation of IT 
tools that can support all aspects of project management on an integrated platform. 
It should be ernphasised that implementing these recommendations guarantees a solution I 
to one major problem associated with the preparation and settlement of clairns: the 
seemingly intractable question of the availability and accessibility of clairns relevant 
information. The feedback from this research suggests that, if these recornmendation are 
implemented, then at least the information needed to resolve claims and disputes will be 
available. This means that in all cases, sound judgernents can be made by arbitrators and 
judges. This removes from disputes what the Wood Report referred to as the "lack of 
facinal evidence to support a claim" 
The recommendation to explore tile possible use of IT especially for electronic document 
management will enable records and costing systems to be implemented which will not 
only benefit tile contractor in clairns situations but improve internal information 
management. Tile main pay-off will be more informed decision making with respect the 
contractors' budgetary control and resource management. 
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14.5.0 Recommendations for further research 
It is recommended that further research be carried out in tile following areas: 
To implement the frarnework proposals on live projects to test their impact on claims 
managernent. This is because, although the feedback frorn industry suggests that the 
framework was feasible, the result of actual implementation is required to gain 
general acceptance and further enhance to framework. 
The standardisation of site activity documentation on construction projects. This is 
required to address the inadequacies of site records shortcomings identified in case 
studies (Chapter Seven) and SUrnmarised in Chapter Twelve (§§ 12.4.0). 
Further work be carried Out to development and test of a suite IT applications within 
the functional scope determined in Chapter Eleven to implement an integrated 
computer-based system for claims management. This would tackle in practical terms 
the implementation issues addressed in Chapter Eleven (§§ 11.4.1) in order to 
produce practical system. 
4. Research be carried to explore the potential of using electronic docurnent management 
systerns to reduce the cost of managing claims relevant documents should be 
explored. This is because there are strong indication based on their use in other 
industries that this technology can improve the contractors' ability to substantiate 
claims. The EDMS technology has a definite advantage over their current document 
managernent practice but its economics in the long term should be investigated and 
publicised in order to gain general use in the construction industry. 
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Appendix 2 
NORMALIZATION 
Normalization is a technique which is used in a variety of methodologies. It is used in 
Gane and Sarson (STRADIS), Information Engineering, SSADM, and Multiview. It is 
a technique that was originally developed by Codd (1970) as part of the development 
of relational theory and relational databases. However, tile technique os normalization 
si applicable irrespective of whether a relational databse is envisaged or not. It is often 
used in its own right as an anlaysis technique for the sturctUring of data, it can be used 
on its own or as a means of crosss-checking or validating orther models, particularly an 
entity model. In structure systerns methodologies, for example Gane and Sarson, it is 
used to consolidate all the various data stores that have been identified in a data flow 
diagrarn into a coherent data structure. 
Normalization is tile process of transforming data into well formed or natural 
groupings SLIC11 that one fact is in one place and that the correct relationships between 
facts exist. Normalization results in a set of relations. 
To illustrate how this works, suppose that a patient has at the end of their bed, a Drug 
Card showing all drugs prescribed during their stay and the dosage required. Two 
sample cards, with information typed onto them are shown in Fig. h). This data could 
be organised into several ways depending on which requirements we are trying rto 
satisfy. If we want to sirnpley recreate tile information on the Drug Cand then the 
organisation of attributes into one table as shown in Fig. 11) is ideal - with one retrieval 
tile drug card can be recreated for each patient. 
2-B 
Patient No.: 933 Sm-name: Moneybags Foi-ename: Maurice 
W. ad No.: 10 Ward Name: Barnard 
Drugs 1wescribed: 
Date Drug Code Drug Name Dosage Length of 
Treatment 
20/5/88 C02355P Cortisone 2 pills 3x days 14 days 
after meals 
20/5/88 M03416T Morphine Injection every 4 5 
11OUrs 
25/5/88 M03416T Morphine Injection every 8 3 
11OUrs 
26/5/88 PE8694N Penicillin I pill 3x day 7 
For additional drugs continue on another card 
Patient No.: 933 Surname: 





Date Drug, Code Drug, Name Dosage Length of 
Treatment 
15/5/88 AS473A Aspirin 2 pills 3x day 
after meals 
7 days 
-20/5/88 VA231M Valium 2 per dy 5 
For additional drLIC. 1, S continue on another card 
Figure In 
The Drug Card is Our data source and we use as samples, representing all of the drug 
card data for all patients, the two cards shown in Fig B Ia. It is important to relize we 
are anlysing all existing data and all possible data associated with the data source 
chosen (in other words, tile sample data may not cover all possibilities so we 111LISt look 
further in Our analysis). 
2-C 
Pat Surname Fore- Ward Wa rd Prescr Drug ?I Drug Dosage 
Lgth treat 
No 11.1 In C No. name Date Code Name 
923 Moneybags Maurice 10 Barnard 20/5/98 C02355P Cortisone 2 pills 3x 14 
day a fler 
111cals 
923 Moneybags Maurice 10 Barnard 20/5/99 M0.1416T Morphine In ection 5 
every flour 
hours 
923 Moneybags Maurice 10 Barnard 25/5/99 M03416T Morphine Injection 3 
every 9 
hours 
923 Moneybags Maurice 10 Barnard 26/5/99 PE6994N Penicillin I pill 3x 7 
dav 
109 Foot Ivor 11 Flemin- 1515189 AS473A Aspirin 2 pills 3x 7 
day after 
Inells 
9 log Foot I T Ivor 
1 11 1 Fleming 120/5/99 1 VA123M I Valuini 12 per day 15 
Figure 11) Possible (unnormalised) Table designed for the Drug Card 
When we look at the data in the table there seems to be considerable unnecessary 
duplication: Moneybags appears four times, Ward Narne and Drug Name have the I 
same value appearin, (:;several times. This duplication means that sorne apparently very 
simple, queries will be rather inefficient and difficult to perform. For example: 
How may patients are there in tile hospital? 
How rnany patients in Ward 10 have been given morphine? 
When we come to update the data in Figure. I c, there will problems. For example: 
If Foot dies and is deleted we lose important information (that Ward II is called 
Fleming and that Valium is VA23 IM). If Moneybags is moved frorn Ward 10 to II we c 11:  
ind each row connecting Moneybags to Ward 10 and change it otherwise we need to f0 (T 
will get an inconsistent result when we query the data, This problems can be avoided 
by organising the data into 'well-nornialised' tablee. 
To build these well-nornialised relations the anlyst take the raw systern's data going 
through several stages of nornialisation known as normal forms, cc 
2-D 
Unnormalised Form 
First N al Form 
Second rmal Form 
Third Normal Form 
Figure le: The Structure Data Normalisation 
11 ow to perform relational data analysis 
Relational data analysis can be applied to any set of attributes. One could, 
theoretically, take all of the attributes of the systern, analyse them, and produce a data 
design for the system all in one step. In practice this is almost impossible to do (unless 
the systern is very small) since it involves comparing every attribute with every other. 
The practical approach taken in SSADM is to analyse separately small 'chunks' of the 
systern data and then synthesize the results of each separate analysis. The 'chunks' of 
data selected! for analysis are often referred to as c1cim som-mv. Normally the inputs 
and outputs from the systern are used; these could be forms, screen formats, or reports. 
1. Rel)l-eselil the claict hi nimot-Incilizedfoi-ni atidl)ick a key The first step is to 
represent all of the data in a table. Some of the column headings (attribute names) 
have been abbreviated to save space. As the dates given on tile Drug Card are tile 
dates on which tile particular drug was prescribed we have renarned Date to the more 
meaningful Prescription Date. Note that the table is not strictly speaking a relation 
since there are several possible values for, say, patient 923's Drug Code. We can select 
any attribute or combination of attributes to act as primary key. However, it makes the 
analysis rather more straightforward if a 'reasonable' key is selected. Criteria for 
2-E 
selecting a reasonable key are: ideally the key ShOLdd be unique (only one possible 
value) for the particular data source; use tile smallest combination of attributes 
possible; avoid textual keys. 
The Patient No. is a good choice of key since each DrUg Card is for one and only one 
patient, and tile other criteria are satisfied. Tile convention is that primary keys are 
underlined. Figure Id shows the Drug Card data in unnormalized form. 
Pat Surname Fo re- Ward Wa rd Prescr Drti "g Drut, Dosmic 
Lgt h 
No name No. MIMIC Date Code Na in c treat 
923 Moneybags Maurice 10 Baniard 20/5/99 C02355P Cortisone 2 pills 3x 14 
day aller 
I Inells 
Baniard 20/5/98 M03416'r Morphine lqjection 5 
every four 
11OUrs 
Baniard 25/5/89 M03416T mollAlille likjection 3 
every 9 
hours 
fianiard 26/5/9, S PE6994N Penicillin 7 
109 Foot Ivor II Fleming 1515199 AS473A Aspirin 7 
20/5/99 VA123M I Valuini 5 
Fifure Id Drug Card data in unnormalized form 
Represew 1he data hi First Normal form hy removilig any repealilig groips 
of attributes to separate relations. Pick keysfor (my, relatimis idenlýfled A repealing 
gr, r -ibute ot- givip of alli-ibutes that may occur with multiple wp is defined as any alli 
vahies for a single value of the pi-imary key alli-ibute. 
Thus in the table there are several values of Drug Code, Drug Name, Prescription 
Date, Dosage, and Treatment Length for one value of tile Patient No. These attributes I 
form a repeating grOLIp and are removed to a separate relation. 
2-F 
The new relation has tile COILII1111 headings Patient No., Drug Code, Drug Narne, I=) 
Prescription Date, Dosage, and Treatment Leng-th. The Patient No. is required to 
make each row unique across the whole of the system data; it is quite likely that two 
patients could be given exactly the sarne prescription on the sarne day. 
We now have to decide on the primary key of the new relation. This will always be a 
combination of tile key selected in step I and one or more additional attributes 
necessary to identify a particular row. Patient No. is therefore part of the key and 
further analysis shows that it is necessary to have both DrUg Code and Prescription 
Date included in tile key. (A patient may be prescribed several drugs on the same day 
or may be prescribed same drug on separate occasions. ) When several attribUtes are 
required for the key of a relation this is known as a compound key. The new relation 
has a cornpOUnd key of Patient No., Drug Code, and Prescription Date. (This assurnes 
a hospital rule that a patient cannot be given different dosages of the sarne drug several 
times in the same day. What could tile key be if there was no Such rule? ) 
Pat No Prescr Date Drug Code Drug Name Dosage L(., th treat 
923 20/5/99 C02355P Cortisone 2 pills 3x 
dav aller nicals 
__ 14 
923 20/5/9,9 M03416T Morphine Injection every flour 
hours 
5 
923 25/5/88 M03416T Morphine Injection every 9 
hours 
.1 
923 26/5/99 PE6994N Penicillin I pill 3x day 7 
109 1515189 
I 
AS473A Aspirin 2 pills 3x day aller 
Incals 
7 
109 20/5/99 VA123M Valuini 2 per day 5 
Figureld-1: Sel)-'11'-'Ite(i 1-epe. 'Iting group now in First Normal Forin 
With the repeating group removed to a separate relation, we now consider the 
attributes left behind. These are the attributes that do not repeat for a single value of 
the key selected in step 1. Each row is therefore uniqUely identified by tile value of the 
key previously selected. 
2-G 
Thus Patient No., Surname, Forename, Ward No., and Ward Name remain as a 
relation with a key of Patient No. This is shown in Fig, 4.39, The data is now 
represented by two tables in First Normal Form (Figure Id and I e). 




923 Moneybags Maurice 10 Barnard 
109 Foot Ivor I Flenlino V 
Figure Ie Non-repeating information in First (and Second) Normal Form 
y allribules lhat 3. Represew lhe tkila in Secoid Nornial F orm hy removing, an 
depetid upoii pal-I (? /' IN key to sepalvie i, elciliolu This only affects relations that 
cornpOLInd keys. We have to decide whether any attribUtes in a compound key rel are 
dependent on only part of that Compound key. 
This concept of dependency, often referred to as. fulicliotial delmidelicy, is v important 
in relational data analysis. For any two attributes A and B, A is dependent on B if and 
only if. For a given value of B there is associated with it precisely one value of A at 
any one time. 
Thus tile attribute Patient Surname is dependent on the attribute Patient No. since 
given value of Patient No., say 923, there is associated with it precisely one value 
Patient Surname, in this case Moneybags. 
Another way of describing this is to say that: Attribute B delet-mines attribute A In 
Patient No. delermities Patient SUrnarne Notice that tile opposite is false: Patient 
Surname doev wl delel-inhie Patient No. For a given vakie of Patient SUrnarne, say 
2-H 
Moneybags, there may be several associated vatues of Patient No,, as there may be 
several patients called Moneybags in the hospital at the same time. 
Functional dependency diagrams (Figure 2f and 2g) are a useful way of understanding 
dependency and of sorting out complex dependencies. An arrow is drawn frorn the 
determining attribute(s) to tile dependent attribute. Figure 2f emphasizes common- C 
sense view of dependency: if you know the Patient No, then You can find the Patient 
Surname. 
atientNo. 
Patient No. Patient 
Surname 
Figure. 2f Ftiuctional dependellcy (liagnam: 'Patient No. detertermines Patient 
Surname 
Dependency can also occur with groups of attributes. In the table shown in Fig. 2h the 
combination of attributes-Patient No., Prescription Date, and Drug Code deterinines 
each of the attributes-Dosage and Treatment Length. This compound key relation can 









Fig. 2g Fmictional dependency diagram showing a compound key relation 
2-1 
To PLIt a relation into Second Normal Form we check that each attribUte in tile relation 
depends on tile whole key of tile relation that it is in, Any attribUtes not depending on 
the whole key are removed to separate relations using their determining attributes as 
primary key. 
The First Normal Form relation, shown in Fig. 2d above, includes the attribute Drug 
Name. This is only determined by tile Drug Code. Thus the relation is not in Second 
Pat No Prescr Date T)ruQ Code Dosa2c LP-th treat 
923 20/5/99 C023551' 2 pills 3x 
davaller meals 
14 
923 20/5/98 M03416T Injection every fibur 
hours 
5 
923 25/5/99 M(')3416T fiýjection every 8 hours 3 
923 26/5/99 _ PE6994N I pill 3x day 7 
109 15/5/88 AS473A 2 p'ills 3x day after 
nicals 
7 
109 20/i/99 VA123M 2 per dav 5 
Fig. 2h : Second Normal Form rehations from the Drug Card r! )
The systernatic way of deciding whether there are any part-key dependencies is to go 
through each compound key relation and ask of each attribute: 
Does it depend on lhe ivhole key? 
If the answer is No then which attribLite(S) it depends upon 111LIst be decided. An 
additional relation is created with tile determininc, attribute(s) as the key and tile 0 
dependent attribute(s) as tile data. Tile dependent attributes are removed from tile 
original re ation. 
In the example Drug Name is only dependent on Drug Code, so ail additional re is 
created with Drug Code as key and Drug Narne as data. Drug Name is removed the 
original relation. 
24 
Note that we should also examine the key attributes and ask for a compound whether 
any parts of the key directly depend on other parts of tile key? If any the key are 
dependent on other parts then the dependent attributes should be rele non-key 
attributes with the determining attributes remaining as keys. In the case compound key 
in the hospital example there is no dependency within the key. Any relations that have 
single keys are not affected by step 3. They are Second Normal Form. 
4. Relveseld the data hi Tlfil-d Normal Fol-m by i-elnoi, hig atiy allt, ibules tiot 
delviidelit ott the ke)ý to sej)al-ate i-elatiolis This step is similar to tile previous that we 
are looking at dependency between attributes. The difference is that here looking for 
attributes that might be dependent on other attributes instead of I non-key attributes 
that might be dependent on only part of the key. Therefore for each attribute we 
should ask tile questions: 
Is the altrihide directly clej)emleld oli 1he key alllOulc(v) (? f 1he rekilioll il is ill? and 
Is it dil-edly delmideld oli culy olhei- cittrihiae(s) ill lhesyslenl? 
If the answer to tile first question is No then the answer to tile second must These two 
questions act as a cross-cheek on each other in trying to find an inter-data 
dependencies. These are always difficult to find since to asl question systematically we 
would llave to compare each attribute in tile every other attribute or combination of 
attributes. This systematic approach impossible in practice so a more intuitive 
approach has to be taken. I approach relies on the analyst's skill and knowledge of the 
systern in bein possible inter-data dependencies and then to investigate thern formally. 
I the inter-data dependencies will be obvious and will occur within the re analysed 
together-it is those rare cases where a dependency occurs betw analysed oil separate 
data sources that are hard to find. ' If an inter-data. dependency is detected, say between 
attributes A and B, the decide whether attribute A determines attribute B or vice versa. 
Tile following Should be asked: 0 
2-K 
The technically minded reader should note that these questions ensure that the relations 
are in Bo Normal Form, sometimes referred to as Strong Third Normal Form. These 
basic principles applied to tile records collected' during the case studies yielded tile 0 
rationalised forms proposed in chapter Twelve. Tile results of tile normalisation is 
shown in tile next section. 
2-L 
Result of Normalisation 
1. Request For Approval 
UNIF 
Reg. 





































Sionature/Are/Eno, Cý aý Designation C; 











Contract No. * 
Address 
Desigantion 



























FNF SNF TNF 
Serial No. Serial No. Project Details 
Contract Contract Name Serial No. 
En,, ineer Location/Section Contract Narne 
Location/Section Weather Location/Section 
Day Weather 
Weather Serial No. 
Date Contract Name Contractor 
Em., ineer Name Serial No. * 
Serial No. Day Contract Narne 
Date Date Day 
Particulars Date 
Details Contract Name 
Inspected by En6neer Name Engineer 
Agent Date Contract narne* 
Signature Particulars En6neer Narne 
Details Particulars 
Date Agent Details 
Labour No. Designation 
Total Manhours En6neer Name 
Plant type Date Site Agent 
Total Hours Lahour No. En,, -, ineer Narne* 41- Total Manhours Date 









































R. E. Inst. No. 
Date 
Labour Name 







































Ratino LI No. 
Time On 












R. E. Inst. No. 
Date 




Description of Work 
Trade/Function 





















operation Code No. 
Description 





















Operation Code No. 
Description 




















Operation Code No. 
Description 















Accounts Cost Report 
Contract Narne 





Individual Oper. Cost 
Contract No. * 
Operation Code No. 
Description 

















Our Order No. 







Our Order No. 


















Commence Date Comment 
Complete date Commence Date 
pro Man/Agent Sign Complete date 












Inst. Record No. 











6. Plant and Labour Allocation Sheet (Not reqtdred) 
The data C/Hand(FNF) is changed to Site engineer because lie is involved in this 
process as the supervising officer on site. This will enable information flow when 





































A gen't /G F 



















I s ite, Engineer 
RL-source Allocation 
Contract No. * 
Check No. 





7. Cornfirmation of Verbal Instruction 
UNF FNF SNF 
Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. 
Address Instruct. No. Instruct. No. 
Date Date Date 
Instruct. No. Contract nanle Contract name 
Contract name 
Consult. Engineer Tn,, tnict. No. Ref. No. 

















Actual daily hOUrs 
Total Actual Hours 















Actual daily hours 
Total Actual Hours 





























Actual daily hours 
Total Actual Hours 












A pproval (i nternal) 












Actual daily hours 
Total Actual Hours 





Foremait's or Ganger's daily rettirn(redmidant) 























Plant used Type 














Plant used Type 




















Plant used Type 
























Check No. * 
operation Description 
Plant used Type 













































































Reply to query 
Require name 
Siumature/Cont Cg 












































Reply to query 
Require narne 
Contractor 















Contrac Rep. Name 
Enoineer Name 
Date 








Contrac Rep. Narne 
Eneineer Name 




















Contrac Rep. Narne 
Engineer 
Eneineer Name 
En,, gineer Address 









Actual Start Date 
Planned start date 
Actual Finnish Date 
Planned Finnish Date 
Effect on Activity 






















Head Office Overhead 
Activity Ref. 
Activity 
Actual Start Date 
Planned start date 
Actual Finnish Date 
Planned Finnish Date 





















Actual Start Date 
Planned start date 
Actual Finnish Date 
Planned Finnish Date 

















Head Office Overhead 
Activity 
Claim No. * 
Activity Ref. 
Activity 
Actual Start Date 
Planned start date 
Actual Finnish Date 
Planned Finnish Date 
Effect on Activity 
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3-A 
Appendix 3- Dataflow Diagrams Using SSADNI 
Components of Data Flow Diagrams 
Exlei-tial entities 
An external entity is whatever or whoever donates information receives information 
from it. All information represented within a systern must have been obtained initialy 
from an external entity. An external entity is represented on a Data Flow Diagram as 
an oval containing the narne and an identifier. The convention is that the identifier is a 
lower-case letter, as shown in Fig. A Ia. An external entity may be a user of the 




Fig. AIa Notation for external entities 
Ilivce. u 
A process transforms or manipulates data within the system. Processes are represented 
by rectangles on a Data Flow Diagram. Each process box contains the name of 
process an identifier, and possibly a location: 
Tile process narne is an imperative statement: 'do this' or 'do that'. It describes 
the processing performed oil the data received by the process. For example, a process 
may be named 'Register new CLIstorner', but may not be named 'Manager or 
'Registration Section'. 
Process identifiers are numerical. 
In the Current Physical Data Flow Diagrams, the location of the process is 
placed at the top of the box. This might be a physical location, bUt is more often Used 
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to denote tile staff responsible for performing the process, Tile Logical and Required 
Systern Data Flow Diagrams do not show tile locations of tile different processes. 






Fig. A 11) Notation for processes in Data Flow Diagrams 
Aim stme 
A data store is where information is held for a time within the systern. A data store is 
represented on a Data Flow Diagram by an open-ended box as shown in Fig. AIc 
DI Customer Details ' 
Fig A1c Notation for data stores 
In the Current Physical Data Flow Diagrams, the data stores represent real-world 
stores of information Such as computer files, card indexes, ledgers, etc. Manual data 
stores are shown on these physical diagrams by using the identifier, V, computer- 
based data stores are shown by using the identifier, 'D'. In contrast to these main stores 
where data is held permanently, transient data stores hold data for a short tirne before it 
is used. Transient stores are identified by a 'T', if they are also manual then 'T(M)' is 
used, In the Logical and Required Systern Data Flow Diagrams, each main data store is 0 
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regarded as computerized and identified by a 'D'. Some transient stores nlay remain 
and retain theirT identifier. 
Dalaj7oiv 
A data flow represents a package of information flowing between objects on the Data 
Flow Diagram. A data flow is represented by a line and an arrow to denote the 
direction of the flow of information. It is labelled with the narne or details of the 
information represented by the data flow. Figure A Id illustrates data flows on a 
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Fig. Id Data flows on a Current Physical Data Flow Diagram 
Points to note about data flows are: 
Information always flows to or from a process. The other end of the flow may 
be an external entity, a data store, or another process. 
Occasionally there are relevant data flows between external entities. Though, 
strictly speaking, these are outside the system, it can make tile diagrarn more 
understandable if they are shown. The convention is to use a dashed line for these 
external data flows. 
In tile Current Physical Data Flow Diagrams, the data flows represent real- 
world flows of information. For example, these could be forms sent frorn one part of 
the systern to another or telephone conversations between someone within tile system 
and a customer. 
In tile Logical and Required Data Flow Diagrams, these flows represent tile 
attributes required by a process or an Output from a process. 
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Colistruction of Data Flow Diagrains 
The top-level Required System Data Flow Diagram of a simple banking system is 
shown in Fig. AIe. Here, the main activities are tile registration of new customers, the 
recording of deposits or withdrawals, and tile closing of accounts. New customers are 
registered and accounts are closed by the bank manager, represented here as an 
external entity. When an account is closed, the customer is notified by the system. 
Cash deposits into the account are made by the customer, and salary cheques are paid 
in by the employer. The bank clerk performs a balance check before allowing a 
withdrawal by tile CLIstorner at the bank COLInter. Notice tile external flows (shown by 
dashed lines) between Customer and Clerk indicating the information passing before 
entry into the COMPLIter system. 
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Fig. AIe Example Data Flow Diagram for Cash & Grabbs Bank 
Some general principles about Data Flow Diagrams arise frorn Fig. AIe 
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Evei-lial ewifies 
It is sometimes difficult to decide exactly where the system boundary lies. In the early 
stages of analysis the boundary Should be wide to ensure that all possibilities are 
explored. So when investigating the current physical system the current operators are 
normally shown inside the boundary as part of'the processes (usually named in the 
'location'). Figure A Id shows the current physical version of Process I in Fig. A le 
(which is the required systern). In the current systern, the manager is performing the 
Process 'Register New Custorner', so is shown in the location area of the process box. 
The external entity is tile custorner. 
The logical view of this is also that the custorner is tile external entity for the process 
'Register New Customer', since lie or she is the 'owner' of the information and could 
conceivably be directly responsible for input into the COMPLIter. Our feeling is that it is 
best to keep the boundary wide when developing tile Logical Data Flow Diagrams and 
so avoid constraining possible designs later. Tile Required System Data Flow Diagrams 
show the design of the automated systern. Thus Fig. AIe above shows the manager as 
the external entity as he or she is responsible for entering tile information into the 
computer system. The customer is shown, via a dashed external data flow, Supplying 
the manager with the information. We could have designed tile systern differently and 
allowed the CLIstomer to enter their details directly; there would then be a direct flow 
into the process fi-om tile Customer. We have also used a dashed data flow to describe 
the interaction tile clerk has with the Customer for a deposit or withdrawal. Further 
details of the Current Physical, Logical, and Required Systern Data Flow Diagrams are 00 
given in Secs 3A . 3.6, and 4.2 respectively. 
pl-ocess numbering 
Althou, 91, the processes are numbered sequentially, this does not imply that they are 
executed in any particular sequence, Data Flow Diagrams do not imply sequence. 
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Processes 1,2, and 33 could be rellUnibered in another sequence and remain meaningful. 
Even where a process-to- process data flow exists, this need not imply that the second 
process must wait for the first to end before it begins. 
Dipliccitioit (? f data siol-es cind evel-licil elawes 
it has been necessary to duplicate certain external entities and data stores to avoid 
overcornplicating the diagram with crossing lines. To denote that a particular data 
store has been duplicated in the diagram, an extra vertical line is placed at the left side 
of the box. Duplicated external entities are denoted by an oblique bar to one side of 
the oval, as in the Customer external entity in Fig,. AIe. Where objects are duplicated, 
it is easy to make mistakes in rewriting the narnes of the objects wherever they occur. 
if identifiers are present we can easily reconcile different appearances of the same 
objects. 
La ul (? f 1he cliagIvni YO 
To make the diagrarn more readable, the external entities have been arranged around 
the edges of the diagram, and the data stores placed towards the centre of the diagram. 
This is good practice rather than a particular nile. For clarity, no more than 12 
processes Should be shown on a single Data Flow Diagram. It is important to 
remember that one of the main purposes of a diagram is to act as a rneans of 
communication, so legibility and clarity are as important as the technical content of a 
diagram. 0 
Levels of Data Flow Diagrams 
Each process on a Data Flow Diagram may be broken down into several processes I 
which are shown on another Data Flow Diagram. This is described as decomposing C0 
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the Data Flow Diagrams. The Data Flow Diagram which is a result of this 
decomposition is one level below the Data Flow Diagram containing the original 
process. 
The Data Flow Diagram that describes the entire system within a single diagram is the 
'top-level' or 'level V Data Flow Dial(varn. The Data Flow Diagrams that are 
expansions of processes at the top level are 'level 2' Data Flow Diagraills (see Fig. A 
10, Levels below this are called 'level Y, 'level 4', etc. Processes that are not further 
decomposed are 'bottom-level' processes. Processes from tile top-level Data Flow 
Diagrarn may be broken down to a number of levels if they are complex or may not be 
broken down at all if they are relatively simple. Thus, it is possible to have bottotn- 
level processes appearing at all levels of the Data Flow Diagrams. Bottoni-level 
processes are shown on the diagrams by marking them with a'*' as Processes I and 3 in 
Fig AIe and all the processes in Fig. A Ig. 
if a process is decomposed, the identifiers of tile lower-level processes are prefixed by 
the identifier of the higher-level process. For example, if Process 5 is decomposed, the 
lower-level processes will be identified as 5.1,5.2, etc. Similarly, if Process 5.1 is 
subsequently decomposed, the lower-level processes will be 5.1.1,5.1.2, and so on. 
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Fig. A If Decomposition of processes and data flows in Data Flow Diagrams 
Notice that data flows also decompose as we go down the levels of Data Flow 
Diagrams', the level I flow 'a-I' in Fig. A If splits into two flows, 'a- 1. V and 'a 13, at 
level 2. 
. 34 
Fig. AIg Level 2 Data Flow Diagram for Process 2 
The second-level Data Flow Diagram of Process 2 is shown in Fig. AIg, The frame 
surroundina the lower-level Data Flow Diagram denotes the boundary of the 0 
higherlevel process. The identifier of the higher-level process and tile naine of tile 
process are put at the top of the frame. 
Note that all of tile flows to and from the higher-level box have been either duplicated 
or broken down into several flows at the lower level. If new data flows are identified 
at the lower level which cross the frame, these should be reflected at the higher level so 0 
that consistency between the levels is maintained. To simplify level I diagrams 'to' and 
'from' data flows between objects are oflen combined into one double-headed arrow 
(see '24 on Fig. A le). These Should always be split into tile Constituent data flows at 
the lowest level as with'2.2-d'and'd-2.2in Fig. A Ig, 
So that it is clearly understood what is represented by each bottom-level process, it is 
useful to write a brief description of the process with an indication of when the process 
is triggered into action. This description is called an Elementary Process Description. 
34 
External entities are normally described further in External Entity Descriptions. Data 
flows are further described by Input/Output Descriptions (usually shortened to 1/0 
Descriptions) which gives the data content (i. e. which attributes it uses) of the flow. 
SUMMARY 
Data Flow Models are an important systerns analysis. technique for representing tile 
flows of information within a systern. 








Each process may be further described by: 
0 Decomposition to another level of Data Flow Diagrams, 
0 Elementary Process Descriptions. 
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APPENDIX 4 
APPENDIX 4: 1%]ODEL SCHEDULING SPECIFICATION* 
As a guide to the type of information that should be included in a construction 
scheduling specification, tile following is presented for review, discussion, and future 
consideration. This model specification is based on a Situation in which a single general 
contractor is responsible for project cornpletion and is contractually required to prepare a 
CPM schedule that meets the employer's approval. 
GENERAL 
1. PUrsuant o Articles of the I 
the general contractor shall prepare and maintain a detailed progress schedule as 
described below. This schedule shall be the contractor's working schedUle and shall be 
used to plan, organise, and execute tile work, record and report actual performance and 
progress, and show how the general contractor plans to complete all remaining work as 
of tile end of each progress report period. Tile schedule shall be in the forill of an activity 
on arrow (I-J format) oriented network diagram (Critical Path Method) and the 
principles and definition of the terms used herein shall be as set forth in tile 
The 
(PLiblication, year). In the event of 
discrepancies, this section shall govern the development and utilisation of tile CPM 
schedule. 
2. A pre-bid conference shall be held at a tinne, date, and place to be determined later, to 
review with prospective bidders, how this sec shall be implemented and to answer any 
questions regarding the scheduling and reporting requirements and the degree of 
participation, co-operation, and compliance that sliall be required of tile successful 
contractor. 




Upon receipt of notice to commence work, the general contractor shall promptly prepare 
a Detailed Project Schedule in tile form of a network diagrarn and shall submit the same 
for approval by tile owner within calendar days after notice to proceed. Limited 
technical assistance is available to tile general contractor frorn tile Supervising 
Consultant upon written request and prior to any formal review and/or finalization of tile 
initial schedule. Pre-SUbmittal reviews are also available to facilitate co-ordination of the 
contractor's schedule with other preceding, parallel, and succeeding contracts. 
Network Details 
1. Tile Detailed Project Schedule for this contract shall be constructed to show tile order 
in which tile greneral contractor proposes to carry Out the work, and to indicate tile 
restrictions of access and availability of work areas and the availability and use of 
manpower, materials and equipment. The contractor shall utilise tile Detailed Project 
Schedule in planning, scheduling, co-ordinating, ' and performing the work under this 1. ) In 
contract (including all activities of subcontractors, equipment vendors, and suppliers). 
Tile followingg criteria shall form tile basis for assernbly of tile logic: 
a, What activity must be completed before a subseqUent activity can be started? 
b. What activities can be done comirrently? 
c, What activity nILIst be started immediately following a completed activity? 
d, What major econornic facility or manpower restrictions are required for 
seqUencing these activities? 0 
2. The Detailed Project SchedUle shall provide sufficient detail and clarity of form and 
technique so that the contractor can plan, schedLi-le, monitor, control, and report on the 
progress of his work. In addition, it shall provide tile owner with a tool to monitor and 
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follow the progress for all phases of tile work. The Contractor's Programme shall comply 11> 
with the various limits imposed by tile scope of work and by any contractually specified 
intermediate milestones and completion dates included in tile contract. The degree of 
detail shall be to tile satisfaction of the owner, but the following factors shall have a 
bearing on the required depth of activity detail: 
a. The physical and structural breakdown of the project; 
b. The contract milestones and completion dates; 
c. Tile type of work to be performed and tile labOUr trades in involved, 
d. All purchase, manufaCtUre, and delivery activities for all major materials and 
eqUipment, 
e. Deliveries of owner-furnished equipment and/or materials; 
f, Preparation, submission, and approval of shop and/or working drawings and 
material samples; 
g. Approvals reqUired by regulatory agencies or other third parties, 
11. Plans for all subcontract work, 
i. Assignment of responsibility for performing specific activities; 
j, Access to and availability of work areas-, 
k. Identification of interfaces and dependencies with preceding, concurrent, and 
follow-on contractors; 
1. Actual tests, submission of test reports, and approval of test results; 
rn. Planning for phased or total take-over by owner; 
n. Identification of any manpower, material or eqUipment restrictions. 
3. Tile activities included in the Detailed Project Schedule sliall be analysed in detail to 
determine activity time duration in units of project working days. Durations shall be 
based on the labour (crafts), equipment, and materials required to perform each activity 
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on a normal work-day basis. Activity durations over 15 working days shall be kept to a 
nninirnum except in tile case of noil construction activities Such as procurement of 
materials, delivery of equipment, and concrete Curing. All durations shall be the result of 
definitive manpower and resource planning by tile contractor to perform tile work in 
consideration of contractually defined oil-site work conditions. Tile manpower to be 
assigned, by craft definition, shall be shown on each construction activity of the network. 
No more than five (5) crafts may be assigned to a specific activity. If more crafts are 
required, then the activity in question must be broken down into additional activities, 
4. The contractor may use manpower or equipment restraints, separately noted, to 
optimise and level manpower and equipment requirements. The individual activities 
involved may be sequenced within tile limits of tile available total float. However, when 
this levelling technique is used in establishing tile initial schedule, it shall be reflected in 
the logic with restraints identified as "restraint for manpower or equipment levelling 
purposes only. " Critical or near critical paths reSUlting from tile use of manpower 
restraints shall be kept to a IllilliML1111. Near-critical paths shall be defined as those paths 
having 14 days or less of total float at tile time of initial submission. 0 
5. A unique event numbering system shaH be reqLfired to code or identify activities by bid 
iterns, work iterns, areas, procurement, etc. No two activities shall have the sarne two 
event numbers for identification. 
6. The estimated cost to perform each work activity shall be noted graphically on each 
activity inClUded in the network. Tile surn of the costs assigned to all activities shall equal 
the contract valUe. No activity costs shall be assigned to manufactUre or delivery 
activities. 
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7. Tile networks sliall be prepared oil (_) size sheets and shall have a title block in the 
lower right-hand corner. Exceptions to the size of the network sheets and tile use of 0 
computer graphics to generate the networks sliall be subject to the approval of the 
owner. 
8. The networks shall clearly indicate all contract milestones and completion dates. All 
networks shall be drafled to show a continuous flow of information from left to right 
with no arrows from right to left. The primary path(s) of criticality shall be clearly and 
graphically identified on the network(s). Each network drawing shall have a standard 
grid co-ordinate systern with alpha designations on the Y-axis (top to bottoin) and 
numerical designations oil the X-axis (left to right) for quick activity reference and for 
following the planned sequence when using multi-sheet networks. Logic ties which Cý 0 
cannot be graphically dernonstrated as continuous restraints between different segments 
of the network shall be identified as rernote durnmies, and shall be referenced as "to/or 
from event number page number followed by appropriate alpha, numeric grid 
references, or equivalent designation. I 
As part of each update submission, the status of work in progress shall also be 
similarly identified and the reported percent complete graphically indicated on each 
activity remaining, in progress as of the last report period. 
Use of Computers 
Tile mathematical analysis of the Detailed Project Schedule sliall be made by computer 
and a tabulation for each activity shall in include as a miniMUrn the following: 
a. Preceding (i) and following 0) event numbers, 0 
b, Activity description; 
c, Activity code(s); 
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d. SchedUle and actual/rernaining durations ýor each activity, 
e. Earliest start date (by calendar date), 
f, Earliest finish date (by calendar date), 
g. Actual start date (by calendar date), 
h. Actual finish date (by calendar date); 
i. Latest start date (by calendar date); 
j. Latest finish date (by calendar date); 
k. Float in work days; 
1. Monetary value of each activity, 
m. Percentacm of activity completed; 
n. Contractor's earninas based on tile reported portion of activity completed. 0 
The computer programs used in making the mathematical computation shall be capable 
of compiling the total value of completed and partially completed activities. The program 
shall also be capable of accepting revised completion dates as modified by approved time 
adjustments and re-computation of all activity dates and float accordingly. 
2. The following computer Outputs shall be required as part of the initial schedule 
submission and each update thereafler: 
a. Activity sort by preceding event number from lowest to highest and then in the 
order of the following event number, 
b. Activity sort by the amount of total float, then in order of preceding event 
number, 
c. Activity sort by early start for the next calendar days, then in order 
of preceding event number, Cý 
d. Activity sort by late finish for the next (_) calendar days, then in order of 
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preceding event nUmber, 
e. Activity sort(s) by organisational responsibility. OLItpLItS (a) and (b) above shall 
show all activities, including re restraints for the dUration of the project. 
Master Summary Schedule 
The contractor shall also prepare and submit a tinie-scaled Master Summary Schedule on 
a single sheet that shows tile total project in approximately - 
to activities. This 
schedule will accurately sumrna tile computerised Detailed Project Schedule and shall 
have common events for correlating tile two levels of schedule indenture. Emphasis shall 
be placed on major milestones and key dependencies among tile various parties involved. 
The Master Surnmary Schedule shall be up dated monthly. 
Cash Flow Projection 
Using the cost assigned to each activity of the Detailed Project SchedUle, the contractor 
shall develop a cash flow analysis illUstrated by a compLiter listing and a graphic display, 
both of which shall depict the estimated cash draw down in the aggregate, by month, 
over the life of the project. The cash flow projection shall be updated each month to 
show actual cash draw down based on certified interim payments and a forecast of 
remaining payments to be made over the remaining life of the project. 0 I'D 
Manpower Requirements Forecast 
The contractor shall prepare a manpower analysis in the form of a series of graphic 
displays depicting manpower by principal trades in tile aggregate, and in accordance with 
tile Detailed Project Schedule. Tile graphs shall display the number of man-days of effort, 
for each month, over the life of tile project. This submission nlay be cornputerised or 
manually prepared, but shall be correlated with the manpower assigned to each activity 
of the Detailed Project Schedule. Tile Manpower ReqUirements Forecast shall be 
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updated monthly and shall include the manpower lCtLlllly used by trade as of the current 
report period and tile manpower reqUired to complete all remaining contract work. 
Submission of Programme Documentation 
1. The Contractor's Programme (logic diagrarns ýnd computer tabulations), tile Master 
Summary Schedule, the Cash Flow Projection, and the Manpower Requirements 
Forecast shall be submitted to tile owner for approval within thirty (30) calendar days 
afler notice to proceed in the following quantities: 
a. Detailed and Summary Schedules (reproducible and sets of prints), 
b. Computer tabulations ( copies 8 1/2"x II" in size), 
c. Manpower Requirements Forecast (_copies 8 1/2"x II" in size), 
d. Cash Flow Projections (_ copies 8 1/2"X II" in size). 
2. In addition to the above, tile contractor shall provide a copy of its cornpUter file in tile 
form of a hard or floppy disk. The disk shall include the information contained in the 
schedUle SLibrilittal. If additional submittals are necessary, a disk for each submittal shall 
be provided by the contractor. 
Approval Process 
Tile owner shall approve or disapprove, in writing, the contractor's submission within 1. ý 
(__j calendar days after receipt of all re required information. 
2. if the contractor fails to submit the initial Detailed Project SchedUle, Master Summary 
Schedule, manpower Requirements Forecast, Cash Flow Projection, or the computer 
disk within tile time prescribed, or revisions thereof within the requested tinle, tile owner 
may withhold approval of progress payment estimates until such time as the contractor 
submits the required information. 
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3, At tile request of tile owner or his authorised. representative, the contractor shall be 
required to participate in any meetings necessary to reach a mutual agreement and 
approval of tile initial Detailed Project Schedule, Master SUrnmary Schedule, Manpower 
Requirements Forecast, Cash Flow Projections, or the computer disk. 
4. If any of the required submissions are returned to tile contractor for corrections or 
revisions, they shall be resubmitted along with a new computer disk for approval within 0 
calendar days afler tile return mailing date. Re submissions shall be in 
the sarne quantities as noted above. Review and response by tile owner shall be given 
within (_) calendar days afler receipt of each new submission. 
Updating the Programme 
The initial updating shall take place during tile first week after tile approval of tile 
contractor's schedule. Subsequent updates shall be scheduled at tile end of each month 
thereafler for tile duration of tile contract. The Contractor's Programme and computer 
tabulations shall be reviewed jointly at a meeting with tile owner's authorised 
representative for the purpose of verifying: C) 
a. Actual start dates, 
b. ACtUal completion dates; 
c. Cost value of work reported in Place: 
d. Activity percent completion-, 
e. Revised logic (as-built and projected) ai 
. 
id changes in activity durations, cost, 
and manpower assigned; 
f Influence of variations, 
g. Revisions due to unauthorised modifications; 
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h. Incorporation of approved time extensions. The owner shall inform the 
contractor of the date, time, and place of each updating. 
2. The contractor shall corne to the updating meetings with tile above data prepared in 
advance for each meeting to provide, as of the end of the updating period, a complete 
and accurate report of current procurement and construction progress and a depiction of 
how the contractor plans to continue the work of this project to meet all contract 
completion dates. All network changes and status data agreed to during each update 
shall be considered as acceptable by both parties unless written notice of any exceptions 
is given by an objecting party within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of the 
contractor's update submission. For major network changes that cannot be agreed to 
during an updating meeting, the contractor shall submit, in writing, such revisions for the 0 In 
owner's approval prior to inserting such changes into the network. Submissions may be 
in the form of marked-up networks, fragnets, or schedule abstracts, provided they are 
submitted with a letter of transmittal. The submission and approval procedures for this 
information shall follow low the same timetable described for Variations, Delays, and 
Time Extensions noted below. 
3. As part of tile monthly updating process, the contractor shall prepare a Narrative 
Progress Report describing tile physical progress during tile report period, plans for 
continuing the work during the forthcoming report period, actions planned to correct any 
negative float predictions, and an explanation of potential delays and/or problerns and 
their estimated impact oil performance and tile over all project completion date. In 
addition, alternatives for possible schedule recovery to mitigate any potential delay 
and/or cost in creases should be included for consideration by the owner. 
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4. copies each of tile Narrative Progress Report, tile updated Detailed Project 
Schedule (networks, and computer computations), tile Summary Master Schedule, tile 
Cash Flow Projection, the Manpower Requirements Forecast, and an updated computer 
disk shall be submitted to the owner within five (5) calendar days after each updating 
meeting. 
5. if the contractor fails to timely submit any of the update deliver, the owner may 
withhold approval of progress payment estimates mates until such time as the contractor 
submits the required update reports. 
Variations, Delays, and Time Extensions 
1, When variations or delays are experienced by the contractor and tile contractor 
requests an extension of tirne, tile contractor shall submit to tile owner a written Time 
Impact Analysis illustrating the influence of each change or delay on the current contract 
schedule completion date. Each Time Impact Analysis shall include a fragnet 
demonstrating how tile contractor proposes to incorporate the variation or delay into the 
Detailed Project Schedule. A fragnet is defined as a sequence of new activities and/or 
activity revisions that are proposed to be added to the existing schedule to dernonstrate 
the influence of delay and the method for incorporate delays and impacts into tile 
schedule as they are encountered. 
2. Each analysis sliall denionstrate tile estimated time impact based on the events of 
delay, tile date tile change was given to the contractor, the status of construction at that 
point in time, and tile event time computation of all activities effected by tile variation or 
delay. The event times used in the analysis shall be those included in tile latest update of 
the Contractor's Programme or as adjusted for tile events of delay. 
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3. Time extensions will be granted only to tile extent that equitable time adjustments for 
tile activity or activities affected exceed tile total or remaining float along the path of 
activities at the tirne of actual delay or at the time notice to proceed was issued for a 
change. Each Time Impact Analysis shall be submitted in triplicate and within fifteen (15) 
calendar days after a delay occurs or notice of direction for proceeding with a variation is 
given to the contractor. In cases where tile contractor does not Submit a Time Impact 
pact Analysis for a specific variation or delay within tile specified period of time, it shall 
be deemed to have irrevocably waived its rights to any additional tirne and cost. 
4. Approval or rejection of each Time Impact Analysis by the owner shall be made within 
fifteen (15) calendar days after receipt of each Time Impact Analysis, unless subsequent 
meetings and negotiations are necessary. Upon approval, a copy of a Time Impact 
Analysis signed by tile owner or its authorised representative shall be returned to tile 
contractor for incorporation into the schedule. Upon mutual agreement by both parties, 
fragnets illustrating the influence of variations and delays shall be incorporated into tile 
Detailed Project Schedule during the first update afler agree is reached. In tile event the 
contractor does not agree with the decision of tile owner regarding the impact of a 






CONFIRMATION OF RECEIPT OF INSTRUCTION 






We confirm the following oral/written instructions given to our representative 
on site by -on 19 
If any of the above should be a variation of the Works and/or Involve extra costs, loss or expense, we give 
notice of claim for reimbursement under the appropriate condition of the Contract. 
Copy to: WHITE - ENGINEER Yours faithfully 
BLUE -as 
PINK - AGENT 
YELLOW - DAYFILE/MASTERFILE REF No 3.1.4. 
S. 1 
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I ............................................. I .. 
Date 
Our Order No. 
Instruction-Retord No. 
Instruction to Sub-Contractor 
are instructed in accordance with the terms of the above Order and by the conditions of the main contract as follows: - 
.V 
rk to commence by: . .....................................................  ........................ . ..... . ..... ................................................ 
Work to be completed by: ........................... 
a instruction does not necessarily constitute avariation to the contr ct. 
time for completion is affected by this instruction and is not specified above the sub-contractor should indicate accordingly to the Main Contractor "'thin 10 days. 





Appendix 5 Sample Records 
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION/TECHNICAL QUERY 
To: Architect/S. O. /Engineer No. 
Contract No. Date 
Contract 
Please reply to: Site Area Office 
, QUERY -By the Contractor. We require details/instructions regarding the following: 
'The above details/instructions are 
required by 
Signed: 
by the Contractor 
REPLY - By ArchitecVS. O. /Engineer* Note: This reply constitutes an instruction/direction to proceed under the terms of the Contract. 
41 
C- 
SIGNED: ARCHITECT/S. O. /ENGINEER* DATE 
* or their appointed representatives. Name Designation: 
NOTE: TO BE SUBMITTED IN DUPLICATE, TOP COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH REPLY 
CIRCULATION ORDER: White - Architect/Engineer (To be returned to contractor) Blue - Site Pink - Architect/Engineer (To be retained) Yellow - Area Office S8428 
App( ndix .5 Sam ple 
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Appendix 5 Sample Records 
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL 
No. 
Contract No. Date 
Contract 
YIýirr-'UGEST - By the Contractor. We request your approval to the following proposals: I 
Signed: 
?v reply is requel sted by by the Contractor 
REPLY - By Architect/S. OJEngineer* Note: This reply constitutes an approval to proceed under the terms of the Contract. 
p 
SIGNED: ARCHITECT/S. OJENGINEER* DATE 
or their appointed representatives. Name Designation: 
-; -%'40TE: TO BE 
SU13MITTED IN DUPLICATE, TOP COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH REPLY 
CIRCULATION ORDER: White - Architect/Engineer (To be returned to contractor) Blue Site 
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Appendix 7 
7-A 
Appendix 7: t)erinition or concepts 
Project 
A unique set of co-ordinated activities, with definite starting and finishing points 




Demands for reimbursement under provisions entitling the contractor to compensation 
for the client or his agents defaLlIt. 
Claims documentation 
Written statement prodUced by the contractor setting OLIt the basis of claims with 
supporting evidence. 
Claims management 
The process of collating project information to comply with stipulations of contract 
and to produce a claims docurnentation, capable of being used in the ascertaininent and 
settlement of claims with the effective use of available resources within reasonable 
time. 
Project management b 
Planning, monitoring and control of all aspects of a project and the motivation of all II 
those involved in it to achieve project objectives on time and to a specified cost, 
quality and performance. 
Claim type 
Refers to the kind of claim being made. For example, whether it is a time extension or I 
I loss and expense claim. 
7-B 
Heads of claim 
Items of cost included under each claim type. For example, a typical clairn would 
include cost of plant, labOUr, material and management cost. 
Contract Administrator 
Refer to the Architect or Engineers supervising the project on behalf of the employer. 
a 
Fi-agnets 
A sequence of new activities and/or activity revisions that are proposed to be added to 
an existing schedule to denionstrate the inflUence of delay and method for 










Adnlinstra! iyccx ci scs JILI 
pEcrating Alrofit 
exceptional items 
frofit before Interest 





-----5-63.00 1.50g. 00 
_392.0-0-ý 50.00 
)42.00 
hiterest Pavable 50.00-'ý 
Profit before ordinarv activities before taxation 292.00' 
Taxation__ 102.00 








Retained Profit for the Year 1 10.00 
A common format for a typical profit and loss aCCOUnt which complies with tile 
Companies act is shown above. From these figUres tile percelltage(%) to be applied 
for head of"fice overheads in a claim for any additional expenditUre call be obtained by 
dividing the administrative cost by annual tUrnover: 
% Overhead = 1156-3000/4200,000) * 100 
% Overhead = 13.4 % 
While the % to be applied for profit can estimated as: 
% Profit = (190/4200) * 100 
Profit = 4.5% 
8-B 
Appendix 9 
SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION 
Name of Respondent(optional): 
1-1 
Position in Organisation: Lx)-KALFQAOýL 
Name of Organisation: 
FýT7-i)4Týuc-, k, 
Al. Please tick to indicate the nature of YOLIr orcy,,, misations activities. 4-7ý 
Building Contracting fI 
Civil Engineefinc, Contractino 0 4-ý -- 
II 
Bt(il-. Iing and Civil Engineering, Contracting 0 C) t-I I V-1, 
A. 2. What is the approximate Ulmover of your organisation perannuni? (Please tick) Z: -5 
Less than f5m II 
f5m - flOm 
II 
flOm - L25m II 
f25m - Min 
I 
f50m -fI 00m I 
0 ve rfI 00m I 
Qzn-J 
SECTION B: CLAIMS PREPARA TION 
1131. Who is normally responsible for preparing contract docunients(Please tick)? 
Yroject Manager 
Contracts Manager 
Senior Quantity Surveyor 
Internal Legal Advisor 
Purchasina Manaoer 
I In r> 
[ 
Others(Please specify below) 
e-r-_ 
B2. Indicate the extent to which the followin, 1 are iiivolved in the preparatioil of claims C) 
arising out of contram Undertaken by your oroamsatim. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0 I 01 
never involved to 10 = always involved. 
Project Manaoer , 0ý t) 
VV 
Project QUantity SUrveyor 
Head Office-based QS 18 1 
Site Planninc, Mailaoer/Aoent I-) Zý C" 
171 
Claims Surveyor If -1 
Extemal ClainisCO11SUIUMIS 17 1 
Others(Please specify below) 
Comment: 
2 
B3. Please indicate your orientation to claims. Use a scale of' 0- 10 where, 0= we never 
submit claims to 10 = pursue claims with a] I effort. 
16ý- 1 
B4. Please rate the follo ving aspects of claims preparation in terms of the time 
involved. Use a, scalo (of 0- 10 where, 0= very low to 10 = very high. C) 
identifying relevant inforniation IýI 
identifying sources of inforrnation 
e 
retrieving relevant information 
archiving project information 161 
interpretation of contracts and. iLlStifyill(l CkIiIIIS [81 
response to architect/engineer's reqUests for inforniatimi t: - 
IýI 
quantifying claims 
preparing claims document for presentation [ý I 
others(pleas%- ; pecify) I 
Comment: 
3 
B5. Please rate the following aspects of claims preparation in terms of tile cost 
involved. Use a scale of 0- 10 where, 0= very low to 10 = very high. 
identifying relevant information II 
identifying sources of infonnation II 
retrieving rc lei/ant information 
1 0? 
archiving project information 
interpretation of contracts and justifying claims 
response to arch itect/engi neer's requests for infon-nation [I 
quantifying claims I 
preparing claims document for presentation I 
others(please specify) I 
Comment: 
B6. Comment on the most serious causes of delay in the preparation of claims. 
Z-, 44- ck- ct 
4 
B7. Please indicate the c ment to which the followim, itenis ol'claim are subject to 0 dispute in practice. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= not likely to 10 = most likely. 
on-site overheads [*I 
head office overheads 
loss of profit 
inflation of costs 
interest and finance charoes 
cost of disruption 
cost of preparing claims ID 
1/01 
others(please specify) I 
B8. Indicate the extent t) which the following aspects of site overheads are subject to 0 dispute in practice. J; ea scale of 0- 10, where 0= never disputed to 10 
always disputed. 
Lillit COStS of plant [ 31 
unit costs of materials 
unit costs of labour 171 
cost of supervisory ýand inanagement staff 
[ 5- 1 
Z-7- 
availability of contractors' build-up of preliminaries [II 
others(please specify) I 
I Comment: 
B9. Indicate the extent to which the following aspects of head office overheads are 
subject to disputes in practice. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= never disputed 
to 10 = always disputed. 
claimed percentage for general head office overheads 
inadequate records of direct head office involvement 
I recoverability in principle [ 6- 1 
use o. f Hudson's formula 
use of Emden's fon-nula 
use of general fon-nulae [ -ý I 
others(please specify) I 
Comment: 
B 10. Indicate the extent to which the following aspects of loss of profit are subject to 
disputes in practice. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= never disputed to 10 = always 
disputed. 
inability to demonstrate alternative profit making opportunities 




11. Indicate the eMen.. t, ) which aspects of' inflation component of'clainis are 
disputed on the following grounds. Use a scale of* 0- 10, where 0= not likely 
to 10 = most likely. 
lack of evidence of extra costs beyond fluctuation allowance 
recoverab: Iii. y in principle 
I 
others(ple. isc, specify) 
Comment: 
B 12. Indicate the extent to which reduced productiv ity component of claillis are 
disputed on the following grounds. Use a scale of'O - 10, where 0= ilever 
disputed to 10 = al mays disputed. 
lack of pl, -- nt and labOUr records 
I 
inappropr.; --It.: - allocation of responsibility 
applicaticiii (if general forimllae 
application (if general percentages [ I- I I-D 
others(p leas(. - specify) 
Comment: 
7 
B13. Please indicate the extent to which the following are used in claims documents 
you submit. Use a scale 0- 10,0 = never used to 10 = 'IIW, 'IYS used. 
revised drawings 191 
level -e, -ords [ 6- 1 
ite s- (I m ies 161 
site photographs [91 
schedules 17-1 
minutes, of site meetings 4: 0 1.71 
clairn documentation(including notification) [ /0 ] 
Bills of Quantities [ýI 
analy; iý. of tender 
specification 
records of delay and disturbance 
day v ol-ks records 
time , heets [71 
corre., pondence [ /Ij I 
conditions of contract 
/0 1 
progninime analysis [e I 
othen (please specify) I 
Comment: 
8 
B 14. Indicate (by ticking) the circumstances 1.111(iff WhiC11 YOU WOU Id use external 
claims consultants. 
for all claims 
when the value of claim is high 
at art-it. -ation hearings 
when a claim is initially rejected 
others(please specify) 
Comment: LA-CC C) (I-- //V 7'pZrfXJt-L 
B 15. Make general comments on aspects of clainis evaluation that take most of your 
time in the justification, preparation, presentation of clainis. 
B16. Would you be prepared to grant us (,. in interview to further solicit your opinion 
on the management issues raised by clainis generally 
YES 
NO 
Thank you very much for your time. 










SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION 
Name of Respondent(()PLional): 
Position in Organisation: 0 
Name of Organisation: 
Al. Please tick to indicate the nature of YOUr 01-, ', 1,111iS, 1ti011S activities zD 
Firni of Architects 
Firni of Encyineers 
Fin-n of Quantity Surveyors V/ 
Local Authority 
Pie,, -Ise (III-nover 
ýI 
S'EVALUATION SECTION B: CLAIM, 
132. Please indicate tile level of involvement ofthe following, in the detailed 
evaluation of claims arising out of contracts administered by YOL11' Orglnk, 160n. 




Project Quantity Surveyor [ /0] 
Project Manager 1 
Client [ 
Others(Please specify below) 
(: ý'-ornrnent on the role of the above in clainis evalUaIiOll: 
B2. Indicate how frequ( nzly tile following have been grounds oil which you have 
rejected contractor's claims in practice. Use a scale of 0- 10, %\there 0= not 
frequent to 10 = very frequent. 
non-entitlement in principle 1-31 
ance with contracitial procectill-es non-compli, 
inadequate information 171 
lack of breakdown of claim by C, 'ILISe. S I&I 
inadequate effort at mitigation 
validity of architect/engincer's instructions 16] 
quantification ofdaim 1 101 
otliers(plea;; -. - -pecify) II 
2 
B3. Please indicate the-z-xient to which the following, items ofclaim are subject to 
dispute in practice. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= not likely to 10 = most likely. 
on-site overheads 1 ý5 1 
h-,, ad office ovedleacts 1/0] 
loss of profit 
inflation of costs I- ý, I 
interest and finance charoes 
cost of disruption 
cost of preparing claims Z! D. 
III 
others(please specify) II 
Comment: 
B4. Indicate the extent to which the following aspects of site overlieads are subject to 
dispute in practice. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= never disputed to 10 = always 
disputed. 
unit costs of plant [ 
unit costs of materials 131 
unit costs of labOUr [ 
cost of supervisory and management slaff [ 
avaik bility of contractors' build-up ol'preliniinarics[ I] 




B5. Indicate tile exten - to which the following, aspects -oflicad office overheads are 
subject to disputes in practice. Use a scale of'O - 10, where 0= never disputed 
to 10 = always disputed. 
claimed percentage for general head office overheads 00 
1/01 
inacquate records of direct head office involvement 1/01 
recoverability in principle 
use of Hudson's formula 10 1 
use of Emden's formula 1,91 
LISC Of general fOl-111LIlite 
others(please specify) 
Comment: 
B6. Indicate the extent to which the following aspects of' loss ot'profit are SUýject o 
disputes in practice Use a scale of'O - 10, W-11CI-C 11CVC1- diSIRIted to 10 = always 
disputed. 
inability to demonstrate alternative profit making opportunities [ 9- 0 




B7. Indicate the extent to which aspects of inflation component ofclaims are 
disputed on the following grounds. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= not likely 
to 10 = most likely. 
lack of evidence of extra costs beyond flUctuation allowance 




B8. Indicate the extent to which reduced productivity component of claims are 
disputed on the following grounds. Use a scale of 0- 10, where 0= never 
disputed to 10 = always disputed. 
lack of plant and labour records [ 
inappropriate allocation of responsibility 1 -1 
application of general forMLIIae I -- I 
application of general percentages 0 tn 
1-1 
others(please specify) II 
Comment: 
5 
B9. Please indicate the extent to which the following are generally lacking in claims t: ) 4: ) 0 






minutes of site meetings 
claim documentation(including notification) 
Bills of Quantities 
analysis of tender 
specification 
records of delay and disturbance 
day works records 
time sheets 
correspondence 




BIO. Please make relevant comments oil the aspects of the claims evalLiatiOll pI-OCCSS 
that takes up most of your time and effort. 
7,0 f ef. 
B 11. Would you be prepared to grant us an interview to further solicit Your 4-) 
opinion on the management issues raised by claims generally ? 0 
YES 
NO 
Thank you very much for your tillie. 




School of Construction Engineering & Technology 






Appendix 10 LiMing ofThe Main Experl System Module 
WILE, LIST logo I 
11 URN'STAL RULE, 
FIF D(). View Form 
jtilllvs(n4p%v())j 
IAENIS Nl. %Ni%(. I, ', Nl FAT SN'STEINI 
(W W. N'll)()(. All UNIVE. RSITN' OF 
RULEI LIST Page: 2 
AND EAPI-t-s%ifoll 
F AND DO: Mom Question option 
CLA V. ISN IA NACEIN I EINT 
------------------------ 
1.1(laillis A41% imirl 
2.1Schedialhig, 
Select ont. loplioll alld press lilt- ENTEIR hey lot- EM ' tio exit 
(a I 's 
Bille till Cray I'll-Red lilt Hille 
AND DO: Fail 
F OR DO: Vit-IN 1"411.111 
jtilllv'S(llo%%()j 
RULE1 LIST Pa I., e: 3 
ATION IN 
C( YNSTR I J( 71( )N 
WILLIAM VIDOGAII 
School Of Ct , III. -tructioll 
Ell"inverillig And 
Ulliversiý11 OrWolvel-lialliptoll 
RULE, LIST Page: 4 
OUT 0,0,1.5 
Allitt-S(Im"fl) 
)I IT 0,3 1 43 
OUT 11,66,79 
days(nollf)) 
AND DO: Test l. "Xpressifoll 
kelivait(3) 
AND DO: Test Expl-vsSioll 
4)1)ti4oll=l 




I )a d( I It% I. k h" ) 
F(M D( View Form 
Listing offlic main Expal Sysicill Modillc 
I Al . 1), "( 1110%% ) 1 
THE. SCHEDULLING ADVISOR 
WILLIAM VIDOGAII 
J. "Ilginverilig, Alld Tedillology 
I filive I-sity Of NN, 44% e pt I Oil 
RULE LIST Page: 5 
COL : 17,61) Bille 
M IT : 0,2 M, 42 
tilne-S(IIIINNO) 
M fT : 41,66,79 
dal S(I I$ INN()) 
AND DO: Test 
1, evivait(3) 
AND b0: Test EA p 1-(. Ssi4 All 
ioptimi=2 
NN' AND DO: Display 1`401-111 
NNTOS: 12,20,1,17 
Selledilling, Ath isoll. is 1141t illstalled 
COL: SURR White 4111 Mue 
COL : 11,0 White loll 1111le 
AND DO: Qllit 
OR DO: Test Expressiml 
ke) mlit(54) 
F AND DO: View 1"411.111 
j(L1(t. S(mIN, o()) I 
('()1,: 18,111 oll 1111le 
THE, CLAINIS 
A i., owrm, ', i,,. v. -%i, u. vrioN 
CONSTRUCTION 
MLLIANI VIDOGAII 
0 Alld Terlillolog). 
to 
1011,11, LIST Page: 6 
to --------- 
tIII iversi I )f NVI II vv II la IkIptIIII 
datel, ( I Itow( )) 
M IT : 11,30.51 
lillics(nowffl 
(M IT : 0,66,7 9 
AND DO: Test EAPI-essioll 
oplioioi=3 
, %NJ) DO: 1, (. %t Elxpres%ioll 
I, mil ("ems2lb ") 
OR DO: Test EAPI-ession 
kepvait(5) 
AND DO: Test Expres%ioll 
opthm=4 
NN' AND DO: Display Form 





Doclilliviltatioll A(h isor 1140t histalled 
I M, St 1 IZ14 While oll 11111t. 
I M, 11,11 Wilift. loll 11111t. 
AND DO: Quit 
OR DO: Test Ex pressioll 
AND DO: Test Expression 
optioll=5 
NN' AND DO: Display Ffil-Ill 
NNTOS: 111,15,3,50 
Thank yom for using the Claims Nlanagenictit System 
COL SURR White 4111 Iffile 
COL 0,0 While oll Mile 
AND DO: Q11if 
about 114-11) 
WIF DO: Display Form 
N% POS: 4,4.15,70 
kBOUT 
I IE, LP cI la II It's yoll tf I access re II It III fi I I-III a fit In For 
I It, cessary 1,61. poll to 1-1111 CNIS Il IrI Iest II Is. 
NV IW"F: Ilo - 
flordt. l. replace 
1 21 accessollivi-files 
F IF DO: Display Form 
1 31 aceessint-l help files 
IF DO: Test EAPI-essim) 
lit, lp=l 
F AND DO-MvilliQui-slim) helpi 
CIASE, LIST 
Listing orThe Main Expert SYsicin Module 
Of INICI-tton v. Stanley lhi. gh Lvach l, t(l. (l9H5) 32111,101 
2.111. Faintot-at I ier &Cto. Lt (I. %,. I, qoii (It li I It, o no i Ig Ii 4lf Waittlsivml 11(1987) 
3.1Wraight 1,141. v. P. 11. & T(Iholding, ) Llil. (1968) 13111,1426 1 
4. jSaint Lim- Ltd. v. Richardson, NN't-stgarilt & Co. l, ttl. (19411) 2KB99 
5.10-4111(lare Collstralctiloll LtAl. %,. Cawoods Com-p-t-te Products 1,1(1. (1978) 
6.11'ate & D* le Food &D isluillut it,,, J, t(j. v. Grvatel- 1, ontlon Comicil(1982) 
7.11'eak 0) iistruction(LiN erpool) Ltd. v. IN I cKhmv), Foumlations Ltd. (19711)) 
S. F. G. 'N IiI It cr 1,141. %.. %% els IIII ca IIIIT ev IIII iva Ise n ices ( )I-ga II isa I ioll) 
9. Rees & Kir I I)' IAd N'. Siutisea ( 'orpora I ion( 1985) 5( 'oil LIZ 34 1 
]0. I Pel III i', ic ('40111 rav I ill o" ( v. I ii I cricatimm I Nickel Co. o f( '. mada 1,61( 19751 
+ AND 1 71 cam, law filit.., 
OR 
help=2 
+ AND I MIclatim-26 
9-D 
Appendi. x 10 
OR DO: Test 
help=3 
+ ANDI 11: 1114011thelp 
1 41 Ask for relevant malter 
DO: Regill 1"Aphill 
mitv. 02N) 
F AND DO: MentlQuestioll 
1 Fj ilt. 101 Ilion.; 
: REILEVANT NIATTERS : 
Listing ol'The Main Expert Sysicill Mo(illic 
Which of the fiollomhig, relekant matters lkled lei rlauw 26 
is tile hasis ol'yourhms e%pellse claim? 
1.1deft-1-111clit (If poses%ioll ofskel 
2.1discrepajides lei or divergoires lei NMI 
3.1faillire to Supply malerial"I 
4. jht%pvcthm O'cinervil workj 
5.1lack of'histi-ticlions) 
6.11ack of co. ress or ing-ri-ssl 
7.1postpoiwinviii ofi%oorksj 
M. 1varialimi td'worl, N) 
9.1%vork not part offhe contractl 
1 51 ask whethel. read). to C4111111.111 variation t) pv 
F IF DO: Nit-1111 Questilill natill-n-ars 
Are yoll now (illile vertaill 411,111C Ilaturt. 
Ihe variatilill %%hich has beell instrilcled 
llý 111V Archilect? 
---------- ---------- 
; 0,11, '-s 1! : INO 1: 
---------- ---------- 
OR DO: T est E, % pressio n 
Nat tj rt-S= " YE s 11 
AND DO: Clolial Restall 
OR DO: Tv%t E". pressloon 
A NI DO: Quit 
1 61 ask %% liether I lie standa ril has been cerl ified 
NV IF DO: Menti Qiii-stion b)-spectim12S 
NITO-S: 6,15,8.52 
Has the Archilect cerfilit'd that flic hind alid 
staittlard ot'lliaterials and workmatiship are to 
his Satisfaction? 
YE's No 
NN'DE. T: sill 41 It. 
-Ilt Ird 
el. replact. 
COL INXIM NN'llitt. toll 11111C 
COL 0,0 White till 1111le 
AND DO: Test I"A 1) ressiA Oil 
ilvspecthon2$="N'E1S" 
OR DO: Tv%l EApressioll 
iI',, pt, vli4pit2S="N( )" 
F AND DO: Display Form 
NN here tile Achitert has Illot c(Ttifivil that the 
9-E 
AppendiN 10 
%voirkosumship allot statidard III* malerialsare 141 
spl-t-il Ivatiq III III* fhe clollf rad, fill- 4.41st 401' 
carrillý ilig, lollf slich all i4oll ill lilit a% Aid 
bl%-. aml/411.4-NIwIlm. chill). 
tIRR While Iln 11111t. 
0.0 N'li Isile 4111 little 
AND 1 191 meme (o quit system 
1 71 case law tile% 
IF DO: Test ENpres%ioel 
IwIP I= I 
F AND DO: Mom Questioll INeIPCI 
Listing orThe Main Expert Sysicill Module 
1.4011414111 Bortillgh of Merlom v. Stanley Hugh Leach Ltil. ( 1 9S5) 32111, lt 51 
I it 1972 11 ic contractor agreed wi I It NI ert A ill to construe 2H7 (I wd I ings. The 
contract was 4 pit jX7631terms. TI it- parf)ivs %%erv ill (I i%p I It e o% el. (I ch) ed 
completioll, file Contractor colitelldilig. that file delay was alloost rotil-ely 411le 
to [lick of, diligelice . 11141 ami Lick of co-operalion hy Mellon's Architect 
alld alleged that Niel-toll were ill hreadl of implied terills 411,1111. collf ract, 
Intel. alix 
(i) that 'N It-l-toll wolild 1111t hilldel. lot- 1)1. i N vill the coill ractor I'l-41111 Carl-) 
illq-r totit 
it-; ohl i ga(it Ills ill ý% it 11 1 lit, terills lit' fill- &. 41111 ract . 11141 1*1-olll 
executhig fit(, works ill a rv,,, idar asid iordt-rh maimer. and 
(ii) I hat 'N It-l-foll 1% ould lake Steps re. 1,4011ahl) 
nVC(ISS; l 1. ). 14) (. 11a ble 1114.4-0)111 rachor 
to discharot. its obli"atimls alid e%ectife flic %%ill-k% ill .1 regular aild 
orderkv Inalmer. 
field: Terms %%erv to be impliell 
lex it I III(-%t pa. ov I 
1 81 clause 26 
11" DO. INIom Qijestion v126help 
Clause 26- Loss and/or v%poise 
J( lause 26.1 )-Ap plivatio II I*, or 14PIN' '-I I 'I/' I I' VNP(Ils" 
lClatise 26.2 1- ReIN wit matters 
J( It use 26.31- Va I odw., bo%% amlAir EApotm- 
I k(lause 26.41 
-- st-ject optimi mid Press the Emler Key -- 
91 colitlitiolls I "A 
if" DO: Begin I"Aphill 
IloIv. %5. N0 
F AND M ): Mom Qll(-Sti4)11 WRITTEINS 
I F! He 101 ptimls 11114-11) 
It is 
.1 req II 
irel II cI It I hat .1 %% I-i It vI I app 
I it-at it IIIIIv Illade 
to the Architect ill respect ofally 110%s expi-list. 
that Ilas bvell incill-red lor is liki-11 ill be illcurri. d. Which 
ofthe 1`41114milig %ittlaGoll ill this iltsiallce? 
I-JApplicatioll Ims not lit-ell Illade Iiish 140 410 So 11(ml 
2. JA pplicatiom alread y made iý ish to c4m I inue 
AND DO: Test ENPITSM4111 
pripillpt("Press ally Ley to colitilillv") 
" AND 1 201 'Nawre if applie; I(ijoll 
AND DO: Itc(_, ill Explain 
itott-O. Sll 
AND IM: Test E. "Pression 
PI'4IlIIpt("I'I-vSS ali) . 1'4-ý . Ill colifilille. 1-1 for EAPIallatitill") 
" AND 1 631 thidito 
9-F 
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AND DO: Ellid EAplaill 
AND DO: '1'(-%t EApressioll 
ally ht-3 Io villitillile") 
W AND DO: Ifelp 1"Aphill 
%% POS: 7.15A50 
The pro%kions of'clame 26 are infuntit-41 oldy 
to I-villiblirse file Fol-losse'. he iII4: 111's 
; IS .1 ITS111t of, 1-clevallt matters Specified alld 
For 1%hich tile employer [his agivills are 
respollsillic. 
F AND DO: N14-1111 Question ARCREQUE'STS 
Wit-re ffie Architect has requested flurthes' details 
looss alldhol. expellse it impolialit that . 111 mu'll be pro% itivil to ellable at filit-ascetaiIIIIIA-111 oil he 
made. Which of*tll(. folloming, situations appl) 
i. ji), -taiis 4ori4o.... % mi(i it) wt-ii 2.11)(lails, ImNe siol buen providedl 
AND 1 461 Respome to archilect retIticM for hifiii-imilioll 
AN 1) DO: Bvg-'ill Explaill 
mptt-Q 1.80 
AND DO: Ellid Explain 
OR DO: Test Expres%iml 
WRITTEAW-11" 
NN' AN 1) DO: Melill Q11t... "tion lielp, 
ANTOS: 1,62,4,17 
J( *; Is(- lall. I 
I(Imse 26 1 
11-Aplanatioll., I 
+ ANDI 
AIN 1) DO: Global Res(art 
101 Content ormittell applivatioll F". 
IF DO: Test 1"A pressiloll 
primipt("Press Y for YEN N for N(P) 
W AND DO: Niciati Question NatureS 
NNTOS: 6,15,7,511 
Did the wrillell applicafion State Ihe nalure 
alld vallse 411,111t. disrupliloll and its effect 4011 
III(. works? 
Liming ofThe Main Expert System Modide 
11.1., S) IN01 
+ AND I 4SI respimses 141 r4owt-oit 4ol'applivalitin 
III ciontriol 4)faccess 113' Ihe vlllplloýovr Ex 
IF DO: Test EAllressim) 
avvs. s2S="YE , S', 
OR DO: Test ElApressifill 
avt, ss2S="N( 
AV AND M ): Di. splay Ftwill 
WN ). S: 5,7, An mulertaking, lot 1)1-4)% itle at-fi-ess Ito 411. fi-41111 site is 114)t 
hilldilu-, it' such aecess is PI-v% villed m. 4-4)111 .4pilt-11 by 
third parties. 
CASE: NvoideN Ltil. v. Tolloiltain Urban Comicil(1958) 
+ AND 1 191 mentl lip (111if system 
121 evablati, 14-1 loss allillor e%pense EA 
IF DO: Test E'Npres%ifill 
Prompt("llse Cursor to select Option . 11111 Press I"Wer") 
+ AND 1 41 Ask for relt-vaw mailt-1- 





, %NJ) DO: EAphill 
malf 16. SO 
" . %NJ) 1 621 Test varialiqmfý pe 
AND DO: E11111 El"Phill 
" AND I 2314optimi to swe ronsultation 
" AND 1 311 printing. rimsuftathm 
" , %NJ) 1 191 incim to quit system 
OR DO: Begill I"Aphill 
111MI LNO 
AND DO: Test EAPI-essiton 
F . %NJ) DO: Mom Queslioll Ill"trilrols 
I-Isling of"I'lic Main Bpert Sysicin Modulc 
A %%rittell refillt. 0 lip fill- Archiled fill. ill%fruditoll%, 
detailt'll drawings Ov. is .1 rvq Ili rellIvIlt for coll"idi-rilig 
fol. this relevant matter. 
1.1send a writtell refillest Ilow 
2.1%Vriften request Ims becit seikil 
3. fCoittinue emisultation I 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
;g.. ksi.., J( 'LAUSE, 41 1 
+ AND 1 161 belp mi instructiopm 
" AND 1 221 opliom as to histntoimi rt-qtav%t 
" AND 1 6411 imimg ot* retitiest l'orhish-tictioits 
AND DO: Begill Explain 
mat(2.811 
" AND 91 C411141itions 
" AND 1 231 4pplimi tio save comsidtalimi 
AND DO: E'lld 1"Aphill 
" AND 1 341 printhig, instruction conmiltatitm 
" AND f 191 lilt'lilt to (Illif s3sti-lif 
OR DO: Begin EAplaill 
motes22.40 
AND DO. Test Expression 
ENIt-1111 I s="lleferillent of Im%v%%iwl orsite" 
" %Nl) 1 441 Questiom on site possesion 
AND DO: Tv%t I"Apres"holl 
waito 
AND DO: P"Ild EAphil) 
" ANDI 
" AND 1 321 printhig, deferment consultalimi 
" AND 1 191 ineim to quil system 
OR DO: Begaill EAPIAll 
malt 15.811 
AND DO: 'I'(, %t 1"'Npressioll 
ENI(. IlIJIS="LlVk (11*('(, II-VSS All- ill"'ress" 
%V AND DO: Nit-Jill Questioll aces-, is 
WPOS: 6.1 L9,59 
Has the emplop. l. gh (. 11 expri'ss undertakillgo 141 proN ide 
. III). such arcv. ss to and from Ow site? 
jvl. ýs II No 
WDI h-hol I': silla . -der replace 
COL sjýJýR Wbile fill Blut. 
COL 41,0 While fill Bille 
NI EN 11: 5,14,11) Blut. on Gray H16.11 till 11111C 
.NI EA 11: 5,35.411 11111C oil GraY I't-Red oll 111114. 
+ ANDI 
W AIND DO: Men', Questioll 
NNTOS: 7,1 I. X, 59 
Is the access III Ihe site ill qm-%tioll 1111th. l. 111t. 




jyilýs II No) 
+ AND IiiI ccmtnoi )r. kcct-., 4.4 ii), tit,. 
+ AND 1 91 conditions 
IF AND DO: Display Form 
SUNINIARYOFINTEAUNI FINDINGS 
The relevant matter : 11-clevalitillattell I 
Timing ofaPplicatioll: reasonable 
Clause 26.2.6 
AND DO.. Eild Explaill 
" AND 1 231 option to save consultation 
" AND 301 printine. aeress vonsultation 
" AND 191 inenti to quit systein 
Olt DO: Ilegin Explain 
Inatt9.81) 
AND DO: Test Exprewsion 
ilor paal ofthe fontrart', 
+ AND 411 queNtioll 01) works illit part orrolltrat. t 
+ ANDJ 
+ ANDJ 91colltlitium 
F AND DO: Di. Splav Forill 
SiýIMINIARY 01- INTEIZEN1 FINDINGS 
The relevaia inatter : Irelevawmatteil I 
Thnitig. ofapplicalion: reasonable 
: 20.2.4.1 
relevant mal fers 
AND DO: Eml Explain 
" AND 1 231 opfion tosave coustiltation 
" AND 1 371 printing work not part of emitract collskillatioll 
+ AND 1 191 ineim to quit syslem 
OR DO: Ilegiii Explain 
matt9. M0 
AND DO: Test Expression 
to Supply Inaterials" 
+ AND [ 391 questimi on the supply of material, 
+ AND 1 91 conditions 
F AND DO: Display Form 
SUININIARV OFINTE'RINI FINDINGS 
The relevant mattcr : Irelevantmallers 
Timilig, (if applicatilln: reasollable 
Clause : 26.2.4.2 
relevalitillattell 
" AND 1 231 option to save consultation 
AND DO: End Explaiii 
" AND 1 351 printing materials cotistaltation 
" AND 1 191 menti to quit systeni 
OR DO: Begin Explain 
matt12.80 
AND DO. - Test Expressimi 
Lisfing of The Main Exput SYsicin Modtilc 
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+ AND 1 431 (im-slions on popstponvint-W 
+ AND 1 91 comlition. 
F AND DO: Display Fill-Ill 
SUNINIARYOF INTEAUNI FINDINGS 
The relevint matter : li-vievantmatterS I 
Thiihig of applicatlow reasmiable 
Clause 26.2.5 
lit I 11.1 tt ci's 
+ AND 1 231 option to save constillation 
AND DO: Elld Explain 
" AND 1 361 printing postponement consultation 
" AND 191 ments to quil %y%tem 
OR DO: Begiii Explaiii 
m-. M7. Sfl 
AND DO: Test Expresslim 
" AND 451 -wwar. i orwork 
" AND 91 conditions 
F AND DO: Display Form 
SUMINIARYOFINTEAUNI FINDINGS 
'File I-vievant matter : [relevalltmatters I 
Tinihig, of application: reasonable 
Ciallse : 26.2.2 
re leva lit illatt cf. $ 
" ANT) 1 231 optimi to sme comultation 
ANT) DO: Flul Explain 
" ANT) 1 2MI print inspection consultation 
" AND 1 191 int-im to quit system 
OR DO: 1'est Expressimi 
EMentil $-"Discrepurics hi or divergeoces- lit hills" 
" AND 1 421 questions on discrepancles. mid divirgeiices 
" AND [ 91 condifions 
" ANT) 1 231 optimi to save consulta(ion 
" AND[ 331 pi-bithing discrepancies consultation 
" ANT) 1 191 Incim 14) 1111it System 
Oil DO: Test Expression 
IV ANT) DO: Menu Question help 





AND 1 31 accessing help files 
Listing ofThc Main Expert Systcm Module 
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AND DO: Restart Rille 
OR DO: Test Expression 
E, IN 14-11111 $-"1" to 





1 131 teftlefermeitt EIN 
NV IF DO: Niellu Qtie%tit)ll 
NNTOS: 5,7,10,66 
Listing ofTlic Main Expert Sysicin Modulc 
Do you have documenlary evidence to show that the employcr 
lias deferred possession ofs1le In liete mith requirements 
clause 23 ? 
(YES) No 
OR DO: Test Lxpresshm 
(I ocull I ell ts$=" no" 
NV AND DO: Display Form 
NVPOS: 5,5,12,7ý1 
'Since 3.011 have 114) docullientaq proorthat tile employer 
has ill ract deferred possesioll it %%ill be dillicult 
hase a claim for loss and/or expense under file 
pi..,, i, i ..... . relause 26. Yoij may however to claim 
41.1111.1ges at C4)llklll4jll law as possesioll of*si(c Is all 
tel-111 (if . 1113' building Contract. 
(-. *AS*E: Arterial Dr-aiiiage CO. v. Parthangam Drainau 
lloartl(1880) 
+ AND 1 191 Inellal to quit system 
1 141 explanation orvm-i. ltio., 
NV IF DO: Melill Question help 
WPOS: 1,62,4,17 
(Case 1.11%, 1 
(Relevant Clause) 
(Alloot Help ) 
AND DO: Fail 
OR DO: Test Expression 
help=1 
AND DO: Test Expression 
cis() 
AND DO: Test Expression 
" ANDI 
OR DO: Test Expression 
hvIp=2 
AND DO: Te%t Expressloit 
CISO 
AND DO: Te%t EAPITNA011 
dosC'mon-f-, 11013") 
" AND[ 51 a%k whet lie r reatly to cold i rm va Nation type 
151 find out ifliether a. aents are st-attiloij, undertakers 
NV IF DO: 'NIt-1111 Q11estioll WPOS: 7,13,8,56 
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Arr villployers a(Pellts undellakers V. a1.1. ýIII2 
tehlitgatiolls under %t; Itllte? 
1 INo 1 
AND DO: Test 1-1%pe-es%ii)ii 
NN' AND DO: Display Forin 
NVIIOS: 7,14,8,53 
III this Instance there Is Ito remedy for delays 
under the provisions under clause 26. however 
Otimate Claim For extension ortime exists . .1 lea 
tuider the terms (of clause 25. 
+ AND 1 191 menu to quit spstem 
OR DO: Te%( Expression 
St. itiltol*)'-tlll(ICI. t; ikel. s$-,, li4)', 
161 belp oil inst ruct il oils 
IF DO: Test Expressioll 
I list ruct I; lw" 
AND DO: Te%t Expression 
CISO 
AND DO: Test Expressioll 
41 ON(" 1110 I'C< 1-13 tC 
AND DO: Clobal Restart 
OR I)(): T,,., t
111%truct ls="Casc law" 
AND DO: Test Expression 
cl-, () 
AND DO: Test EApressioll 
do. s("more<", "c14") 
AND DO: Global Restail 
1 171 help oil till-floll ill writtell applit"'Mil", 
IF DO: Test I"Apressioll 
help-I 
AN]) Do: Test Expression 
clso 
AND I)(-): T,, t ipression 
(141SCIllore""'Cases") 
0 11 DO: 'rest EAPI-essioll 
help-2 
AND DO: Test I"'Xilressioll 
cl%() 
AND DO: Test I'Apression 
(I os(" ino re ", " ch use3 a ") 
OR DO: To%t Expression 
help-3 
AND DO: Test Expre%sioll 
CISO 
AND DO: Test I'l-'Pressitoll 
181 Legal text andexplantions 
IF DO: TCNI I, Xpl-(-S. %ioli 




AND D0: T'. st ENprewsloll 
CISO 
It IN' 1) DO: Test Expres%lon 
AND DO: Restall Rule 
19] Inellu to (Illit 'iySteill 
FIF DO: Afelill Question Quit 
Choose olle of file hilightell opliollm: 
----------------------- 
Listing of The Main E. xl)cri Sysicin Module 
:IQU IT SYST K% II: 
------------------------- 
AND DO: Test Expressiml 
Qllit-I 
AND DO: Test E% p ressimi 
OR imcrest Expressim, 
Qajit-2 
AND DO: Tesl EAPI-essiml 
slevp(2) 
NN' AN 1) DO: Display Fm-111 
N%*POS: 1(1,15,3.50 
Thank ymi flor using, this system. 
COL: SURR Wdte (III Illue 
CO 1, : 0,0 NN'llite Ion 11111C 
AND DO: Quit 
1 201 Natiji-etifiii-ifteii-. ipplic,. itioiI 
IF DO: Test Expressilill 
already made wish fi) coillintle" 
AND DO: Test Expressimi 
prollipt("Press ally key ft) c(olitintle") 
+ AND 1 101 ctontent ifivi-ittell Ipplic.. Iti(. Il 
OR DO: Test EAPI-emicoll 
pri'llipt("Press ally key W ClIntilille") 
AND im: 'rest Expressim, 
Ims no bevii matle %vish lip d4l s(I III)%%` 
" AND 1 271 firbit applivatimi f(or It)s-4 aiid/m- expeiise 
" ANDI 251 (opt it tits if nto writ I en -. I p plicat i. )II 
1 211 OPTION EA 
NV IF DO: lielp E Aplaill 
NVPOS: 7,15,10,54 
A wrilten application for -. my loss 
Claimed 1111(fel. these pro% Isiolls should be illaile to 
the Architect as Sooll as It Ims become apparelit 




F10 Avl- overhl: i 
COL SIAM NNIlite oil 11111t. 
(AH, 11,11 While fill Iflue 
AND DO: Test EAPI-essioll 
Reasolla b Ictillies-', V E. S It 
Olt DO: Test r%pression 
Re. IN01WhICtime$-"NO" 
+ ANT) 1 191 inemi to quit system 
1 221 option as to histructimi request Sp EIN 
IF DO: Test EApressimi 
+ AND 1 591 sent outivi-iften request 
oil DO: Test EApressimi 
I list ruct 1 $=(" Written request has been sellf") 
%V AND DO: Display Form 
A%'PO-S: 5.2,13,76 
Listing of The Main Expcrl Systcm Modulc 
(*I; iti%e 26.2.1 states that file enlitiville"t re 
delays III obtaining I list I-11 ct lolls, details etc. I. m cmulilhollal 
to a request for stich hif'ormatiou belng made tip flit, Architect. 
If 114) Such re(Itlest. m has beell Illade by file c(ollfractoll. 
claims under this sub-clallse callnot Ile stistabled Illidel file 
prin isions (if clause 26. 
WDF " r: 110 - 
border replace 
COI, 'SUM? White oll Mile 
COL 0,0 While oil Blue 
OR DO: Test Expression 
I list ruct I $-("Colifilille Consultation 
NV AND DO: Display Form 
WPOS: 5,2,13,76 
Clause 26.2.1 states that file contractor's entillemew regardilig 
delays In obtaillill" [list I'lld lolls, details 1-tv. is clondifliollal 
to a request for such Inrormatimi heing made to the Architect. 
irm, aici, requ ests it as i)een matie i)y me cmitracwr, 
claims under this stih-clause cannot be stWained under the 
provishms tof clause 26. 
j 231 option to save consultation Ex 
F ll, DO: Mühli QueAloil i%11-'ýN112 
Arter going, throu. -h the le. cpal. justiticathm of your claim for loss 
and/or expense 1%hich orthe menu options would you like to take 
----------- - --- - ---------------------------- ------------------------- 
; : jSAN'E1C()NSLJ1, TA, nON 1: 
SAVE (. "ONS'IIL, rA, rioN-. %. iN-c-)-4)tir esponses to: ------------- 
till ASCI I file For late r refe I-ence and : 
Pint. -. ) summary of your case. ------------------------- 
QUANTIFICATION-load programto : ------------- 
to est illiate VIA In by access to pro. 1vet : 
------------------------- 
9-N 
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:- ------------------------ 
U. Sr cursior keym to select oplion mid 1 
press the EINTEIR key. ;- ----------------- 
: ; IQUIT SYSTENI 
- --------------------------------------------- - ------------------------ 
AND DO: Test Expressioll 
MEM12-1 
+ AND 1 241 oi, TIONS 
OR im: 'rest rxpressioi, 
NIENU2-2 
AND 1; 0: Test Expressioll 
014 DO: Te%t Expression 
1%IENtJ2-3 
AND 1)0. Te%t Exprüssion 
14)a41 (' 111.1 i 1. kl) ') 
Olz DO: Test Expres. sion 
NIEN112-4 
AND DO: Quit 
1 241 OPTIONS Sp 
NV IF DO: Display Form 
N%'])()S: 6,15,1 i), 50 
E, iiter your Name: <usenlamt-S 
Please Specify a rile name under II hich yoll would 
like your consullathon to he sm ed. 
<I'llailles > 
(Not more than cloh( characters) 
Ilsernailles 
IN : 6.17,26 Bille on Cray 
folailles 
AND DO: Assign Variable 
flle$: =rllallle$ 
1 251 options if no wri(len application Ex 
IF DO: Test Expression 
prompt("Press 1.71 for explallatioll, . 111), Ney to Continue") 
AND DO: Regill EAplaill 
notes4.80 
NV AND DO: Display Form 
AVPOS: 5.110,64 
APPLICATION 
Clause 26.1 requires file contractor to maLe a 
i% ri(ten application staling the relevant inatter 
beilig relied oil. In tile absence OrNuch all application 
file architect Cannot proceed Ivilh tile 
oraw ciaim. 
W AND DO: Display Form 
INTOS: 5,10,8,56 
OPTION 
The evaluation oryom. Claim will now Continue but 
you may seek relinbursont-ni (jr. am, i4iss witi expois-e 
under common law is stipulated by sub-clause 26.6 
261 oPtion" 111-14le 
IF im: 'r, %t 
9-0 
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(I h. -III)l 
Ice- I 
AND 
IF AND DO: Prillt F411-111 
To file Architect 
Dea r Si r, 
E, NI ell uIS 
-- ------ - ----- - --------- - --------- - ------ 
oi, exaniiii., acm Orii,,.. cowract Dra%%higs and COntract 11111.4 we 
Gold the 1`4410wilig (liscrepencies: 
2. 
Will you Please Issue polar regard to) these 
discrepancies as StIoll its pt)ssillle as it will he impossible foil. 
lli to) firdel, file necessary materials ulltil Illese pnoblellis Ill-C 
Ilre remllvell. 
Cliffirlill), 
OUT : 5,16,61 
AND DO: Test rxpressiml 
ol]tPllt("Iptl 
F AND DO: Prillt Form 
COL SURR NN'llite (oil Blue 
COL 0,0 White oil 1111le 
our 3,9,31 
0R DO: '1'est Expression 
div notice=2 
+ ANT) 1 191 int-im to quit mstem 
1 271 print application for loss and/ol, expellsie 
IF DO: Tost Expressimi 
F AND DO: Prilit Form 
'no the Architect 




Appcndix 10 Listing of The Main ExPert Sysicin Module 
In acconlance willi clatise 26.1 of'(Iie contract we herelly make 
applicatioll (o N'4)11 Ihat we are likely yo In"irr direct los-s 
and/or expoise III the execution of flik Contract, for 1%hich we 
will not lie rehuhm, %ed by a paymoit under any other prio% ision 
(lie C IIIII-art heratise the regiflar progress of the Works I.. likely 14 
III lie alrech II 
OUT : 10,16,61 
E Mond S 
OUT : 24,25,68 
AND DO: Test Expression 
outplit("llitl") 




28] prbit inspection consultation 
FIF DO: INfelill Question illspVctioll 
Yout. Consultation has been Saved (III file Called 11116 J. P1.11. 
citoose one or iiie optio, is io-iow. 
-- ------ - ---------- - ----------------------- ------------------------- 
PRINT c: ()NsuurATION- print% yoor res-pons-el ------------------------- 
to (IIIeNtiOlIS HllSWClTd 41111-ilig CODNIJI(atifol! 
-------- - --------------- 
:( QUANTIFYCLAUNI 
IN I QUA NTI FIC. 'A'r 10 N- 1i oad progra in to : ------------------------- 
to estimate claim by access to project : 
: -------------------------- 
yoo. jj1ZUN NEWCONSI ILTAT ION) 
- ------------------------ 
USE cursor keys to select optimi and : 
press the ENTER k-ey. : ------------------------- 
: :1 QUITSYSTEM 11 
- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 
lilv$ 
AND DO: Test Expression 
ills pect ioll- I 
AND DO: Test Expression 
outpul("Ipti") 
F AND DO: Prillt Form 
SUMMARY OF-CONSLIUATION 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Filellaille-jilles I i: 
User 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
NI'llich of tile rel".. 4111 matters limed under cluase 26 Is file basis ofyour 
loss al)(11411. expellse claill0: 11"N I clill Is I 
9-Q 
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Was file Standard 411,11-ork III accordance witil tile standards and specilicallolls 
of tile C4 lilt ract? :I hispectiml Is I 
lb-4 tile Architect certified that tile hilid and Standard ofillaterillis ond 
%vorkmajiship are to his satisraction?: linspection2S I 
Has .1 written application been submi(ted to the ArchiterMINVRITTENS I 
Dill the written application State the 11.1till-C oralld Cause of tile disruptioll 
And its effect oil thctvoi-W IN-aturefl 
Has tile Architect requested rtorther details followill". your application 
for reimbursement for loss mid expeme? [ARCR11-'QIJE1STj 
Wa. s tile application submitted III reasonable tillic? lReasollabletinles 
COL SURR NN11ite on Blue 
COL 0,0 Mile oil Cray COL 1,0 Wilite oil ]title 
OUT 2,15,28 
tile$ 
OUT : 2,63,78 
dales(Ilowo) 
OUT : 3,15,42 
usel-Imille$ 
our : 3,50,64 
times(nowo) 
OUT : 6,29,78 
OUT : 9,20,33 
inspection IS 
Our : 12,40,54 
inspection2$ 
OUT : 14,61,72 
NN"RITTEM 
OUT : 17,31,39 
Nature$ 
(MIT : 20,42.53 
ARCREQUEST$ 
OUT : 22,52,69 
Reasotiabletime$ 
+ AND 531 save inspection consultation 
OR DO: Test Expression 
inspection=2 
AND DO: Test Expressimi 
load("lottis") 
OR DO: Test EINPI-ession 
hispectimi=3 
AND DO: 10 Re-run 
OR DO: Test Expression 
hispection=4 
AND DO: Quit 
1 291 Print varialion consultatioll 
IF IN ): Test Ex pressimi 
outplit("Iptl 11) 
F AND DO: Print Form 
SUINI'MARY OF ('()N. S(. IL, rikTl()N 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
File name: 111leS I Date 
User namequsel-imme$ 1 'ri,,, v: itiitiesoio%%. o) i 
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Which ol'the relevant malterm listed mider climse 26 14 the hasi-m iol'yolle 
II Iss 311111/411- expense Chi IIV., I EIN I en II I$ I 
NN'llich orthe Changes ffieworks delmed Ill clause 13 am variation 
11--as tile callse ofille 41 IS1.11 pth oil?: I va Hat loill ype$ 
Has a writteii appli"ifion been submitted to the Atcllifect?: 
INVIZITTENS I 
Did tile written applicatioll state tile nature onni(i oraie (iisrupti(m 
and Its efTect oil the woriks? [Nature$1 
Has the Architect requested further details following your application 
for reililhurseillent for loss aild expense? 
JARCHrQUEST$ 
Was file application SlIbIllit(ed In reasonable tillic? lizellsonallietillies 
COL SUIM A%Ilitc oil Mile 
Co 1,0,0 NN'llite oil Bille COL 1,0 Blue Oil Gray 










I IT : 17,3 1,3 9 
Nattires 
OUT : 21,15,75 
OUT: 23,52,69 
R vasolla blet II ties 
301 printing. access consultation 
F IF DO: INIentl Question access-Illelill 
Your collstiltatioll has fleell Saved on rile Called 11116 J. P1.11. 
(114)(Ise one of tile Options hellow. 
---------- - ---------------------------------- ------------------------- 
: !I PRINTCON'SULTATION 
PRINT C: ()NSIILTA, rION- printsymir response: ------------------------- 
14) questions allswered till rill" colfsllltatiollý 
- ----------------------- - 
- ------------------------ 
to est i Illate CIA III by access to Project 
data save(l 4111 spreadsheets of- 111pul 11) ------------------------- 
: : jlZUN 
----------------------- 
USE1 cursor keys to select option and 1 
Press the ENTER key. : ------------------------- 
: ;i Qurrsys'n, 'm 
- --------------------------------------------- ......... 
Me$ 
AND DO: Test Expression 
aceess-incom=1 
AND DO: Test Expression 
4)tltpllt("Iptl 11) 
9-S 
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F AND DO: III-lilt Form 
SUININIARYOF CONSULTATION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1 File liame: 1111(4 1 Dateor collsilltat ioll: [d lit C$(Iltm 
TI me: ime$(114 Owo) I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Wdell of tile relevant Inatte I-% listed under cluase 26 Is I lie hasis of)-our 
loss expense claill0l: I EINIelill I$ I 
11: 14 Ihe employer givell express Illillertaklog lo provide 1111). sucli Sircess 
to Ill. from file SROO: jacess 1 
Is file acress III question under lite control (if lite employer ? [-. Ices. %2$ 
Has a Written application been submitted to the Atchil ect?: I %I'll ITTEN $ 
Did file writtell applicatioll State file 11.1ture of 111141 Cause of file disruption 
and its effect oil tile works? IN-aturc$j 
Has the Architect requested further details following your application 
for reimbursement fill. loss alld expense? IARCHEIQUESTI 
Was (lie applicalioll Submilled in reasonable tilike? lReasollabletimes I 
C011, SURR NN'llite oil little 











OUT : 14.61,72 
WRITTEM 
OUT : 17,31,39 
Nature$ 
OUT: 211,42,53 
mzcizEotji.,. s, rs 
OUT: 22,52,69 
Reasollabit-IiII16 
AND 1 501 saveacerss consoltation to disk 
1 311 printingronsultatimi 
FIF DO: IN14-1111 Question Print 
Your Consultation has beell savetl oll fille callvil [flit's I. Pril. 
Chollse olle ol'the op(illum lit-low. 
- -------------------------------------- - ----- 
------------------------- 
PRIN'r CONSULTATION- prints your respolisc: - ------------------------ 
tO (IM-SHMIS allSWITC11 41111-1110ý CO)JIS111filthill: 
------------------------- 
:1 otl. %, xTIFN, CLAIM 
A CATI ON- h md p rlpaý ra III to -- ---------------- - -- CIAENI OIIANTIF 
14) estimate Claim b) access to Project 
9-T 
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Alata %; IVed toll Spreadsheets ()1- 11111111 by - ------------------------ 
you. ; IRLIN Nl-*, %%'(. )N. Stll, 'I', %'I'I()NI 
- ------------------------ 
U S*E rill-sol. Leys to) Select 101)114,11 jJ1141 
press the ENTER - -- - -------------------- 
:1 QUITSYSTEINI 
- -------- ----------- - ------------------ ------------------------- 
file$ 
AND DO: Test Expression 
prilit-I 
+ AND [ 291 print variatimi comultation 
+ AND 1 561 save to disk 
OR M ): Test EIN pressitill 
print-2 
ANT) DO: Test Bpression 
load(lotlis") 
0 It DO: Test ENpression prhit-3 
ANT) DO: Test Expression 
Io. iiI("ts") 
OR DO: Test E%pression 
prinf=4 
AND DO: Qkjit 
1 321 printing deferment cmistiltatimi 
F IF DO: Niellu Question 
Your collsilltatioll has been Saved oll rile Called [file$ I. Pril. 
ci, oose (me ortiie optio, i% iii-iow. 
---------------- - ---------------------------- - ----- - ----------------- 
PRINTCON-SULTATION): 
PRINT CONSULTATION- PI-1111S)-foll- ITNPOIISC: - ------------------------ 
to (joestions answered during Consultation: 
- ------------------------ 
j( QUANTIFYCLAINI 1: 
- ------------------------ 
141 estimate Claim by aceess to proJect 
dah Saved oil Npreadsliects or 111pot by ------------------------- 
yoll. : IRIIN 
------------------------- 
USE. Cursor keys to Select option and 
Press file twnit ke),. - ------------------------ 
:1 QUIT SYSTEM )1 
- --- - -------------------- ------------------------- 
file$ 
AND DO: Test Expression 
derel-cluent 
- Illellu-I AND DO: Test E, xprosslon 
(lilt plit("Ipt I ") 
IF AND DO: III-lilt Form 
File nalne: 111jes I Date 
11%el. Ila lite: I usel-lia III e$1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Which offhe relev. -s li,. tt -our ant mattei , . 41 tinder cluasip 26 Is lbe hasis of3 
loss -mid/tor r%pense claimh[EIN I enti I$ I 
Has like givilig of possesiloll of site been defen-ell by file elliployellisilepossesl 
9-u 
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Do 1.4011 Illwe dI Pell Inell Ill I. I, et, idelice PI-40411*111; 11 tit(- elliplo)VI. lilts 
p4ossessim, amte it, iiii(. %wi requirements ol*clause 23 rvLoardhig III(- 
possessioll of site and Its 
Has a wriffell applicatioll been submitted to file 
Dill file II'l-iftell applicafloll state file nmtirc foratim cistise ortite iii. srupti4on 
will its effect oil five worlks? INatureSI 
I lasthe A rchitect requested Furthertletails f4)114)%%ljig), 4otiriipplicalltpis 
for reimbursement for loss and expoise? JARCRE, QUESTI 
Was the application Submitted In reasonable time? Illeasollablefillics I 
COI, : SURR 1,111he oil Blue 
Col'. 6,0 Blue Oil Cray CM' 1.0 11,111te oll Mile 
OUT : 2,15,28 
Illes 
our : 2,63,78 
dates(llowo) 
OUT : 3,15,42 
usernallies 
OUT : 3,511,64 
11 live$ (1)(11vo) 
OUT : 6.29,78 
l. "NICIIIIIS 
our : 8,68,79 
sitepossesholls 
MIT : 12.39,49 
(I I oral IllentsS 
()tlr r: 14,61,72 
WRITTENS 
OUT : 17,31.39 
Natures 
WIT : 20,42,53 
ARCREQUESTS 
OUT : 22,52,69 
Reasollabletillic$ 
F AND DO: Print Form 
Case reference: Freemaii v. I lassler (19010. 
COL: S1.11111 Wkile (III Blue 
COL: 0'0 Illue oil Gray COL: 1,0 Wlite 4111 Mile 
ANDI 




AND DO: Test Expressillo 
load(lows") 
OR DO: 'rt'%t EXPITSNiOll 
deferement mcnu=3 
, XpI. (. ssjoII AND 1)0: 1, esl7t., 
load("es") 




AND DO: Quit 
1 331 
F IF DO: Melill Qtlt.. %ti()Il (li%cl-eplicie. "
Your consiatation has bevii oll file called [M6 J. prn. 
Choose olle (of tile options below. 
9-V 
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- --------------------------------------------- - ------------------------ 
RIN . 
P TCONSULTATION 11 
PRINT CONSULTATION- prints voor respoose: ------------------------- 




to estimate Claim 1) '114-ress to project 
1 glata maved fill Spreadsheets oi. 111plit by :- ------------------------ 
-oll. : JIMN NE 'WCONSULTATION) 1 
------------------------- 
US E, cu i-so r Ieys to select opt 14m mill 
press the ENTER Ley. - ------------------------ 
Quir mwn-m 
----- - ----- -- -------- ------------ -- - ---- ------------------------- 
Me$ 
AND DO: Test Expressimi 
discrepancle. 4=1 
AND DO: Test Expression 
41111plit("Iptl") 
F AND DO: Print Form 
SUNINIARYoi., c: (), xsuurxnON 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Mliell ol't lie relevallf Illat I ers listed tinderchiaw 26 Is I lie basis ofyour 
hoss and/or expense claim?: I EIN Ienu I$ 
Ila. % tile divergences In or discrepancies betweell tile collinart drawiligs 
collfract hills beell Illade hnoml to tile ArdlifecM Idiscrepallciess 
Ilas a written application beell Submitted to file 
Did file wriftell application staft. file Ilature 111'alld cause ortlic (R. 41-uptholl 
and its effect on file works? I Naturefl 
-etillested fill-thel Ic14 11 I las the A rchitert I  details folloifleig your app IaI 
for I -eimbairsement for loss and expense? JARCHEMIEST] 
Was the application submitted III reasonable tielle? I Reasolla blet 1111(4 
CO 1, SURR NNIlite oil Bille 






OUT : 3,50,64 
OUT : 7.29,78 
ENICIIIII s 
OUT : 10,59,76 
discrepallciess 
OUT : 12,61,72 
WRITTEM 
MIT : 15,31,39 
NataireS 
1IT : 18,42,53 
ARCREQI. JI. 1sTS OUT : 20,52,69 
Reasollabletillies 
AND 1 521 save disel-j-plicit...; colls, 111.11i, 1 
OR DO: Test Expl-essioll 




AND W Test F"Xiii-essilon 
load(" 1401 list#) 
OR DO: Tvsf Expressioll 
-epaoicies=3 discl 
AND DO: Kit Re-1.1111 
OR DO: TeNt 1, "Xpl'CSSIOII 
dliscrepaucles=4 
AND M ): Quit 
Listing of The Main Expert System Modulc 
-iliting -tructioll Consultation 1 341 pi ills 
FIF DO: NICIIII Question prillf-inst I'llet h oil 
Youl. Consultation has beell Saved oil file Called lilies I. P1.11. 
Choo. se olle of Ille opliolls below. 
- --------- - ---------------------------------- ------------------------- 
PRINT CONSULTATION- prints your respoilsel ------------------------- 
------------------------- 
QUANTIFYCLAINI 1: 
CLAINI QLIAN'rlFl('Al'l(), N'- load prograill to 1 ------------------------- 
datas. ed toil spremishects or ill Put by - ------------------------ 
). Oil. ýJRIJN NEWCONSULTATIONI 
------------------------- 
USE, rill., -sor keys it) select option and 
p -(-ss file E AZ key. ------------------------- e NTI 
ýI Qurr SYSTE"M 1: 
- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 
file$ 
AND DO: TVNt Expression 
print-illstructioll=1 
AND Do: TeNt Expressimi 
(Ititplit("Ipt I 
F AND DO: Prilit Form 
SUMMARY Of-' CONSULTATION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
File 11.1111c: [tilt's Date orc(itistilt; itioil: 1(1; ites(lio%%. O) 11 
1 Isel. Imille: I lise 1-11.111les II 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
NNItich of file relevant matters listed mider climse 26 is file basis oh-olli. 
loss expense 
Was (lie request Ior instructions, details, level, (-it-. 111.1de at such a fillic 
that ill relation to 1%lien it was required it was not too Close or 1,31. ill file 
hiture? : llnstrucQ$ I 
Ilas .1 request For i list I-11 ct iolls, details ordnmillgs etc. beell 111.1de ill the 
Architect?: lInstructlS I 
Has a written applicati(m been submitted to file Architect?: 
Did the 11-1-iftell applicatioll State tilt- nature oralld callse of tile disruptioll 
mid its effect oil the works? [Naturefl 
Ilas the Architect requested further details following youl. application 
for relinbui-sement for loss aml expense? 
JARCREQUEST$ 
tile applicatioll submitted ill re-asollable time? lReasollabldillic$ 
COL SURR White oil 1111le 
COI, 0,0 Blue oil Cray ('01, : 1,11 White till Bille 
OUT 2,15,2X 
file$ 
OUT : 2,63,78 







OUT : 16,17,77 
WRITI'M 
OUT : 19,31.39 
NaltireS 
OUT : 23,19,78 
our : 24,52.69 
+ AND 1 571 save Io disk hoduction cmisultation 
0R DO: rt, %t Expres. "ifoll 
Print - 
hisfructima-2 
AND DO: Test Expression 
load(lolus") 
OR DO: Test Expression 
prlnt_lnslrucIion=3 
AND DO: Kit Re-1-1111 
Olz 
AND 
1 351 printin 
F lll' 
Liming of The Main Expert Sysicill Mo(julc 





DO: Nfellu Question materials 
Your collsoltatioll Ilas beell Saved oil IiIe Called 1111cs J. Pi'll. 
Choose olle orthe options 
---------------------------------------------- - ------------------------ 
PR I N'r CO NSII LTATI ON 
PRENT CONSULTATION- pl-il%tS )'10ill' ITSPOlINCI - ------------------------ 




yoll. 11RUN NEWCONSULTATION) 
------------------------- 
*I INE, ell I-soll. kv)-s to Select optioll illd 
press Me LNTE -v ------------------------- 
:1 Quf 
file$ 
AND DO: Test Expression 
11111terials=1 
A IND DO: Test ExpreNslon 
I)Iitptlt("Iptl ") 
F AND DO: PrIm Form 
SUNINIARYOF CONSULTATION 
File Ilaille: 1111CS I Date of coll'alhat il III: I dates(liow()) 
1 Isel. 11.1 Ille: I Ilse I-Ilailles I ThIle: 11illies(nowt)) I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Whiell oftlie relevant matter% listeti under clua%v 20 Is Ihe haNis of your 
loss alkil/or ex peitse cl; iiiii?: 1 Eý%14-ii4il$ 1 
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Has thi. villplo)CI. gh-ell express 11111lertAllig, to) %uppl) I 111111crials for the 
oit. i-m-i-oitim, irait. %%-fji-k%? SI 
I I&M .1 %% 1.11 fell lip pliell Ilo III wel I %it [III I If It'll 14P II Iv Mi. IIII vCt?: j%%*R F I"H. "Ns I 
Did file writtell applicatioll StMe file Ilature 401*111141 callse of the disrilptioll 
stittl its effect mi the works? I NatatrvS I 
Has flie Architect requested fuillier dvlails following youl. application 
1,411. relillbul-sollent for loss and expense? JARCREQUESTI 
Was the application Submitted III reasonable thile? I Reasollabletillivs 
COL SURR Mlite oil Illue 
C X) 1,0,0 Blue oil Gray ('01, I'll Wkite oil IIIIIe 
OUT: 2,15,28 
file$ 
WIT : 2,63,78 
41.116(nowo) 
OUT : 3,15,42 
uscrimille$ 
MIT : 3,50,64 
fillit, $(1111-wo) 
OUT : 7,29,7N 
EINIenul$ 








OUT : 19,42,53 
1% RCH EIQ Ii EIST$ 
()tj, r : 21,52.69 
Reasi Ina Met i IIIe$ 
AND 1 541 save materials stipply consultatiml 
OR DO: Test I-Npressi4on 
Inaterials-2 
AND DO: Test 1"Apressioll 
load(Notils") 
OR DO: Test t. "Npressioll 
materials-3 
AND DO: KII Re-rull 
OR DO: Test Expression 
istalerials-4 
AND DO: Qljit 
1 361 printing, postponement consultalimi 
FIF DO: NfelluQuestioll postpollemelit 
N'tiair c(oikstiltatimi has been savetj (oil rile called IfileS J. prn. 
('11mose "lie of' tile (1ptimis bellow. 
- -------------------- - ----------------------- - ------------- - --------- 
PRINT CONSULTATION- prims your respoise: ------------------------- 
to 41 iolls allswered ilia rill 41 collsulf; 16 pill 
- ------------------------ 
:1 Q11AN, rnN, ci, mm 
: ------------------------- 
t-StillMIC CIA111 1)y; 4CC('SN tO PI*4). J('Ct : 
flata Saved oll Spreadsheets ol. input by :- ------------------------ 
yoll. : : 11MN NEN%'C()NStJ1, TA*riONj 
- ------------------------ 
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USE, Cursor keys to selvel optioll alid : 
press file 1, ' N*1'1-', 14key. ------------------------- 
:1 QUIT SYSTEM I 
- --------------------------------------------- - ------------------------ 
COL SURR Nlollite oil 11111V 
C( ) 1,1 l, f I Wilite oil Mile 
NI EIN 11: 8,52,73 Bille III) Cray Lt - 
Red oil Bloe 
INIE, NU: 12.52,73 ]title too Cray I't - 
Rell oll Mile 
NIENIJ: 16,52,73 11111C oil Cray I't-Red oil Mile 
MENU: 20,52,73 Mile III] Cray I't-Red loll Mile 
OUT : 4,52,61) 
file$ 
AND M ): Test EApression 
postpollelliellf-11 
AN]) DO: Test E, %premioll 
I)Iitptlt("Iptl") 
F AND DO: Print Form 
SUMMARY 01' CONSULTATION 
----- ------------- - --- - ------------------------------- 
File imille: 111les I 
I Timv: j(ime$(nowO) I 
MIMI oft lie 1. (. Ie% ant II m It (. I, % I isted mider cI imm- 26 is tile imsis apom. 
It is% ex Pei Ise CIA In ?: 1E. IN ICn ti Is I 
Has the Architect Issued I wriften instructi(in top p(pstp4me all (Ir pall 4)r 
the iviwks?: jp4isfpt)eieS I 
MIS a 11.1-i(tvil applicalitill becii sidimitted to) file 
Did the writtell applivathill state tile ilature (Irand callse forille disralpliml 
and its effect Ion the ii-firks? INatureS I 
Has fill- Architect requested rul-thel. details 1,01141"ving applivaliml 
flor reillibill-sement fill. loss and expense? JA RIC I'll EQ 11 1 
Was i1he applivatiml submitted ill reastmable tinle? I 
COL SURR While (oil Mile 
COL 11,0 1111le oil cally 111,1.41 While 4111 Blue 
OUT 2,15,28 
files 
our : 2.63,78 
OUT : 3,15,42 
WIT : 3,50.64 
(-)tj, r : 8.29,78 
11T : 11,14,3 1 
P(lsfPmIe$ 
oirr : 13,61,72 
NviarrENS 
OUT : 16,31,40 
NatureS 
MIT : 19,42,53 
ARCREQUE, sl'S 
OUT : 21,52,69 
Reamillablefillies 
AND 1 551 N: 'Ve postponement comultation 
OR DO: Te%t EI%pj-t-%%Ion 
postpolit'llient=2 




Apl)ciidi. x 10 
OR DO: Test EAPI-essioll 
post pollelliellf-3 
AND DO: KII Re-1-1111 
OR DO: Te%t Elxpresshm 
postponellielll=4 
AND DO: Quit 
1 371 printing work not part (of emitract canstillation 
F IF DO: Menu Question work_not_par( 
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Your consultation has been saved on file called [file$ J. prn. 
Choose olle or (lie optiolis below. 
---------------------------------------------- - ------------------------ 
1 ;j PRINT CONSULTATION 1: 
PRINT CONSULTATION- prints your response: - ------- ---------------- 
to questions answered during Consultation: 
------------------------- 
:1 QUANTIFYCLAINI I 
: ------------------------- 
to estimate Claim by aceess to Project : 
(LIN 4111 NPITMISIR-t-tS 01- iollUt h.. .: ------------------------- 
pill. ; : 114UNNE WCONSULTATION); 
------------------------- 
USE, cursor Lcys to Select option nod : 
press Me EATEN key. : ------------------------- 
: :1 QUITSYSTEANI 1: 
- ---------- - ---------------- - --------------- ------------------------- 
WIT: 4,52,60 
Me$ 
AND DO: Test Expression 
-%t Expression AND DO: T(. 
()Iitpllt("Ipf I 
F AND DO: Prilit Form 
SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Usel. Imille: I usel-11.1 1116 Tillwitillie$(Ilowo) I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
wilich ortile relevant matters listed under clitase 26 is the hasis of your 
Has the ext-culion ofwork, by the employer or his agents caused unforseeable 
delay aml disruption to the lontractor's own works? 1work Hot 
Is flit- work III question heilig Carried out by tilt- elliployel, 
Are file till ployer's agents statutory undertakers Carl-) llig oil( their obligalifills 
under statute? 
lbs I wriften applicatimi loveii stibmilled 14) the 
Did the written applicatioll state flit- nature ofillill callse orthe disruption 
and its elyed oil file works? IN: Itlii-e$l 
-ing y- appli i Has file Architect requestcd further details follom oul cat oil 
for reimhumement for loss and expense? JARCHEIQUESTI 
Was file application sliblillited lit reason a lilt, time? lReasonabletime$ I 
C'01,:. SIIIIR IiIi'llile oil Mile 
h While (oil 1111le COL., 0,111 Mile loll G -. 13, COL: 1.0 
()t. j, r : 2,15,28 
file$ 
OUT: 2,63,78 




list, 111M IM4 
M IT : 3.50,64 
limeN(Ilowfl) 
M N' : 6,2 9,78 
E'Nit-IIIIIS 
M IT : 9,54,7 8 
ii-4)i-k-ii()t-p: ii, t-Orcipiiti,. tct 1 
WIT : 11,69,79 
work - not - pall - ofContracts 111' : 14.18,50 
sta tu to ry_u nd e rt a ke rsS 
OUT : 16,61,72 
NN'RI'FTEN$ 
OUT : 19,31.39 
Nature$ 
our : 22,42,53 
ARCRrQtJE. ST$ 
our : 24,52,69 
Ilvasollabletime$ 
+ AND I "I savem-ork not part of contract votisultation 
0R DO: Test EAPI-essillal 
work mot_part-2 
AND D(T-Test Expression 
load(lottis") 
0 It DO: 'I'"t EXpres%ion 
wo rk - 11ot - part-3 ANT) DO: 1, (. %t rNpression 
load("es") 
oil DO: 1'est I"'Npres%ioll 
work not - pail-4 ANT) D(T. Quit 
381 provision of access to site Elx 
IF DO: Test Expression 
acessl W'YES" 
OR DO: Test Expression 
; oc(-ssl$-"NO" 
F AND DO: Display Florm 
Listing of The Main Experl System Module 
imie empiover ii-is not Li, en expre- lllldell-lkllloý 
it) eliahle eogýess from or Ingress to flit, sit(, thall 
delavs resulting from access are not .1 basis for 
hiss and/ol. expense Claims. 
CASE,: Po rterv. Tottenham U I'llan Coll"CH0915) 
COL : SURR AN'llite oil Blue 
COL - 11, I) NN'llife oil Blue 
+ AND 1 191 menti to quit system 
391 question on the supply 4if materials 
W IF DO: INIt-1111 Q11"tioll 111.1terials-supply" 
NVII(). S: 6,13,9,54 
Has Ille employer gh-ell express 111111vilakilIg f4l 
works? 
I yi. -S) I NO ) 





AND DO: Tesf I"Apressioll 
rials-sal 1) Pl)'S-" N, EIS, 
OR DO: Test Expression 
111.1terials - supph. 
S="No" 
W AND DO: Displa V'orln 
6,13,8,55 
since the employer has not given . 111 uIldertaking 
UHder runtmet to muppy nminiMs Or the 
execullin of work he VaHnUt he hehl Hable 
forany loss and/or expense hicurred. 
Col, SURR While oll Bille 
COL 41j) White 4111 Mile 
+ AND 1 191 ments to (joit my%tem 
1 401 question oil who Is Carrying out file works 
%VlF DO: NimmQuestimi 
W110, S: 7.16,8,50 
Is the work in questimi Ivelog, carried oot by the 
rulplo3er 1011I. SeIr., 
I VES II No I 
WDET: shig-lejorder replace 
COL SURR White oll Itille 
( '01, OM Mlite 4111 1111le 
NI EN11: 4,10,16 Bilic oil Cray I't-Red fill Blue 
MEAU: 4,25,31 Mile 4111 Lt-ReAl fill Rim- 
AND DO: Test Expression 
Oil DO: Test EApression 
wo rk II I it_p-. l1-t-4 Irct 0 111 ra ct 11 if D 
+ AND 1 151 Mid ow iflietheragvuts are statotory undertakers 
1 411 question on works not pail of conlrad 
-part-4011, ollfract" 
WIF DO: Menti Qllv%tiolI 11,411-ki-not 
MIM: AI S554 
Ihm the excrWhin oruvrk 11 lim eniM; qrr ur his 
agents callsed till ro I-seva We deby ]till disi'llptioll 
to tile Contractor's 41"'ll ivorks? 
IYES) I No) 
WDEM single - 
lim-tirr replave 
COL SURR While toil Mile 
CO 1,140 White loll Mile 
MEINIJ: 6,16,21 11111C. till Cray I't-11i'll ml Mile 
MENU: 6,31,36 Bille till Cray I't-Red loll 11111C 
AND DO: Test Expres%hill 
OR DO: Test EAPI-essiml 
F AND DO: Display Form 
Where flit- works III be lintlei-takell liere made 
1,11101vil III tile CIIIIII-actor. he 11111"t make proVisholi 
9-DD 
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Appendix 10 
for this scheduling the works lit terms of cost 
: 11111 ( 111-atiml A Claim under the Circumstances 
canoot lie S11%taint-d toldt. i. fhe prwi Wons of 
clausc 26. 
COL SURR White on 11111t. 
COL 11, I) White oil Blue 
+ AND 1 231 opti(m to save consultation 
+ AND 1 191 menu to quit system 
421 questions on discrepancics and dh li-goiccs 
NV IF DO: Mom Questimi discrepaiicies$ 
NVIIOS: 7.13,9,57 
101 ptioll jillelp 
II. Is (lie divergences III or (I Ise I-vp-. i licit's between 
file Contract and/ol. Contract Bills beell 
III-ade 1,11011.11 to tile Architect III writing? 
11.1"s I I', m) I 
AND DO: Test 1"Apressilill 
OR DO: Test Expression 
d iscrepa II cit-SW, IMP 
F AND DO: 'Mentl Q114-stioll dims. 
-Illotive 
It is . 111 v%press provision ofContract that any 
discrepalicies and/ol. divergences ill the contraFt 
hills he loade 1,11o"'ll to (lie Architect. Civell that 
the Architect has Ilot beell notified, 'what actioll 
4141 you m Ish to CIL(-? 
1.1send 110fice III tile Archi(ect 11411%, 1 
2. lContilille mith collmiltation 
+ AND 1 261 optiowi matle 
%V AND DO: Display Form 
NVPOS: 7,14, N. 53 
1111der tile collditilon (II'voll(ract iffile Architect 
Is llot notified of'such discrepallcies ill ol. 
di% ergences Ill tile C411111-act docullkents . 1113' claillus. 
resulting from it callnot lie sustailled 111141111. tile 
p...,, w.... .. r clause 26. 
11 DO: '1*(-%t F"Npression 
discrepandess="11" 




I(Imse 261 1 
(Abolit Help 
------------------ 
1 431 quesdons on poostponvinviit 
NNI IF DO: NIVIIII Qklestitill postpollO, 
NNT( )S: 6,14,9.54 
Has the Archilect ismied a m. -ritten insIrticliom 
to postponc all or pail oblIbe works? 
Lisling orThe Main Expert Sysicin Module 
9-EE 
Appencli. x 10 
I No I 
AND DO: Test 1-*, xpl. (. %Sillll 
post polles- "Y I's" 
OR DO: Test Expression 
postpone$="No" 
NV AND DO: Display 1`401-111 
6,14, N, 54 
If no instructions lilts beell issued under file 
lite provisions ofirlause 23 theii a claim for 
loss and/ol. expen%e calmot lie sustained 1111der 
lite prinisimis orclause 26. 
AND 1 191 mom (o quit %ystem 
1 441 Questions om site possesi(m E. x 
NNI F DO: Melill Q11olifoll sitvp4ps%vhioII$ 
WPOS: 6,15,7,511 
I LIS tIIe gi -I inI, of posses-A I III fI I's iIc beel I 
deferred bý I tile employer? 
JNOJ 
AND DO: Test Expre. s%ioll 
" AIN 1) 1 131 E, % idoice ohleferment 
" AINDI 91cmidifloovi 
AV AND DO: Display Form 
WPOS: X. 12,8,55 
expeim.., . I., , re.,, at ., nieren. lew o I* posses%it IIIof Si Ic is -. I rd ova nIII ka It er It Ir 11.11 ich 
file Contractor Call Ile 
(,. %Sl.,,: Freelliall V. I It-sslt, l-(l 91111) 
COL SURR Whitt. oil Blue 
COL 11,0 N%Iiite on 11111t. 
OR DO: Test Expressioll 
F AND DO: Display Form 
Listing orThe Main Expert Sysicin Modtilc 
I I' IIo slic IIiI Istructiolls regal-di I)-(, fI it- possesh oil 
oftilt. sitv 11.1% beell givell 111i'll ill Lm. this 
matter calillot 1,411-111 (lie hasis 4DI'a loss . 11141 e%pt-lis" 
Claim. 1111wever. it is all implied It. 1-111 411*. 111). 1111ildill. " 
Contract (hat possession ot'site Shall Ill- gral)(1-d it) 
the Contractor ililhill .1 reasolla 111t, Period after ffic 
sigiling, ofthe c(liltract. 
CASE,: Carr Herriman Pl., p (1953) 
+ AND 1 91 Conditions 
+ AND 1 191 incim tip quit system 
(vu-sii(m., (in Ntmwarii awork 
NN, IF DO: MelillQuestioll ill"Pet-li"Ill's 
NNTO. S: 7,13,7.55 
Did fileillspectioll of file woirkand materials show 
that file standards and specificatioll'i (of' tile 
9-FF 
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Contract lime been cmilplied %011? 
Iv]. -Is )I No 
AND DO: Test 
AND 1 61 ask %%liether the standard lilts been eel-filled 
Listing ofThe Main Experl Sysicin Modtile 
1 461 Response to architect request for information EA 
WIF DO: Help EAplaill 
WJIOS: 6,9,10,63 
I filless file a rcilifect I pi- (I 11antity stjnvýqw is 
P ro'd (I ed Ividl t lie necessary (I etai Is of II ic II oss 
and expense the acsertaillment calmot lie Carried 
out. Failure to prom. life details Inealks ally 
assessment will be subject largely to Me opinioll 
of the arckitect. 
AND DO: Test EAPI-ession 
haNe not been Providt'll" 
+ AND 1 471 respipitse lip archited's re(lilt-M for iII1,111,111ation 
OR DO: Test ExpreSM4011 
. 111il/ol. C%Pellse 1)1-(p% ided" 
1 471 reNponse to architect's re(Ille-st for information FIN 
F IF DO: Display Forill 
Ifthv Art, II it ed has 1. (. tl [I ested (I 0.1i Is of I osss 
V%Pellse thell pro'. ide the 1,41114110114" details. 
Date forapplivalioll Ipplica> 
Date ofArdlited's 
COL SURR While oll Blue 
COL 0.0 White III) 11111t. 
IN : 12,41.57 11111t. on GI.. * 
date-of 
- lipplivations IN : 15A 1,6nji Ithiv im Crm 
date-ill-ch-l-eque"t 
F AND DO: Menu Question INFOICNIs 
Do poll wish to sold gilt, delails ofloss ; 111/411- expellse 
re(plested bý I file Archilect? 
jvlý: Sj I No I 
Thr pro'. isioll'; oft-ontract allows the Architect 
IIP 1*(-(I II est ally ft I I-t I IV r (I etails of loss aIi (I All. 
expense that %%ill help him to ascertain Me 
Claim. 
AND DO: 'rest E 'xPressioll 
AND M ): Test EIN lWessloll 
load(lotiol") 
* 
OR DO: Test El"pressioll 
9-GG 
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INFORNIS="No" 
NN' A ND DO: I)i%pl; l). Form 
N%']'()S: 2.15.8.57 
If (Ili- Contractor 1'. 1ils lip pro, i We 1,111111cr de(ails 
ofthe loss alid/or vXpelist., thelk (he assesmilt-111 (01, 
such loss will depend clifirely on the j tall .. 'ellit-111 (it' 
the Architect. 
1 481 i-espciiisesttic4iiiteiit4of. opplic; ititoii EA 
IF DO: Test I, "Xpressioll 
prompt("Press aily key too clontillue") 
AND DO: Test Expressilpll 
Natill-eW, 3ell. 
AN' AND DO: Display Form 
NVP( ) S: 8,10,6,60 
Clause 26.1 rcquires the cmitractor to) state in 
the writtell applivati4oll the rele. ant matter 
11hich has disrupted 401. is likel) too disrilpt Ihe 
1-t-gular progress 111,111le wfork-S 
CM, SURR White 4111 B1114. 
(I)1, Oj I White loll Bille 
Listing of The Main Experl Sysicin Module 
0R DO: Test EINPI-essioll 
P1.4 1111 pt(" Press Fl fill. Explanation alid other Key fil confilluv") 
AND DO: Beogbi Explabi 
motes5XI 
AND DO: 'rest EAPI-essioll 
Naturt-S="lloll 
W AND DO: Display Form 
NNTO. S: 7,12,8,60 
The c4ontract I-v(plif. c. s that III application for 
loss and expellse shlould illdivate [to the architect 
the relevant matter caushig, the disruption and 
i%hat efted it hwi had or likeiv (I) haN e on the 
regular prlq--ress offile wol-ý'. 
'01, SURR While (III Blue 
COL 0,11 White oll lUtle 
NV AND DO: Display Form 
NVIIOS: 7,15.6.53 
(II Itlel. III is cire IIII Ista II cus II ic Are II it ect opiII ioll 
oll the nature -*%ill determille file aeceptallve or 
411helmist. 110.40111. chint 1,401, looss -. 11141/401. 
COL SURR NN [life oll ItIm. 
(IM, 0,11 White 4011 Bille 
AND DO: Fild Explaill 
1 491 Restall aller rvadhltý, inforill-Itioll 
FIF DO: Nit-Jill QlIestioll Restarci 
14 EISTA RTN I EIN U 
In (lie Iiolit 411,111C intsol-Inalifoll pr(j% ided are yoll llo%V able 
allsiler tile (Illestioll 4111 IN hich (if Ow I'deN ant Inatters 
tilt. iiasis is r%imr ciaiii, row ioss iitv(sr expe Ilse,., 
9-HH 
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-------------- - ------------- 
IYE , S) :: j. 
N () 1: 
+-- --------- - ------------- 
,k IN' 1) DO: Fail 
OR DO: Test EAPI-es%ioll 
Restarls="Yes" 
AND DO: Test Expression 
load("Cs") 
OR DO: Test ExPressioll 
Resfad$="No" 
DO: Test Expression 
pl-I pill pt("Press E. SC to Qll it") 
NV AND DO: Display Form 
I n% iew of youl. inabi lit. ) to Mate 11hich ol, I he 
relevant matters mlaich clausv 26 specifically 
rel, ers, as hasis of*your Claim, It is 
milikely that )till would he able to secure a 
%efflellivalt on this claim. 
COI, SURIZ NN'Ilitv on Blue 
C( )1,41.11 NN Ilife toil Blut. 
AND 1 231 4oplion fit 
AND DO: Qllit 
save arcess constiltation to disk 
IF DO: Test EN pressiq oil 
foutplit(files) 
FA ND DO: Print Forill 
SUNINIARN, OF CONSULTATION 
Listing orThe Main Expert System Module 
File nallie: 1 file$ I Date 4)1*4. ollsllltýitiq)ll.. I(I; Itt. $(I)40tio) 1ý 
I Ise r nallie: I llse 1-11.1 lne$ II 
* 
Which III' tile I-cle%allt matters lisfed mider cluaw 26 is file hasis tpl'N 
II Iss aIId AI I. expellse CIA III?: JEIN I (-I I it I'S I 
I las II It- villp h Iyel. ý) IN ell express Ij I III el-fald I I:! to PrIM (I e . 1113' Nil ch access 
tot III. fi-IIIII Ill(' site*!: jacessIs I 
ls tile access ill fIlle%timl 1111der file ormitnil 4ofthe empboyer 
I las a 11rittell app I icati IIII been subm it I ed too II ie At cI ii (cc I?: 
Did (lie III-iftell applicationt State the liataire l1ralill callse 44the l1kruptiloll 
aml its' effect Ion tile wtirks? INatureSI 
Has tile Architect reylv%ted fill-thel. details applicatilill 
low 1,411. Illss and expellse? JAIzC, RFQUl-, 1S, l, sj 
Wa'i tile applicatioll SlIbIllitted ill reamollable tillic'? 
COI. SURR While fill Mile 







OUT : 3,511,64 
tiolles(now()) 





o -r 14,61,72 u 
WRITITNS 
WIT : 17,31,39 
Natm 
OUT : 20,42,54 
OUT : 22,52,69 
511 SWVC defCl-111CIlt CMINUIt'. 01011 tO dlSk 
IF DO: Test Expressimi 
otltpljt(file$) 
F AND DO: Print Form 
SLIN IN IA RV OFCONSULTAT I ON 
Listing of The Main Expert SYSIcin Modtile 
File 11.1111c: 1 MO I Date of, cl 11IS11 It at h III: I da f vs(w ow()) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
N%Iiich of the relevant matters listed under cluase 26 is the hasis of, youl. 
hoss expolse cI; Ii1II?: jE. NlcmIl$ I 
willieghmuf pwwwn urmte been drGTred by Hierm ph IW! I sit eposses 
D0131111 have (if willnentary e%idence prool*01at t Ile employel. has d eferi-ell 
possession or%ite ill line N%ith requirements ol'clause 23 regarding lite 
possession of'site and its I 
II as a m-itten application been snInnitted to (heA rch it vCl?: I WRITTEAS 
Did I lie written a Pplicath ill State #lie naw re orand ratise orthe disniption 
and its effect till the works?: I NatureS 
11.1% the Archilect requested ful-thn. details 1,4011411ving )mll. application 
Aw nhibumenient A- hm and expenhe? pRimunwrl 
Ills the application submitted in reasi ma lilt, tillie? lReasollabletillie$ I 
COL : SURR NN'bite till Blue 
COL: 11,0 Bille oll Gray COL I'll Mlite oil Blue 
our : wxs 
AM 
OUT : 21308 




OUT : 62%78 
KNIenill"i 
nur : N, 6K7') 
bRep"Mrshill"4 
Our : 12,39,53 
dortillientsi 
OUT : 14,62.74 
WRITTEAS 
Our : 17,32,42 
NmumS 
OUT : 20,42,53 
ARMEQUEsTs 




52 1 sa-, v discrepancies comultation 
IF DO: Test EAPI-es"14111 
4 lilt put(IIII0, S) 
F AND DO: Prilit Form 
SUNUNIARY OF ( 'ONSULTATION 
Listing ofThe Main Experl SYstent Module 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
File II; IIIIe: j1i1v$ I Date of* collmill lit il III: Jdat v$(Ilowfl) 1: 
User 11.1 me: I (Ise 1 ThIle: 11inles(liollf)) Ii 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Which offhe relevant matters listed under cluaw 26 is tile iiasis oryour 
Io%% and/ol. viipellse 1 
Ilas the divergences in ot. discrepancies betivivell file Contract dralving's 
and/ol. Contract hills been Inade knomi to tile ArchifeCO: Idiscrepancless 
Ilas .1 'n-rittell application 
been submitted to tile 
I Hd the mil"en UP PIlCW ! On Mile I he "at ure uralld c... e whedim., upth... 
and its efTect on flit, Iiork%? IN'awl-01 
11.1% flit- Architect retilli-sted hil-ther details 1,411lowing pOll. application 
1,411. reillibill-senlent f'or lOss and viipvuse? j. %RCHFQUESTj 
Was tile application) silbillitted ill reasmiable time? 11tvastollablefillivs I 
COL : SURR White 4111 Bille 
UOL - 0,0 Blue loll Gray CO 1, IM White (III Mile 
OUT : 2,15,28 
1"1144 
OUI' 2,63,78 
)I J'r 3.15,42 




OUT : 10,59.76 
(I isc re P. 1 ncivs$ 
MIT : 12,61,72 
WHITTEAS 
MIT : 15,31,39 
Nature$ 
OUT : 18,42,53 
. wcia, w ji., s, rs 
OUT : 20,52,69 
Reasilliablefillies 
1 531 save inspeclit", vollsilltAtiowl, 
IF DO- EApressioll 
olliput(files) 
F AND DO: Prilit F401-111 
SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION 
Filellallit-: 1111cs, I Date of collsil hat if oil: Id Mes(mm ()) 1: 
Ust-1-11: 111le: I Ilse 1.11a Illei I ThIle: 1tillICS(Ilowfl) I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Which 411,11le r levalit matters HAvil under cluaw 26 is the 11.1-sis tol'your 
lossand/or expeiise chim'?: jE1N1vnu1S I 
Was tile Standard ill lit, C411-thince %%ith tile Standards 111141 specificati4olks 
of, the emill-act? : Jillspeclimilsi 
Has the Architect certified that Ibe Wild and Standard 4)f materials and 
w4) 'ki-, Wshi p kl'e to Ills sati%factimi?: jinspvv1i4m2S I 
ILIS -1 111TWO) -1pPliClith"I been Slibmilled I" the Awhiteort0pVRIMENS I 
Ilid the "O"I'll UPPlindil"I Alte the Hahire urand caume urthe Urnpliom 
and it. s vilect mi tile wm-ks? [Nature". 1 
9-KK 
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II as I heArd I it vo req Ill-A ell I'l 11.11 Ivr (I 0.1i 14 fill It mil II Ill I. ap plicatilol I 
fill. 1,111. Ill%% and v%pullst.? 1 %W '10"Q11F. STI 
Was fit(- applicatiml S1111116(led ill reamollahle lime? I Reamplia 1110 imv. "% 
COL SURR White loll B1114. 
( '( M, 0,11 ItIlle loll Cray UOL : 1,11 While 4011 BIlle 
OUT 2,15,2N 
fileS 
M IT : 2,63,7 M 
M IT : 3,1, -1,42 
11%ernallies 
01 V[' 3,50,64 
ti III es (I II I%% ()) 
I IT 6,2 9,7 8 
M IT 9,2 0,3 3 
iI Is p ec tioIIIS 
M JT : 12,40,54 
hispeclion2$ 
OUT : 14,61,72 
NN R ITT E, Ns 
OUT : 17.31,39 
Naturt-S 
OUT -. 20,42,53 
AM 'REQUESTS 
OUT : 22.52.69 
R vasm la blut i 
1 541 swk v material, slipplY c"I'Millatilill 
IF DO: Te%( Expressioll 
oll(plit(11104) 
F AND DO: Prillt Form 
SUMMARY OF(I)INSULTATIOIN 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
11 Date (It, 
:I im, r Ila Ine: I list, I-Imille", I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Which ofthe rele%allf matters listed mider chmse 26 is lite basis ol')our 
loss alldhol. vNi-tolse I 
Has file employcl. goiN ell 1111der(ahilig, 14) stipply materials for (lie 
the vu-clatioll ofthe works? I 
I las aII ritten application livell subinitti-41 141 flit- 
Did flic wriftell applicalioll %tatt. flit, natilre ol'alld callm. (11,11it. disruption 
awl it ,1 -4 effect oit flit, works? INature"S 
Ilas the Archilect 1.4.4111t. sted fill-flit. l. details Coll4ming youl. applicatiml 
I', ol. rvi III I) II I-st. II ic I It 1,411. It Iss aI III I-% [it- I Isv? JA M 'REQ II FIST I
Was file application slibilliftell ill I-camillable fillic? I Ream a 1110 i lilt'S 
COL SIJIM White (lit Bille 
(1)1,11,0 BIlle 4011 Gra: l COL 1,11 NN Ilitt. oll lillit. 
OUT 2.15.2N 
OUT 2,63.78 





slip I) ly" 




01" I' : 16,3 1A 1) 
NalureS 
OUT : 19.42,53 
AW IIzEQ IIF STS 
OUT : 21,52.69 
Reasl ma WO it] it-S' 
1 551 swic posipollonvelt consultatioll 
IF DO: Test 1"Apressifoll 
40111put(filles) 
F AND DO: Print Form 
SUNINIARY OF ( '()NSlll, *I'. %'I'I(). N 
Listing offlic Main E. xl)ci-i Sysicin Module 
File 11: 1111c: 111les I Date 401, vollsilltal it oil: I dal 0(sit I%N 
User 11.1 Ine: I use 1-11: 1114. $ 1 Tillwjfilnes(nowfl) I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Which 4)f file relevallt matters listed under duaw 26 is file hasis 443-mir 
Iloss and/m. expellse SI 
I Ias theA I'vilitect ismied a I% rillull iIIN1 rkictiml Ill plost p4me . 111 lol, part 4d, 
(Ill. %%4oI-I%%?: I I)ql. %l polleN l 
I hs a written applicatitill ba-vii milmnittvkI 14P flav Archilvi-0: 1WRI FTEIN'S 
Did file writtell applivatiml State tilt- t4alld Cause (01,01c (IiSI-1111114111 
alill its effect tilt (fit- wmls? I'Nalurt's I 
Ilas file Architect re(Illested fill-thel. details 1*6114milla your applicati4oll 
fill. I-vi III I'll I-SvIllelit 1,401. Iwss mid expense? JAR( '14'16111ESTJ 
Was the applivalims %I11111litted ill rvasmiallit. tilliv? I Reast ma We( imv$ 
COL SURR White (Ill ItIlle 
(IM, OJI Itille 4111 Cray '01,1.0 hill, loll 11111C 
OUT 2,15.28 
file", 
OUT : 2,63,78 
OUT : 3,15.42 
MIT 3ý50,64 
OUT 8,29.78 
01 IT 11,14.31 
OUT 13.61,73 
NN IZITTENS 
I IT : 16.3 1.4 1 
Naturt-S 
H IT : 19,4 2,. --, 3
HUR EQ Iý ESTS 
M IT :21.52.69 
R ca s 10 1la II 14.1 iIIIvS 
561 save to disk 
IF DO: Test 
4)111 pill (I iles) 
F AND DO: Print Forill 
.SI IN INI-%IW () F CO NS1; LTATI () N 
File Ila lilt.: I fille's Date III, collmillatioll: Jdales(lisplifl) 1: 
User II 
Which of flit- relo. aw 111affers listed t"Ider chmst- 26 is fliv ba%is 443 (111" 
hiss C%pc I i%(- clai III? I EIN IvI It I IS I 
9-MNI 
Appcnclix 10 Lisling ol'I'lic M. -fill I'lxPert Sysicill Mod"Ic 
Which (of' the challges III(, 1wrt's detilit-41 ill chlose 13 as variation 
was (lie callst. fit' the di"I'llplioll?: 
Ivariationt) pes 
Has a writtell application hcvll stibillilk-11 to the ArchitecM 
INNNITTEIM I 
Did like writtell applivatioll slate file 11allire (11'. 111d call"t. 411' like disruption 
wid its effect on fill- woorks? INaturesl 
Has the Archiled rt-quested fill-fliel, detaik folliming polle, application 
fill. reillibill-sellit-Ill for hoss IIId expellst.? 
1A RC It EIQ II EISTS I 
Was tht. applicatilill Submitted ill reasollaloh. fillic'? 
dati-S(Ilowfl) 
OUT : 4,15,42 
Ilsernalliv$ 
MIT - 4,50.64 
tillies(now()) 
OUT : 8,29.7H 
E, Nk-11111"'s 
OUT : 12,7,76 
Nariatiolltý pv. 's 
OUT : 14,11,69 
ANIZITTEAS 
I A' - 17.3 1,3 9 
NatureS 
I A' :21.12,7 5 
A RUR FQ UE ST I's 
OUT 23,52,61) 
1ýIs4aI; IIwIt. ti 
1 571 savv to disk hustuclimi cowultalion 
IF DO: Test I"Apressioll 
41111 plit(liles) 
F AND DO: Print Form 
SI'MMARN' OF CONSULTATION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
File name: JilleS I Date oil' 
I NtT IMME-: 11I. St-f-IMIM'S I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
NN hich ol'tht. 1-vievant matters listed under cluase 26 is the hask ofpom- 
loss a I) d /o I. vNin. I ise clai II I'!: [ FIN I t. I III I's 
I 
Was the request for ill"to-lictioll%. details. It". (. 1% efc. loadt. at Such a fillit. 
that ill 1-clatiolk to it was requil-ed it 1ýas not till) close or ral. ill III(- 
filtill-c'! : Jill-struct2s I 
las a re(Itivst For hisiructiolks, details of' 41 I'mi ing's Or. been madt. to flit, 
Architet-0: 1111sti-1101" I 
lilts a writtell applicatiml beell Submitted 14) IIIv ArchitecO: 
INNNITTEIN'S I 
Did file wri(ten applivalifill stak, file nature ol'alld vattsv (11*111i. disruptilill 
and its effect on the work%? I Nature'S' 
I las tile Architect requested fill-Olel, 11cfails 1,41114mill'-, poill. applicalioll 
for I-ViIIIIIIII-SvIllellt fol. loss alld expellse? 
IARCREIQ I IFISTS, 
Was file applicatioll slibmilted ill reasm la lilt- fillit'? 
()1, StTIZIZ Wllite till Blut. 
I)1, ( 1,0 11111t. till Cray COL : 1,11 NN'llitv on Blut, 
WIT 2,15,2S 
I'l I e. 's 
OUT : 2,63.78 
')-NN 
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M 'T : 3,1. --,, 4 2 
M IT 3,511,64 
tiI. S(I if pw()) 
t IT 6,29,7 1) 
E, NI ('1111 IS 
OUT : 10,12.24 
1 iist ruct2 S 
OUT : 13,14,63 
Instrilvils 
OUT : 16,12,77 
WRITTE , Ni 




1 581 sm e %%ork m it part ofemit ract a-tonmilta I imi 
IFM): Ti-st EA pressiml 
mII pill(Illi-N) 
FAN 1) DO: Prilit Form 
SUMMARY ()F CON'sULTATION 
Listing ol'Thc Main ExpcrI System Nlodtilc 
Filv nallit.: III); It(- III' c4on"Illial 
Ise r Ila mr: I use I'lla Ilies I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
x1ollich I)I*tllt. relv%ant Illattel's listed undercluase 26 is file hasis O'pitir 
hoss mp(-I) Se v Ilk iIII? -. I EIN I vI III Is I 
I Ili% tI ic exeru I i4m (of wto rk I I), tit(, cell ph IN er 411. It is angents v it 11%ell till Gorseca bI I- 
delay and disi'llptillil 141 Ilw cl I lltractlw's ()%%, It morks'. 1 1%, ofork-11401-part 411, O)IIII-avi 
Is file w(irk Ili (Itic%limi being carried mat by Iliv emphiyer 
Are lilt- villphiver's -. 14,14,11ts slaluuir) . undertakers varrýioq., lotit Ilivir (ibligalimis 
mider statute. .; :I %ta 
I ut4 I ry-tind v rta kv i-sS I 
lilts a writtell applicatilfil beell SlIhillitted III till- ArelkilecMINI RITTEAS I 
Did Ille wrillell applivatitill Stall. fhe Ilature llfalltl vallst. 411,111t. disruptiloll 
and its effed (oil lilt- wtwks? I Nawri-SI 
Ilas lilt- Archited requestell fill-Illel. detail" follimiligy )IIIII. applivalitoll 
fill. reiIIIIIIII-Sellivilt fill. looss and (. '%pellse? JARCREQUESI'l 
Was tI it- app I iva I! 10 1IS I Ill II iit I ed ill reaminable time? I Rvamma I ilt-fimeS 
(IH, S41 It It N% Ilite toil Hille 
( 01,0,0 11111t. im Cray COL 1,11 N% hile loll 111lic 
(H IT 2,1 i;, 2 8 
lift's 
UT : 2.63,78 
dates(Ilintiffl 
OUT : 3,15,42 
listTIMIlit"i 
(R A' 3.5 0.64 
(H IT 6,2 9.7 H 
vilil I" 
(H JT 9,54,7 8 
, ovoork - Illot - 
pa rt-4 01*4.1 lilt ract S 
OUT : 11,69,79 
w(irk - mot - partj I 
I'l-I It II raet Is 
I I' I' : 14,1 8, --So 
s ta tIIIii ry_t II 141 vI-fa ke rs S 
OUT : 16.61.72 
\% It I *FFE1 NS 
9-00 
Appcndix 10 
M 'T : 19.31.39 
Sallin. 1% 
OUT : 22.42, --N3 
A RC It F. Q II F'STS 
M iT : 24.52,69 
Rewsolla Illi-I illivs 
1 591 sent out wriffeii re(Itiest 
+ IF 1 611 take detaik olAnsfructions required 
AND DO: Test EAPI-essilon 
olitpul("Ipt I ") 
F AND DO: Prilit Form 
l'o the Architect 
Dear Sir, 
Ibeading's 
I dat i's (114 m ())I 
Lisling ol'The Main Experi Sysicin Niodille 
We 114-reb's . apph 1,111. Ille 1,41114)"ing, fill*411-111alholl 1-t-1111ired llý I Ils 







1 )1, SURR N%, I; itt- foil 11111t. 
C( ) 1,0,0 Whilv toll 11111i. 
WIT 3,57,71) 
dat v`o(nt 1%% ()) 
OUT : S. 12,71 
fli-ading's 
H IT : 19,9,4 7 
details IS 
I IT 19,53,69 
da (0. " (da 1v 
H IT 2 1,9.4 7 
defaik2S 
H IT :21,53,69 
tfaft-S(daft-2) 
1 601 tahe details orcollfrart 
11" DO: Test 1"Apressioll 
P1.4 III) PI(" 1,11-wiv tý pe ill Ihe Dclails") 
F AND DO: DisphY Forill 
PI va St. I'll I t. l. )4,111.11 a I) w bi-14m 
: <list, I'lla int-S 
CO 1, SI IR 14 NNIlift. oll R1111. 
COL 11,11 While 4111 11111V 
* 
9-pp 
Appendi. x 10 
IN : 14,20,62 11111t. 1111 Cra) 
IIS(TWI lilt's 
611 take detai Iso I' h im ructim Is I-j-q II ji. j. I 
FIF DO: Dkplay Form 
DE . I'AILS OFINSTRI VI FIONS REQUIRED 
Description of, 1111,61-11latioll Date Required 
<dt-bil'As > 
<dvtai1%2S > <dakl > 
COL SURR White fill Mile 
COL 11.11 White oil 111114. 
IN : 6.1,4 5 11111t. oil Craý 
414-taiNIS 
IN : 6,54.68,11 1111fe fill Craý 
datel 
IN' : 8,1,47 RIlle oll Cray 
details2S 
IN : M. 55.6M, O Mile (oil Cray 
datt-2 
62 1 Test variatimit-. pe EA 
IF DO: Help Explaill 
WN )S: 4,11,1 5, NO 
Varialilins and I%ork agaillst provisiolial S11111,; 
Listing ol'The Main Expal Sysicin Modilic 
Valuations orthework in"dved In and I hr me"end row"jumves or% a Hat b"is 
and illOrlu-th ats issm-11 11). the a rch it ect for tIn, C%penditure of, pro%kiollal 
%ul l.; al. t. dva II %%I Ih ill 4.1allse 13. ( lanse 26.2.7 cmers dklurbancv co%ts 
I% I n-l-v t Ile infrodliction (it' I In- ýariation or work agahM prmkional smas 
mak-ria I ly a 11'er Is tIIv rvg' I dar I) rogress or II n- ii ork% in gencra I. 
F AND DO: Menn Q11v%lion larialiollfý I)t--*N 
lFlik. 101 ptioll III! v1p 
: N. VF IT 14 1,, ( )I-' %'. %I Z 1. %'1* 1() N: 
Whid, (4111C followill", Changes to #he works defilled 
in (Imse 13 as variations was the catise ofiliv 
disniptioll? 
1. laddilioll III i%411'kl 
4.1plumovs hi %%oilhig, hom-sl 
%ND DO: Fail 
It DO: Test EApi-essioll 
proollpICTI'l-'s ally kv) too collitillile") 
AND DO: Test EXPITS1,1011 
va ri at i( III 1ý pci= " ad d it i4 nII 10 1% A01. V 
+ ANDI flemidiiiinis 
OR D( ): Test EIN plvssiml 
9-QQ 
Appendix 10 
's a ria IiI oil t% 411,1%orks" 
+ AND 91 cloilditiolls 
M DO: Test I-INIII-essioll 
, ka Hat it ontype's- ".,, it list it tit it it i of*%%ork" 
+ AND 1 91 condiliolls 
OR DO: Test EAPI-cssfoll 
variatimiti peW'dimiges ill working, hom-s" 
" AIND 1 91 collditiolI4 
(M M ): Test 1"A pres%ioll 
ill Standard torillaterials") 
" AND 1 91 volidiflolls 
()R DO: Test ENPI-essioll 
variatilolitypt-s=(" EA pend it tire stiolls") 
" AND 1 91 collditiolls 
M DO: Test Exprvssioll 
" AND 1 141 c%planation of%arialimt 
1 631 finihig, EIN 
N%, IF DO: Melill QlwNtioll Ream Illa 1110 ill Iv-S 
NVIIOS: 7,15.6.50 
Was the application sullillittvil to IIIv Archilect 
reasollable time? 
INOI 
AND 1 211 OPTION 
1 641 1 inaing tol*rciltit-st for histructimis 
N%l 111, DO: Meem Questimi hi-4rm-t2S 
NVIIOS: 6,14,9,56 
Was Ibe request for insf 1,114,64 oils 411161 details Illade 
at Such a tillit. that III relation III tillen it 1%as 
re(Illired, it was mot 140to dose III. fill. III (Ilk, 
1,111111.0 
I. No I 
AND 
OR DO: Tv%t Expres%holl 
I it. 0 ni %12 ', =" i it o" 
1%, 1% IN' I DO: Display F411-111 
WN )S': 5.5,11,711 
You r req II rst gh vI I% 41111- ; 11 0% tl I* CMI he 4-1111.4 (1 as 
IIIII-easolillilt. 1rooll tl;,. ardliferl's point of flew. Am' 
Claim foollilded 4)11 this lm%is %%ollhl fail. 
LiSlilig of The Nbin Experi SYsicin Niodille 
CASE: Ncodes IAAI %. Bormigh ol' SM jilt,.,, & 
till - 
border replace 
COL SURR While oil 111liv 
COL 11, I) While 4111 11111v 
AND 1 191 mom (4) i1iiii %)-stent 
9-RR 
Appendix 10 
1 6.51 wriltoi applicalimi is maile FA 
F IF DO: Nit-1111 Q111. %lioll NN RITTEN's 
II is .1 1-4-1111 i rel II el IIIIm1 .1 IN l'i 114-11 ap III ica 114111 bf. III; I III. 
Listing orThe Main Expert Sysicin Modulc 
14) tht. Ardlifet-I ill I-v%pvCf oholly loss alld/401. 
that has beell illcurn-d 401. is likeh, 141 he im-111.1-ed. Which 
44*111C 1,40114ming, situatioll apply Ill Ihis illstallce? 
I. jApplivalil III It-. %,; lki It been illatic %%i%li fI1 114) So 1141%% 1 
2. jApplicatimi already matic iiish to conthitiv) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
: J( .. %Sl'. l J( 'LAUSE 261 ll,. Xi'l.. %N. %'I'I()NSI 
AND DO: Test EAPI-essi(oll 
prtimpt("Prels. my kvy h) vim I intic") 
AND DO: Begill EAPLIM 
AND DO: Tv%t EApres%i(III 
%Vj4j'j-j'E, NS="va%c hm" 
AND DO: Test EAPI-t-s"ima 
ds() 
AND DO: Test E, %prcssima 
AND DO: Rc%tart 1611t. 
+ AND 1 2111 Nature iohýriffvn applicathm 
AN 1) DO: M-4-ill EAphill 
imtvs7.. SO 
AN 1) DO: Test 1"Apre%silm 
pnompt("PreSs any key too 6-milimu-. 11 Utor I-Aplanatimi") 
+ AND 1 631 timim-P 
AND DO: End EAphill 
AND DO: Test EAPI-i-sSioll 
pnimpt("Press aity ke) W c4onthme") 
NV AND DO; lielp 1"Aphill 
WN ). S: 7, U1 
'I'll(, prok isitons ul't-lause 26 are in I vii4led fill I) 
III I'dinhurst. Ow c(Intral-1411. for liosses It(- incill's 
1.11" .1 ITS1111 ( 1, relevalit matlers spedlivil alld 
All. which III(, ellip1q)), el. allil/m. his a"wills art, 
respillsi blv. 
WDET: (14mble - 
Ili I I'd v 1.4 IN I, I'Ll: I, 
U01, SURR %N hile (III Blilt, 
COL 11,11 While foil Bille 
F AND DO: Nielill Qllv%lifoll ARCREQUE. 'sT. 1%, 
Where Ille Archilt-vt has re(lut-stell 11111-111VI, doail. s 
looss . 111111ol. expellse it importaill that . 111 Such 
he P1.41% itled 140 vilable a fair awt-tailillivill to be 
Illativ. Which 411,1114.1,6114mill", sillialions appil, 
1.11 ktai Is (11' 11 ISS an II /o r I-% p4, I ISe prom, 
2. !1 )vfai Is I im I, ma I it-voi prto% it I ed 1 
AND 1 461 Respowse lip archilect 1-vt1ili-st for infiormatioll 
AND DO: BoOll I"Aphill 
Ill lk-S2 1.80 
1 661 CRYSTAL INIASTEAt 
FIF DO: Vivw Form 
9-SS 
Appendix 10 
I'loadill'-, IIIv( laillis AdN isol. N. SNS14.111 
CM, S111414 NN Ilift. 4011 Mill, 
) 1,11.0 hile oil ItIlIt. 
AND DO: Test EApressioll 
isphy("I'lease ii%ait") 
AND M ): Test E'x pre. sSioll 
F AND DO.. Mom Question claillioplioll 
What is the natilre ol'the claillk soll-Oll? 
1.1,1111le exivissitill I 
2.1hoss and expeim-1 
3.111mictualionj 
it 
----- sch-vt olil. Ipplimi : 11141 press vill(T 
AND DO: Fail 
OR DO: Test EAPI-essiloll 
clainitiptimi-2 
AND DO: Illit. Variables 
+ AND 1 121 evalwiting li)ss amlAor v% pense 
OR DO: Tvsf Expl. v. %%iqlll 
chillmillifoll=1 
NN, AND DO: Displa) Fool-Ill 
NN I'( )S: 10,2 1,3,37 
This 11141dille l1w; mot been installed 
COL SURR White 4111 1111le 
0,0 White loll lilliv 
AND DO: Quit 
OR DO: Test P"Npressioill 
claimoiplimi=3 
NN' AND DO: Display Florill 
NNTOS: 111,21,3.37 
This 1114141111c 11; 1% Illot bvvI) ill%falled 
COL SURR While 4111 11111c 
C( H, 11,0 White (oil Iflue 
AND DO: Quit 
OR DO: Test l"Allressifill 
claimooptimi=4 
NN' AND DO: Di%play Form 
WPOS: 10.21,3,37 
This Imidlik. has III)i livell illoalled 
COL SURR Whilt. (oil Billt. 
(IH, 0.0 hill, ml Bille 
AND DO: Qljit 
(M DO: Test E, %Jlressiml 
clailliffl-ifiII11=5 
AND DO: Quit 
Listing ol'The Main Expal Sysicin Module 
9-TT 
AppendiN 10 
had nreM Ex 
h'. 11.1 ARCREQUEST"S 
Iv. 11.1 VA 
Pad M lox 
IN-: 11.1 fillillies lox 
I ""I INFORMS lox 
harl MFINU2 lox 
harl MitureS F, % 
IN. 11.1 lze. m I Im hl 0imvS F, % 
lv; li-l sit c 114 Issesiol 0, 
had VMKMMQ PS E% 
h-: 11.1 WRITTI""N" E, % 
EA 
9-UU 
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Our Ref- MK/NJM/186 
30"' January 1997 
Mr W Vidogah 
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Claims Manal! ement in Construction 
Please find enclosed the completed evaluation forms. 
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166 FLEET STREET 
1,011JDON EC4A 2DY 
TEL: (0171) 683 0555 
FAx: (0171) 583 2555 
5th February 1997 
Your Reference: 
Our Reference: gc/pxbL242. ltr 
William Vidogah 
University of Wolverhampton 




Dear Mr. Vidogah 
I enclose, a little late, my evaluation of your proposals. I apologise for the delay and hope 
that you find my comments useful. 
Please call me if you have any further questions or require any further information. 
Yours sincerely, 
for 







Helping clients manage the economics of dispute, regulation and change 
Atlanta 0 Austin 0 Boston 0 Chicago * Dallas 0 Denver 0 Houston 9 London * Los Angeles 0 Miami 9 Milwaukee 
New York 0 Philadelphia 0 Phoenix * Pittsburgh 0 Princeton 0 San Francisco 0 Tampa 0 Washington, D. C. 
Peterson Consulting (U. K. ) Limited Partnership is a partnership established under the laws or the state of hfichigan between Peterson Consulting( U. K. ) G. 
P. Corp- 
and Peterson Consulting L. L. C. The IiiibilitY of Peterson Consulting L. L. C. it; limited. 
MayGurney 
May Gurney (Construction) Limited 
Trowse, Norwich NR14 8SZ 
Telephone: (01603) 627281 
Fax: (01603) 665753 
Please quote our reference when replying 
or ask for Mr. .1W Platten 
Extension 207 
Our ref- JWP/SAK 
5 December 1996 
University of Wolverharnptop, ýýb 
Musa Mihsein Bsc (Eng) ýý, MBA, ACEI, Fl MCCHE 
MIGE C. Eng 
Dean School of Engineering and the Built Environment 
Wulfruna Street 
Wolverhampton WVI ISB 
or the attention of Mr. W Vigogall 
Re: Claims Management In Constniction 
With reference to your document, titled 'A framework for Better Claims Management on 
Construction Projects'. 
Please find enclosed completed forms as requested. The framework addresses the core areas 
where problems do exist with record keeping, diaries, retrieval of presentation, presentation etc. 
Presently within our company the subject of claims and the resourcing by internal or external 
means leads to various meetings, debates and can we afford it. 
My own personal problem regarding claims is knowing when is tile best time to resource, do 
you set on additional staff in preparation, or when problems start to occur. With limited 
resources you can normally only resource externally when problerns start to occur which also 
can be a costly method of dealing with problems. 
An advantage from your proposals would be at least all data collection and retrieval systems 
would be standard, in place and functional. 
We would be grateful if you can keep in touch with the progress of this very interesting subject. 
Yours faithfully 
For May Gurney (Construction) Limited 
JW Platten 
Directors: 
AJ Korn BSc FIHT FIAT FOR MinsIPET (Chairman) 
MG Duffield MIHT 
ICA Steen FRICS FinsICES ACIArb MIHT 
DE Neale CEng FICE MIHT MBIM 
DR Pask 
Registered Office: 
Holland Court. The Close 




Cerlificate No FS 28528 
Edmund Nuttall Ltd 
Group company of HBG 
Mr W Vidogah 
University of Wolverhampton 
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Claims Management in Construction 
Dear William 
Head Office 
St James House 
Knoll Road 
Camberley 
Surrey GU 15 3XW 
Telephone 01276 63484 
Telefax 0 1276 66060 
Telex 859166 tunlon g 
Direct Lines 
Tel: 01276854759 
Fax: 01276 854763 
Date 
I April 1997 
Thank you for sending me a copy of your framework document on the above. I found it very interesting 
reading and it is obviously the product of in depth research and very hard work. 
I have tried to view it in the light of the practical constraints that are ever present in the day to day tasks 
of contract management and claims recovery and trust that my handwritten comments on the attached 
copy of your document are of use to you. 
May I wish you good luck in your future career. 
Yours sincerely 
ca I ol kKn- c: ýýA-, 
f2f. BE Lloyd 
Commercial Manager 
Enclosure 
Registered address St James House. Knoll Road, CambedeYý Surrey GU 15 3XW 
Registered number 305189 England and Wales 
)I 
JB/SPA 
2 January 1997 
Mr. W. Vidogah, - 
University of Wolverhampton, 
Wulfruna Street, 
Wolverhampton, 
WV1 ISB - 
Dear Mr. Vidogah, 
Claims Management in Construction 
I now return your Claims Management Documentation duly completed. 
We hope you will find our evaluation helpful in your research. 
Yours sincerely, 
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Framework Proposals For Better Claims Management 
3.1.9 Evaluation of Proposal I 
, ý, c -I 
Proposal 1: A matrir ofdocuments or their near equivalents that record resource use, performance 
aýd events on site with specific reference to scheduledproject activities should he 
imp! imented 
General Impressions 
Can the recommended matrix of documents maintained as proposed aid claims 
preparation and Information retrieval ? (Please one option) 
Quite significantly 
Yes but not significantly 
Would make no difference 
What Is your opinion on the resources needed to maintain such a system of documents? 
Would be too costly to maintain E3 
at current resource levels 
The long term benefits justifies any sma- p"ýO. 
J-s. 
resource requirement 
Evahmtion of the Information content of proposed records 
Adequate for claims managementE] 
purposes 
. 
In adequate in some respects 
Capacity to aid the Identification and retrieval of relevant boarmation 
Will make it easier 
Will make no differencen 
Not sure of impact 
Gen eral ComMients: C)n Lrctý- vrýe C PMFOS4 Olp6r, 
S6(X'IC-' CCAýVaCA) CIA 
VxvAxCQkCkr- 
A20 
Framework Proposals For Better ClainisManagement 
Document: The Activity Update Form 
Impressions on the Information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Ad Simple equate 
I d 
Require training to complete 
l na equate proper y 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record Relevance of Information recorded 
Will be comparable to current levels Very useful 
EK 
Will require additional manpower U'ýCfal 
Will require addional. manpower 
- 
Not useful ýs outlay is marginal compared but tl 
the potential benefits 
General Comments 
aepe Y\AS CcMr. 
AQý: ) forry\ 
. 
Or\. IckMk(2-- 
rcýý ýe4m e- r%ýi ne e- vý wcU VýaQ e- c, ý rL ýa 
SQ ýe,, A 
coxvsAer- earned marý ýroQlý w roza 
6 
IV 




Frameivork Proposah For Better Clainis Management 
Document: Time Sheet 
Impressions on the Information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate ET"' Simple Require training to complete 
Inadequate El properly 
0 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
ýVill be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
General Comments 




Not useful El 
ýQomean aeven 
(n 
ae, ýu A/ mcr(a- 
a &C ý ea 
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A22 
Framework Proposals For Better Claims, % ianagement 
Document: Plant Sheet 
Impressions on the Information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate EY", Simple EJX Require training to complete El Inadequate El properly 
0 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
Will be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
Relevance of Information recorded 





e- ee ý- 
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A23 
Framework Proposals For Beffer Claims Management 
Document: The Job Diar3r I 
Impressions on the Information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate Simple Require training to complete 
Inadequate D properly 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
Will be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
General Comments 
Relevance of information recorded 
Vay useful 
12/ 







Framework Proposals For Better Claims Management 
Document: Test Reports and Records 
Impressions on the information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate 0--ý 
Simple 
Require traftýing to complete 
Inadequate El properly 
0 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
Will be comparable to current levels ID/ 
Will require additional manpower El 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared 
0 
the potential benefits 






Framework Proposals For Beller ClainisAlanagement 
Document: Variation Status Report 
Impressions on the infonnation content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate Simple Require training to complete 
Inadequate properly 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
Will be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared F-I 
the potential benefits 






Framework Proposals For Beffer Claims. lfan(ýizelnenl 
Document: Record of Dra"ings s 
Impressions on the information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate D. -ý Simple 
0" 
Require training to complete EJ Inadequate El properly 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
Will be comparable to curi-ent. levels 
WiR require additional manpower E3 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
General Comments 
QQ, (Cý, 

















Framework Proposals For Beller Claims, 11anagentent 
Document: Errors and Omission Analysis 
Impressions on the information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
4. Simple Adequate 
-1 1 
Require training to complete El Inadequate r properly 
9 
Manpower requirement to maintain the record 
Will be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but Us outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
Relevance of information recorded 
Veiy useful Er" 
Useful D 






Framework Proposals For Better Claims Management 
3.2.1 Evaluation proposal 2 
Proposal 2: It should pea requirement on every constructionproject to prepare and maintain 
resource leaded network schedule based on the CPM technique to aid the 
dderminadon of the time and cost impact of site events on specifteproject activities 
Need to requiring the maintainance of schedules 
Necessary for better claims evaluation D 
An effective tool but it needs to be 
understood to aid claims evaluation 
Not required, current practice is 
adequate 
Resource requirement for maintaining the schedule 
WiH be high but necessary Gall", 
Can be absorbed within 
cuffent resource outlays on projects 
No apparent benefits, 
cannot be justified 
Criteria for preparing and maintianing the schedules 
Reasonable as a means of ensuring 
use 
Unacceptable as it requires disclosure E-1 
of planned resource usage 
Needs to be enhanced further 
General Comments 
r3(-ksý ýaý tmpolse-- a Qlevý 6ykcý- cv-ck-cack 
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3.3.5 Evaluation of A Proposal 3 
Proposal 3: It is desirable that the requirementsfor claim submitals be specified at 
- project inception to ensure adequate standard of claims documentation 
Clarity of proposed format 
Much simpler format for D 
documenting claims 
Will not be easy to prepare 12/ 
as proposed 
Information content requirement 
Adequate for the stated purpose 
.. Inadequate 
Requires too much detailed 
information 
General Comments 
ýOcý OZrn qoý eas kT- a&iceue- 
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Document: Delay Cost Breakdown 
Impressions on the Information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate ED"" Simple 
El 
Require training to complete 531", 
Inadequate El properly 
f 
Manpower requirement to prepare the form 
Will be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but this outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
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Document: Disruption Cost Analysis 
Impressions on the Information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate 
Simple 
Require training to complete 
Inadequate El properly 
Manpower requirement to prepare the form Relevance of Information presented 
Will be comparable to current levels Very useful 
Will require additional manpower Useful 
Will require addional, manpower 
El Not useful El but this outlay is marginal compared 
the potential benefits 
General Comments 







Framework Proposals For Beffer Claims. 1fanagentent 
Document: Overall Cost/Time Impact Report 
Impressions on the information content of the form Ease of completing the form 
Adequate Simple Require training to complete 
Inadequate 0 properly 
0 
Manpower requirement to prepare the form 
Will be comparable to current levels 
Will require additional manpower 
Will require addional manpower 
but Us outlay is marginal compared El 
ffie potential benefits 




Not useful F-1 
General Comments 
1 8ýaýGLKGAQC UýQn mcAyr -, zLvtwoq euQllýý 
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-S 3.4.1 Evaluation of Proposal 4 
Proposal 4: The requirements in proposal 2 should he enforced by incorporating 
in contracts a standard specificationjor programmes of work tvith 
every standardform of contract. Such a specification should also 
ddAU the minimum requireminsfor keeping contemporary site activ4 
records 
General Observation Iegal hnplication 
Current contractual provisions Will not significantly change 
arc adequate for claims purposes current obligations 
Would assist and lead to better Will change current, obligations 






Framework Proposals For Beller ClainisManagement 
Proposal 4.1: Enhancing contradualprovisions to incorporate specification 
for programmes of work 
General Observation 1, egal Implication 
Current contractual provisions Will not signif icantly change are adequate for claims purposes 
F1 
current obligations 
Would assist and lead to better Will change current obligations claims management 
Q/ 
and encourage good practice 
Duty to grant time extension Yes No Not necessarily 
Extended obligation will speed up claims settlement El 
Ensure a higher level of certainty of projea cost El E3/ El long before practical completion 
Will be difficult to implement 
General Comments 
PMýOscA ma m(., 6- dacwxý eck5 P-r 
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Proposal 4.2: Provision specifying records the contrador shouuld keep and al/mv 
the employer to audit such records 
General Obsenyption 
Current contractual provisions 
are adequate for claims purposes EJ 
Would assist and lead to better 
claims management 
i 
Duty to grant time extension 
Extended obligation will speed up claims settlement 
Ensure a higher level of certainty of project cost 
long before practical completion 
Will be difficult to implement 
I 
Legal Implication 
Will not significantly change 
current obligations 
Will change current obligations 
and encourage good practice EJ 
Yes No Not necessarily 
El Eg' I] 
General Comments 
Hat, 
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Proposal 4.3. -Provision requiring the contractor to submitt the build-up of costs and 
other bidding documents 
General Observation Legal Implication 
Current contractual provisions Will not significantly change are adequate for claims purposes current obligations 
Would Assist and lead to better Will change current obligations claims management EJ and encourage good practice 
Duty to grant time extension Yes No Not necessarily 
Extended obligation will speed up claims settlement El Ca/ EJ 
Ensure a higher level of certainty of project cost EJ []I", El long before practical completion 
Will be difficult to implement El El/ El 
General Comments 
A52 
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Proposal 4.1: Provision requiring the contractor to submiff claims in a speciftedformat 
Z 
General Observation Legal Implication 
%eý . 
Current contractual provisions D l i f 
Will not significantly change 
ms purposes or c a are adequate current obligations 
Would assist and lead to better 
l i Will change current obligations ms management c a and encourage good practice 
Duty to grant time extension Yes No Not necessarily 
Extended obligation will speed up claims settlement El 
Ensure a higher level of certainty of project cost 
long before practical completion 
/ Will be difficult to implement El o 
General Comments 
A53 
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, 
3.5.4 Evaluation of proposal 5 
Proposal S. - To overcome theproblent of document assembly, retrieval and data access 
in clýims preparation electronic document management systems should 
be implemented 
Potential benefits Yes No Not Certain 
Reduce the cost of data retrieval 
Reduce the cost of managing documents 
F-1 
Improve contractoes ability to El substantiate claims 
Resource requirements 
May be too costly to implement on every 
project 
The technology 
Has a definite advantage over current 
document management practice 
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3.6.3 Evaluation proposal 6 
Proposal 6. Ideological training which includes the use of Information Technologyfor 
inforjý&tiofi management and claims preparation methods using project 
records is needed 
0 Ideological Training 
Necessary to achieve improvements in claims management 
Would have no effect 
Need for Operatioaal Training to implement proposals, ` 
Very important 
ý7 
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3.7.1 Evaluation proposal 7 
Proposal 7. - On meduim to largeprojects the claims managementfunction should 
f be as4jed to one member of the project team speci Ically trained 
for this task 
4 Assigning the function 
Necessary to achieve improvements in claims management 
Would have no effect 
See- 
Feasibility of imlenting proposal 
Impratical ED ? kc-6cluJ 
Can be implemcnted r7i 7 
4 General Comments 
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